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ABSTRACT 

Friction welding, a solid-state joining method, is presented as a novel alternative process step for 

lining mild steel pipe and forged components internally with a corrosion resistant (CR) metal alloy for 

petrochemical applications. Currently, fusion welding is commonly used for stainless steel overlay 

cladding, but this method is costly, time-consuming, and can lead to disbonding in service due to a hard 

martensite layer that forms at the interface due to partial mixing at the interface between the stainless steel 

CR metal and the mild steel base.  

Firstly, the process parameter space was explored for inertia friction butt welding using AISI type 

304L stainless steel and AISI 1018 steel to determine the microstructure and mechanical properties 

effects. A conceptual model for heat flux density versus radial location at the faying surface was 

developed with consideration for non-uniform pressure distribution due to frictional forces. An existing 

1-D analytical model for longitudinal transient temperature distribution was modified for the dissimilar 

metals case and to account for material lost to the flash. Microstructural results from the experimental 

dissimilar friction welds of 304L stainless steel to 1018 steel were used to discuss model validity.  

Secondly, the microstructure and mechanical property implications were considered for replacing 

the current fusion weld cladding processes with friction welding. The nominal friction weld exhibited a 

smaller heat softened zone in the 1018 steel than the fusion cladding. As determined by longitudinal 

tensile tests across the bond line, the nominal friction weld had higher strength, but lower apparent 

ductility, than the fusion welds due to the geometric requirements for neck formation adjacent to a rigid 

interface. Martensite was identified at the dissimilar friction weld interface, but the thickness was smaller 

than that of the fusion welds, and the morphology was discontinuous due to formation by a mechanism of 

solid-state mixing. 

Thirdly, the corrosion resistance of multiple austenitic stainless steels (types 304, 316, and 309) 

processed in varying ways was compared for acid chloride environments using advanced electrochemical 

techniques. Physical simulation of fusion claddings and friction weld claddings (wrought stainless steels) 

was used for sample preparation to determine compositional and microstructural effects. Pitting resistance 

correlated firstly with Cr content, with N and Mo additions providing additional benefits. The high ferrite 

fraction of as-welded samples reduced their corrosion resistance. Wrought type 309L outperformed as-

welded type 309L in dissolved mass loss and reverse corrosion rate from the potentiodynamic scan in 

1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl solution. Electrochemical impedance results indicated that wrought 309L and 316L 

developed a corrosion resistant passive film more rapidly than other alloys in 0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl, and 

also performed well in long term (160-day) corrosion testing in the same environment. 

Fourthly, to prove the concept of internal CR lining by friction welding, a conical workpiece of 

304L stainless steel was friction welded internally to 1018 steel. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Industrial Relevance 

The corrosiveness of many petroleum reserves as-well-as the need to process the extracted fluids 

at high temperatures creates a large (and growing) demand for corrosion-resistant (CR) cladding [1]. 

Corrosive components in processing environments in the petroleum industry often include chlorides 

(brine), carbon dioxide (sweet crude), sulfides (sour crude), and microbes (bacteria) [2]. Sulphidation of 

low chromium steel (due to the sulfides in sour crude) can be prevented using stainless steel [3]. Hence it 

is often desirable to use pipes made of a low-cost metal, such as low alloy steel, then line them internally 

with a costlier CR metal such as stainless steel or a nickel alloy [1]. For raw crude oil, the global trend is 

toward an increase in sour crude [4], [5]. Thus a concomitant uptick in use of CR metals has occurred and 

is expected to continue [3]. There is a drive toward higher reliability materials and production methods 

for piping and equipment to decrease their probability of failure, extend their service life, and minimize 

replacement, damage, maintenance, inspection, and repair costs [6] (p114). Current technologies for 

applying CR cladding to low alloy steel such as mechanical lining and fusion welding can be costly or 

possibly result in disbonding [1]. Evidence has shown that for many of the fatigue, stress, and corrosion 

scenarios in the petroleum industry, a metallurgical bond between the pipe and the CR lining provides 

longer service life in comparison with a mechanical bond, although processes to produce a metallurgical 

bond are more costly [7].  

1.2 Motivation for the Research 

This research expands current boundaries and bridges gaps of technical understanding of solid 

state joining and corrosion resistance of stainless steels. Thorough characterization methods enhanced the 

understanding of the interface microstructure and mechanical properties of the bond between a low alloy 

steel and stainless steel made by solid-state welding. One possible long-term benefit might be a 

production method for CR-lined pipe with lower energy demands and, correspondingly, lower energy 

costs. Additionally, CR tubing with enhanced performance would decrease the cost of corrosion to the oil 

and gas industry, which is currently over a billion dollars each year [8]. Finally, and most importantly, 

corrosion failures cause damage to the environment, especially if petroleum or chemicals are allowed to 

leak or spill into the earth, water, or air. Lower-cost CR-lined pipe or piping components with improved 

corrosion resistance would decrease these risks. 

1.3 Current Processes for Producing CR Lined Pipe 

There are a variety of methods for making metallurgically bonded CR-lined pipe. One is to fusion 

weld overlay the final pipe directly, and examples of the final product are shown in Figure 1.1. However, 
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this process can be expensive and time-consuming. It is less costly to extrude pipe from large billets [9], 

and a variety of processes have been designed for preparing a preform billet with CR liner. One current 

process is to fusion clad the preform billet (as shown in Figure 1.2a-b) and then extrude the bi-metal billet 

into pipe (Figure 1.2c) [10]. This process is carried out such that a 3-5 mm layer of CR metal remains 

internal to a 100-500 mm diameter pipe (with wall thicknesses of 10-20 mm). Other proposed methods to 

apply CR metal internal to tube include: a) powder-coat the internal surface of the billet and use co-

extrusion to sinter and deform the powder (nickel alloy 625) to generate a metallurgical bond with the 

steel pipe [11]; b) cast or forge the internal surface and use co-extrusion at ~1200° C to form the 

metallurgical bond [12]; c) precisely co-extrude one canister within another [13]; d) powder coat the final 

dimension pipe directly and use high intensity infrared light to sinter and diffusively bond the internal CR 

lining [7]; e) to hot-roll bond plate, form into pipe, seam-weld, and perform a final expansion [14]. 

 

Figure 1.1 Pipe segments internally clad with corrosion resistant materials using fusion welding. 
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Figure 1.2 Fusion welding process for internal cladding of billet prior to co-extrusion: a) corrosion 
resistant metal being applied internally to billets by weld overlay [15]; b) conceptual schematic of bi-
metal billet prepared for co-extrusion; c) conceptual schematic of bi-metal extrusion process to produce 
CR-lined tube. 

Processing disadvantages of fusion CR application begin with the high energy and time 

requirements. Specifically, the gas tungsten arc weld (GTAW) overlay shown in Figure 1.2 requires a 

great deal of energy to produce a 6 to 100 mm clad layer within the pre-extrusion billet [16].  Fusion 

bonding processes in general require a great amount of energy to superheat and melt the deposition metal 

[16]. Also, the large billet must be continually rotated during the fusion cladding process such that the 

weld pool remains near the bottom of the internal surface. Throughput is low for fusion CR cladding 

because weld overlay deposition rates are limited [16]. Therefore, it can require many hours to deposit 

sufficient CR material prior to extrusion. After CR overlay by fusion welding, the inner diameter must be 

machined to remove the face reinforcement (i.e. crown) from each weld pass. This machining step 

provides a smooth surface such that ultrasonic testing can be used to non-destructively test the cladding 

integrity. 

Microstructurally speaking, fusion welding necessitates some melting of the base material and 

filler metal penetration to form a bond. The temperature excursion required for fusion welding of AISI 
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type 309L stainless steel is 2000 K to 2800 K [17]. This high temperature results in dilution and diffusion 

between the two workpieces. Dilution, inter-diffusion and partitioning of elements during solidification 

can cause disbonding [18], [19], decarburization and grain coarsening of base metal [20], formation of 

hard and soft zones near the interface [21] and chromium carbide within the filler near the interface [19]. 

Additionally, excessive carbon diffusion into the CR cladding during fusion welding can lead to grain 

boundary sensitization and rapid stress corrosion cracking [22], [23].  

1.4 A Proposed Process for Producing CR Lined Pipe 

A new process is proposed involving friction welding of one solid CR workpiece into a larger 

billet to form a bond between the CR metal and the substrate. Figure 1.3 shows this “rotational insertion 

friction welding” process schematically for friction welding of a cone-shaped CR protrusion into a 

concave cone-shaped void of similar dimensions. The process would require two carefully designed and 

prepared workpieces: 1) a conical insert of CR metal and 2) a matching-negative conical base metal billet. 

As in typical rotary friction welding processes, convex cone-shaped end would be rotated at a high rate 

and placed in frictional contact with the concave billet. Frictional heating would soften the material and 

additional forging pressure would be applied to force the workpieces into inter-atomic contact for 

bonding. Solid-state bonding would occur primarily by interdiffusion and a small amount of mechanical 

mixing and as in typical friction welding processes. Post-processing could be minimized by design and 

implementation of a conical fixture to facilitate cone insertion during the friction welding process such 

that only the necessary amount of CR metal would be applied. 

1.5 Objectives 

Friction welding to line a billet with CR material in preparation for pipe extrusion is a new idea 

that may help mitigate some of the issues related to internally fusion clad pipe production. This research 

centered on (A) quantifying and understanding the fundamental variables of the friction welding process – 

the temperature, stress, and strain – that govern the formation of a bond between the cladding and the base 

metal, (B) evaluating the microstructural evolution and mechanical properties due to friction welding, (C) 

comparing the bi-metal interface resulting from friction cladding with that of fusion cladding and hot-roll-

bonding, (D) comparing friction welds and fusion welds in terms of mechanical properties, (E) physically 

simulating the production steps for CR pipe liners made by friction welded/extruded billets, fusion 

welding, fusion welded/extruded billets, and hot-roll-bonded plate, and comparing their corrosion 

resistance in an aggressive corrosion scenario in terms of composition and microstructure, and 

(F) demonstrating the novel cone-in-cup friction welding process for internally lining a billet. 
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1.6 Approach 

The approach to the research involved the following phases and tasks: 

 Phase I: Cladding method evaluation 

o Three cladding (dissimilar joint) conditions were compared including: 

 Multi-pass fusion cladding 

 Inertia friction (IF) butt welding  

 Commercial hot-roll-bonded plate 

o Microstructural comparison 

 Light optical microscopy (LOM) and microhardness mapping 

 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) and 

electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) of interfaces 

 Analytical thermal simulation of the IF butt welding process 

o Mechanical property characterization 

 Tensile testing with digital image correlation (DIC)  

 SEM of fracture surfaces 

o Corrosion behavior evaluation on specimens including: 

 Purchased wrought stainless steels 

 Weld-cladding using two processes and three alloys 

 Hot-rolling and annealing 

 Provided with commercial hot-roll-bonded plate 

o Characterization on corrosion specimens 

 Microstructural evaluation and comparison 

 Electrochemical corrosion test sequences 

 Mass loss corrosion testing 

 LOM and SEM-EDS evaluation of tested samples 

 Phase II: Proof of concept cone-in-cup IF joint production and LOM analysis 

 

Figure 1.3 Schematic for rotational insertion friction welding for internal CR lining of billet in preparation 
for extrusion.  
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

This review of the literature provides the technical background and current issues relevant to the 

present study regarding welding and joining of stainless steel and steel and characterization of the 

subsequent dissimilar interface microstructure and mechanical properties, as-well-as concepts regarding 

corrosion resistance, testing, microstructure, mechanical properties and corrosion resistance of stainless 

steels. 

2.1 Cladding of Steel Pipe for Corrosion Resistance 

Hydrogen sulfide, carbon dioxide, acids, and chlorides in crude oil along with high service 

temperatures and pressures create a demanding and damaging environment for the pipe or tube materials 

[24]. Over 30 years ago, cladding was introduced to enhance the service life of the low alloy pipe steels 

[21]. Internal cladding in tubing typically consists of 2-5 mm of corrosion resistant stainless steel or 

nickel alloy, which may be applied by a variety of processes. Mechanical lining of pipe is the least 

expensive method for creating internal CR lining, but the absence of a metallurgical bond can lead to liner 

wrinkling or liner collapse under bending or service stress conditions [1]. CR clad pipe with a 

metallurgical bond is not subject to liner separation like mechanically bonded pipe [25]. Metallurgically 

bonded CR cladding has historically been applied by hot-roll-bonding, weld overlay, explosive bonding 

[21], submerged arc welding, electro-slag welding [26], and co-extrusion [27]. Hot-roll-bonding and 

fusion cladding compete as the most economical methods by which to produce a metallurgically bonded 

CR layer [1]. There are a number of challenges existing in these techniques. For instance, fusion CR 

cladding is susceptible to alloy dilution effects and hydrogen-related disbonding due to mixed delta ferrite 

and austenite solidification [18], [28]. The challenge for hot-roll bonded plate is that to make pipe, the 

plates must subsequently be formed and seam-welded using a fusion process [1].  

2.2 Dissimilar Welding and Fusion Cladding Issues 

Dissimilar welds of carbon steels with stainless steels are widely used in many applications, but 

fusion welding/cladding of these can lead to performance issues due to alloying element segregation 

during solidification [29], brittle phase formation [30], hydrogen embrittlement [31], interface cracking 

[31]–[33], chloride pitting corrosion [34], and chloride stress corrosion cracking [35]. Most research 

pertaining to dissimilar welding and fusion cladding issues has been industry specific, therefore relevant 

challenges and detailed mechanisms will be discussed here by industry. 

2.2.1 Power Plant Applications 

Partly due to short life expectancy of dissimilar metal joints in fossil fired power plants beginning 

in the 1950s, much research was performed in the early 1980s on austenitic to ferritic steel welds [36]. 
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Interfacial cracking was a common failure mode for joints of 316 stainless steel to alloy steel subjected to 

100 MPa stress for 1000 hours at 580 °C [37]. A “light etching” (by 2% nital) constituent was identified 

at the interface along with the thermodynamic tendency for martensite formation, and the mechanism for 

martensite formation was identified as Cr diffusion from the weld metal into the ferritic base metal [38]. 

The issues with dissimilar metal joints for power plant applications seem to have been mostly resolved 

per the summarized recommendations provided by Lundin [30]. Two large factors in the resolution 

became replacement of austenitic stainless steel filler metals with Ni-based to minimize the thermal 

expansion coefficient mismatch, and/or elimination of post weld heat treatment (PWHT) to reduce carbon 

migration from the ferritic steel [30]. 

2.2.2 Nuclear Applications 

In the 1970s under-clad intergranular cracks were discovered in the reheated coarse-grained heat 

affected zone (HAZ) of clad pressure vessels in nuclear reactors [39]. The issue was related to weld 

processing, such as strip electrode submerged arc welding due to the high heat input, non-uniform thermal 

cycles [40] and high residual stresses [41] at interfaces between abutting weld passes [42]. It appears that 

similar methods as those reported by Lundin for power plant cladding applications may have resolved the 

under-clad cracking issue. 

2.2.3 Petrochemical Processing Applications:  

Also in the 1970s, Chevron and other petroleum refining companies studied stainless steel 

cladding using type 309 and 347 to protect hydrocracker pressure vessel steels and welds from 

decarburization. Cladding was shown to be effective up to at 500 °C with hydrogen pressures up to 21 

MPa [43]. Some steel pressure vessels for petroleum hydro-desulfurization were internally weld clad with 

austenitic stainless steel such as type 308, 309, 310, 321 and 347. If ferrite existed in the cladding, sigma 

phase could form during the elevated temperature service life. This sigma phase in the weld cladding was 

susceptible to embrittlement by hydrogen and could cause cracking upon cooling [44].  

For both hydrocracker and desulfurization applications, disbonding was reported in the weld 

cladding compositional transition region and categorized into two types: 1) carbide precipitation cracking, 

and 2) coarse austenite grain boundary cracking. Austenite fraction below 80% and Cr content below 15% 

were shown to exacerbate cracking with 10-100 ppm hydrogen [45]. After an elevated temperature hold 

resulted in carbide precipitation, Chandel and Orr observed that the light etching martensite would etch 

darkly [46].  Hydrogen disbonding of claddings in petrochemical processing was shown to occur at coarse 

austenite grain boundaries at the interface, but only if carbides existed. The mechanism involved the 

accumulation of hydrogen at the interface and subsequent combination with carbon to form methane. An 

increase in weld ferrite to above 10% to minimize austenite grain coarsening at the interface were shown 
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to decrease disbonding by reducing methane production [47]. Pillot and Coudreuse showed that hydrogen 

induced disbonding could occur in clad reactors that operate at high temperature. During shut-down and 

cooling, the hydrogen solubility decreased and oversaturated the susceptible martensite interface, 

subsequently recombining to form H2. Using the fracture appearance transition temperature (FATT), 

martensitic interfaces were shown to be the most susceptible constituent because the FATT shifted up by 

~36 °C/ppm H [48](p85). 

2.2.4 Partial Mixing and Martensite Formation 

The 1993 ASM Handbook states that martensite should be absent from the stainless steel to alloy 

steel cladding interface for the purpose of bond integrity [29]. But is the elimination of martensite in this 

dissimilar fusion weld even possible? In Welding Metallurgy and Weldability of Stainless Steels, Lippold 

and Kotecki show that martensite, like that shown in Figure 2.1a, can nearly always be expected to form 

along the fusion boundary. This is because any tie line drawn from a mild steel base metal composition to 

an austenitic stainless steel weld metal composition on the Schaeffler diagram traverses the martensite 

phase stability region [49]. One might subsequently ask that since the Schaeffler diagram applies to fusion 

welding, can concepts from the Schaeffler diagram also be applied to solid-state welding processes?  

Gittos and Gooch studied the cladding interface for stainless steel on alloy steel. Due to partial 

mixing in “swirls,” martensite with hardness up to 440 HV formed at the interface [50]. PWHT 

subsequently tempered this “original” martensite but hard carbides formed in this same location adjacent 

to the interface. Also, fresh martensite formed upon cooling from PWHT further into the cladding with 

microhardness up to 500 HV. In fracture toughness tests some failures occurred adjacent to the hard zone, 

but if a decarburized zone existed in the alloy steel, failure occurred in this low carbon region [50]. The 

decarburization of the plain carbon steel occurs because the carbon activity is higher in the steel than in 

the stainless steel, driving diffusion toward the stainless steel [51]. Possible effects of this carbon 

redistribution are sensitization of the stainless steel, which reduces ductility, and decarburization of the 

steel, which reduces strength [51].  

Nelson et al. showed that for weld cladding to exhibit epitaxial growth, the solidification phase of 

both the weld metal and base metal must be the same (i.e. both austenitic) [53]. They also proposed that 

solid state transformation phenomena during cooling could create two potentially detrimental 

constituents: 1) a large austenitic grain boundary at the interface labeled “Type II” as shown in 

Figure 2.1b, and 2) martensite transformation at the interface [32]. This Type II austenite grain boundary, 

parallel to the weld interface correlates well to the hydrogen failure type 2 reported by Morishige et al. in 

1985 [54]. DuPont and Kusko found that the compositional gradient in the “swirl” region or partially 

mixed zone of the claddings could be used to predict martensite thickness using a composition based 
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equation for martensite start temperature [52]. Gittos showed that stainless steel cladding disbonding was 

due to hydrogen embrittlement related to the interface martensite. His work corroborated Imanaka’s [47] 

to show that increased ferrite content for the first cladding layer reduced disbonding tendency [31]. One 

remaining question is whether the microstructure of solid-state bonds of stainless steel to mild steel will 

exhibit martensite or other detrimental microstructural features such as those listed above, or will the 

microstructure of the solid-state bond eliminate these problematic features. 

 

Figure 2.1 Issues that arise with dissimilar fusion weld cladding: a) martensite formation at the interface 
[52]; b) cracking at “Type II” grain boundaries [31]. 

2.3 Friction Welding  

Friction welding is a solid state joining method wherein two workpieces are forced together with 

the controlled application of pressure and rotated or revolved to produce frictional heat and form a 

metallurgical bond at the interface [55]. This solid-state welding technique emerged over 100 years ago 

[56], matured into common industrial use in the mid-20th century, and today is often used in to join 

dissimilar metals for connectors, studs, pins, shafts [57], jet engine blades, etc. [58], [59].  

Three types of friction welding been developed and are designated by the relative motion of the 

workpieces: 1) rotary, 2) linear, and 3) orbital as shown in Figure 2.2 from Maalekian [60]. Two types of 

rotary friction welding exist, categorized based on the way they generate and apply rotational energy: 1) 

direct drive (lathe type) and 2) inertia (flywheel) [61]. Figure 2.3 shows the processing characteristics for 

inertia friction (IF) welding [62]. First a motor drives a flywheel to a high rotation speed (1000-10,000 

rpm). Then the motor disengages and axially aligned load is applied, which results in frictional torque 

between the workpieces as shown. The friction generates heat, which results in upset (axial displacement) 

as softened metal flows from the interface in the form of flash. Finally, the rotational energy of the 

flywheel is exhausted, resulting in a second torque peak as rotational motion ceases. As a solid state 

joining process, friction welding can lower energy costs and reduce processing time [55].  Many 

dissimilar metals that cannot be joined using fusion welding can be friction welded [63]. 
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Figure 2.2 Three types of friction welding in common industrial use today: a) rotary, b) linear, and c) 
orbital friction welding [60]. 

Friction welding processes, in contrast to fusion welding, do not require arc-plasma energy to 

melt the metal. Instead, less energy (per weight of material joined) is required to rotate one or both the 

workpieces in contact with one another to create frictional heating resulting in diffusion, some mechanical 

mixing, and bonding. The duration of the process is also quite brief, requiring merely seconds, thus, 

providing the potential for throughput improvement over fusion welding processes. Additionally, there 

might be a lower likelihood of porosity in the bond since friction welding does not use a pressurized gas 

atmosphere in the process, and gas is unlikely to become entrained in the joint. Parameters for similar and 

dissimilar friction welding of steel and stainless steel have been reduced to practice for certain 

applications [64], but must be adjusted based on joint geometry or service requirements [65]. For 

example, to join 76 mm-diameter steel rods, the rotation speed should be approximately 400 rpm 

(revolutions per minute), whereas, for 2 mm diameter rods, 76,000 rpm is required [58]. Figure 2.4 shows 

the general effects of the three adjustable parameters for IF welding for a joint of similar material 

workpieces such as steel (modified from the reference to apply to this study). The weld plastically 

deformed zone and flash are schematically shown in the figure. Deficient flywheel energy or axial 

pressure result in inadequate heating and bonding. Excessive flywheel energy or rotation speed creates an 

excessively large HAZ. Deficient rotation speed or excessive axial pressure cause lack of bonding in the 

center [64].  
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Figure 2.3 Inertia (flywheel) friction (IF) welding process characteristics [66]. 

 

Figure 2.4 IF welding process parameter effects (adapted from [67]). 

2.3.1 Thermal Models of Friction Welding 

IF welding begins with one workpiece  rotating in contact with the second workpiece  at high 

pressure. The frictional contact causes a heat generation at the interface as shown by Rykalin [68], Rich 

and Roberts [69], Grong [70], Sluzalec [71], and many others. Clearly, the plane of relative rotation is the 

frictional (faying) surfaces. Torque increases due to dry friction and wear [61], interlocking asperities 
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(lathe machining ridges), increasing adhesion area and increase in frictional contact area [72]. Sharp 

oscillations are often observed during the rise of the torque curve due to uneven surfaces, disruptive 

contact [72], and possibly elastic oscillation of the torque measurement system. Wang and Nagappan 

reported a period of ~0.2 s between initiation of friction and achievement of the peak temperature at the 

interface for similar IF welds of AISI 1020 steel [73]. Hazlett also reported that temperature varies from 

the center to the periphery of the workpiece  during IF welding [74]. Heat generation at the faying 

surfaces arises from frictional shear stress �  (N/m2) and velocity, v, per the following expression [73]:  =  �  (2.1) 

Where q is the heat flux density (J/m2/s) as a function of radial location, r (m). Maalekian et al. 

showed that Amontons’ (or Coulomb’s) Law for sliding friction could be used for early stage heating [75] 

such that the frictional shear stress resisting motion [73],  � = �    (2.2) 

Where µslide is the coefficient of sliding friction, pA is the applied pressure (N/m2). Several researchers 

have shown that pressure is not constant with radial location [76], [77] and has a strong effect on heat 

distribution in the early stage of IF welding [72], [78], [79].  

The one-dimensional Yang model is an analytical thermal model that makes no assumption about 

the source of the heat flux and simply assigned a value for heat flux to the heat up stage of IF welding. 

The model then assumes constant temperature at the weld interface for the second stage. And a final 

cooling stage begins with the final temperature from the second stage and allows thermal dissipation to 

occur naturally. Based on differing boundary conditions, the model estimates the temperature at discrete 

nodes at each stage by calculating unique solutions to the one-dimensional heat equation [80]: 

� = � �
     (2.3) 

Wherein T, x, and t are temperature, distance, and time respectively, and � is the thermal diffusivity for 

the material. Yang’s model is simple and adaptable and will be more thoroughly described in the 

Discussion. Yet the model does not currently account for axial shortening due to material expelled in the 

flash, and it also does not account for the non-uniform partitioning of flux between the two materials for 

the dissimilar case. 

2.3.2 Thermo-Mechanical Models 

After the heating stage, however, friction-based thermal calculations may not be accurate because 

the frictional interfaces no longer exist and deformation-based frameworks and thermo-mechanical 
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models are more appropriate for estimating heat generation. Sluzalec derived constitutive expressions for 

a solid subject to combined thermal and mechanical loading and used finite element analysis (FEA) and 

obtained a good match with the experimental temperature gradients and final forged shape profile for a 

friction welded mild steel [71]. Sluzalec’s model and experimental results identify that there are not just 

longitudinal, but also radial gradients in the transient temperature profile. And not only temperature but 

pressure must also vary from the center to periphery due to resistance to metal flow in the radial direction 

[81]. Using IF joints of type 403 stainless steel with a solid rod core of type 304 stainless steel, Fukakusa 

suggested that the real rotational contact plane in the center of the rod is not the original joint interface, 

but is offset from the original interface by a small distance that could be adjusted using the rotation speed 

and axial pressure [82]. Bendzsak et al. used a numerical solution to the Navier-Stokes equations with 

non-Newtonian viscosity to approximate the flow patterns observed in friction welding micrographs [83]. 

FEA is being used with more regularity and with different approaches to predict the transient 

thermal and plastic flow during friction welding. Schmicker et al. wrote a Matlab-based modified Carreau 

fluid constitutive model for the direct drive friction welding of rings that modeled the experimental 

deformation well and also output an interesting plot of transient pressure versus radial location at the 

interface [84]. Some commercial FEA packages that have been used in the thermomechanical analysis of 

friction welding include: 

 FORGE2, for IF welding of dissimilar rheology tubes [85]  

 DEFORM, for IF welding of 36CrNiMo4 steel [86] 

 ABAQUS, for continuous drive friction welding of mild steel bars [87] 

 DEFORM, for continuous drive friction welding of steel rings [88]  

2.3.3 Friction Welding of Stainless Steels 

Because friction welding requires only about half the absolute temperature of fusion welding, the 

effect of the friction welding thermal cycle on microstructure tends to be less drastic than that of fusion 

welding. The rotational motion generates heat rapidly, but the maximum interface temperatures for 

friction welding of stainless steels range from 1200 K to 1500 K [71], [89], [90] as compared with 2000 K 

to 2800 K for fusion welding [17]. Parametric studies of the effects of process parameters on 

microhardness for stainless steel have been performed using both rotary friction welding equipment and 

linear friction welding equipment. With optimized processing parameters, friction welded stainless steels 

result in microhardness similar to fusion welds [60], [91]–[94].  IF welds of stainless steel typically result 

in an increase in hardness due to work hardening near the joint [92], [93]. A free-machining stainless steel 

with sulfide inclusions was used to show that flow occurs in a spiral pattern near the interface due to 

frictional and deformational heating, rapid rotational motion, and axial forging. The rotational component 
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of the flow was much more pronounced than the radial component as interpreted from the sulfide stringer 

induced fracture surface [91].  

2.3.4 Friction Welding of Low Alloy Steels 

Early on, IF welds of 1020 steel showed great promise because although there was a 

microstructural gradient across the joint, there was no noticeable hardness gradient (Knoop). 

Additionally, IF welding parameters could be down-selected such that all the failures occurred in the base 

metal for smooth tensile bars made directly from the IF joints [95]. Axially applied pressure was found to 

influence not just the width, but also the shape of the HAZ, with higher welding pressures producing a 

narrower, double cone shape with a fine interface grain structure [96]. IF welds of plain carbon 

(AISI 1045) steel resulted in transformation to austenite upon heating and diverse transformation products 

in the HAZ depending on the processing parameters and subsequent cooling rate [97]. The 

microstructural HAZ size was ~2 mm for the optimal friction welding parameters and ~5 mm for 

parameters that led to an exaggerated weld time. A concomitant hardness increase occurred from a base 

hardness of ~220 HV to ~300 HV in the HAZ for the optimal weld and ~275 HV for an exaggerated time 

weld. Only one hardness point for each weld indicated that a softened HAZ might have formed [97].  

2.3.5 Friction Welding of Stainless Steel to Low Alloy Steel 

For dissimilar friction welds, dilution and elemental partitioning effects are lessened in 

comparison with fusion welding, consequently reducing the likelihood of hard zones and soft zones, 

hydrogen disbonding, grain coarsening, and sensitization.  Heat input has been shown both 

experimentally and computationally to decrease with a decrease in friction pressure and several other 

processing variables [89], [90], [98], [99].  Therefore, the friction welding process could be optimized to 

reduce the HAZ size while still maintaining a strong metallurgical bond. 

Due to their broad industrial uses, dissimilar welds of stainless steel to steel have been a research 

interest for many years [100]. Currently the number of studies of these dissimilar joints seems to be 

increasing as new industrial uses come to light that can benefit from the rapid, effective IF joining process 

for dissimilar alloys [98], [101]–[105]. Processing, microstructure and properties will be discussed here, 

as these are the important characteristics that ultimately influence component performance. 

2.3.5.1 Joint Geometry and Microstructure 

In joints of 304L stainless to 4340 steel, Ozdemir et al. found that an increase in rotation speed 

increased the amount of flash and decreased HAZ size [106]. Dissimilar IF welds of stainless steel to 

plain carbon steel can produce an HAZ like similar IF welds except within a few microns of the bond line 

where mechanical mixing may cause the formation of a martensite layer, and migration of carbon into the 
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stainless steel [65]. When steel with over 0.40% C is friction welded to a low carbon stainless steel under 

high friction pressures, decarburization is possible [107].  Carbide formation and grain boundary 

sensitization can also be a concern in the HAZ of friction welded stainless steels [108]–[110]. However, it 

may be possible that friction welding parameters and heat input may be adjusted to control both 

decarburization, carbide formation, and martensite formation such that they are less extensive issues than 

for fusion welding processes. 

2.3.5.2 Mechanical Properties 

Friction welds of low alloy steel to stainless steel with base metal notch tensile strengths of 

585 and 689 MPa, respectively could be friction welded to achieve up to 675 MPa at the joint, which was 

greater than that of the base mild steel [111]. In describing their decision to use notch tensile and shear 

tests, Murti and Sundaresan commented on the difficulty of choosing an appropriate mechanical test for 

friction welding. They stated that although common test methods including tension, torsion, bend and 

impact testing adequately test for defective joints, when a friction weld completely bonds the faying 

surfaces, the load bearing capacity of the bond area may not necessarily be determinable with 

conventional testing techniques [111]. 

Friction welds of low alloy steel with austenitic stainless steel have been shown to exhibit bond 

strength similar to or better than fusion welds [20], [112]. Tensile strength and toughness can be 

optimized for stainless steel friction welded to AISI 4140 using friction force and other parameters [107]. 

Fatigue strength of dissimilar friction welded stainless steel to alloy steel is good, i.e. about 50% that of 

the base materials. In fact, in some cases when 304 stainless steel was friction welded to 304, the fatigue 

strength exceeded that of the parent material [113]. Many recent studies have been performed using a 

variety of mechanical tests to identify optimal welding parameters such that the mechanical properties of 

the stainless steel to steel friction welded joint can be optimized [98], [101]–[105].  

2.3.5.3 Considerations for Cladding Applications 

Friction welding may pose some beneficial aspects for consideration in cladding applications. 

First, friction welding can be performed using wrought alloys. Typically wrought alloys have less 

compositional segregation than weld overlays, and due to this homogeneity, might perform better in 

corrosion applications. Secondly, friction welding occurs in the solid state, and therefore the interface 

temperature in friction welding is lower that of a fusion welding boundary. Slower diffusion and 

mechanical mixing in friction welding replace the rapid diffusion and convective mixing that cause 

martensite formation in dissimilar fusion welding. The combined effect of elevated temperature and 

mechanical mixing on diffusion and second phase nucleation and growth is unclear. However, more 

control can be exercised using friction welding, for example, axial pressure may be increased for friction 
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welding to reduce weld time and decrease diffusion time. If the HAZ of the stainless steel to mild steel 

friction weld is significantly smaller than that of the fusion weld, detrimental phenomena might be 

eliminated. These detrimental phenomena such as soft zone formation and decarburization have been 

shown to decrease fatigue life [50]. Additionally, if solid-state welding does not produce a “Type II” 

austenite grain boundary at the weld interface, then the risk of hydrogen disbonding may be reduced. 

Friction welding may eliminate or reduce some negative effects of solidification present in 

dissimilar steel to stainless steel fusion welds. Friction welding is under evaluation for API (American 

Petroleum Institute) grades of carbon steel [114] and super-martensitic steels [115] because it provides a 

low-cost, rapid throughput joining method for this difficult-to-weld corrosion-resistant alloy. For IF 

welding specifically, there are three parameters that must be carefully selected: flywheel moment of 

inertia, rotation speed, and axial pressure, which interact to govern heat generation, friction (welding) 

time and flash extrusion.  

2.4 Corrosion of Stainless Steel 

Stainless steels are considered corrosion resistant because the addition of >11% Cr causes the 

formation of a continuous oxide film on the surface; this film formation is called passivation [116]. The 

subsequent passivity, or lack of tendency to react with the environment, can be altered or removed by any 

changes on the stainless-steel surface. Since passivation of stainless steel requires oxygen, stainless steel 

typically performs well in natural environments where oxygen is abundant, or in oxidizing, corrosive 

environments, such as nitric acid (HNO3) [116]. On the other hand, the passive film may be attacked 

generally or locally in a hydrogen environment or an acidic reducing environment, such as hydrochloric 

acid (HCl) especially with the addition of more chloride ions via sodium chloride (NaCl) [116]. 

Austenitic stainless steels are so named because austenite is their stable or metastable matrix phase at 

room temperature [51](p10).  

2.4.1 Thermodynamics of Stainless Steel Corrosion 

Aqueous corrosion is fundamentally the aggregate of two or more chemical reactions, which, to 

occur spontaneously, must decrease the free, or Gibbs, energy, , in a closed system (assuming constant 

pressure) [117]. A complete corrosion circuit requires four components: 1) a cathodic reaction, 2) an 

anodic reaction, 3) electron transfer between the anodic and cathodic reaction sites, and 4) ion current in 

the electrolyte [118]. Thus, corrosion of metals is electro-chemical in nature, and the energy change due 

to a reaction may be expressed [119]: � = −   (2.4) 
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Wherein �  is the energy change, n is the number of moles of transferred electrons,  is the charge 

carried by 1 mol of electrons (96,485 C/mol), and  is a potential difference. Thus, a verbal description of 

energy change due to corrosion (� ) is charge passed ( ) times reversible potential difference ( ) 

[120](p48). Standard conditions are then defined as either a solid in pure form, a liquid in solution at 1 M 

(mol/L) concentration, or gas at 100 kPa pressure, and the standard free energy of the cell reaction is 

expressed [119]: � = −   (2.5) 

Thus, E must be positive (active) for corrosion to occur under standard conditions (state). Since 

nothing in nature exactly meets the definition of standard state, the free energy change can be related to a 

chemical reaction using the Nernst equation [121], [122]: = + �
 (2.6) 

In the above expression,  is the universal gas constant, � is absolute temperature, and Q the reaction 

quotient: = [ ][ ]  (2.7) 

Simplifying Equation 2.6, assuming ln(Q)=2.3log(Q), T=298 K, and R=8.314 J/mol/K gives: = + . 9  (2.8) 

The oxidation and reduction reactions individually are termed half-cell reactions, such that [118]: = ℎ −   (2.9) 

For corrosion of iron compounds, the following anode oxidation reaction is relevant [119]:  → + + −  (2.10) 

And one likely concomitant cathode reaction in an acid environment (low pH) is reduction of 

hydrogen ions and evolution of hydrogen gas via the hydrogen reduction reaction (HRR) [121] (p493): + + − →   (2.11) 

Plugging the coefficients for the HRR into the Nernst Equation and noting ≡  for the above 

reaction in the standard state and ≡ − [ ], gives: 

� = − . 9   (2.12) 

Another important reaction in aqueous environments is the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) 

[123] (p28), written: 
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� + + + − → + � −   (2.13) 

The aqueous equilibrium potential for the ORR is given by:  

 = . − . 9   (2.14) 

�  and   (in V) may be plotted as equilibrium lines on a Pourbaix (Potential-pH or E-pH) diagram 

of water as shown by the dotted lines in Figure 2.5. The ORR and HRR represent the possible cathodic 

reactions. This Pourbaix diagram for an aqueous environment shows the stable species for iron (1x10-6 

molality) in the aqueous environment. Lines on a Pourbaix diagram represent the dependencies of 

reaction equilibria, and there are three types: 1) vertical lines only depend on pH (e.g. Fe2+ + 2OH- = 

Fe(OH)2), 2) horizontal lines depend only on potential (e.g. Fe = Fe2+ + 2e-), and 3) sloped lines depend 

on both pH and potential (e.g. O2 + 4H+ + 4e- = 2H2O). If a sample of pure iron were placed in the 

environment in the blue region in Figure 2.5, equilibrium would be disturbed, and the anodic reaction that 

produces Fe2+ would be favorable, whereas in the yellow region the anodic reaction that produces Fe3+ 

would be favorable. 

More than one cathodic reaction can occur simultaneously on the metal surface [119] (p43), i.e. 

below the equilibrium line for the HRR, both the HRR and the ORR can occur simultaneously. For 

corroding alloys, such as a solid solution of iron, chromium and nickel (i.e. austenitic stainless steel), 

more than one species may be oxidized simultaneously [119] (p43). The number of simultaneous 

oxidation and reduction reactions can increase for a complex multi-component system [124]. 

 

Figure 2.5 E-pH diagram for iron in an acidic aqueous environment. 

Figure 2.6 shows constructions of E-pH diagrams for Cr, Ni, and Mo (at 1x10-6 molality). These 

E-pH diagrams indicate that at 0 V in a pH of 0, Cr will be a soluble trivalent ion, Ni will be a soluble 

trivalent di-hydroxide, and Mo will be an oxide. Only the E-pH diagram for Mo offers the possibility of 

an immune, insoluble oxide. Realistically, outputs from E-pH diagrams cannot be looked upon as 
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predictions for a real system. Firstly, these assertions are based on thermodynamic calculations alone, and 

may not be kinetically reasonable or attainable [122]. Secondly, multicomponent alloys may behave quite 

differently from the aggregate of their individual Pourbaix diagrams. There may be compositional 

synergies or detractions for the alloy versus the pure metal in the specific solution [123]. Thirdly, 

Pourbaix diagrams are a field of on-going research and debate concerning the inclusion versus exclusion 

of certain valence states, oxides and hydroxides [125]–[127]. Fourthly, local surface potentials and 

compositions and local environmental conditions may be vastly different from the bulk and far from 

equilibrium. Fifthly, the diagrams in Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6 do not incorporate the additional effects of 

the presence of complexing species such as chlorine, which alter corrosion behavior [128]. Sixthly, 

passivation unpredicted by the Pourbaix diagram can occur if the reaction products dissolve more slowly 

than they form, thus building an adherent film on the surface [129]. Finally, corroding systems are not in 

equilibrium, and manifold surface reactions may cause further changes to local surface and environmental 

composition and behavior.  

2.4.2 Kinetics of Stainless Steel Corrosion 

At equilibrium, the rate of oxidation, , and reduction, , are equal, and the expression for 

exchange current density, , derived from Faraday’s Law is [124](p456): = =    (2.15) 

Exchange current density depends on solution species and concentration, electrode composition, 

temperature, surface roughness, and impurity content [124](p458). Roberge identified the exchange 

current densities for bcc-Fe and fcc-Ni to be 10-6 and 10-7 A/cm2, respectively [119] (p87). This difference 

indicates that bcc-Fe would be a preferred site for the cathodic HRR due to the higher exchange current 

density. Crystal structure also has an effect, with hydrogen evolution shown to have a higher exchange 

current density on the (111) crystal plane than on the (100) and (110) [130](p78). An accurate description 

of the relationships between corrosion rates and thermodynamic driving potentials requires the discussion 

of activation polarization, concentration polarization, the concept of the Helmholtz double layer, and 

mixed potential theory. 
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Figure 2.6 E-pH diagrams in an acidic aqueous environment for a) chromium, b) nickel, and c) 
molybdenum.  

2.4.2.1 Activation (Charge Transfer) Polarization 

When two metallic surfaces are electrically connected and in contact with the same electrolyte, 

polarization, or deviation from equilibrium potential, can occur. The magnitude of this deviation is termed 

overpotential, . Activation polarization, or charge transfer polarization, is an expression of the rate with 

which the electrochemical reaction responds to an upset in equilibrium, and is quantified by the Butler-

Volmer expression [119]: = � − � = [ − � − ( − � )]  (2.16) 

Wherein � and � are the forward and backward reaction current densities for the half-cell reaction as 

shown schematically in Figure 2.7a, and  is the charge transfer barrier (symmetry coefficient for the 

anodic or cathodic reaction (usually~0.5). 
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Away from equilibrium, the opposing current is negligible, and the overpotential is approximately [124]: =     and    ℎ =   (2.17) 

Where  and  are the respective anodic and cathodic Tafel constants or slopes as shown by the linear 

extrapolations in Figure 2.7b and expressed generally by: = . �
  (2.18) 

A relevant worked example of a cathodic Tafel slope, , calculation can be performed for the HRR as a 

cathode reaction, assuming the universal gas constant, R, ~8.3 J/mol/K, Faraday’s Law constant, F, 

~96,485 Coulombs/mol, a temperature of 298 K, and knowing that = ,  assuming a symmetric = .  

[118](p116): = .  × .  × .  ×  × ≅ .  /   (2.19) 

For an acid electrolyte, a reasonable check for the validity of the assumption that the HRR is the 

primary cathodic reaction is to identify whether the cathodic Tafel slope, , ≅ .  V/decade 

[118](p116). There is no true intersection of the cathodic and anodic portions of the curve at Ecorr because 

the sum of the reactions is zero at equilibrium, i.e. all the reactions are contained on the electrode and no 

current escapes the electrode.  

 

Figure 2.7 Kinetics of corrosion reactions: a) schematic of Butler-Volmer relationship between current 
density and over-potential for the forward and backward components of a single half-cell reaction; b) 
Evans diagram for half-cell reaction of hydrogen; c) schematic of activation polarization and 
concentration polarization for a half-cell cathodic reaction. 
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2.4.2.2 Helmholtz Double Layer 

Charge transfer resistance is thought to arise physically from phenomena that occur on the 

electrode surface. Firstly, as shown in Figure 2.8a, the electrode is assumed to have a build-up of 

negatively charged electrons near the surface. Secondly, there is a layer of adsorbed water molecules 

constituting the inner Helmholtz plane (IHP)[131]. Thirdly, there is a less dense layer of typically 

octahedral complexed hydrated ions, the center of which denotes the outer Helmholtz plane (OHP). 

Finally, there is a diffuse layer consisting of an exponential decrease in the concentration of cations. Most 

of the potential difference between the electrode and the solution arises from the IHP and OHP [132] 

(p16). 

 

 

Figure 2.8 Schematic of A) the Helmholtz double layer with inner Helmholtz plane (IHP) and outer 
Helmholtz plane (OHP) and B) equivalent circuit with double layer capacitance (CDL), charge transfer 
resistance (RCT), impedance arising from diffusion (ZDIFF), and solution resistance (RSOL) [132] (p16). 

2.4.2.3 Mixed Potential Theory 

Mixed potential theory describes metallic corrosion as the sum of simultaneous reactions at two 

or more electrodes (i.e. the interface of one or more metal surfaces and an electrolyte) [133]. Per mixed 

potential theory, without externally applied current, corroding systems will reach a steady-state potential, 

called Ecorr, which is dependent on the ability and rate of electron exchange by available cathodic and 

anodic reactions [122]. An example of mixed potential theory relevant to the research in question is 

shown in Figure 2.9 for the anodic dissolution of Fe by cathodic hydrogen evolution (HRR). The standard 
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potential for the HRR in acid, �+/� , is 0 V for the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE), which is 

equivalent to -0.241 V for the saturated calomel electrode (SCE) used frequently in this research. Also, 

from the Pourbaix diagram for iron in aqueous solution, the standard potential, + / , is shown 

as -0.650 V [119](p52). A schematic experimental plot is shown, demonstrating that at Ecorr, no current 

will be measured because all reactions and polarization occur at the surface. For aqueous solutions in 

equilibrium with air or aerated solutions, dissolved oxygen can have a kinetic effect on the aqueous 

reactions of Fe, raising the apparent Ecorr and typically increasing corrosion current, icorr (ignoring any 

beneficial effects due to passivation) [134].  

 

Figure 2.9 Evans diagram demonstrating corrosion potential, corrosion current, and anodic and cathodic 
polarization for a mixed potential cell involving the cathodic reduction of hydrogen and anodic 
dissolution of Fe. 
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2.4.3 Passivation of Stainless Steels 

Passivation describes the spontaneous development of a stable oxide or hydroxide film that 

inhibits further corrosion [118](p125). In thermodynamic terms, the Pourbaix diagram may enable 

prediction of the ability of a metal to passivate by the regions of formation of an insoluble, protective 

reaction product. Therefore, passivation might be considered as a region where corrosion is 

thermodynamically possible but does not occur due to the formation of a barrier coating [135].  

We will identify two passivation theories here. Per “Film Theory” (associated with Faraday), a 

chemical reaction with the environment results in an adherent oxide or hydroxide film, which protects the 

underlying metal from dissolution [118](p126). Pilling and Bedworth stated that for an oxide film to be 

protective, it must occupy more volume than the metal consumed in producing it [136](p13). A second 

theory, “Adsorption Theory” (associated with Uhlig), helps explain the rapid passivation of transition 

metals such as iron, chromium, nickel, and molybdenum. Rapid passivation for these transition metals is 

associated with their electron configuration, and specifically the partly filled 3d or 4d shells [118](p126). 

Purportedly, the highly-polarized water molecules and anions are attracted to the unfilled atomic orbitals, 

creating an adsorbed layer between the metal and the environment that hinders their mutual interaction, 

therefore inhibiting corrosion [118](p126). 

For stainless steels, the addition of at least ~11% of chromium typically imparts passivity by a 

superficial reaction with oxygen in the environment, and the film thereby produced proves protective in 

many types of industrial service [116](p99). Passivation by oxidation of the surface results in a decrease 

in corrosion rate if oxygen being supplied to the surface reacts to form a continuous film that inhibits 

anodic dissolution of the metal [135](p590). The passive film of chromium was shown to consist of a bi-

layered structure with an outer hydroxide layer, Cr(OH)3, and an inner oxide layer, Cr2O3 [126]. 

Accordingly, the hydroxide layer of the passive film for a type 316 stainless steel was shown to be greatly 

enriched in Cr, somewhat enriched in Mo, but contain less Fe and Ni than the base metal [117](p241). 

The relative stability of the oxides and hydroxides of Cr(III) are not well understood, and the outer 

oxyhydroxide of chromium may be a metastable phase [126]. For iron/chromium/nickel alloys, the 

active/passive transition potential increases with a decrease in pH, reinforcing that passivation occurs by 

oxide formation. But in acid solutions, the passivating current density drops, indicating that the oxide film 

is very thin: ~1 nm at 0.2 V and ~2 nm at 1.2 V. Therefore the oxide is supposed to be either at Cr2O2 or 

hydrated hydroxide Cr(OH)3·0.3H20 [117](p229). 

The kinetics of passivation for stainless steels can be presented graphically using the Evans 

diagram as shown in Figure 2.10. At potentials near the reversible potential (Ecorr), the Tafel slope is like 

that of the active metal, with values of 0.04-0.1 V/decade [123](p66). With increasing polarization, the 

passivation potential, Epp, is achieved and the Tafel slope is infinite. Above Epp, current density decreases 
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and is low and stable in the passive range. With continued increase in polarization, loss of passivity 

(transpassivity) or oxygen evolution will begin to occur.  

 

Figure 2.10 Schematic Evans diagram for anodic half-cell exhibiting thin film active-passive behavior 
(after [123] (p66). 

2.4.4 Localized Corrosion and Pitting of Stainless Steel 

Passive films are critical to stainless steels in petrochemical service, but these films can break 

down [124](p474). Uniformity of a metal surface cannot simply be assumed, and the following variables 

can lead to a difference in corrosion potential on a single surface [121] (p491): 

 Compositional gradients of solid solution elements that affect nobility, activity or passivity 

 Phases with differing composition and structure: oxides, sulfides, silicides, and, in the case of 

stainless steels, ferrite and martensite 

 Crystallographic orientation variation between adjacent grains and grain boundary disorder 

 Local environmental differences in aeration (dissolved oxygen concentration) or ion 

concentration 

 Local residual stresses/strains (strained areas may become anodic) 
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 Surface or passive film damage 

The presence of chloride ions raises the possibility of localized attack of the stainless steel 

passive film [137]. Three mechanisms for pitting initiation are proposed [117](p337):  

 Incorporation of chlorides (or other impurities that promote pitting) into the film itself 

 Adsorption of the impurity at the film/solution surface only (Chlorides may be more readily 

adsorbed into the passivating film than protective ions or molecules that have a more protective 

character. [136](p48)) 

 Local stresses cause localized rupture of the film  

Manganese sulfide inclusions and chromium oxide inclusions are indicated to be sites of 

preferred pit nucleation, which appears to proceed as a microscopic version of crevice corrosion 

[117](p336). Chlorides likely cause local destruction of the passive film because all metal chlorides are 

soluble in water except silver chloride and mercurous chloride [6](p410). In the early stages of pit growth, 

the attack appears to be crystallographic with all growing nuclei showing faceted (polygonal) structure, 

but then, upon increasing electrode potential, a structure-less hemispherical shape may be assumed 

[117](p342). 

Once attack initiates due to film perforation and a few small locations become anodic in 

character, the attack can proceed rapidly due to a large ratio of cathode to anode area [136](p48). Due to 

the anodic reaction occurring inside the pit, the concentrated presence of Fe+ ions attracts additional Cl- 

ions further preventing the prospect of repassivation. The hydrolysis of the dissolved metal ions also 

causes a lower pH in the pit. Within a stable pit, the chloride ion concentration may be as high as 5 M, 

and the pH may be 0-1 [51](p79). 

The kinetics of pitting or localized corrosion for stainless steels can be presented graphically 

using the Evans diagram in Figure 2.11. The active-passive behavior may be like that of Figure 2.10, 

however, with increased polarization, a breakdown, or pitting potential (Ebd) is observed before 

transpassivity. If after pitting has been observed, the polarization is cycled back toward Ecorr, there may be 

a repassivation potential (Erp), for which the physical meaning may be that the actively corroding pits are 

no longer corroding, and instead have repassivated [123] (p66).   

2.4.5 Pitting Resistance Equivalence Number 

Producers of stainless steel drove the development of a simple figure of merit for pitting 

resistance called the pitting resistance equivalence number (FPREN) [138]. NACE MR0175 states that 

“there several variations of the FPREN, and all of them were developed to reflect and predict the pitting 

resistance of Fe/Ni/Cr/Mo CRAs in the presence of dissolved chlorides and oxygen i.e. in seawater [25].” 

The FPREN allows for indexing of the stainless steels with a simple, composition-based parameter.  
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Figure 2.11 Schematic Evans diagram for anodic half-cell exhibiting pitting [123]. 

FPREN = wCr + 3.3(wMo + 0.5wW) + 16wN  (2.20) 

In this expression, w is the wt. pct. of the given alloy. The FPREN can generally be used to rank stainless 

steel alloys and explain different corrosion behavior based on composition, but the FPREN does not 

discriminate based on crystal structure (bcc or fcc), orientation, and size. This pitfall for FPREN was 

exemplified by Frodigh using a duplex stainless steel (UNS 32750) and austenitic stainless steel (UNS 

31254), both with FPREN of ~43 [139]. In a 6% FeCl solution, crevice corrosion rate for the austenitic alloy 

was consistently ~5 times higher than that of the duplex alloy. The grain size was larger in the austenitic 

stainless steel, but the two other important differences were 1) the hydrogen bubbles induced local 

concentration polarization, thus protecting the anodic phase, and 2) the duplex alloy derived much of its 

pitting resistance from the high N content. By contrast, the austenitic alloy pitting resistance was more 

dependent on Mo. Mo was thought to improve resistance to initiation of corrosion by passive film 

formation, but less effective at improving resistance to propagation of corrosion crevices [139]. 

Nonetheless, an interesting metallographic observation for the duplex stainless steel was that on one side 

of the crevice the austenite phase was preferentially attacked, whereas on the other side of the crevice the 
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ferrite phase was preferentially attacked [139]. This preferential attack indicated that the solution 

composition and therefore steady state corrosion rates differed from one side of the crevice to the other. 

For some environments in the oil and gas industry, NACE specifies the type of stainless steel that 

must be used. The FPREN requirement is specified based on the service conditions, including 1) 

temperature (T), 2) hydrogen sulfide partial pressure pH2S (in kPa), 3) chloride concentration [Cl-] (in mg/l 

or ppm), and 4) pH [25]. Some selected examples are shown in Table 2.1 (incomplete listing). 

Table 2.1 NACE FPREN recommendations for specific service conditions [25] 

Material Use Environmental conditions 

Alloy FPREN  T  
(°C) 

[H2S] 
(kPa) 

[Cl-] 
(ppm) 

pH 

Austenitic 
stainless steel 

16-38 Multiple (Table A.2), gas lift 
equipment, injection tube, and 

control lining (Table A.7)  

60 max 350 max 50 Any 

40 Multiple (Table A.8), downhole 
tubular components (Table A.9), 

instrument or control tubing 
(Table A.11)  

121-171 700-100 5000 Any 

Duplex 
stainless steel 

30-40 Multiple (Table A.24) 232 max 10 max Any Any 

40-45 Multiple (Table A.24) 232 max 20 max Any Any 

30-40 Downhole tubular components 
(Table A.25) 

Any 2 max Any Any 

40-45 Downhole tubular components 
(Table A.25) 

Any 20 max Limited Any 

 

2.4.6 Acid Chloride Environments in Petrochemical Processing 

The solutions of 0.1 N and 1.0 N HCl and 3.5% NaCl were selected for this study for several 

reasons. Firstly, an acid chloride environment can exist “downhole” in oil production [140]. Secondly, 

concentrated hydrochloric acid is a known issue for low-temperature overhead systems in refinery 

distillation towers and is sometimes accompanied by salt precipitation [141]. Calcium, sodium, and 

magnesium salts from heavy crude oils hydrolyze and dissolve into the process in the atmospheric heater. 

Then HCl-enriched water can condense from the process in the top of the atmospheric fractionator or 

gasoline reboiler [3] accompanied by salt precipitation [142], [143]. High acidity water reduces the 

passive film effectiveness for the stainless steel and causes structural damage due to pitting or crevice 

corrosion. Chloride ions can become incorporated into the passive film of stainless steels and reduce its 

protective power [118]. Also, chloride ions migrate to an active pit to balance the positively charged 

metal ions resulting in a low pH (~0) environment in a pit [144].  

Austenitic stainless steels are typically most useful in service in chloride-free, naturally oxidizing, 

and are not usually recommended for reducing acid chloride environments. They are often selected for 
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their atmospheric corrosion resistance, general corrosion resistance, sulfidation resistance, etc.. However, 

acid chloride service environments can develop unexpectedly due to marine exposure [145] and system 

upsets that introduce chlorides [3]. 

2.5 Corrosion Testing of Stainless Steels 

Many methods exist for testing and quantifying the corrosion resistance of stainless steels. This 

study relied on two general categories of corrosion testing: electrochemical corrosion testing and mass-

loss corrosion testing. 

2.5.1 Electrochemical Corrosion Testing 

The four electrochemical corrosion testing techniques used in this study are categorized based on 

their magnitude of polarization in Table 2.2, adapted from ASM Handbook Vol 13A [146]. The higher 

the polarization, generally the greater damage or change to the working electrode surface. In the short 

duration, open circuit potential (OCP), linear polarization resistance (LPR) and electrochemical 

impedance spectroscopy (EIS) may be considered non-destructive because the low overpotentials do not 

generate significant current or drive significant changes on the sample surface. Potentiodynamic (PD) 

polarization scanning, however, applies potentials far from steady-state corrosion (Ecorr) and can result in 

significant changes of the sample surface regarding passive film formation or breakdown, pitting and 

selective phase dissolution [146]. 

Table 2.2 Electrochemical corrosion testing techniques used in this study 

Category Test Method 

No applied signal Open circuit or corrosion potential (OCP) 

Small-signal polarization Polarization resistance, a.k.a. linear polarization resistance (LPR) 
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) 

Large-signal polarization Potentiodynamic (PD) polarization 

 

2.5.1.1 OCP 

Open circuit potential (OCP), is the corrosion potential of the corroding surface in the specific 

electrolyte solution relative to the reference electrode with no externally applied potential. Also known as 

Ecorr, it is the potential at which the rates of the anodic and cathodic reactions are equal [146]. Both the 

anodic and cathodic reaction rate at Ecorr equal the corrosion rate. OCP accounts for all of the 

electrochemical reactions occurring on the corroding surface. OCP may change over time as solution, 

surface, and reaction characteristics change. Hashimoto et al. reported that with an increase in the 

thickness of the passive film, OCP trends toward more noble values, however, pitting may be evidenced 

by a rapid decrease in OCP followed by slow recovery [147]. Calle et al. showed that the OCP for several 
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austenitic alloys continually increased (for 400 hours) in a neutral environment with 3.5% NaCl, 

indicating continued growth of a passive film. However, in a 3.5% NaCl environment with 1 N HCl, there 

were many fluctuations in the OCP curve for the 304L (indicating a breakdown of the surface), whereas 

two other alloys with higher Cr and Mo contents did not produce the same fluctuations [145]. Kelly 

explained similar fluctuations in OCP as a thickening of the passivation layer and increase in nobility 

until the breakdown potential, EBD, is achieved at which time localized corrosion begins to propagate. 

Subsequently, if the pit is metastable and repassivates, the OCP will again begin to increase, and the cycle 

can repeatedly occur [123](p94). 

2.5.1.2 LPR 

Linear polarization resistance (LPR) measurement is important because it is considered a non-

destructive test (with respect to the surface) to determine the instantaneous corrosion rate [146]. To 

conduct an LPR measurement, a small potential difference scan is conducted, and the resulting currents 

are recorded. The conventional definition of polarization resistance, , from ASTM G59 is [148]: = ∆ = , �→   (2.21) 

Corrosion current, , is related to polarization resistance by the Stern-Geary coefficient, : =   (2.22) 

Where the Stern-Geary coefficient is derived from the anodic and cathodic Tafel slopes,  and  (with 

units of V), respectively [135]: = �. �+   (2.23) 

Substituting the above expression for the Stern-Geary coefficient, B, into Equation 2.22, we obtain the 

relationship between corrosion current, , and polarization resistance, , using the Tafel slopes,  

and : = �. �+   (2.24) 

Faraday’s Law can be used to calculate the corrosion rate, , (in mm/yr) from  in µA/cm2  [149]. =   (2.25) 
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In the above expression, is a constant 3.27 x 10-3 (mm×g)/(µA×cm×yr) and  is the density (g/cm3). 

Equivalent weight, , is the theoretical mass of metal (in g)  that is oxidized by the passage of one 

Faraday (96,485 Coulombs/mol) of electric charge [149]: = �
  (2.26) 

In the above expression,  is the atomic weight of the element, and  is the valence of the element 

(electrons necessary for oxidation). Alternatively, for highly alloyed metals such as austenitic stainless 

steels, approximate equivalent weights are listed in a table in ASTM G1 [150] and ASTM G102 [149]. 

Table 2.3 provides the sample densities and equivalent weights for each of the stainless steel alloys used 

in this study. 

Table 2.3 Stainless steel alloy density and equivalent weight [149] 

Alloy Density (g/cm3) Equivalent Weight 

AISI type 304/L 7.94 25.12 

AISI type 303 7.94 25.12 

AISI type 309S 7.98 24.62 

AISI type 316/L 7.98 25.50 

 

2.5.1.3 EIS 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) uses the frequency domain to aid differentiation 

of contributions of the solution and the passivating or corroding surface to impedance and resistance to 

current flow. With the introduction of the time domain, the corroding surface can be schematically 

represented by an equivalent circuit as shown in Figure 2.8B [132](p16). The equivalent circuit consists 

of double layer capacitance (CDL), charge transfer resistance (RCT), solution resistance (RSOL), and 

impedance arising from diffusion (ZDIFF), although, if the passive film is thin enough then ZDIFF may be 

ignored. [123](p138). Such a circuit is called a Randles Cell, for which impedance, Z, versus 

frequency, �, is modeled [151](p46): Z � = R OL + T− C L T+ T C L   (2.27) 

One example of the Randles cell model for a 1 cm2 electrode with a capacitance of 40 µF/cm2, a 

solution resistance of 20 Ω, and a charge transfer (polarization) resistance of 250 Ω undergoing uniform 

corrosion at a rate of 1 mm/year is shown in Figure 2.12 [152]. Figure 2.12a is a Nyquist plot with a 

semicircular shape due to capacitive behavior: the left intersection of the plot with the horizontal axis 

(real impedance) gives the solution resistance, and the diameter of the semicircle gives the charge transfer 

resistance (polarization resistance) [152]. Figure 2.12b is a Bode plot of impedance versus frequency. 
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Impedance tends toward the solution resistance at high frequencies on the right side of the plot and tends 

toward charge transfer resistance at low frequencies toward the left side of the plot. Figure 2.12c is a 

Bode plot of phase angle versus frequency revealing a change in phase that exceeds 50°. If solution 

resistance were small, the change in phase would approach 90°, which signifies pure capacitive 

impedance. However, since the electrode surface does not behave as a perfect capacitor due to 

inhomogeneity, it may be more appropriate to replace the capacitor with a constant phase element (CPE) 

instead, with an impedance of the form [152]: � = � / �   (2.28) 

Wherein  is the pseudo-capacitance and  is the fitting exponent, which would be equal to unity 

if the equation were used to describe a capacitor. The CPE typically provides a better fit to the data due to 

the polycrystalline orientations, multiple phases and grain boundaries with multiple time constants 

[153](p118). In a Nyquist plot, due to the multiple relaxation time constants that are similar, but not the 

exact same, the CPE appears as a depressed semicircle, whereas a capacitor would be a perfect semicircle 

[132](p30-42). On a bare electrode there will be an estimated capacitance of 30-60 µF/cm2 due only to 

the double layer [154]. Passive layer thickness is roughly proportional to the inverse of capacitance [155].  

However, adsorption of Cl- ions at a low pH may increase the total capacitance and decrease the film 

resistance at the same time, implying that the adsorbed monolayer may be more ionically conductive in a 

more acidic solution [156](p368). 

Non-metallic, or blocking films impede electron transfer. However, for a very thin film such as a 

passivation layer or oxide layer, electrons can tunnel through the film and cause a faradaic reaction 

[120](p624). There is an exponential decrease in the rate of tunneling with an increase in thickness and 

electron tunneling has been shown to be relevant only for blocking films thinner than ~1.5 nm 

[120](p624). Compared to a bare electrode, the formation of the blocking film on the electrode surface 

decreases the capacitance since there is an increase in the distance of the nearest ions [120](p624). 

There are several conditions that should be met to consider the EIS spectra valid [132] 

(p187-190): 

 Causal: the response of the system must be due to the applied perturbation. 

 Linear: the magnitude of the perturbation itself does not change the relationship. 

 Stable: the system returns to its starting state after the perturbation is removed. 

 Finite-valued: the transfer function (impedance) must be finite as the frequency approaches both 

0 and 1 and is continuous and finite-valued at all intermediate frequencies.  
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Figure 2.12 Example EIS plots from Randles cell model for 1 cm2 electrode with capacitance of 
40 µF/cm2, solution resistance of 20 Ω, and charge transfer (polarization) resistance of 250 Ω; a) Nyquist 
plot; b) Bode plot for resistance versus frequency; c) Bode plot for phase angle versus frequency [152]. 

Calle et al. performed EIS on austenitic stainless steel electrodes and found that the Randles 

circuit with CPE substituted for the capacitor provided a good model for the charge transfer resistance and 

double layer capacitance. For 304L stainless steel in 0.1 N HCl and 1.0 N HCl environment (with 3.5% 

NaCl), the charge transfer resistance, RCT, was 1.5×104 Ω/cm2 and 1.6×102 Ω/cm2, respectively, and the 

pseudo-capacitance, CDL, was 0.05 µF and 6.13 µF, respectively. The RCT value of 1.6×102 Ω/cm2 in the 

1.0 N HCl was low, indicating little resistance to electron exchange and thus corrosion. Additionally, the 

CDL value of 6.13 µF was quite high compared to higher alloyed stainless steels, indicating that the 

passive layer was very thin [145]. The corrosion rate, CR, can be estimated, setting the charge transfer 

resistance, RCT, equal to the polarization resistance, , as for LPR, using Equation 2.24 to obtain  

from polarization resistance, , and Equation 2.25 to estimate CR. 
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2.5.1.4 PD Scans of Stainless Steel 

Potentiodynamic (PD) scans are useful because they provide polarization plots (Evans diagrams), 

which are a graphical presentation of kinetic data for the passivating or corroding electrode in the specific 

environment of interest, as has been expressed in the previous section entitled Kinetics of Stainless Steel 

Corrosion. As shown in Figure 2.10, parameterized polarization plots provide important kinetic 

information including: 

 Cathodic and Anodic Tafel slopes 

 Corrosion potential and corrosion current, Ecorr and icorr 

 Passivation potential and passivation current, Epp and ipp 

 Potentiodynamic breakdown/pitting behavior 

 Comparison between alloys 

Using Tafel extrapolation near the Ecorr to obtain icorr, the open circuit corrosion rate may be 

calculated from the PD scan based on mixed potential theory [124]. The metal sample is termed the 

working electrode, the potential is measured with respect to a reference electrode, and current is measured 

by an ammeter. The potential is then plotted with respect to the logarithm of the current. The linear 

portions (Tafel region) are selected for both the anodic and cathodic polarization curves and extrapolated 

back to their intersection. The resulting icorr provides another estimate for the corrosion current, and thus 

corrosion rate can be estimated using Equation 2.25 to estimate CR per ASTM G102 [149]. 

2.5.2 Mass Loss Studies 

Estimating the corrosion rate by use of mass loss measurement is usually performed using small 

test coupons of the material of interest placed in the solution or environment of interest [51]. The 

calculation of a corrosion penetration rate implies that the mass loss is distributed uniformly over the 

surface area [157], but uniform corrosion is not always interesting, and sometimes not possible. The 

corrosion rate (CR) is calculated [150]: = �
   (2.29) 

Wherein K is the corrosion rate constant to adjust units (K=3.45×106 to obtain the corrosion rate, 

CR, in mils per year, mpy, and K=8.76×104 to obtain the corrosion rate, CR, in mm per year, mm/yr), t is 

the time of exposure in hours, A is the area of exposure in cm2, W is the mass loss in g, and  is the 

density in g/cm3. Corrosion rates of less than 0.025 mm/yr (1 mpy) are typically considered excellent, 

depending on the service [123] (p13); [158] (p10). Corrosion rates of austenitic stainless steels in sea 

water conditions (~3.5% NaCl) can vary from 0.6 µm/yr for type 302 austenitic stainless steel in the 

Mediterranean to 2.6 mm/yr for type 304 stainless steel in hot (450 K) flowing seawater [51](p69).  
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CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

This chapter provides a description of materials, equipment, parameters, and techniques used in 

sample processing. Additionally, laboratory testing and characterization equipment and techniques are 

discussed. The experimental procedures are divided into three headings. First, the procedures for interface 

microstructure and mechanical property comparison of inertia friction butt welds and fusion cladding. 

Second, the sample preparation and corrosion testing and comparison of wrought and welded 

microstructures. Third, the sample preparation and microstructural analysis of rotational insertion friction 

welding (“cone in cup” welding). 

3.1 Comparison of IF Butt Welding and Fusion Weld Cladding 

Inertia friction (IF) butt welds and fusion welds were fabricated to characterize and compare their 

respective microstructures and mechanical properties. Similar and dissimilar IF butt welds were 

fabricated from the following materials and per the following processes and parameters, and subsequently 

samples were removed from the welded joints and base metals as shown. 

3.1.1 IF Butt Welding 

IF welds were produced between 25.4 mm (1 in) diameter round bars of AISI type 304L stainless 

steel (UNS S30403) and AISI 1018 steel (UNS G10180). The compositions of the materials are given in 

Table 3.1. The base metal microstructure of the 304L consisted of equiaxed grains of austenite ~15 µm in 

cross-sectional diameter and ferrite stringers aligned with the rolling direction. The initial microstructure 

of the 1018 steel was characterized by equiaxed ferrite grains ~20 µm in cross-sectional diameter with 

bands of pearlite. The 1018 and 304L bar faying surfaces were machined to the length and average 

roughness circumferential (tangential, or hoop) direction and radial direction as shown Table 3.2. The 

faying surfaces were cleaned with isopropyl alcohol to remove any lubricants or contaminants 

immediately before loading in the IF welding equipment. 

3.1.1.1 IF Butt Weld Procedures 

An MTI model 120B inertia friction welder like the one shown in Figure 3.1 was used to produce 

the welds. A Yokogawa DL750 ScopeCorder was used to record time, rotation speed, displacement, 

thrust, torque, and temperature (if thermocouples were attached). Typically, the 1018 bar was held 

stationary, and the 304L bar was rotated as shown in Figure 3.2. Each bar was 101-102 mm in length with 

25 mm of “stick out” from the clamping fixtures. The total number of welds was 33 with alloys and 

parameters identified in Table 3.3. 
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Table 3.1 Compositions of base metals for friction welding (wt. pct.) 

 Cr Ni Mn Mo Si S C N P 

1018 0.12 0.07 0.66 0.02 0.22 0.017 0.160 0.007 0.013 

304L 18.19 8.10 1.46 0.39 0.28 0.025 0.025 0.081 0.034 

Table 3.2 Bar length and faying surface average roughness (Ra) in hoop and radial directions 

1018 Steel Bar Preparation  304L Stainless Steel Bar Preparation 

Bar # 
Length 
(mm) 

Hoop 
Ra (µm) 

Radial 
Ra (µm)  Bar # 

Length 
(mm) 

Hoop 
Ra (µm) 

Radial 
Ra (µm) 

1 101.1 1.75 2.33  1 101.9 0.70 0.70 

2 101.4 1.03 1.95  2 101.7 0.55 0.78 

3 101.3 1.40 2.38  3 101.4 0.53 0.98 

4 101.3 1.50 2.60  4 101.9 0.58 0.58 

5 101.3 1.15 1.68  5 101.9 0.80 1.45 

6 101.5 1.85 2.00  6 102.0 0.85 1.48 

7 101.3 1.48 1.75  7 101.7 0.85 1.63 

8 101.7 1.28 1.98  8 101.8 0.93 1.58 

9 101.4 1.95 1.88  9 101.9 1.08 1.55 

10 101.6 0.95 1.83  10 101.9 0.93 1.63 

11 101.8 1.40 1.93  11 101.8 1.15 1.68 

12 101.8 1.40 1.95  12 101.7 1.23 1.68 

13 101.4 2.20 3.05  13 101.8 1.15 1.60 

14 101.7 1.55 3.13  14 101.9 0.98 1.48 

15 101.8 1.55 2.40  15 101.8 0.88 1.45 

16 101.6 1.28 2.88  16 101.8 0.85 1.45 

17 101.8 2.18 2.10  17 101.6 1.20 1.60 

18 101.5 1.35 2.48  18 101.7 1.08 1.53 

19 101.8 0.95 1.50  19 101.8 0.93 1.58 

20 101.9 1.15 2.18  20 101.6 0.75 1.63 

21 101.2 1.30 1.88  21 101.9 0.88 1.58 

22 101.5 0.83 1.55  22 101.7 0.93 1.60 

23 101.5 1.10 2.05  23 101.9 0.83 1.18 

24 101.0 1.83 2.60  24 101.7 0.90 1.65 

25 101.9 0.95 2.13  25 101.8 1.05 1.40 

26 100.8 1.33 2.03  26 101.7 1.18 1.35 

27 101.2 1.25 2.18  27 101.8 1.05 1.50 

28 101.4 1.18 2.33  28 101.7 1.15 1.53 

29 102.1 1.85 2.40  29 101.8 1.15 1.55 

30 101.8 1.33 1.98  30 101.8 1.00 1.65 

31 101.4 1.50 2.13      
32 101.4 1.20 2.15      
33 101.5 1.68 1.93      
34 101.1 1.38 1.73      
35 101.5 1.28 2.13      
36 101.3 1.30 3.00      
37 101.9 1.35 2.10      
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The “nominal” parameter set was determined using screening trials, which sought to approximate 

handbook values for the parameters and axial shortening of the dissimilar IF weld of AISI type 302 

stainless steel and AISI 1020 steel [64]. Four initial trials began with a flywheel inertia of 0.383 kg·m2. 

However, the amount of flash generated was deemed inadequate based on insufficient axial shortening. 

The target axial shortening value was >2.5 mm based on operator experience and the value from the ASM 

Handbook for 302 stainless to 1020 steel joining [64].  

After the parameters had been modified to provide adequate axial shortening, the bond strength 

was also deemed adequate partly based on an unspecified “hammer test” that was used to apply a rapid 

and large bending moment to IF welds no. 3 and 8. Subsequently, flywheel inertia was held constant at 

0.805 kg·m2, and initial rotation speed and axial pressure were varied as shown in Table 3.3. Two welds 

were produced for each off-nominal parameter set shown in Table 3.3, with 14 additional replicates 

produced for the nominal parameter set (0.805 kg·m2, 3100 rpm, and 148 MPa), two similar welds for 

304L and two similar welds for 1018. A data acquisition system recorded rotation speed, pressure, and 

displacement for all welds at 1 µs intervals.  

The surface temperature was recorded at 1 µs intervals using a spot-welded K-type thermocouple 

for several of the runs as noted by the asterisk in Table 3.3.  Caliper measurements were used to measure 

total axial shortening. Thermocouples were spot welded to the surface of several workpieces to record the 

transient temperature during the welding process. 

 

 

Figure 3.1 MTI model 120B inertia friction welder [159]. 
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Figure 3.2 Schematic of inertia friction butt welding setup. 

3.1.1.2 IF Weld Misalignment Measurement 

The misalignment of selected inertia friction welds was measured using a Republic 14” lathe and 

an MHC dial gage attached using a Fowler magnetic base. One end of the welded joint was inserted into 

the lathe chuck up to ~6 mm (¼ in) from the joint. For the dissimilar welds, the stainless steel end was the 

end that was inserted into the chuck. The dial gage was brought into contact ~6 mm (¼ in) from the joint 

flash i.e. ~12 mm (½ in). This gap was necessary to avoid distortion and anomalies due to the flash and 

the HAZ. The lathe was rotated a full turn, and the lowest point and highest point were identified. The 

protruding bar was marked in the location of maximum misalignment. Misalignment was calculated as 

half of the difference between the measurement at the highest point and that at the lowest point. 

3.1.1.3 IF Weld Sample Removal 

Samples were sectioned by electro-discharge machining (EDM) as shown in Figure 3.3. 

Figure 3.3a is a schematic that shows the sectioning procedure for producing the longitudinal tensile bars.  

Figure 3.3b shows the transverse view of the metallographic sample that allowed observation of the entire 

joint cross-section and HAZ microstructure as well as the top view of the tensile bars. The EDM cut was 

offset so that the metallographic sample was at the longitudinal meridian or centerline of the friction 

welded bars. One longitudinal metallographic cross-section was hot mounted and polished from one 

sample of each of the six weld parameter sets in Table 3.3. Figure 3.3c shows the longitudinal side view 

for the metallographic sample and labels for the tensile bars: inner, mid-radius and outer. 
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Figure 3.3 Sectioning and sample removal from inertia friction welds. 

3.1.1.4 IF Weld Flash Ratio Estimation by ImageJ 

ImageJ software was used to measure the flash cross-sectional area for IF welds, A. For simple 

calculation, a hypothetical radius, r, was calculated assuming the measured flash area was a circle: = √ /    (3.1) 

Using the radius, r, calculated from the 304L and 1018 flash measurements, the volume of 304L 

and 1018 flash was calculated using the volumetric equation for a toroid wherein V was the volume and R 

was the diameter of the workpiece (i.e. the inner diameter of the toroid of flash): = +   (3.2) 

This calculation permitted estimation of the fraction of axial shortening from each of 304L and 

1018. Thus, bulk axial shortening was measured using a caliper, and the ratio of axial shortening from 

each workpiece was calculated using the area from ImageJ. 
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Table 3.3 Parameters for all inertia friction butt welds 

Weld 
No. Label 

Bar No. at 
Rotating 

Side 

Bar No. at 
Fixed 
Side 

Flywheel 
Inertia 
(kg·m2) 

Set 
Speed 
(rpm) 

Fluid Set 
Pressure 

(psig) 

Fluid Set 
Pressure 
(MPa) 

1 Trial 1018 #1 1018 #26 0.383 3820 1750 12.1 

2 Trial 1018 #24 1018 #34 0.383 4320 1750 12.1 

3 Trial 1018 #2 1018 #3 0.383 4550 1750 12.1 

4 Low inertia 304L #4 1018 #4 0.383 4550 1750 12.1 

5 Trial 304L #5 1018 #5 0.805 unknown 1750 12.1 

6 High speed 304L #6 1018 #6 0.805 3500 1750 12.1 

7* High speed 304L #7 1018 #7 0.805 3500 1750 12.1 

8 Nominal 304L #8 1018 #8 0.805 3100 1750 12.1 

9 Nominal 304L #9 1018 #9 0.805 3100 1750 12.1 

10 Nominal 304L #10 1018 #10 0.805 3100 1750 12.1 

11* Nominal 304L #11 1018 #11 0.805 3100 1750 12.1 

12* Low speed 304L #12 1018 #12 0.805 2700 1750 12.1 

13 Low speed 304L #13 1018 #13 0.805 2700 1750 12.1 

14 Low pressure 304L #14 1018 #14 0.805 3100 1400 9.7 

15 Low pressure 304L #15 1018 #15 0.805 3100 1400 9.7 

16* High pressure 304L #16 1018 #16 0.805 3100 2100 14.5 

17 High pressure 304L #17 1018 #17 0.805 3100 2100 14.5 

18 Nom-Reverse 1018 #18 304 #18 0.805 3100 1750 12.1 

19* Nominal 304L #19 1018 #19 0.805 3100 1750 12.1 

20 Nominal 304L #20 1018 #20 0.805 3100 1750 12.1 

21 Nominal 304L #21 1018 #21 0.805 3100 1750 12.1 

22 Nominal 304L #22 1018 #22 0.805 3100 1750 12.1 

23 Nominal 304L #23 1018 #23 0.805 3100 1750 12.1 

24* Similar 304L 304L #24 304 #26 0.805 3500 1750 12.1 

25 Nominal 304L #25 1018 #25 0.805 3100 1750 12.1 

26 Similar 304L 304L #2 304 #3 0.805 3500 1750 12.1 

27 Nominal 304L #27 1018 #27 0.805 3100 1750 12.1 

28 Nominal 304L #28 1018 #28 0.805 3100 1750 12.1 

29 Nominal 304L #29 1018 #29 0.805 3100 1750 12.1 

30 Nominal 304L #30 1018 #30 0.805 3100 1750 12.1 

31 Nominal 304L #1 1018 #31 0.805 3100 1750 12.1 

32 Similar 1018 1018 #32 1018 #33 0.805 3100 1750 12.1 

33 Similar 1018 1018 #35 1018 #36 0.805 3100 1400 9.7 

* Surface temperature recorded 4-8 mm from the faying surface for the non-rotating workpiece. 
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3.1.2 FCA Cladding 

Flux cored arc (FCA) welding was used to clad 309L stainless steel onto 1018 steel for 

comparison with the friction welds of 304L and 1018 steel. Fusion weld cladding was performed by weld 

depositing Alloy Rods Shield-Bright 309L stainless steel on a base of 38 mm square bar of ASTM A108 

grade 1018 steel. The composition of the 1018 steel base metal is shown in Table 3.4 along with the as-

deposited 309L. The 1018 microstructure consisted of ferrite and pearlite, and the 309L weld deposit 

microstructure consisted of austenite and vermicular ferrite. 

Table 3.4 Compositions of fusion cladding base metal 1018 and as-welded 309L (wt. pct.) 

 Cr Ni Mn Mo Si S C N P 

1018 0.16 0.10 0.79 0.03 0.24 0.03 0.17 - 0.014 

309L 20.7 10.3 1.26 0.23 0.90 0.01 0.02 0.064 0.026 

 

3.1.2.1 FCA Cladding Procedures 

In preparation for fusion weld cladding, the 38 mm square bar was cut into ten 25 mm segments 

that were mated together and tack welded as shown in Figure 3.4 such that the cladding surface was the 

transverse surface. In this manner, any compositional or microstructural banding that was present in the 

1018 steel bar was aligned similarly to the longitudinal alignment of the friction welded stainless steel 

bar. Flux cored arc (FCA) welding was performed to clad 1.6 mm (1/16 in) diameter Alloy Rods Shield-

Bright E309LT-1 in six passes onto the 1018 steel bar. The welding unit was a Miller Axcess 450 

operated at 28 V DC electrode positive with 148 mm/s (350 in/min) wire feed rate. Contact tip to work 

distance was 16-19 mm (0.63-0.74 in), and shielding cup to work distance was 10-13 mm (0.40-0.51 in). 

The travel speed was 3.8-5.1 mm/s (9-12 in/min) travel speed using a Bug-O drive trolley. The cover gas 

was 75% Ar, 25% CO2 flowing at 1.2 m3/hr (40 cfh, cubic feet per hour).  

 

Figure 3.4 Schematic of fusion weld cladding of 309L stainless steel onto 1018 steel bars. 
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3.1.2.2 FCA Cladding Sample Removal 

Five tensile bars were removed by EDM from the 1018 steel clad with 309L stainless steel. The 

tensile bars were dimensionally identical to the tensile bars shown in Figure 3.3 except that the gage 

length was shorter (12 mm as opposed to 25 mm for the friction welds). Figure 3.5 shows the orientation 

of the tensile bars to the 309L weld deposit. Additionally, three metallographic samples were removed to 

examine an entire cross-section transverse to the weld direction and including the weld interface. 

 

Figure 3.5 Schematic of tensile bar removal from 1018 steel fusion clad with 309L stainless steel. 

3.1.3 IF and FCA Weld Interface Macrographs 

Nine transverse sample cross-sections were prepared at Exova, 9925 Regal Row, Houston, TX by 

mounting, polishing to a 1 µm finish, etching with 2% nital, and photographing using a mounted digital 

camera. The macro-photographed samples included the following: 

 Fusion weld 

 IF weld #4 – low inertia 

 IF weld #6 – high speed 

 IF weld #11 – nominal parameters 

 IF weld #12 – low speed 

 IF weld #14 – low pressure 

 IF weld #16 – high pressure 

 IF weld #24 – similar 304L weld 

 IF weld #33 – similar 1018 weld 

3.1.4 Micrographs 

Metallographic images for microstructural analysis were recorded using an Olympus PMG-3 

microscope fitted with a PAXcam with Pax-It version 7.8.1.0 image capture and analysis software. Some 

metallographic images were taken using the Olympus microscope feature for Nomarski interference 

contrast (NIC) using the polarized light filter. 
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3.1.5 Hardness Mapping 

Hardness mapping was performed for a longitudinal cross-section of the nominal IF weld 

condition (IF weld #11) and a similar cross-section of the fusion weld.  The hardness mapping was 

conducted at Exova, 9925 Regal Row, Houston, TX using a Struers Durascan automatic hardness testing 

machine. Indents were spaced 300 µm apart in the longitudinal direction and 1.5 mm apart in the 

transverse (radial) direction. A 500 g load was used. The mapped area was ~8 mm by 15 mm for both the 

friction weld and fusion weld and consisted of approximately half stainless steel and half mild steel. The 

entire 1018 HAZ was surveyed within the mapped area for both the friction and fusion weld, thus 

facilitating convenient comparison.  

3.1.6 Hardness Testing and Tracing 

Vickers hardness tests and hardness traces were conducted using a Leco MHT220 hardness tester 

with the capability to use various loads depending on the microstructure feature under analysis and 

desired indent size. Typically, 25, 250, 500, and 1,000 g loads were used in this research. Before each use 

and between each load change the hardness tester was calibrated with a standard of 297 HV with a 95% 

confidence interval of +6.5 HV. The dwell time under load was 12 s. Hardness traces were performed in 

both the radial and longitudinal direction for IF welds no. 4, 6, 11, 12, 14, and 16. In the radial direction, 

hardness readings were taken 100 µm from the interface, progressing from the periphery to the centerline 

interface with a 1 mm spacing between indents. In the longitudinal direction, hardness traces performed 

for each of welds no. 4, 6, 11, 12, 14, and 16 at three radial locations: 2 mm from the periphery (outer 

radial location), mid-radius, and 2 mm from the longitudinal centerline (inner radial location). The 

longitudinal hardness traces began 100 µm from the interface and progressed into 1018 steel with a 

300 µm spacing between indents.  

The low load of 25 g was used when very small specific microstructural features required 

analysis. Indents were ~10 µm in diagonal length. It is understood that diagonal length should be 21 µm 

or longer to reduce measurement variation per ASTM E92 [160]. However, for this research, there was 

only one operator, one measurement device, and one measurement technique and the values were only 

used for comparison with one another, not for comparison to a standard. Also, the features of interest for 

low-load testing exhibited extreme differences of 100 HV or greater, such that any variation of 50 HV or 

less due to low repeatability was not significant to the final conclusions. 

3.1.7 Tensile Testing with DIC 

Tensile bars were machined by EDM with cross sections nominally 3 mm wide by 2 mm thick 

and a minimum of either 25 mm or 12 mm in length in the gage section. The roughness (Ra) of the as-

machined tensile bar surfaces was determined to be 3.2 µm using a Wyko NT2000 profilometer from 
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Veeco Metrology Group with Vision 32 software. In preparation for digital image correlation (DIC), 

boron nitride was carefully sprayed onto the as-machined surface of the gage section to produce a white 

speckle pattern. The preferred pattern had equiaxed round speckles 100-200 µm in diameter with 100-

200 µm of dark space between speckles such that there would be 7-15 white speckles across the width of 

the gage section with strong contrast from the dark background. The contrast was optimized by placing a 

bright LowelPro light on a tripod at a sharply glancing (oblique) angle from the photographed tensile 

sample surface as shown in Figure 3.6. The Allied Vision Manta camera was fitted with the 50 mm lens 

and set ~450 mm from the sample. TQS Snap software was used to collect images every 1.0 s during the 

tests with a shutter time of 50 ms. After each tensile test, Aramis software was used to correlate the 

images. Many image sequences were successfully DIC processed using the setting of 25-pixel facets were 

used with 15 pixels of overlap. However, improved results (i.e. less frequent loss of pattern recognition) 

were obtained when 15-pixel facets were used with 7 pixels of overlap. A map of the 2-D Lagrangian 

strain was generated. Engineering strain was calculated using the following expression: = ∆ =  −
  (3.3) 

Wherein e is engineering strain, L is gage length,  is final length, and  is the initial length. 

Aramis software was used to choose two pixels at locations ~25 mm apart for use as an extensometer with 

length , the original gage length. The software tracked the motion of the speckle pattern to determine the 

location of the same feature during the test and subsequently, . The calculated, unit-less engineering 

strain value was calculated for each 1 s time interval and the strain versus time data was exported to 

Microsoft Excel. 

Tensile testing was performed using an Instrumet frame and Testworks software. The Instron 

2511-325 5,000 lb load cell was calibrated using the Testworks software and test time, load, and 

crosshead displacement were recorded for each tensile test. An extension rate of 2.54 mm/min 

(0.1 in/min) was used for the tensile tests with a data collection rate of 1 Hz such that the load data from 

the Testworks software could be easily aligned with the DIC data for extension. Typical tests required 1-6 

minutes and subsequently, the data for load and stress versus time was exported to Microsoft Excel. The 

frame data for stress and the DIC data for strain were adjusted in Microsoft Excel to have the same start 

time and create stress-strain curves for each sample. A Shepic 1.0” clip gage extensometer was used for 

the first sample to verify the accuracy of the DIC extensometer measurements. 

Calipers were used to measure and mark a 25.4 mm (1 in) gage length for each sample. For all the 

dissimilar alloy weld samples the length of 304L stainless steel and 1018 steel was measured and 

recorded. Sample width and thickness in the gage length were also measured and recorded using a 

micrometer. After testing, calipers were used to measure the length of the gage section of the broken 
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samples and the final sample thickness and width in the necked down location. Fracture locations were 

recorded with respect to alloy (within the 1018 or 304L material), joint interface (at the interface or off-

center) and tensile bar geometry (near center, off center, or near the grips). The total plastic strain in each 

alloy was calculated as-well-as the distance from the joint interface to the fracture location using caliper 

measurements. 

 

Figure 3.6 Setup for tensile testing with DIC.  

3.1.8 SEM Analyses 

A scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to analyze the weld interfaces. For surface 

preparation, vibratory polishing was performed using a Beuhler Vibromet 2 before EBSD work. First, the 

vibratory polishing fixtures were washed using 2% micro-organic soap. Samples were secured in the 

weighted holders with the desired surface immersed in 0.04 µm colloidal silica on nappy Lecocloth. The 

polisher was set to 40% power with a circular motion of sample travel.  Polishing times ranged from ½ hr 

to 4 hr depending on the desired final finish. Shorter times with heavier polishing loads improved the 

finish for the steel to stainless steel dissimilar welds because with longer times (4 hr) the steel side of the 

weld would corrode by galvanic action during immersion in the colloidal silica. After removal from the 

vibratory polisher the samples were rinsed with alcohol, washed with the micro-organic soap, rinsed with 

water, and finally rinsed with alcohol. Inadequate washing with the micro-organic soap allowed retention 
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of the colloidal silica on the surface of interest, possibly interfering with subsequent SEM and EBSD 

analysis. 

An FEI Quanta 600i environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM) with Quanta xT 

operating software was used to examine the sample interfaces and selected tensile test fracture surfaces. 

Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) with EDAX 6.5.1 software was used to perform compositional 

analysis typically by line scanning. A dwell time of 4 s per analysis spot was sufficient for accurate EDS 

compositional analysis, collecting counts for the elements Fe, Cr, Ni, Mn, and Si. Typical EDS line scans 

~1 mm in length required ~1 hr. A JEOL JSM-7000F field emission SEM (FESEM) with JEOL PC-

SEM7000 operating software and Genesis Spectrum version 6.5 EDS collection software was also used to 

characterize weld interfaces. The FESEM was equipped with an EDAX AMETEK 9424 electron 

backscatter diffraction detector. 

3.1.9 EBSD 

Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) patterns for bcc ferrite and fcc austenite were collected 

using an EDAX AMETEK 9424 detector and TSL-OIM Data Collection 7 software with a working 

distance of 18 mm 4x4 binning was used, gain was adjusted to 2.4-2.8, and exposure was increased to just 

before the evolution of blurry white spots. Background, normalization, and mean smoothing filters were 

used to enhance the diffraction patterns for recognition by the software. Scans were performed with only 

the austenite phase loaded for identification and a typical step size of 0.1 µm. Several hours of scan time 

were required, depending on the actual step size and the size of the scanned area. After completion, scans 

were reprocessed with both the ferrite and austenite phase. Reprocessing was completed in only a few 

minutes, and an example reprocessing screenshot is shown in Figure 3.7. In the figure, on the left is the 

SEM image with various colors representing various grain orientations. On the right is a diffraction 

pattern that has been indexed as facilitated by the Hough pattern/algorithm (not shown).  

EBSD cleanup was performed using the software TSL-OIM Analysis 7. First a “Neighbor CI 

Correlation” was operated with a minimum confidence index of 0.1 to reduce noise. Next, neighbor phase 

correlation of 0.1 was used to remove erroneously indexed pixels and clarify the grain boundaries. Grain 

dilation with a tolerance angle of 20 and a minimum grain size of three pixels further aided removal of 

small, probably erroneous points. The final cleanup operation was Grain fit standardization with a 

tolerance angle of 20, and a minimum grain size of three was used as well for a final cleanup step. 

Following clean-up, index quality (IQ) maps were created, indicating the peak intensity of Hough 

transformation.  Confidence index (CI) maps were created to show the quantitative diffraction pattern 

recognition confidence index. This index indicated the degree of certainty of the software for phase and 
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orientation identification for each pixel. Inverse pole figure (IPF) maps were generated, which plot grain 

orientations in the crystallographic coordinate system [161].  

 

Figure 3.7 Screenshot from EBSD scan reprocessing using TSL-OIM Analysis 7 software to scan for 
austenite and ferrite phases and calculate crystallographic orientations. 

3.2 Cone-In-Cup Dissimilar Inertia Friction Welding 

An inertia friction welding setup was designed as shown in Figure 3.8 to demonstrate the ability 

to bond CR metal internally to steel. The IF weld processing was performed by MTI, South Bend, Indiana 

using an MTI 120 inertia friction welder. The parameters for cone-in-cup friction welding were selected 

based on the down-selected (nominal) IF butt weld. First, energy input was kept the same so that the 

energy density (energy input per faying surface area) was reduced to reduce mechanical mixing. 

Secondly, the pressure normal to the surface was increased to reduce friction and heating time to reduce 

the HAZ size and also to reduce mechanical mixing. The selected parameters are shown in Table 3.5. 

Four pieces were fabricated: two for each cone angle and parameter set. A metallographic sample was 

machined from a 65° cone-in-cup assembly per Figure 3.9, and was mounted, polished, and etched to 

view the 1018 steel HAZ. 
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Figure 3.8 Pre-form dimensions for cup-in-cone joints (rotational insertion friction welded assembly) of 
304L stainless steel into steel; a) 304L with 65° cone angle; b) mating 1018 pre-form; c) 304L with 75° 
cone angle; d) mating 1018 pre-form.  

Table 3.5 Parameters for cone-in-cup IF joints 

Cone 
Angle 

Conical 
Surface 

Area 
Flywheel 

Inertia Speed 
Set 

Force 
Normal* 

Force 
Normal* 
Pressure Energy 

Energy 
Density

** 

(⁰) (mm2) (kg×m2) (rpm) (kN) (kN) (MPa) (kJ) (J/mm2) 

0*** 507 0.805 3100 75.5 76 149 42.5 84 

65 719 0.865 3000 60 142 197 42.7 59 

75 1175 0.865 4000 60 232 197 42.7 36 

*Normal to angled faying surface. **Flywheel energy input per faying surface area. ***Nominal IF butt 
weld parameters for reference. 

 

Figure 3.9 Schematic of metallographic sample locations for cone-in-cup inertia friction weld. 
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3.3 Corrosion Testing 

The corrosion responses of fusion weld clad stainless steel and simulated friction weld-clad steel 

were compared. Multi-pass weld samples were produced, and wrought and hot-roll-bonded material was 

obtained from commercial suppliers. Using wrought material to simulate the friction weld cladding for 

corrosion comparison was deemed appropriate assuming friction welding for cladding purposes would 

result in the exposure of wrought metal to the corrosive environment. Hot rolling was conducted to 

simulate the process facing surface for pipe hot-extruded from a bi-metal (internally clad) billet. Since 

this study focused on the process-facing surface of CR claddings galvanic corrosion was not a desired 

variable. Thus the welded samples were all weld metal, the wrought samples were all wrought metal, and 

the hot-roll-bonded material was masked such that the carbon-steel base alloy did not interact with the 

environment. 

3.3.1 Fusion Weld Cladding 

Fusion clad steel was produced using 309L and 316L consumables with flux-cored arc welding 

(FCAW) and shielded metal arc welding (SMAW). Multi-pass claddings were produced in 15 passes 

wherein the first five passes were laid directly onto the base plate. The next four passes were laid in the 

troughs between each of the previous five passes. The next three passes were laid in the troughs of the 

previous four, and so forth, building the structure up as a pyramid as shown in Figure 3.10. The overlap 

between passes of the same elevation was approximately 30% of the width of the weld bead. Between 

each pass, the base metal and weld deposit were water quenched and an angle grinder fitted with a 

stainless steel wire wheel was used to remove adherent slag and any surface porosity. 

 

Figure 3.10 Schematic illustration of fusion cladding deposition order. 

3.3.1.1 FCA Cladding of 309L 

A Miller Axcess 450 welder was used for flux cored arc (FCA) weld cladding of Alloy Rods 

Shield-Bright E309LT-1 wire with a diameter of 1.6 mm (1/16 in) onto 1018 steel plate. The welding unit 

was operated at 28 V DC electrode positive (DCEP) with 127 mm/s (300 in/min) wire feed rate. Contact 

tip to work distance was ~15 mm (0.6 in), and shielding cup to work distance was 12 mm (0.5 in). The 

travel speed was 4 mm/s (10 in/min) travel speed using a Bug-O drive trolley. The cover gas was 75% Ar, 

25% CO2 flowing at 1.0 m3/hr (35 cfh, cubic feet per hour).  
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3.3.1.2 SMA Cladding of 309L 

A Miller Dynasty 350 welder (in SMAW mode) was used for manual shielded metal arc (SMA) 

weld cladding ESAB Arcalloy E309L-16 rods with a diameter of 4.8 mm (3/16 in) onto 1018 steel plate 

with no preheat using 130 A DCEP. 

3.3.1.3 SMA Cladding of 316L 

A Miller Dynasty 350 welder (in SMAW mode) was used for manual SMA weld cladding Alloy 

Rods Arcalloy E316L-16 rods with a diameter of 3.2 mm (1/8 in) onto 1018 steel plate with no preheat 

using 90 A DCEP. 

3.3.2 Wrought Stainless Steels 

Purchased wrought stainless steels for corrosion comparison included the types and dimensions 

listed in Table 3.6. Additionally, hot-roll-bonded (RB) clad steel plate was provided by Voestalpine, 4020 

Linz, Austria for this corrosion comparison work. A commercial producer provided S235JR steel plate 

(nominally 0.18 wt. pct. C and 1.4 wt. pct. Mn) that had been hot-roll-bonded with a ~2 mm thick sheet of 

type 304L stainless steel using their proprietary commercial cladding process of hot-roll-bonding.  

Table 3.6 Types and dimensions of wrought stainless steels for corrosion comparison 

AISI Type Thickness (mm) Thickness (in) Width (mm) Width (in) 

303a 3.12 0.123 12.6 0.498 

304La 4.62 0.182 13.1 0.514 

309Sa 6.27 0.247 14.4 0.566 

316L_1a 4.62 0.182 12.7 0.5 

316L_2b 3.18 0.125 50.8 2.0 
a Purchased from Metal Supermarkets; b Purchased from McMaster Carr. 

3.3.3 Compositions and FPREN 

Compositional analysis by optical emission spectroscopy (OES) per ASTM A751 was carried out 

at Colorado Metallurgical Services, 10605 E 25th Ave, Aurora, CO. Compositional results are listed in 

Table 3.7. Pitting Resistance Equivalence Number (FPREN) was calculated for the alloy compositions per 

Equation 2.20 [162]. NACE MR0175 states that “there several variations of the FPREN. All of them were 

developed to reflect and predict the pitting resistance of Fe/Ni/Cr/Mo CRAs in the presence of dissolved 

chlorides and oxygen i.e. in sea water” [162]. The nitrogen content was not determined for the wrought 

type 303 and hot-roll-bonded 304L alloys this study. Nitrogen is typically lower in austenitic stainless 

steels than in duplex stainless steels [163]. For FPREN calculation in this research, the nitrogen content was 

assumed to be 0.04% for the wrought 303 and hot-roll-bonded 304L alloys [164]. 
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Table 3.7 Stainless steel alloy compositions for corrosion comparison (wt. pct.) 

Type Label Cr Ni Mo Mn Si W C S N FPREN 

Wrought Alloy Analyses 

303 W303 17.0 8.5 0.35 1.77 0.46 0.01 <0.01 0.34 0.04* 18.8 

304L W304 18.4 8.1 0.25 1.66 0.26 0.03 <0.01 <0.01 0.071 20.4 

316L_1 W316_1 16.6 10.0 2.00 1.11 0.27 0.09 <0.01 0.01 0.029 23.8 

316L_2 W316_2 16.3 10.1 2.11 1.19 0.33 0.08 0.01 0.00 0.053 24.2 

309S W309 22.4 12.9 0.32 1.21 0.48 0.05 0.05 <0.01 0.053 24.4 

Hot-Roll-Bonded Cladding Analysis 

304L RB304 18.5 10.2 0.36 1.32 0.41 0.05 <0.01 <0.01 0.04* 20.4 

FCA Cladding Weld Metal Analysis 

E309LT F309 20.7 10.3 0.23 1.26 0.90 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.064 22.6 

SMA Claddings Weld Metal Analyses 

E309L S309 22.9 12.6 0.27 1.70 0.40 0.02 <0.01 0.01 0.127 25.9 

E316L S316 18.3 11.5 2.17 1.40 0.35 0.04 <0.01 0.01 0.077 26.8 

*Nitrogen was not measured for the wrought 303 alloy and the commercial roll-bonded 304L but was 
assumed to be ~0.04. 

3.3.4 Hot Rolling and Annealing 

The intent of hot-rolling was to physically simulate a forging or extrusion process that would 

begin with material heated to ~1100 °C [165]–[167] and deform the workpiece within the recrystallization 

temperature range [168]. Heat loss during hot working would be minimal for forgings or extrusions of 

substantial thickness due to added thermal mass and internal heating during deformation [169]. Water 

quench would take place from the hot working exit temperature to try to avoid sensitization due to carbide 

formation, sigma phase, and martensite formation during cooling [170]. Extrusion ratios of ~90% are not 

uncommon [171], and a wide range of extrusion speeds from 0.4-78 in/min may be encountered in 

commercial practice [172]. For this physical simulation, a Fenn model 4.055 rolling mill was used to roll 

a sample of each wrought or welded alloy after preheating. 

3.3.4.1 Rolling Mill Calibration Curve 

A calibration curve relating roll separation setting to resulting rolled sample thickness was 

created by cold-rolling 304L bar. The starting thickness of the 304L bar was 4.62 mm (0.182 in), and in 

37 rolling passes it was steadily reduced to 0.61 mm (0.024 in). This cold-rolled 304L was labeled 304CR 

and included in subsequent corrosion tests. The calibration curve that was created was subsequently used 

to predict final thickness based on roll separation setting.  
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3.3.4.2 Sample Preparation for Hot Rolling 

For the wrought alloys, sample preparation for hot-rolling involved simply cutting the bars to 

reduce the length and grinding the edges to remove burrs. Starting thickness for all the wrought alloys 

was the as-received thickness. For the multi-pass weld alloys, a small bar ~5 x 12 x 64 mm 

(0.2 x 0.5 x 2.5 in) was machined from all weld metal at least 5 mm away from the 1018 steel interface to 

avoid partially mixed or grossly diluted weld metal. The machined bar length was aligned with the weld 

travel direction. Surfaces were ground flat, and edges were ground to remove burrs. 

3.3.4.3 Sample Preheating 

In seven separate furnace loads, wrought and welded samples were preheated in a Lindberg Hevi 

Duty type 59545-B furnace to 1140-1160 °C for 20-45 min before rolling. The ~50 °C of extra thermal 

energy above 1100 °C was intended to offset some of the cooling expected during sample transfer from 

the furnace to the rolling mill. Furnace to rolling mill transfer times were minimized to minimize cooling 

and ranged from 4-10 s. The rolls were not heated. 

3.3.4.4 Hot Rolling Procedures and Recorded Data 

Hot rolling required five individuals wearing proper personal protection equipment (PPE) to 

fulfill the following tasks: 

 Video record entire process for later generation of transfer times 

 Open furnace door 

 Remove sample with tongs and place on roll entry table 

 Use push rod to align sample and push to engage the rolls 

 Record sample temperature using infrared pyrometer upon exit from the rolls 

 Remove sample from exit table 

 Ensure that other lab users keep a safe distance from the hot metal 

The following data was recorded for each rolling step for each sample: 

 Time in furnace 

 Transfer time from furnace to rolls 

 Exit temperature (for most sample runs) 

 Roll maximum reaction load (for about half of the samples) 

 Final thickness and percent reduction (70-86%) 

3.3.4.5 Annealing 

After hot-rolling, samples were machined, mounted, polished, and etched and revealed elongated 

grains microstructure. The intent was to simulate, physically, a forging or pipe extrusion process wherein 

the entry temperature would be >1100 °C, and the exit temperature would likely be 950 °C or higher such 

that the alloy would remained above its recrystallization temperature [167].  Therefore, the grain structure 
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should be mostly equiaxed, not deformed in appearance.  Thus, to induce recrystallization, the hot-rolled 

samples were annealed at 965 °C for 13-18 minutes in a Carbolite CWF1200 furnace. The resulting grain 

structure was almost entirely equiaxed for all samples. Additionally, 965 °C was high enough to preclude 

chromium carbide formation and sensitization, and low enough that rapid grain growth did not ensue. 

Samples were water quenched after annealing to prevent sensitization and sigma phase formation. 

3.3.5 Metallographic Samples 

Metallographic samples ~10 x 10 mm were removed from each processing condition. The face of 

each sample represented the surface of interest for each condition, i.e. the longitudinal-transverse surface 

from the weld or wrought samples that would be exposed to the process solution in industrial 

applications. Samples were mounted in bakelite, ground, and polished to a 1 µm diamond finish. Selected 

samples were photographed in the as-polished condition. Subsequently, all samples were etched for 1-4 

minutes in a 70% nitric acid, 30% water solution with an applied potential of 1.1-1.4 V. It was observed 

that to obtain a distinguishable etch of the grain boundaries the best resulting current was ~18-24 mA.  

3.3.5.1 Ferrite Estimation by Metallography 

For each condition, at least five metallographic images were captured at multiple magnifications. 

The most appropriate magnification (i.e. 50 or more individual grains visible in the field of view) was 

used for estimation of ferrite fraction by the following method. Five 200x or 500x magnification images 

were used for point counting with a 10x7 grid created in ImageJ for a total of 350 points counted for each 

condition. The fraction of second phase (typically ferrite or sulfides) was assumed to be the number of 

second phase points divided by the total number of points (350). 

3.3.5.2 Ferrite Estimation by Feritscope  

A Fischer Feritscope FMP30 axial single tip probe with spring loaded measuring system was also 

used to determine ferrite number (FN) for each condition. The Feritscope uses the magnetic property of 

the ferrite to estimate the quantity. However, all magnetic components of the stainless steel are 

recognized. Therefore alpha martensite may also be measured [173]. Additionally, the penetration depth 

for the Feritscope varies slightly based on percent ferrite but will penetrate slightly more than 1 mm 

(0.04 in) at 10 FN. From 0.1-5 FN the trueness is < 0.15 FN. At low values, FN ~ pct. ferrite [174]. 

3.3.5.3 Grain Size Estimation  

The “Concentric Circles” macro was used with ImageJ to place a set of three concentric circles 

consisting of 13,571 pixels of length on one metallographic image for each sample. The magnifications 

that were used varied to obtain from 66-246 intercepts and thereby determine the mean linear intercept 
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estimation of grain size (hereafter referred to simply as grain size) using the following ratios: 0.3936, 

0.1972, and 0.0787 µm/pixel, for original magnifications of 100x, 200x, and 500x, respectively.  

3.3.6 Electrochemical and Corrosion Mass Loss Samples 

Conditions used for electrochemical and corrosion mass loss testing are listed in Table 3.1. 

Samples ~10 x 10 mm were extracted from each processing condition for electrochemical testing. The 

face of each sample represented the surface of interest for each condition, i.e. the longitudinal-transverse 

surface from the weld or wrought samples that would be exposed to the process solution in industrial 

applications. First, a 30 cm (12 in) length of insulated copper wire was attached to the back of the sample 

using conductive epoxy. Second, this assembly was encapsulated in clear epoxy and ground and polished 

to a 1 µm finish using diamond paste. Selected samples were photographed in the as-polished condition.  

Table 3.8 Stainless steel alloys and conditions for electrochemical testing 

Alloy Label Test Conditions 

E309LT F309 As welded (AW) Hot rolled and annealed (HR)  

E309L S309 AW HR  

E316L S316 AW HR  

303 W303 As received (AR) HR  

304L W304 AR HR Cold rolled (CR) 

316L_1 W316_1 AR   

316L_2 W316_2 AR   

309S W309 AR HR  

304L RB304 AR   

 

3.3.7 Preparation of 1.0 N HCl and 3.5% NaCl Solution 

The solution of 1.0 N HCl and 3.5% NaCl (0.6 M) was prepared by mixing 8 L of nano-pure 

water with 940 mL of 37% (10.6 M) HCl with 350 g of chemical grade NaCl (2 ppm max Fe and 5 ppm 

max heavy metals). Assuming dissociation was complete, the chloride ion concentration was estimated to 

be 5.5% by weight. The pH was ~0, and the dissolved oxygen was equilibrated with the atmosphere 

(~6 ppm). The solution conductivity was recorded as 354 mS/cm (milli-Siemens). Solution conductivity 

is important for making electrochemical measurements because highly resistive solutions will not easily 

pass current, resulting in large potential (Ohmic) drop across the solution instead of the sample as desired. 

For reference, the conductivity of pure water is 0.055 µS/cm, seawater (~3.5% NaCl) is 50 mS/cm, and 

1 M HCl is 332 mS/cm. Pure water is considered to have poor conductivity and seawater is considered 

highly conductive [175]. Thus, since the solution for this experiment had higher conductivity than 

seawater, it was considered highly conductive.  
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3.3.8 Preparation of 0.1 N HCl and 3.5% NaCl Solution 

The solution of 0.1 N HCl and 3.5% NaCl (0.6 M) was prepared by mixing 8 L of nano-pure 

water with 94 mL of 37% (10.6 M) HCl with 350 g of chemical grade NaCl (2 ppm max Fe and 5 ppm 

max heavy metals). Assuming dissociation was complete, the chloride ion concentration was estimated to 

be 2.4% by weight. The pH was ~1, and the dissolved oxygen was om equilibrium with the atmosphere 

(~6 ppm) before, during, and after testing. 

3.3.9 Electrochemical Testing 

Samples were positioned in a multi-port flask in 0.5 L of the test solution as shown in 

Figure 3.11. Testing was performed in air at room temperature with no stirring. Dissolved oxygen was 

assumed to be in equilibrium with the air. A Gamry Reference 600 potentiostat-galvanostat-ZRA was 

used to conduct the electrochemical tests. The Gamry instrument was used in a three-electrode 

configuration. The term electrode denotes a conductive solid that interfaces with the electrolyte solution 

[154]. The working electrode was the sample surface for this experiment. The lead for the working 

electrode (identified in green) was connected to the lead for the working sense electrode (lead identified 

in blue) in this experiment, thus making it a three-electrode setup and not a four-electrode setup. The 

counter electrode (lead identified in red) was a graphite electrode in the electrochemical cell that 

completed the current path with the working electrode. The counter sense electrode (lead identified in 

orange) sensed the potential drop between the working electrode and counter electrode but did not carry 

the current. The reference electrode (lead identified in white) was a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) 

fitted in a Luggin tube filled with saturated potassium chloride solution to allow rapid ion exchange. The 

redox potential of the saturated calomel electrode is +241 mV at 25 °C with respect to the standard 

hydrogen electrode (SHE) [176]. As shown in Figure 3.12, a ceramic frit acted as a “salt bridge” to allow 

rapid ion exchange with the working solution, but prevent gross mixing of the two solutions. The Luggin 

tube was placed ~1 cm away from the sample. This distance may be regarded as large, but was acceptable 

considering the high conductivity of the solution. The large gap was also necessary to prevent bubbles 

from bridging the gap between the sample and the Luggin tube.  

Gamry Echem Analyst software recorded data for multiple potentiostat functions. Those used in 

these experiments included open circuit potential (OCP), linear polarization resistance (LPR), 

electrochemical impedance scanning (EIS), and potentiodynamic (PD) scanning as described 

subsequently.  

3.3.9.1 OCP 

OCP, a.k.a.  Eoc or Ecorr, was a non-destructive reading that was typically recorded between EIS 

scans for a 60 min (3600 s) period with a sample period of 0.5 s. Selected tests were interrupted during 
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OCP to capture metallographic images of the corroded surface. Selected tests were purged with nitrogen 

to observe the effects of a reduction of dissolved oxygen in the solution. At the end of each test with a PD 

scan, 200 µL of the solution was pipetted and diluted into 10-13 mL of 2% nitric acid solution. This dilute 

solution was compositionally quantified using a PerkinElmer Optima 5300 DV optical emission 

spectrometer.  

3.3.9.2 LPR 

Linear polarization resistance (LPR) was a nondestructive test that was conducted at Eoc 

+20 mV. The scan rate was 0.125 mV/s and the sample period was 2 s. The sample densities and 

equivalent weights were required for the calculation of a corrosion rate, and Table 2.3 provides the 

sample densities and equivalent weights for each of the stainless steel alloys used in this study [149]. 

Note that equivalent weight is considered dimensionless. The corrosion rate was calculated using the 

Gamry Echem Analyst “Polarization Resistance” function with seed values for the Tafel slopes βa and βc 

of 0.05 and 0.10 V/decade, respectively (from the potentiodynamic scan slope averages).  

3.3.9.3 EIS 

Electrochemical impedance scanning (EIS) was a nondestructive test that was conducted with a 

DC voltage of 0 V vs. Eoc and an AC voltage of 20 mV rms. For the tests in 1 N HCl, the initial 

frequency was 100,000 Hz, and the final frequency was 0.01 Hz with 10 points per decade. For the tests 

in 0.1 N HCl, the initial frequency was 100,000 Hz, and the final frequency was 0.005 Hz with 5 points 

per decade. A Nyquist plot and a Bode plot were created for each EIS scan. The “Simplex” method 

algorithm provided by the Gamry Echem Analyst software was used to compute an impedance fit to the 

circuit model shown in Figure 3.13. The circuit consisted firstly of a resistor representing solution 

resistance, Ru. A second resistor represented polarization resistance, Rp in parallel with a constant phase 

element (CPE) representing surface capacitance characteristics, respectively. The CPE models an 

imperfect capacitor using the arguments, Y0 and α. The impedance, Z, of a CPE takes the form: = ⁄ �⁄  (3.4) 

Wherein j is the imaginary operator equal to √− , and ω is the angular frequency. For an ideal 

capacitor, α is equal to 1, and Y0 is the capacitance. For comparison, an estimate of the “true” capacitance 

was calculated using the Gamry software from Rp, α, and Y0 for the CPE. A value for “goodness of fit” 

was also generated by the Gamry software. The average Tafel slopes were taken from the 

potentiodynamic scans. The average anodic Tafel slope, βa, was 0.05 V/decade, and the average cathodic 

Tafel slope, βc, was 0.10 V/decade. The corrosion rate, CR, was estimated, setting the charge transfer 

resistance, RCT, equal to the polarization resistance, . The Tafel slopes βa and βc of 0.05 and 
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0.10 V/decade, respectively (from the potentiodynamic scan slope averages) were used with Equation 

2.24 to obtain  from polarization resistance, . Equation 2.25 was used to estimate CR from . 

 

Figure 3.11 Electrochemical testing setup 

 

Figure 3.12 Configuration of working electrode (sample) and Luggin capillary.  
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Figure 3.13 CPE circuit model for EIS scans of stainless steel (RE=reference electrode; WE=working 
electrode or sample; Ru=Rs=Rsol=solution resistance; Rp=Rp=polarization resistance; Y0=pseudo 
capacitance; alpha=pseudo capacitance fitting exponent) 

3.3.9.4 PD Scanning 

Potentiodynamic (PD) scanning (cyclic polarization) was considered a destructive test because 

the over-potential is sufficient to cause surface alterations that disrupt steady-state reactions and charge 

transfer. The PD scans were initiated at a potential of -0.30 V lower than Eoc. In this way, a good portion 

of the sample cathodic curve was captured for later use in calculating the cathodic Tafel slope, bc. The 

potential was raised at 5 mV/s with a sample period of 1 s until it attained 1.2 V higher than Eoc. This 

portion of the PD scan was identified as the forward scan. Then the potential scan was reversed at 

2.5 mV/s and decreased to the final potential of -0.25 V below Eoc. This portion of the PD scan was 

identified as the reverse scan. The current was measured as the voltage was changed, and originally a 

limit of 600 mA/cm2 was set. However, three tests were interrupted because the current limit was reached 

and these tests had to be restarted at an overvoltage approximating that at which the interruption occurred. 

Thus, the limit was set to 1 Am/cm2. 

Using the PD scan data in the Gamry Echem Analyst software, the linear portions of the curve 

above and below Ecorr were selected, and the Tafel Fit function was performed. Output data included icorr, 

Ecorr, βa, βc, and corrosion rate. The analysis assumed that the corrosion reactions were kinetically 

controlled. The Tafel fit utilized a Marquardt algorithm, creating a non-linear minimization of a chi-

squared parameter. This chi-squared parameter was used to assess goodness of fit, and iterations 

continued until the fit ceased to improve. Equation 2.25 was used to estimate CR from  for both the 

forward PD scan and the return (reverse) PD scan. 

3.3.9.5 Test Sequences 

Various test sequences were used in the electrochemical study as listed in Table 3.9 and Table 3.10. 

Sequence #1 for 1 N HCl and 3.5% NaCl included the following steps: 

 Brief trial of OCP and EIS to ensure proper setup;  

 OCP for 3600 s followed by EIS;  

 OCP for 3600 s followed by EIS;  
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 OCP for 3600 s followed by EIS;  

 PD scan. 

Sequence #2 shortened the OCP duration and added several LPR steps: 

 Brief trial of OCP, EIS, and LPR to ensure proper setup;  

 OCP for 3200 s followed by EIS and LPR; 

 OCP for 3200 s followed by EIS and LPR; 

 OCP for 3200 s followed by EIS and LPR; 

 PD scan. 

Sequence #3 was considered nondestructive because there was no final PD scan:  

 Brief trial of OCP, EIS, and LPR to ensure proper setup;  

 OCP for 3200 s followed by EIS and LPR; 

 OCP for 3200 s followed by EIS and LPR. 

Sequence #4 was a truncated, destructive sequence with a PD scan:  

 Brief trial of OCP, EIS, and LPR to ensure proper setup;  

 OCP for 3200 s followed by EIS and LPR; 

 PD scan. 

Sequence #5, used for all tests in 0.1 N HCl and 3.5% NaCl, was considered non-destructive. 

 Brief trial of OCP, LPR, and EIS to ensure proper setup;  

 OCP for 1800 s followed by LPR and EIS; 

 OCP for 1800 s followed by LPR and EIS. 

3.3.10 Mass Loss Corrosion Testing 

Wrought and welded stainless steel samples for the alloy compositions listed in Table 3.7 and 

conditions listed in Table 3.11 were subjected to testing in 0.1 N HCl with 3.5% NaCl solution for varied 

duration. Three samples ~10 x 10 mm were extracted from each processing condition. The face of each 

sample represented the surface of interest for each condition, i.e. the longitudinal-transverse surface from 

the weld or wrought samples that would be exposed to the process solution in industrial applications. The 

surface of interest was polished to a 3 µm diamond finish. Samples were weighed using a mass balance. 

All surfaces other than the surface of interest were coated with polymer paint (nail polish). The paint was 

allowed to dry for 24 hours and a second coating was applied. Each sample was placed individually in a 

cup in 25 mL (50 mL of solution was used for the RB304 and S316AW samples due to their larger size) 

of the acid chloride solution with the unpainted surface upward. No stirring or improved atmosphere was 

applied, and samples were kept at ~22 °C. Samples were extracted after durations of 11 days, 25 or 49 

days, and 146 or 160 days as listed in Table 3.1, rinsed in water and acetone, dried completely, and 

weighed with a mass balance. The weight loss was converted to corrosion rate using Equation 2.29. 
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Selected samples were observed using an SEM. After sample removal, 200 µL of the solution was 

pipetted and diluted into 10-13 mL of 2% nitric acid solution. This dilute solution was compositionally 

quantified using a PerkinElmer Optima 5300 DV optical emission spectrometer. 

Table 3.9 Sample descriptions and sequences for electrochemical testing in 1.0 N HCl 

Test 
I.D. 

Sample 
I.D.* 

Surface 
area 

(mm2) 

Sequence # (for tests in 1.0 N HCl, 3.5% NaCl) Time in 
solution 
hr:min 

6 W309AR 96 #1: OCP/EIS/OCP/EIS/OCP/EIS/PD 5:59 

7 F309AW 106 #1: OCP/EIS/OCP/EIS/OCP/EIS/PD 5:16 

8 W303AR 110 #1: OCP/EIS/OCP/EIS/OCP/EIS/PD  

9 S316AW 104 #1: OCP/EIS/OCP/EIS/OCP/EIS/PD 5:13 

10 W304AW 121 #1: OCP/EIS/OCP/EIS/OCP/EIS/PD 5:17 

11 W304CR 89 #1: OCP/EIS/OCP/EIS/OCP/EIS/PD 5:19 

12 W303HR 93 #1: OCP/EIS/OCP/EIS/OCP/EIS/PD 5:05 

13 S316HR 107 #1: OCP/EIS/OCP/EIS/OCP/EIS/PD 
Interrupted after 2-hr EIS for metallography 

5:12 

14 S309HR 89 #1: OCP/EIS/OCP/EIS/OCP/EIS/PD 5:08 

15 F309HR 108 #1: OCP/EIS/OCP/EIS/OCP/EIS/PD 5:00 

16 W304HR 81 #1: OCP/EIS/OCP/EIS/OCP/EIS/PD Interrupted after 2 
hr EIS for metallography 

7:27 

17 S309AW 129 #1: OCP/EIS/OCP/EIS/OCP/EIS/PD Interrupted after 2 
hr EIS for metallography 

5:00 

18 W309HR 113 #1: OCP/EIS/OCP/EIS/OCP/EIS/PD Interrupted after 2 
hr EIS for metallography 

7:30 

19 RB304 118 #1: OCP/EIS/OCP/EIS/OCP/EIS/PD 5:35 

20 W303AR 100 #1: OCP/EIS/OCP/EIS/OCP/EIS/PD 5:36 

21 S316HR 94 #1: OCP/EIS/OCP/EIS/OCP/EIS/PD 5:10 

22 W316_1AR 101 #2: OCP/EIS/LPR/OCP/EIS/LPR/OCP/EIS/LPR/PD 5:15 

23 W316_1AR 109 #2: OCP/EIS/LPR/OCP/EIS/LPR/OCP/EIS/LPR/PD 5:26 

24 RB304 97 #2: OCP/EIS/LPR/OCP/EIS/LPR/OCP/EIS/LPR/PD 5:30 

25 W304AR 103 #3: OCP/EIS/LPR/OCP/EIS/LPR 3:28 

26 RB304 100 #3: OCP/EIS/LPR/OCP/EIS/LPR 4:20 

27 Graphite ~500 Graphite electrode; 7 PD scans with nitrogen purge  

28 RB304 97 #4: OCP/EIS/LPR/PD with nitrogen purge 2:15 

29 W316_2AR 100 #4: OCP/EIS/LPR/PD with nitrogen purge 2:32 

30 W316_2AR 98 #2: OCP/EIS/LPR/OCP/EIS/LPR/OCP/EIS/LPR/PD 5:25 

31 W316_2AR 109 #3: OCP/EIS/LPR/OCP/EIS/LPR + OCP/EIS/LPR 5:45 

*W = wrought; F = flux core arc welded; S = shielded metal arc welded; AR = as-received; AW = as-
welded; CR = cold-rolled; HR = hot-rolled; RB = roll-bonded; N2 symbol indicates that nitrogen was 
bubbled through the solution and the container was sealed to form positive pressure to reduce the 
dissolved oxygen in the test. 
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Table 3.10 Sample descriptions and sequences for electrochemical testing in 0.1 N HCl 

Test 
I.D. 

Sample 
I.D.* 

Surface 
area 

(mm2) 

Sequence # (for tests in 0.1 N HCl, 3.5% NaCl) Time in 
solution 
hr:min 

102 F309AW 126 #5: OCP/LPR/EIS/OCP/LPR/EIS 2:40 

103 S309AW 107 #5: OCP/LPR/EIS/OCP/LPR/EIS 3:00 

104 S316AW 107 #5: OCP/LPR/EIS/OCP/LPR/EIS 3:06 

105 W309HR 91 #5: OCP/LPR/EIS/OCP/LPR/EIS 3:50 

106 W304CR 106 #5: OCP/LPR/EIS/OCP/LPR/EIS 2:50 

107 S309HR 98 #5: OCP/LPR/EIS/OCP/LPR/EIS 2:58 

108 F309HR 92 #5: OCP/LPR/EIS/OCP/LPR/EIS 3:06 

109 W304HR 98 #5: OCP/LPR/EIS/OCP/LPR/EIS 3:03 

110 W303HR 98 #5: OCP/LPR/EIS/OCP/LPR/EIS 3:22 

111 W304AR 121 #5: OCP/LPR/EIS/OCP/LPR/EIS 3:12 

112 RB304 100 #5: OCP/LPR/EIS/OCP/LPR/EIS 3:19 

113 W316_1AR 118 #5: OCP/LPR/EIS/OCP/LPR/EIS 3:10 

114 W309AR 91 #5: OCP/LPR/EIS/OCP/LPR/EIS 2:53 

115 W316_2AR 104 #5: OCP/LPR/EIS/OCP/LPR/EIS 3:55 

 *W = wrought; F = flux core arc welded; S = shielded metal arc welded; AR = as-received; AW = as-
welded; CR = cold-rolled; HR = hot-rolled; RB = roll-bonded; N2 symbol indicates that nitrogen was 
bubbled through the solution and the container was sealed to form positive pressure to reduce the 
dissolved oxygen in the test. 

Table 3.11 Stainless steel alloys, conditions, and durations for corrosion mass loss tests 

Alloy Label Test Conditions Sample Duration (days) 

   Brief Mid-term Long 

E309LT F309AW 
As welded 

(AW) 
  11 25 160 

“ F309HR  
Hot rolled and 
annealed (HR) 

 11 49 160 

E309L S309AW AW   11 25 160 

“ S309HR  HR  11 49 160 

E316L S316AW AW   11 49 146 

“ S316HR  HR  11 49 160 

303 W303AR 
As 

received 
(AR) 

  11 25 160 

304L W304HR  HR  11 25 160 

 W304CR   
Cold rolled 

(CR) 
11 25 160 

316L_2 W316_2AR AR   11 49 160 

309S W309AR AR   11 49 160 

“ W309HR  HR  11 49 160 

304L RB304 AR   11 49 160 
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CHAPTER 4: IF WELDING RESULTS 

This chapter presents findings of each experimental investigation. First, the results of the inertia 

friction butt weld are provided regarding processing, microstructure, and mechanical properties. Second, 

the results are given from electrochemical corrosion testing and mass loss corrosion tests. Finally, the 

processing and microstructural results are presented for rotational insertion friction welding (“cone in 

cup” welding). 

4.1 IF Butt Weld Processing 

This section presents the results of the measurable aspects of IF butt weld processing and 

macrostructure. Microstructural characterization and comparison are made, and hardness tests and 

electron microscopy results are provided. To begin, a photograph of IF butt weld joints from each of the 

five experimental parameter sets is shown in Figure 4.1. 

 

Figure 4.1 Photograph of dissimilar IF butt welds of 304L stainless steel to 1018 steel produced with five 
different parameter sets. 

4.1.1 Processing Data 

Table 4.1 provides the results for the 33 IF butt welds produced for this project. The labels 

indicate the process design intent for each sample. The pressure was calculated from the measured force 

for the 25.4 mm diameter faying surfaces. Axial shortening was measured by machine sensor and by 

caliper measurement on the finished welded assembly. Table 4.1 provides both machine data and caliper 

measurement data for axial shortening. Due to the higher likelihood of calibration and measurement error 

for the machine sensor, the caliper measurements were deemed more accurate and were used for 
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subsequent analysis. Note that the low inertia, low speed, and low pressure settings resulted in low axial 

shortening (1.8-2.4 mm), whereas the high speed and high pressure settings resulted in high axial 

shortening (4.6-5.6 mm). Also, for the similar 304L stainless steel welds (no. 24 and 26), note that the 

rotation speed was quite high (3500 rpm) and the pressure was nominal (148 MPa) and the resulting axial 

shortening was nominal (3.5-3.6 mm). But for the second of the similar 1018 welds, the rotation speed 

was nominal (3100 rpm) and the pressure was low (118 MPa) and the axial shortening was high 

(4.7 mm). This comparison of the parameter sets indicates that 1018 steel requires less energy input than 

304L stainless steel to soften, deform, and extrude flash from the IF joint interface.  

Also listed in the table are the measurement results for misalignment between the two workpieces 

for several of the joints. The lowest misalignment of 0.09 mm occurred for the similar 1018 weld (no. 32) 

that also had 4.8 mm of axial shortening, and the high speed weld (no. 6) that had high rotation speed, 

suggesting that parameter sets resulting in high energy input rate (i.e. high inertia, rotation speed, or 

pressure) and a uniform, high temperature across the interface may have resulted in less misalignment. 

Surface temperature results for the IF welds with an asterisk are provided in Appendix A.  

An example of the machine data for an IF weld with an initial rotation speed of 2,810 rpm (i.e. 

the low rotation speed parameter in this study) is plotted in Figure 4.2 as a function of time. The scales for 

rotation speed (rpm) and axial shortening (mm) are shown on the left axis, and the scales for temperature 

(C), pressure (MPa) and torque (N.m) are shown on the right axis. Torque is related to the derivative of 

angular velocity with respect to time per the expression: � =  (4.1)  

Thus, the time-average torque, �̅, versus time curve was calculated using the following finite 

difference scheme: �̅ = ̅ + − ̅+ −  (4.2) 

Here, t is time (in s), I is flywheel inertia (in kg·m2), and �̅  is the time-averaged angular velocity 

at t=j (in radian/s). Angular velocity data was smoothed by averaging over 0.030 s (30 data points), and 

the time-averaged torque was calculated every 0.001 s. Two torque peaks were observed in every case: 

the first peak occurred at the beginning of the IF weld cycle, and the second peak occurred as rotation 

speed rapidly approached zero.  
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Table 4.1 Results from all inertia friction butt welds. 

Weld 
No. 

Label 
Inertia 

(kg×m2) 

Set 
Speed 
(rpm) 

Measured 
Force 
(kN) 

Calculated 
Pressure 
(MPa) 

Axial Shortening 
(mm) 

Misalign-
ment 
(mm) 

      Machine Caliper  

1 Trial 0.383 3820 75.0 148 2.0 1.78 0.25 

2 Trial 0.383 4320 75.0 148 3.1 3.24 0.25 

3 Trial 0.383 4550 75.0 148 3.8 3.80 0.24 

4 Low inertia 0.383 4550 75.0 148 2.2 2.30  

5 Trial 0.805 no data 75.0 148 no data 2.11 0.24 

6 High speed 0.805 3500 75.0 148 5.1 5.63  

7* High speed 0.805 3500 75.0 148 5.2 5.26 0.15 

8 Nominal 0.805 3100 75.0 148 3.5 3.56  

9 Nominal 0.805 3100 75.0 148 3.5 3.43 0.19 

10 Nominal 0.805 3100 75.0 148 3.5 3.76 0.19 

11* Nominal 0.805 3100 75.0 148 3.5 3.43  

12* Low speed 0.805 2700 75.0 148 2.1 1.85 0.23 

13 Low speed 0.805 2700 75.0 148 2.1 1.96  

14 Low pressure 0.805 3100 59.8 118 2.5 2.43  

15 Low pressure 0.805 3100 59.8 118 2.5 2.44 0.23 

16* High pressure 0.805 3100 91.2 180 4.2 4.57  

17 High pressure 0.805 3100 91.2 180 4.2 4.62 0.33 

18 Nom-Reverse 0.805 3100 75.0 148 3.3 3.51 0.25 

19* Nominal 0.805 3100 75.0 148 3.3 3.48  

20 Nominal 0.805 3100 75.0 148 3.4 3.58  

21 Nominal 0.805 3100 75.0 148 3.4 3.61  

22 Nominal 0.805 3100 75.0 148 3.3 3.66 0.17 

23 Nominal 0.805 3100 75.0 148 3.4 3.78 0.18 

24* Similar 304L 0.805 3500 75.0 148 3.3 3.63  

25 Nominal 0.805 3100 75.0 148 3.5 3.63 0.19 

26 Similar 304L 0.805 3500 75.0 148 3.5 3.53 0.17 

27 Nominal 0.805 3100 75.0 148 3.5 3.76 0.13 

28 Nominal 0.805 3100 75.0 148 3.5 3.71 0.36 

29 Nominal 0.805 3100 75.0 148 3.5 3.81 0.25 

30 Nominal 0.805 3100 75.0 148 3.5 3.76 0.25 

31 Nominal 0.805 3100 75.0 148 3.5 3.63 0.17 

32 Similar 1018 0.805 3100 75.0 148 4.8 4.80 0.09 

33 Similar 1018 0.805 3100 59.8 118 4.2 4.67  

*Surface temperature recorded 4-8 mm from the faying surface for the non-rotating workpiece.  
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Figure 4.2 Data plot for dissimilar IF weld (low rotation speed). Note that the thermocouple temperature 
reading was from the outer surface of the 1018 steel, initially 6.4 mm from the interface, and finally 4.8 
mm from the interface transition region (after axial shortening). 

The interface temperature (not plotted) increased as torque time progressed, and material flowed 

out of the joint in a plastic manner, resulting in the axial shortening (displacement) curve shown in 

Figure 4.2 Data plot for dissimilar IF weld (low rotation speed). Note that the thermocouple temperature 

reading was from the outer surface of the 1018 steel, initially 6.4 mm from the interface, and finally 4.8 

mm from the interface transition region (after axial shortening). The maximum surface temperature 

measurement was 465 °C, measured ~2.7 s after the weld start. The thermocouple was positioned on the 

surface of the 1018 steel bar at 6.4 mm from the original interface. After welding was complete, the 

thermocouple position was 4.8 mm from the interfacial transitional region between the two dissimilar 

alloy bars. Note from Figure 4.2 that pressure did not reach a steady state until shortly after the first 

torque peak.   

Appendix A provides the full complement of plots of IF welding process data. The first three 

setup trials began with 0.39 kg×m2 inertial loading, which was adequate regarding axial shortening (per 

the machine data), ~3.5 mm, for the joining 1018 steel to 1018 steel (IF welds #1-3). However, to join 

304L stainless steel to 1018 steel 0.39 kg×m2 was inadequate (IF weld #4) and the inertial loading needed 

to be increased by the next increment to 0.81 kg×m2. With a high rotation speed set point of 3500 rpm and 

75 kN or applied force (IF weld #6-7), about 5 mm of axial shortening was generated, which was deemed 

slightly excessive. Therefore 3100 rpm and 75 kN of applied force were selected as the nominal 
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parameters, generating 3.0-3.5 mm of axial shortening (IF welds #8-11, 18-23, 25, 27, 28-31). Two 

similar welds of 304L stainless steel were made, using the nominal parameters, except a slightly higher 

rotation speed of 3500 rpm to generate ~3 mm of axial shortening (IF welds #24 and 26). Finally, two 

similar welds of 1018 steel were created, the first using the nominal parameters, which resulted in 

~4.8 mm of axial shortening and the second with reduced axial force of 60 kN, which resulted in ~4.2 mm 

of axial shortening.  

Secondly, Appendix A provides plots of the K-type thermocouple data for the six IF welding runs 

that utilized thermocouples. All thermocouple readings exhibit a rapid rise in temperature after the first 

torque peak. IF welds #7, 11, 19, and 16 appear to have irregular peaks and valleys in the high-

temperature regime, especially for the thermocouple nearest to the faying interface. This irregular 

temperature data likely corresponded to either thermocouple interaction with the extruding flash or 

decohesion of the thermocouple weld. With its lower axial shortening, IF weld #12 appears to have data 

consistent with the expected heating and cooling for friction welding. Finally, the temperature data for the 

similar 304L stainless steel joint, IF weld #24, shows good consistency with no rapid jumping up or 

dropping down phenomena. 

4.1.2 Parameter Effects 

Variations in rotation speed and axial pressure resulted in variations in flywheel energy, total 

torque time (weld time), and axial work. Table 4.2 gives the average of input and output results for two 

samples (replicates) from each parameter set. The initial flywheel energy, , (in kJ) was calculated as =  �  (4.3)[64] 

where �  is the initial angular velocity (in radians/s) [64]. Thus, the low and high rotation speed 

settings resulted in low and high rotational energies, respectively. Note that rotational energy is not 

affected by changes in the pressure setting. Thus the energy values determined using Equation 4.3 for 

each weld represent the total kinetic energy available at the beginning of the welding process. During IF 

welding, a fraction of energy is lost to the machine bearings, while the remainder is transformed to work 

in the form of heat and deformation [84]. The axial work, , (in kJ) was calculated as: =  ∫ ∙ ≅ ∆ = −   (4.4) 

Wherein  is the axial force (assumed constant) and −  is the axial displacement. The 

nominal axial force levels were 59.8 kN, 75.5 kN and 91.2 kN, corresponding respectively to pressures of 

118 MPa, 148 MPa and 180 MPa over the faying surface area. The axial work values determined using 

Equation 4.4 for each weld represent the amount of work done during IF welding by the axial force and 

are shown in Table 4.2. Note that the axial work was very small, 0.15-0.41 kJ, compared to the flywheel 
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energy 34.8-58.5 kJ. Table 4.2 also shows handbook values for energy, time, and displacement for a weld 

of AISI type 302 stainless steel to AISI 1020 steel for comparison [64]. The handbook values for flywheel 

energy and axial shortening are comparable to those of this work. Note that flywheel energy increased 

with rotation speed, but not with axial pressure. Axial shortening (and therefore axial work) increased 

with rotation speed and also with axial pressure. Time increased with rotation speed, but decreased with 

axial pressure. 

Table 4.2 IF weld energy, length change, axial work, and time (average of two welds) 

Label IF Weld 
No. 

Flywheel 
Energy (kJ) 

Axial Shortening 
(mm) 

Axial Work 
(kJ) 

Total Time 
(s) 

Low Rotation Speed 12, 13 34.8 1.9 0.14 1.28 

High Rotation Speed 6, 7 58.5 5.4 0.41 2.41 

Low Axial Pressure 14, 15 45.8 2.4 0.15 1.97 

High Axial Pressure 16, 17 45.9 4.6 0.42 1.67 

Nominal 11, 8 45.9 3.5 0.26 1.82 

[64]*  41.0 2.5 0.39 2.5 

*For IF welding of 302 stainless to 1020 steel. 

The effects of IF weld parameters on axial shortening, weld time, and number of weld revolutions 

(or rotations) are shown in Figure 4.3. Note that the rotation speeds listed on the horizontal axis were 

derived from the machine (oscilloscope) data and vary slightly from the set speed. For Figure 4.3a, c, and 

e the axial pressure was 148 MPa, and for Figure 4.3b, d, and f the rotation speed was ~3225 rpm. 

Figure 4.3a-b show that an increase in either initial rotation speed or axial pressure resulted in an increase 

in axial shortening. Most of the axial shortening was produced in the 1018 steel. Figure 4.3c-d show that 

the total weld time increased with increased rotation speed, but decreased with axial pressure. 

Interestingly, an increase in rotation speed increased both heat-up and forging time (Figure 4.3c). 

However, an increase in axial pressure caused decreased heat-up time and increased forging time 

(Figure 4.3d). Since the number of weld revolutions is related to the angular velocity, the trends for weld 

revolutions (Figure 4.3e-f) were like those of the plots versus weld time. However, whereas the forging 

time was typically longer than heat up time because the flywheel was slowing due to friction during the 

process, the number of revolutions completed during heat up was typically greater than the number of 

revolutions during forging. 
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Figure 4.3 Parameter effects for inertia friction welding of 304L stainless steel to 1018 steel. Axial 
shortening and IF welding duration and revolutions for IF welds of 1018 steel to 304L stainless steel 
versus rotation speed and axial pressure. (a and b) amount of axial shortening partitioned between 1018 
steel and 304L stainless steel; (c and d) heat up time, forging time and total IF weld processing times; (e 
and f) revolutions during heat up and forging and total number of revolutions. 

Data for the total axial shortening and partitioning of axial shortening between the two alloys 

produced by each set of processing parameters are shown in Table 4.3. Percentage of axial shortening 

from each workpiece was determined using ImageJ. In all cases, most axial shortening (72% to 79%) 

occurred in the 1018 steel. The table also provides data for the duration of the heat up and forging phases 

for each weld parameter set. 
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Table 4.3 Displacement and time (one cross-sectioned sample from each parameter set). 

 
Total Axial 
Shortening 

(mm) 

304L Axial 
Shortening 

(mm) 

1018 Axial 
Shortening 

(mm) 

Total 
Time 

(s) 

Heat Up 
Time 

(s) 

Forging 
Time 

(s) 

Low Rotation Speed 1.85 0.38 (20%) 1.47 (80%) 1.27 0.60 0.67 

High Rotation Speed 5.63 1.58 (28%) 4.05 (72%) 2.40 0.80 1.60 

Low Axial Pressure 2.43 1.86 (23%) 0.57 (77%) 1.95 0.75 1.20 

High Axial Pressure 4.57 1.29 (28%) 3.28 (72%) 1.70 0.25 1.45 

Nominal 3.43 0.86 (25%) 2.57 (75%) 1.80 0.75 1.05 

4.1.3 Joint Structure and Flash 

Figure 4.4 provides photographs of representative IF butt welds for comparison of the joint 

structure and flash configuration. The bond line and HAZ were emphasized by the 2% nital etch of the 

1018 steel. Regarding the schematic of an ideal weld [67], weld g) provides a close match. In this similar 

1018 weld, flash extruded evenly on both sides of the joint, and there was no visible parting line or crack 

at the joint interface. In the dissimilar welds of 304L stainless steel to 1018 steel (a-f), more flash 

extruded on the 1018 side than the 304L side. Also, there was visible separation or cracking between the 

top and bottom flash, not present in image g) for the similar 1018 weld. As well, there was visible 

separation or cracking between the extruded flash in image h) for an unetched similar 304L weld. 

Concerning IF welding parameters, the low speed and low pressure parameters generated less flash than 

the high speed and high pressure parameters. Note, though, that although the high speed and high pressure 

parameter sets generated more flash than the other IF parameter sets, the shape of that flash on the 1018 

side did not have the same appearance for the two parameter sets. The high pressure parameters generated 

a tightly curled shape for the flash, indicating steeper pressure gradient near the faying surface. 

4.2 IF Butt Weld Microstructure 

Figure 4.5 shows the base metal microstructures for a) AISI type 304L stainless steel and b) AISI 

1018 steel. The base metal microstructure of the 304L consisted of equiaxed grains of austenite ~15 µm 

in cross-sectional diameter and ferrite stringers aligned with the rolling direction. The initial 

microstructure of the 1018 steel was characterized by equiaxed ferrite grains ~20 µm in cross-sectional 

diameter with bands of pearlite. 
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Figure 4.4 Macrographs of IF joints of 304L stainless steel to 1018 steel using different parameters as 
listed. Compare the visual appearance of the flash with that of an ideal IF weld [67]. 

 

Figure 4.5 Base metal microstructures for inertia friction welding: a) 304L stainless steel (glyceregia etch) 
and b) 1018 steel (2% nital etch) 
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4.2.1 1018 Steel HAZ Characterization 

Figure 4.6 provides representative views of the IF weld microstructure using the low rotation 

speed specimen. Figure 4.6a shows the entire IF joint including 304L base metal and flash and 1018 base 

metal and flash. More flash was produced from the 1018 steel than from the 304L stainless steel. The 

1018 steel produced more flash than the 304L stainless steel because it had a lower flow stress over most 

of the transient temperature range (within several mm of the interface during IF welding steady state). 

The “outer location” (near the flash or periphery) and “inner location” (near the center) are labeled in 

Figure 4.6a. Figure 4.6b identifies three regions of interest in the 1018 HAZ: fully austenitized (FA), 

inter-critical heated (IC), and plastically deformed. Microstructural constituents and regions were 

identified and labeled according to Thewlis’ “Classification of Microstructures in Steels” [177]. We can 

assume that the FA region was heated well into the austenite phase field. The extent of plastic 

deformation was defined as the distance from the interface to the location where the banded structure (e.g. 

flow lines) was parallel with base metal longitudinal flow lines. Figure 4.6c shows the transformation 

products in the steel. Austenite cooled rapidly to transform to grain boundary primary ferrite PF(G), 

ferrite with aligned second phase FS(A), ferrite and non-aligned second phase FS(NA), and ferrite plus 

carbide aggregate FC. This 1018 steel microstructure is quite similar to the 0.17% carbon example by 

Thewlis as-well-as water quenched 1018 steel microstructure by Griffin [178]. In the IC region, the ferrite 

from the initial microstructure did not completely transform into austenite upon heating. Therefore 

depending on the peak temperature, the resulting IC region contained ferrite and a range of austenite 

decomposition products including degenerate pearlite and FC (ferrite plus carbide aggregate). No 

subcritical HAZ was identified by light optical microscopy, which was likely due to the rapid heating and 

cooling rate. The process was brief, and therefore subcritical HAZ features such as spheroidized carbides 

did not have time to develop [179]. 

4.2.2 304L Stainless Steel HAZ 

The HAZ microstructure for 304L stainless steel ~1 mm from the interface is shown 

in Figure 4.7a. At this location, the curvature of the ferrite stringers toward the periphery revealed that 

some plastic deformation occurred during IF processing. However, the bent annealing twins from the 

starting microstructure also show that the strain and temperature were not sufficient to promote 

recrystallization. Figure 4.7b shows the 304L microstructure at the interface. The grains were small (2-

10 µm) and equiaxed, which indicate recrystallization occurred.  

4.2.3 1018 Steel HAZ Measurements 

The HAZ for each unique set of processing parameters was measured at the inner and outer 

location following the example shown in Figure 4.6b. Two measures were based on the microstructure, 
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and one measure was based on the plastic deformation. Table 4.4 provides the data for fully austenitized 

(FA) and intercritical (IC) HAZ sizes and the extent of plastic deformation for each condition of rotation 

speed and friction pressure.  The extent of plastic deformation was defined as the distance from the 

interface to the location where the banded structure (e.g. flow lines) was parallel with base metal 

longitudinal flow lines. 

 

Figure 4.6 Representative IF weld HAZ for dissimilar 304L stainless to 1018 steel joint from low speed 
parameter (IF weld #12) (2% nital etch). (a) Macrostructure showing weld interface and flash. Yellow 
outline: 1018 HAZ. Blue and red outlines: 304L HAZ regions shown in Figure 4.7. (b) Microstructural 
zones in 1018 steel include fully austenitized (FA) and intercritical heated (IC). (c) and (d) 
Microstructural constituents include grain boundary primary ferrite PF(G), ferrite with second phase 
aligned FS(A) and non-aligned FS(NA), and ferrite plus carbide aggregate (FC). 

Figure 4.8 plots data from Table 4.4 for the intercritical heated HAZ size and the plastically 

deformed zone size at the inner and outer radial locations. With an increase in rotation speed both the heat 

affected and deformed regions expanded for the outer location (Figure 4.8c), but only the HAZ expanded 

slightly for the inner location, not plastic deformation (Figure 4.8a). With an increase in applied axial 

pressure both the heat affected and deformed regions decreased for both the inner (Figure 4.8b) and outer 

locations (Figure 4.8d). Interestingly, however, the increase in applied axial pressure reduced the HAZ 

size more than the plastically deformed zone size. This effect is consistent with the notion that elevated 

axial pressure would cause flow in a larger portion of the HAZ. 
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Figure 4.7 Representative IF weld HAZ microstructures in the 304L stainless steel for the low speed weld 
(IF weld #12) (from the blue and red outlined locations of Figure 4.6). (a) Plastic deformed microstructure 
~1.5 mm from interface at outside radial location. (b) Interface location exhibiting fine recrystallized 
grains in the 304L stainless steel. (glyceregia etch) 

Figure 4.9 provides macroscopic images of the dissimilar IF weld joints of 304L stainless to 1018 

steel for all five sets of parameters. On each image, the measured fully austenitized (FA) HAZ, 

intercritical (IC) HAZ and plastically deformed regions are highlighted. Measurements of the HAZ and 

deformed zones were made every 1.0 mm and then interpolated and smoothed to create the lines shown. 

Figure 4.9a-c reveal the trend that the HAZ sizes reduced with increasing pressure. Again, as pressure 

was raised the plastically deformed zone occupied more of the HAZ until at the high joining pressure of 

180 MPa (Figure 4.9c), nearly 100% of the IC HAZ was also deformed. Also, note that for the high 

joining pressure the FA HAZ at the center is relatively small (<200 µm).  A comparison of Figure 4.9d 

for low rotation speed with Figure 4.9e for high rotation speed shows that the higher rotation speed 

sample had concomitant increases in both the heat affected and deformed zone sizes. 

An interesting physical feature of these dissimilar IF welds was the “annular peak location” 

identified in Figure 4.9. Specifically, this annular peak location is where the 1018 steel protrudes the most 

into the 304L stainless steel or conversely where the 304L stainless steel protrudes the least into the 1018 

steel. The location was quantitatively identified using a spreadsheet application to find the location where 

interface curvature was parallel with the transverse direction. This peak location was important because 

logically, it connoted the radial location where the ratio of 1018 steel to 304L stainless steel flow stress 

was highest. The cause for the shift of annular peak location will be addressed in the discussion. By 
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contrast, at the center and the periphery the stainless steel advanced further into the 1018 steel than at this 

annular peak location.  

 

Figure 4.8 Intercritical HAZ size and plastic deformed zone size for the 1018 steel side of dissimilar IF 
welds. Zone sizes for outer and inner locations are shown versus rotation speed and axial pressure.  

 

Figure 4.9 Cross-sections at the dissimilar IF weld interface between 304L stainless steel and 1018 steel: 
a) low pressure (118 MPa), b) nominal (148 MPa; 3100 rpm), c) high pressure (180 MPa), d) low rotation 
speed (2810 rpm) and e) high rotation speed (3640 rpm). 
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Table 4.4 Measurements of the HAZ for the 1018 steel from the dissimilar IF welds 

 Fully austenitized (FA) 
zone extent (mm) 

Intercritical (IC) heated 
zone extent (mm) 

Extent of plastic 
deformation (curved flow 

lines, mm) 

 Inner 
Location 

Outer 
Location 

Inner 
Location 

Outer 
Location 

Inner 
Location 

Outer 
Location 

Low Speed 0.42 1.01 1.75 2.27 1.53 1.92 

High Speed 0.47 1.38 2.14 3.10 1.44 2.54 

Low Pressure 0.61 1.01 2.63 2.99 1.99 2.39 

High Pressure 0.25 0.94 1.58 2.32 1.29 2.30 

Nominal 0.44 1.04 2.01 2.59 1.53 2.11 

4.2.4 Interface: Coating on 1018 Steel Flash 

Macroscopic features in the longitudinal cross-section of the IF weld made at low rotation speed 

are shown in Figure 4.10. In this figure, the 1018 steel was etched, and the 304L stainless steel was left 

un-etched to facilitate interpretation of microstructures. Figure 4.10a is a macrograph of the full width of 

the weld region. Again, note that interfacial transition region between the stainless steel and steel was not 

flat in this cross-section. Near the axial centerline, the 304L stainless steel slightly protruded into the 1018 

steel, and an annular peak of 1018 steel was observed near the mid-radius location. Again, notice that the 

area and extent of the flash collar on the 1018 side of the joint were much greater than that on the 304L 

side.  

Figure 4.10b provides an expanded view of the flash component near the workpiece periphery on 

the 1018 side. The location of this figure is near to the bonded interfacial transition region between the 

dissimilar alloys and represents the last heated metal to be extruded from the rotating workpieces during 

IF welding. A thin layer (up to 100 µm) of un-etched metal was observed to coat the 1018 steel flash 

section. Figure 4.10c shows that the un-etched coating existed all the way to the outer edge of the 

extruded 1018 flash surface, although the thickness varied. Thirteen Vickers hardness readings were taken 

in the coating (with 200 g load), and at least two indents were taken per sample for each of the five IF 

welding parameter sets. The resulting hardness readings for the coating ranged from 206 to 388 HV with 

an average hardness of 249 HV. Based on the lack of etching response and the wide range of hardness 

values, this mixed coating likely contained both austenite and martensite. The end of the flash region in 

Figure 4.10c corresponds to the first hot metal to be extruded during IF welding. Accordingly, a layer of 

the mechanically mixed material at the interface appeared to have bonded to the extruding 1018 steel 

flash for the full duration of the weld cycle. The mixed coating on the 1018 steel flash was observed for 

all five IF weld parameter sets. In contrast for the 304L flash, none of the IF weld processing conditions 

exhibited a surface coating.  
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Figure 4.10 IF weld between 304L stainless steel and 1018 steel (low rotation speed, IF weld #12): 
(a) macrograph of full width of interface (b) extruded 1018 flash with non-etching coating on the left side 
close to the joint (i.e. last metal extruded during IF welding), and (c) extruded 1018 flash with non-
etching coating far from the joint (i.e. first material extruded during IF welding). (2% nital etch) 

4.2.5 Interface: Protruding Burrs and the Swirled Region 

Figure 4.11 shows a representative photograph of a needle-shaped burr that formed at the 

interface for a dissimilar IF weld of 304L stainless steel to 1018 steel made with the nominal parameters. 

Similar burrs were present for all of the parameter sets for dissimilar IF joints. The similar 304L IF joints 

had burrs like the ones shown in Figure 4.11, whereas the similar 1018 steel IF joints did not have burrs. 

Several burrs (2-8) were present for each dissimilar alloy joint, and some were up to 2 mm in protrusion 

length. There was no set periodicity to the burrs, with most joints having more burrs on one side of the 

periphery than the other. 

The IF joint with the low rotation speed parameter set was uniquely cross-sectioned and etched to 

make the microstructure near a burr visible. The mixed microstructure at the interface near the burr 

appeared to have an interesting pattern of metal flow near the sample periphery, the appearance of a 

“swirl”. Figure 4.12 shows the swirl in the interfacial transition region at higher magnification near the 

periphery of the same sample. For this micrograph, the 1018 steel side was etched with 2% nital, and the 

stainless steel side was etched with Kallings 2. The two dashed lines seen in Figure 4.12 delineate the 

approximate boundaries between different regions near the weld area. The region above the upper dashed 
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line corresponds to the 304L stainless steel workpiece, while that below the lower dashed line pertains to 

the 1018 steel workpiece. The area between the dashed lines contains material with regions of different 

etching contrast and evidence for metal displacement in the form of flow lines. This region appears to be 

comprised of a mixture of the two base metals and is evidently a region where much deformation 

occurred during IF welding.   

 

Figure 4.11 Example macro-photographs of dissimilar IF made with nominal parameters (IF #22) weld to 
show needle-shaped burr: a) with camera flash, and b) same location without camera flash. The 
appearance of the burr that is pointed out is representative of burrs that protruded from the interface of all 
dissimilar IF welds in this study. 

The 304L flash region can be seen at the upper left of the micrograph in Figure 4.12 and the 1018 

flash region at the bottom left. With IF welds between similar alloys, the flash shapes are symmetric 

about the joint interface, and the flash shapes are equal in size on both sides of the interfacial transition 

region. Also, the flash components are separated typically by a V-shaped notch located at the point of 

bifurcation of metal flow that forms the flash components (or more accurately, the ring of bifurcation in 

three dimensions). Conversely, for the samples produced here, the flash shapes were not symmetric or 

equal in size, and no V-shaped notch was present. The inward edges of the two flash members instead 

were separated several hundred microns by the material in the mixed zone.  
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Figure 4.12 Micrograph of IF weld interface periphery for the low pressure 304L to 1018 weld. On the 
304L side of the interface, a swirl pattern of metal flow can be seen. Voids are present above the swirl 
near the 304L flash. The 1018 side of the interface has a jagged appearance and no swirl pattern. 
(2% nital and Kallings 2 etch)  

In the longitudinal section of the swirl shown in Figure 4.12, only the radial and axial components 

of metal flow can be detected clearly. Tangential components of metal flow occur into or out of the plane 

of the macrograph and cannot be discerned unambiguously. The swirling pattern seen in the mixed zone 

suggests a reversal of metal flow near the periphery from axially outward along the 304L side of the 

region then downward and axially inward back along the 1018 interface, where the inward flow meets 

axially outward flow along the 1018 steel interface causing stagnation, or cessation of flow. Note the 

presence of a group of voids along the boundary between the mixed zone and the 304L region near the 

weld periphery. The voids appear to be located between flow lines. A white, featureless region was 

observed all along the interface between the mixed region and the 1018 region. This same type of 

featureless region was observed at the same location for dissimilar welds made with all five parameter 

sets. This white, featureless region was thought to indicate martensite due to high hardness readings, EDS 

compositional analysis, and EBSD determination of a body-centered cubic (bcc) crystal structure plus low 

image quality. The average hardness (+ the standard deviation) for the 1018 steel within 200 µm of the 

interface was 192+10 HV (500 g load). The average hardness for the 304L stainless steel within 200 µm 

of the 1018 interface (not in the mixed zone) was 240+11 HV (500 g load). However, within the 

featureless interfacial transition region, which was ~50 µm in width at the periphery, the hardness 
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fluctuated from 311 to 548 HV (6 indents with the 25 g load; also, measured 343 HV with the 500 g 

load).  

4.2.6 Interface: Microstructure in the Transverse View 

Figure 4.13 shows the microstructures of the interfacial transition region in the transverse plane 

(polished but not etched) of an IF weld made using the nominal parameter set. As was observed in 

Figure 4.10, the interfacial transition region was not planar, and thus, the surface of this section appeared 

as a pattern of concentric rings alternating between the two materials, Figure 4.13b. Figure 4.13c is a 

stitched image showing the 304L/mixed material in the center appeared as a sunburst pattern. 

Figure 4.13d reveals the tangential flow lines of the 304L/mixed material near the periphery. In this cross-

sectioned plane the direction of flow, as indicated by the arrows, became more tangential closer to the 

outer diameter. Near the workpiece mid-radius as shown in Figure 4.13e the interfacial transition region 

between 1018 and 304L/mixed material exhibited a jagged, interlocking edge in this transverse view. No 

flow lines were visible in the 304L. The edge of the central pattern from Figure 4.13c was magnified in 

Figure 4.13f, revealing that the 304L/mixed material to 1018 interfacial transition region had an even 

more pronounced jagged edge. 

 

Figure 4.13 Transverse micrographs of the IF weld interface between 304L and 1018 steel made using 
nominal parameters. (a) Cross-section intersecting interface, (b) overview macro photograph, (c) sunburst 
shape of the 304L protruding through the 1018 steel in the center, (d) tangential flow lines near the 
periphery in the 304L, (e) radial flow lines at the interface near the mid-radius, and (f) radial flow lines at 
the interface near the center (not etched). 
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4.3 Interface Microstructure Comparison 

The microstructure of the dissimilar metal interface between the stainless steel and 1018 steel is 

extremely important for cladding service involving high stresses and a corrosive environment. Thus, 

multiple analysis tools were used to characterize the dissimilar interfaces produced by the following 

processes: 

 IF butt weld 

o Outer location (near periphery) 

o Inner location (near center) 

 IF butt weld after hot-rolling 

 Fusion cladding 

 Fusion cladding after hot-rolling 

 Hot roll-bond clad plate (commercially produced) 

 Hot rolled IF butt weld (to simulate co-extrusion) 

 Hot rolled fusion cladding (to simulate co-extrusion) 

4.3.1 IF Butt Weld Interfacial Mixed Zone 

An IF butt weld with nominal parameters (IF weld #11) was cross-sectioned perpendicular to the 

interface near the meridian such that microhardness, light optical microscopy (LOM), SEM, 

compositional EDS, and EBSD could be performed to characterize the interfacial transition region. Two 

locations were chosen for analysis as shown in Figure 4.14. The red square in the figure shows the outer 

(or near periphery) location for analysis and the blue square shows the inner (or near center) location for 

analysis. 

 

Figure 4.14 Stitched micrograph image of IF butt weld of 304L stainless steel to 1018 steel made using 
nominal parameters. The red squares and blue squares identify locations for subsequent LOM, hardness, 
SEM, and EDS analyses. 

4.3.1.1 Compositional EDS Trace of Inner Zone 

A backscattered electron (BSE) image was produced in compositional mode to aid visualization 

of the interface between the 1018 steel and the 304L stainless steel in Figure 4.15. Three previously 

recorded hardness indents are shown in Figure 4.15a, as well as the location of the EDS compositional 

line scan and the location of the subsequent LOM and hardness analysis outlined in blue. The results of 
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the EDS scan are shown in Figure 4.15b. The scan included quantification of Fe, Cr, Ni, Si, and Mn. 

However, only Cr and Ni are included in the figure for clarity. In the 1018 steel the Cr and Ni 

compositions are quite low, as expected, and then there was a sharp increase to >15% Cr by weight and 

>8% Ni by weight in 5-10 µm. The width of the transition region to reach >17% Cr was ~15 µm. The 

compositional mixing between the 304L and 1018 steel in the transition region could have favored 

martensite transformation [52]. 

4.3.1.2 Hardness Trace and LOM of Inner Zone 

Figure 4.16 shows an LOM with a microhardness trace across the dissimilar alloy interface. 

Before etching, a low load of 25 g was used to produce the Vickers hardness indents on the sample so that 

specific microstructures of the interface would be surveyed. Only one hardness reading of 370 HV was 

significantly higher than the others. Next, the microstructure of the base metals was revealed by etching 

with 2% nital for 1018 steel and Kalling’s #2 for 304L stainless steel. After etching, it was observed that 

the high hardness reading was located near a thin layer that did not respond to either etchant. This 

unetched layer was ~10 µm in width. 

 

Figure 4.15 SEM image and analysis of the dissimilar IF butt weld made using the nominal parameters. 
The image was taken at the dissimilar interface near the center of the joint. The backscatter electron 
image in a), shows the location of the EDS line scan in b). 
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Figure 4.16 LOM of the dissimilar IF butt weld made using the nominal parameters. The image was taken 
at the dissimilar interface near the center of the joint. Vickers microhardness measurements were 
performed using a 25 g load before etching. Etchants used were 2% nital and Kallings 2. 

4.3.1.3 Compositional EDS Trace of Outer Zone 

A backscattered electron (BSE) image was produced in compositional mode to aid visualization 

of the interface between the 1018 steel and the 304L stainless steel in Figure 4.17. Three previously 

recorded hardness indents are shown in Figure 4.17a. The Vickers microhardness indent closest to the 

interface produced a high reading of 343 HV. The location of the EDS compositional line scan is shown 

and the location of the subsequent LOM and hardness analysis outlined in red. The results of the EDS 

scan are shown in Figure 4.17b. Unlike the EDS scan at the inner location, at this outer location, the 

content of Cr and Ni gradually increased to >15% Cr by weight and >8% Ni in ~85 µm. There was 

fluctuation of the line scan in this transition region, indicating fluctuation in alloy content and therefore 

the degree of mixing of the dissimilar alloys at the interface. 

4.3.1.4 Hardness Trace of Outer Zone 

Figure 4.18 shows an LOM with a microhardness trace across the dissimilar alloy interface. Here 

as well, a load of 25 g was used to produce the Vickers hardness indents on the sample so that specific 

microstructures of the interface would be surveyed. However, at this outer location, six hardness readings 

exceeded 300 HV. In fact, two hardness readings exceeded 500 HV. After etching with 2% nital and 

Kallings 2, it was observed that the high hardness readings were located within a broad band of unetched 

layers. This band of unetched layers was ~80 µm in width. 
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Figure 4.17 SEM image and analysis of the dissimilar IF butt weld made using the nominal parameters. 
The image was taken at the dissimilar interface near the periphery of the joint. The backscatter electron 
image in a), shows the location of the EDS line scan in b). 

 

Figure 4.18 LOM of the dissimilar IF butt weld made using the nominal parameters. The image was taken 
at the dissimilar interface near the periphery of the joint. Vickers microhardness measurements were 
performed using a 25 g load before etching. Etchants were 2% nital and Kallings 2. 
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4.3.1.5 EBSD of Outer Zone 

Figure 4.19 provides the EBSD analysis results for a location near the periphery of the dissimilar 

IF butt weld joint made using high rotation speed. There was nothing particularly unique about the 

interface microstructure for the high rotation speed, and the morphology was considered representative of 

all of the 304L stainless steel to 1018 steel IF butt welds in this study. The secondary electron image is 

shown in Figure 4.19a. The lighter shaded grains tend to denote locations of austenite, face-centered cubic 

(fcc) constituent, as shown by Figure 4.19c. Small pits were observed over the entire sample surface. The 

cause of pitting was not known but could have been related to either the colloidal silica solution used for 

vibratory polishing or to the galvanic attack of the dissimilar metal interface. The image quality (IQ) map 

in Figure 4.19b was recorded before cleanup, and the dark regions indicate low image quality due to 1) 

grain boundaries, 2) martensite, 3) surface deformation from sample preparation and 4) pitting. The 

average confidence index (CI) was 0.12. The cleaned up image in Figure 4.19c distinguishes between fcc 

and body-centered cubic (bcc), with austenite being the fcc constituent and ferrite or martensite being the 

bcc constituents. The cleaned up inverse pole figure (IPF) orientation map in Figure 4.19d was produced 

using both bcc and fcc phases. The two highlighted grains, “a” and “b,” reveal interesting microstructural 

details. Grain “a” was colored yellow in the IPF map, but there are at least two multi-colored interlayers 

that progress through multiple austenite grains included grain a. These interlayers also exhibited low 

image quality and a bcc crystal structure, indicating the presence of martensite. Similarly, in grain b there 

are interlayers of martensite and additionally between some of the martensite interlayers are regions of 

higher image quality with a bcc crystal structure, indicating ferrite. Thus, there are martensite and ferrite 

interlayers within the austenite grains, suggesting that streaks of compositional differences within 

austenite grains transformed to bcc products during cooling. The non-etching interlayers from LOM were 

related to this EBSD constituent with low image quality and a body-centered cubic crystal structure.  

Figure 4.20 shows stitched images for each of the dissimilar IF butt welding parameter sets (near 

the periphery). The non-etching region is present at the interface for each of the samples, although the 

thickness and configuration vary. Thus, a martensite layer was concluded to exist at the interface for all IF 

butt joints of 304L stainless steel to 1018 steel when joined with the parameters used in this study. 
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Figure 4.19 EBSD of the dissimilar IF butt weld. The analysis was performed at the dissimilar interface 
near the periphery of the joint. The secondary electron (SE) image is shown in a), image quality (IQ) map 
in b), phase map overlaid onto the IQ map in c), and inverse pole figure (IPF) grain orientation map in d). 
Prior austenite grains a and b are delineated to highlight the internal interlayers of martensite. 

 

Figure 4.20 Stitched LOM images of the interfaces for each of the dissimilar IF butt welding parameter 
sets (near the periphery), showing the non-etching region at the interface. 
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4.3.2 Fusion Cladding Interfacial Mixed Zone 

A sample of the fusion cladding was cross-sectioned perpendicular to the interface such that 

microhardness, LOM, SEM, compositional EDS, and EBSD could be performed to characterize the 

interfacial transition region. The location chosen for analysis is denoted in Figure 4.21 by the purple 

square. 

 

Figure 4.21 Stitched micrograph image of fusion cladding of E309 stainless steel to 1018 steel. The 
purple squares identify the location for subsequent LOM, hardness, SEM, and EDS analyses. 

4.3.2.1 Base Metal 1018 Steel and Fusion Clad Type 309L Stainless Steel Microstructure 

Microstructures of the fusion welding base metal 1018 steel and 309L bulk weld metal overlay 

are shown in Figure 4.22. The 1018 microstructure consisted of ferrite and pearlite, and the 309L weld 

deposit microstructure consisted of austenite and vermicular ferrite. The dilution estimate for the first 

weld pass was 9% based on a 58.3 mm2 area of first welding pass, which included 5.4 mm2 of original 

base metal area. 

 

Figure 4.22 Microstructures for a) 1018 steel base metal and b) 309L weld deposit. 
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4.3.2.2 Compositional EDS Trace 

A backscattered electron (BSE) image was produced in compositional mode to aid visualization 

of the interface between the 1018 steel and the 304L stainless steel in Figure 4.23. Two previously 

recorded hardness indents are shown in Figure 4.23a. The Vickers microhardness indent closest to the 

interface produced a high reading of 406 HV. The location of the EDS compositional line scan is shown 

and the location of the subsequent LOM and hardness analysis outlined in purple. The results of the EDS 

scan are shown in Figure 4.23b. After an initial, abrupt increase, the content of Cr and Ni gradually 

increased to >15% Cr by weight and >8% Ni in ~100 µm. There was less fluctuation of the line scan in 

this transition region as compared with the IF butt weld transition region for the outer zone. This slightly 

smoother compositional transition highlights that mechanical mixing during IF welding caused fine 

interlayers, whereas solidification during fusion welding caused relatively coarse segregation. Also, an 

interesting feature of the EDS scan was that in the 309L deposit often locations of high Cr corresponded 

to locations of low Ni, revealing the composition of the vermicular ferrite that was shown by the 

micrographs. This vermicular ferrite structure indicated that the 309L weld metal solidified by primary 

ferrite solidification [180]. 

 

Figure 4.23 SEM image and analysis of the fusion cladding interface between the 309 stainless weld 
metal deposit and the 1018 base metal. The backscatter electron image in a), shows the location of the 
EDS line scans in b). 
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4.3.2.3 Hardness Trace 

Figure 4.24 shows an LOM with a microhardness trace across the dissimilar alloy interface for 

the fusion cladding. Before etching, a low load of 25 g was used to produce the Vickers hardness indents 

on the sample so that specific microstructures of the interface would be surveyed. Five hardness readings 

were greater than 300 HV, but none were greater than 500 HV. The microstructures of the 1018 base 

metal and 309L weld deposit were then revealed by etching with 2% nital for 1018 steel and Kalling’s #2 

for 304L stainless steel. After etching, it was observed that the high hardness readings were in a region 

that did not respond to either etchant. This unetched layer varied in width, but at the location of hardness 

readings was ~120 µm in width. 

 

Figure 4.24 LOM of the fusion cladding interface. Vickers microhardness measurements were performed 
using a 25 g load before etching. Etchants used were 2% nital and Kallings 2. 

4.3.2.4 EBSD 

Figure 4.25 provides the EBSD analysis results for the dissimilar fusion weld cladding. The 

secondary electron image is shown in Figure 4.25a. A few pits are observed on the sample surface, either 

due to sample preparation techniques or weld porosity or exogenous inclusions. The image quality (IQ) 

map in Figure 4.19b was recorded before cleanup, and the dark regions indicate low image quality. The 
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average confidence index (CI) was 0.23. Figure 4.25c distinguishes between fcc and bcc constituents. The 

IPF orientation maps for bcc and fcc are shown in Figure 4.25d and e, respectively. Here again, 

martensite is identified as the microstructural constituent in the locations of poor image quality and bcc 

crystal structure. Here, as opposed to the IF but welds, the martensite has a jagged edge, protruding into 

the weld deposit. This morphology again suggests that the martensite transformation occurred in regions 

that compositionally favored its formation. The protrusions of martensite into the weld metal indicate that 

compositional variation occurred during welding due to mixing with the base metal and segregation 

during solidification. 

 

Figure 4.25 EBSD of the dissimilar interface of the fusion weld cladding of 309L stainless steel onto 
1018 steel. The secondary electron (SE) image is shown in a), image quality (IQ) map in b), phase map 
overlaid onto the IQ map in c), and inverse pole figure (IPF) grain orientation map for bcc in d) and for 
fcc in e).  

4.3.3 Hot Roll Bond Cladding Interface 

Compositional EDS tracing and EBSD were performed at the bi-metal interface for the 

commercially produced S235JR steel plate with a hot-roll-bonded ~2 mm thick layer of 304L stainless 

steel. The stainless steel to S235JR steel interface was characterized to identify the presence of bcc and 

fcc phases and determine whether martensite could be identified for this commercial cladding 

combination. 
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4.3.3.1 Compositional EDS Trace 

An SEM image was produced in secondary electron mode to aid visualization of the interface 

between the steel and the 304L stainless steel in Figure 4.26. The location of the EDS compositional line 

scan is shown. The results of the EDS scan are shown in Figure 4.26b. Note that the scale of the 

horizontal axis is much smaller than that for the friction and fusion welds. The transition behaviors of the 

Cr and Ni are different at the interface. The Cr transition was more gradual, increasing to ~18% Cr in 

~8 µm. However, the Ni transition was more abrupt, increasing to ~10% in ~2.5 µm. 

 

Figure 4.26 SEM image and EDS analysis of the hot-roll-bonded interface between 304L cladding alloy 
and the steel base metal. The backscatter electron image in a), shows the location of the EDS scan in b). 

4.3.3.2 EBSD 

Figure 4.27 provides the EBSD analysis results for the dissimilar fusion weld cladding. The SE 

image is shown in Figure 4.27a. Again, the IQ map in Figure 4.27b was recorded before cleanup. The 

average confidence index (CI) was 0.71. Figure 4.27c distinguishes between fcc and bcc constituents. The 

IPF orientation maps for bcc and fcc are shown in Figure 4.27d and e, respectively. From this analysis, it 

cannot be determined whether any martensite is present at the interface. There appear to possibly be some 

small (<1 µm) regions of low image quality bcc material at the interface. However, they are not distinct.  
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4.4 IF Butt Weld Microhardness 

For one sample from each IF butt weld parameter set, three longitudinal microhardness traces and 

one transverse microhardness trace were performed in the 1018 steel to probe the hardening and softening 

effects of the IF thermo-mechanical processing.  The 95% confidence interval was +6.5 HV, meaning that 

there was a 95% chance that the true value was within +6.5 HV of the reading. Microstructural diversity 

in the 1018 was also a source of possible variation with ferrite giving slightly lower hardness readings and 

ferrite-carbide constituents giving slightly higher hardness readings. 

 

 

Figure 4.27 EBSD of the hot-roll-bonded interface between 304L cladding alloy and the steel base metal. 
The secondary electron (SE) image is shown in a), image quality (IQ) map in b), phase map overlaid onto 
the IQ map in c), and inverse pole figure (IPF) grain orientation map for bcc in d) and for fcc in e).  

4.4.1 Hardness Traces (Longitudinal) of the 1018 Steel in IF Butt Welds 

Hardness traces were performed within the 1018 steel at the outer radial location, mid-radius, and 

inner radial location using a 1 kg load as shown in Figure 4.28. Each hardness trace began 100 µm from 

the 1018 interface and progressed toward the 1018 base metal with a spacing of 300 µm. Typically, the 
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highest hardness reading was the nearest or second nearest to the interface. This region of the HAZ had 

been heated into the austenite temperature range and subsequently cooled rapidly to form grain boundary 

primary ferrite PF(G), ferrite with aligned second phase FS(A), ferrite and non-aligned second phase 

FS(NA), and ferrite plus carbide aggregate FC (see Figure 4.6). These rapidly cooled microstructural 

constituents resulted in slightly elevated hardness for some samples directly at the interface. Greater than 

~700 µm from the interface the hardness of all samples decreased, revealing softening effects in the IF 

weld HAZ. The locations of the lowest hardness readings for each trace ranged from 1.1-2.5 mm from the 

interface. Hardness was related to microstructure for each sample, and the lowest hardness readings were 

in the regions of the HAZ that corresponded to microstructural features indicating heating to intercritical 

temperatures during IF welding. After the hardness minimum, there was typically a sharp increase in 

hardness progressing from the HAZ into the base metal.  

The main causes of the variation in the hardness traces were the microstructural diversity and 

likely compositional banding. Hardness indents using the 1 kg load were ~100+10 µm in diagonal length 

and thus typically incorporated multiple grains (grains were ~20 µm in the ferrite/pearlite regions). 

However, longitudinal bands of increased amount of pearlite were present with a spacing of 100-200 µm. 

When the hardness indent interacted more with a pearlite band, the reading would be slightly higher. 

Thus, regions containing more ferrite-carbide aggregate or pearlite resulted in a higher apparent hardness 

than regions of pure ferrite. 

Although there was significant scatter, Figure 4.28 enabled some comparison to be made of the 

effect of IF weld parameters on HAZ hardness. Firstly, the low rotation speed parameter appears to have 

caused the narrowest softened region at ~2 mm in width. However, the low rotation speed parameter also 

produced the lowest hardness reading of 157 HV for the center trace 1.3 mm from the interface. The low 

rotation speed weld also exhibits a progression of minimal hardness at 1.3 mm for the center trace to 

1.9 mm at the mid-radius trace to 1.6 mm for the outside trace. The low pressure IF weld, on the other 

hand, resulted in minimal hardness at 2.5 mm for the center trace, 2.2 mm for the mid-radius trace, and 

1.9 mm for the outside trace. These differences in hardness traces indicate a complex relationship of IF 

welding parameters, heating rate, peak temperature, and cooling rate with radial and longitudinal location 

in the workpieces. 

One hardness trace is shown in Figure 4.29 to facilitate illustration of a parameterization 

technique.  Four quantities were used to compare the effects of IF weld parameters on 1018 steel 

softening: 1) interface hardness, 2) minimum hardness, 3) softest location, and 4) softened zone size. 

Parameterization was applied to the hardness traces using the following steps to quantify the softened 

zone size. First, the base metal hardness for the 1018 steel was determined to be 195.0+24.5 HV for a 

95% confidence interval from 153 indents. Second, a logarithmic fitting trendline was applied to each 
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hardness trace. The starting point for the logarithmic trendline was the minimum hardness reading and 

then the trendline progress upward toward the base metal. Finally, the location at which the logarithmic 

trendline exceeded 195 HV was determined to be the extent or size of the softened zone.  

 

Figure 4.28 Hardness traces in the HAZ of 1018 steel for IF butt welds of 304L stainless steel to 1018 
steel (95% confidence interval of +6.5 HV). 
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Figure 4.29 Example readings from one hardness trace to illustrate the parameterization technique. 

Interface hardness and minimum hardness for the softened zone are plotted in Figure 4.30 with 

respect to the IF welding parameters. The error bars for Figure 4.30a-d are for the +6.5 HV hardness 

reading error. The error bars for Figure 4.30e-h represent the 300 μm spacing between indents. Note that 

the “interface” hardness reading was offset 100 µm into the 1018 steel away from the interface to avoid 

interface effects from the 304L mechanical mixing region. Note also that the base metal hardness of 

195 HV was plotted for reference. Unclear are the effects of rotation speed and axial pressure on hardness 

values at the inner region of the workpiece (Figure 4.30a and b). In fact, rotation speed and axial pressure 

appeared to have little effect on the minimum hardness at either the inner location or outer (peripheral) 

location. However, rotation speed had a strong effect on interface hardness, with an increase in rotation 

speed from 2700 to 3500 rpm reducing the interface hardness by ~30 HV (Figure 4.30c). 

Concerning the softest location and size of the softened zone from Figure 4.30, a few effects are 

worth noting. To begin with, at the inner location, an increase in axial pressure from 118 to 180 MPa 

(Figure 4.30f) caused a shrinking of the softened zone from ~6 mm to <3 mm and translation of the 

softest location toward the dissimilar metal interface. However, at the outer location, the increase in axial 

pressure had almost the opposite effect by increasing the softened zone size greatly from ~3.5 mm to 

~6 mm (Figure 4.30h). Finally, an increase in rotation speed from 2700 to 3500 rpm had a moderate 

influence on the softened zone size, increasing this zone size from 2.4 mm to 3.7 mm. The increases in 

outer softened zone extent with increases in rotation speed and axial pressure were possibly due to the 

extended time at a high temperature near the outside due to insulation from the excessive flash (see 

Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.30 Effects of dissimilar IF welding parameters on the hardness of the 1018 steel: a-d) minimum hardness and interface hardness in the 
softened zone; e-h) softest location and softened zone size.
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4.4.2 Hardness Traces (Radial) Near the Interface of the 1018 Steel in IF Butt Welds 

A microhardness trace was also recorded for a sample from each IF parameter set in the radial 

direction. The first indent was placed 0.7 mm from the outer diameter (periphery) and readings were 

recorded every 1 mm until the centerline was reached, resulting in traces of 13 hardness readings. A 

summary plot of these interface hardness readings is shown in Figure 4.31. The low rotation speed weld 

exhibited the greatest variation with a maximum of 234 HV at 2.7 mm from the periphery and a minimum 

of 177 HV at the sample centerline. The high rotation speed weld exhibited the lowest hardness in general 

at the interface. This low average hardness was due to the high heat input due to the high rotation speed, 

long welding cycle time, and therefore a long time at high temperature. The IF joint welded using high 

pressure (180 MPa) was somewhat soft near the periphery, possibly due to increased heat generation and 

heat flux near the periphery, and possibly due to the heating and insulating effect of the flash. The 

nominal parameter set and the low pressure parameter set resulted in the least hardness variation at the 

interface. 

 

Figure 4.31 Microhardness traces for the 1018 side of each dissimilar IF weld, taken 100 µm from the 
interface, progressing in the radial direction. 

4.5 Microhardness Map Comparison 

Mapping of the hardness of the dissimilar IF weld made using the nominal parameters in 

Figure 4.32 revealed a hard zone (225-270 HV) in the 304L stainless steel within 1-2 mm of the interface 

where work hardening produced a concomitant increase in strength and the rapid cooling allowed for only 

limited recovery. Recrystallization occurred near the bond line due to high temperature and high strain. 

Note that the increase in hardness near the outer location (periphery) of the 304L base metal was likely 

due to work hardening from the final cold-rolling steps of raw material production, not due to friction 

welding. One very high hardness reading of 343 HV was recorded at the dissimilar interface between the 

mid-radius and the periphery. The cause of this high hardness reading was likely the previously 

mentioned martensite interlayers. 
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In the 1018 steel within ~1 mm of the bond line, the hardness was approx. 180-200 HV due to the 

fully austenitized (FA) microstructure and subsequent rapid cooling transformation products. From about 

1-3 mm from the interface a softened zone of 150-180 HV developed in about the same region as the 

intercritical HAZ. In the base 1018 steel, the widely varying hardness values resulted from the diverse, 

banded microstructure of ferrite and pearlite, which resulted in longitudinal bands of alternating soft and 

hard readings. The base 1018 hardness was 195 HV with a standard deviation of 12 HV.  

For the fusion weld cladding of 309L, the microhardness in the weld deposit was relatively 

consistent, ranging from 180-225 HV as observed in Figure 4.33. Again, however, at the fusion line, one 

very high hardness reading of 406 HV was recorded, likely due to the martensite formation in the partially 

mixed zone. In the 1018 steel, a large softened zone was formed in a 5-6 mm band, with a hardness range 

of 150-195 HV. The base 1018 hardness was 213 HV with a standard deviation of 6 HV, which was 

higher than that for the IF butt weld.  

Figure 4.34 provides a quantitative comparison of the microhardness of the 1018 steel HAZ 

produced by both friction welding (nominal parameters) and fusion cladding. To construct this plot, each 

hardness trace was plotted versus distance from the dissimilar interface, then the data points at each 

relative distance were averaged such that nine readings were averaged for each data point for the IF butt 

weld and 11 readings were averaged for each data point for the fusion weld. Due to the variation in the 

radial direction for the IF butt weld, the error bars representing one standard deviation are larger than 

those for the fusion weld HAZ hardness. The important note is that the softened zone for the friction weld 

was smaller, reaching ~188 HV at 2.4 mm from the interface, whereas for the fusion weld, the hardness 

finally reached ~188 HV at 4.9 mm from the interface. Additionally, near the interface the average 

friction weld hardness was 192 HV, similar to the base metal hardness. However, the average fusion weld 

HAZ hardness was low, 170 HV, near the interface. Note that the base 1018 steel base metal hardness 

differed between the fusion and friction welds. The IF butt weld 1018 steel base metal hardness was 

195+12 HV, whereas the fusion weld 1018 steel base metal hardness was 213+6 HV. 

4.6 Tensile Testing and Comparison 

To begin with, one bi-metal alloy tensile test was performed using both a clip-on extensometer 

while simultaneously capturing images for digital image correlation (DIC). The DIC images were 

compiled and used to create a virtual extensometer using two points separated vertically by ~25 mm. For 

visual comparison, Figure 4.35 shows the stress-strain plot using both the DIC extensometer (smooth 

line) and clip-on extensometer (open circles). The two curves match very well, although the clip-on 

extensometer had to be removed at an extension strain of 0.4 (~10.2 mm displacement) to avoid damaging 

the clip-on extensometer by over-extending. The specific tensile bar location and production parameters 
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will not be provided here because this tensile bar data was not used for subsequent data analysis and 

comparison, only for verification of the accuracy of DIC for extension measurement. In all subsequent 

tests, only DIC was used for extension measurements, not the clip-on gage. 

 

Figure 4.32 Vickers microhardness map of IF butt weld of 304L stainless steel to 1018 steel using 
nominal parameters. 

 

Figure 4.33 Vickers microhardness map of fusion cladding of 309L stainless steel to 1018 steel. 
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Figure 4.34 Vickers microhardness comparison of 1018 steel HAZs for dissimilar IF butt weld (nominal 
parameters) and fusion cladding.  

 

Figure 4.35 Stress-strain for dissimilar IF weld. Verifies that the DIC extensometer measurement closely 
matches the clip-on gage extensometer measurement and could be used to provide accurate extension data 
for each test.  

Tensile tests were performed using tensile bars with a 25.4 mm gage length (for caliper 

measurement) from three locations (inner, mid-radius and outer) for all the following alloys and 

conditions (no replicates): 

 Base metals (Type 304L stainless and 1018 steel) 
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 Similar IF welds (Type 304L stainless steel and 1018 steel) 

 Nominal dissimilar IF weld 

 Low inertia dissimilar IF weld 

 Low speed dissimilar IF weld 

 High speed dissimilar IF weld 

 Low pressure dissimilar IF weld 

 High pressure dissimilar IF weld 

Additionally, five replicate tensile tests from the 1018 steel bar clad with FCAW 309L stainless 

steel consumable were performed using tensile bars with an 11.4 mm gage length (caliper measurement). 

For all the tensile bars for IF and fusion weld joints, the weld interface or dissimilar interface was 

approximately centered in the gage length.  

Results from a total of 32 tensile tests will be reported here. The initial thickness and width are 

the average of three measurements from the gage length of each tensile bar. Table 4.5 provides the 

starting dimensions for the tensile bars as-well-as the portion of gage length consisting of 1018 steel and 

stainless steel (type 304 for the IF welds and E309L consumable for the fusion welds). The percentage of 

1018 in the gage length ranged from 50-54% for the 25.4 mm gage length IF weld tensile bars and 

38-61% for the 11.4 mm gage length fusion weld tensile bars. Table 4.6 tabulates the post-test 

measurements for the tensile tests and lists the general location of the fracture, and in general:  

 304L stainless steel base metal tensile bars fractured near the center of the gage length 

 1018 base metals generally fractured off-center and closer to the grips in some cases 

 Similar IF stainless tensile bars fractured near the center (bond line) 

 Similar IF 1018 tensile bars fractured either in the center or off-center  

 Dissimilar IF 1018 to 304L welds fractured in the 1018 steel a few mm from the bond line 

(except in one case of fracture at the bond line for the low speed weld, outside) 

 Dissimilar fusion 1018 to 309L welds fractured in the 1018 steel about half way between the 

bond line and the grip radius.  

Measurement of the stainless steel in the final gage length and 1018 steel in the final gage length 

enabled estimation of the plastic strain in each. Since the failure was in the 1018 steel for every dissimilar 

weld (except the one case of bond line failure), the elongation in the stainless steel could be entirely 

considered a contribution to uniform plastic strain. The 1018 steel, on the other hand, contributed both 

uniform and necking plastic strain. In Table 4.6, final thickness and width refer to the necked down region 

and were used to calculate the reduction of area in Table 4.7. Table 4.7 summarizes the general ductility 

and strength characteristics obtained from caliper measurements for elongation and reduction in area and 

from stress-strain data for the 0.2% offset yield strength and peak stress.  

Reduction of area for the base 304L stainless steel tensile bars was the highest: 62-78%, and for 

the IF welded 304L stainless steel was the lowest 25-37% due to the failure at the IF weld bond line. 
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Reduction of area for the 1018 steel base metal was 46-53% and for the similar 1018 IF welds 40-51%. 

Reduction of area for IF joints and fusion welds ranged from 46-55% due to the necking and fracture in 

the 1018 steel (except for the low speed joint at the outside location, which had only 20% reduction of 

area due to fracture at the bond line). The true fracture strain (Bridgman strain), � , was calculated per the 

following formula: � = ln ( ) = ln − �  (4.5) 

Wherein  was the original cross-sectional area of the tensile specimen, was the final cross-sectional 

area of the tensile specimen at the location of fracture, and  was the reduction of area. Thus, the true 

strain to fracture was closely related to the reduction of area. 

Elongation for the base 304L stainless steel tensile bars was also the highest from 30-64%. The 

low elongation of 30% at the outer location can be attributed to the strain hardening from cold work 

during bar production. This lower ductility at the outer location certainly played a role in reducing the 

ductility at the outer location for tensile bars from IF joints. Correspondingly, elongation for the similar 

IF 304L joints ranged from 26% at the outer location to 49% at the inner location. Elongation for the 1018 

base metals and similar 1018 welds was 7-8%. Elongation for the dissimilar IF welds was 4-15% and was 

lowest for the outer tensile bar in most cases. The low speed IF joint at the outer location exhibited only 

4% elongation because there was no necking in the 1018 and therefore the 1018 steel only contributed 

~1% elongation. Elongation in the dissimilar fusion welds was higher, ranging from 25-30% because 1) 

there was a larger elongation contribution from the stainless steel (15-29%), 2) the necking in the 1018 

steel made up a larger portion of the gage length, and 3) the softened HAZ in the 1018 steel for the fusion 

welds was larger, thus increasing the ductility. 

The 0.2% offset yield stress (YS) ranged from 328-465 MPa for the base metal 304L stainless 

steel with the apparently strain hardened outer location being the highest. For the 1018 steel base metal 

tensile bars, the YS range was a narrow 520-545 MPa. For the similar IF 304L stainless joints, the YS 

ranged from 310-435 MPa, and for the similar IF 1018 steel joints the YS ranged from 438-502 MPa, a 

significant drop from the base condition due to heat effects during welding. The yield strength of the 

dissimilar IF joints appeared to correspond to the 304L yield strength with a range of 329-450 MPa, and 

for the dissimilar fusion welds, YS ranged from 334-353 MPa. 

Ultimate tensile strength (UTS) for the base 304L stainless steel and similar IF 304L stainless 

steel joints was quite high, 658-693 MPa. For the 1018 steel base metals and similar IF 1018 joints the 

range was lower, 559-591 MPa, thus the softened zone formation due to IF welding appears to have had 

little effect on the UTS for the 1018. Accordingly, the UTS for the dissimilar IF joints followed the 1018 

UTS with the range, 548-596 MPa. The UTS for the dissimilar fusion welds was 550-566 MPa. 
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Table 4.5 Tensile bar initial dimensions 

Sample 
Sample 

Location 
Initial Gage 

Length 

Stainless 
in Initial 

Gage 
Length  

1018 in 
Initial 
Gage 

Length 
Initial 

Thickness 
Initial 
Width 

  (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) 

304L Base Inside 25.4 all none 2.15 3.04 

 Mid-rad 25.4 all none 2.14 3.03 

 Outside 25.4 all none 2.17 3.02 

1018 Base Inside 25.4 none all 2.14 3.02 

 Mid-rad 25.4 none all 2.17 3.05 

 Outside 25.4 none all 2.30 3.05 

IF 304L Inside 25.4 all none 2.13 2.99 

 Mid-rad 25.4 all none 2.11 3.00 

 Outside 25.4 all none 2.11 3.00 

IF 1018 Inside 25.4 none all 2.11 3.00 

 Mid-rad 25.4 none all 2.14 3.00 

 Outside 25.4 none all 2.21 3.01 

Nominal Inside 25.4 11.91 13.49 2.14 3.04 

 Mid-rad 25.4 11.65 13.75 2.12 3.04 

 Outside 25.4 11.67 13.73 2.13 3.03 

Low Speed Inside 25.4 12.70 12.70 2.13 3.00 

 Mid-rad 25.4 12.42 12.98 2.11 3.00 

 Outside 25.4 11.97 13.43 2.20 3.00 

High Speed Inside 25.4 12.53 12.87 2.13 3.00 

 Mid-rad 25.4 12.18 13.22 2.13 3.00 

 Outside 25.4 12.70 12.70 2.17 3.00 

Low Press. Inside 25.4 12.22 13.18 2.11 3.00 

 Mid-rad 25.4 12.70 12.70 2.14 3.00 

 Outside 25.4 12.19 13.21 2.24 3.01 

High Press. Inside 25.4 11.94 13.46 2.14 3.00 

 Mid-rad 25.4 12.70 12.70 2.14 3.00 

 Outside 25.4 12.14 13.26 2.18 3.00 

Fusion B1 11.4 5.72 5.81 1.96 2.99 

 B2 11.4 7.08 4.21 1.97 2.99 

 C1 11.4 4.44 7.13 1.98 3.01 

 D1 11.4 7.07 4.36 2.01 2.98 

 D2 11.4 5.45 6.99 2.02 2.99 
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Table 4.6 Tensile bar post-test dimensions and deformation partitioning 
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  (mm) (mm) (mm)  (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) 

304L Base Inside 41.55 1.40 1.78 Center 19.46 22.10 na na na 

 Mid-rad 38.79 1.12 1.73 Center 18.54 20.24 na na na 

 Outside 33.12 0.94 1.55 Center 12.45 20.68 na na na 

1018 Base Inside 27.53 1.52 2.16 Off-ctr* 9.15 18.38 na na na 

 Mid-rad 27.43 1.65 2.19 Off-ctr 4.19 23.24 na na na 

 Outside 27.20 1.53 2.14 Off-ctr 3.04 24.16 na na na 

IF 304L Inside 37.80 1.83 2.62 Bondline 18.32 19.48 na na na 

 Mid-rad 34.58 1.69 2.49 Bondline 16.11 18.47 na na na 

 Outside 31.95 1.58 2.53 Bondline 15.50 16.45 na na na 

IF 1018 Inside 27.26 1.62 2.32 Center 11.68 15.58 na na na 

 Mid-rad 27.13 1.58 2.20 Center 11.13 16.00 na na na 

 Outside 27.51 1.52 2.16 Center 11.13 16.39 na na na 

Nominal Inside 27.99 1.60 2.13 1018 11.74 16.26 13.31 14.68 2.95 

 Mid-rad 28.31 1.58 2.20 1018 11.87 16.44 13.38 14.93 3.06 

 Outside 28.41 1.42 2.10 1018 12.45 15.97 13.27 15.15 2.70 

Low Speed Inside 28.91 1.35 2.10 1018 11.87 17.04 14.40 14.51 2.64 

 Mid-rad 28.76 1.40 2.13 1018 11.58 17.18 14.05 14.71 3.12 

 Outside 26.34 1.92 2.75 Bondline 12.81 13.54 12.81 13.54 0.00 

High Speed Inside 28.34 1.50 2.08 1018 12.03 16.31 13.89 14.44 2.41 

 Mid-rad 28.77 1.41 2.08 1018 11.93 16.84 13.84 14.93 3.00 

 Outside 27.33 1.37 2.03 1018 10.77 16.56 13.11 14.22 3.45 

Low Press. Inside 28.21 1.53 2.14 1018 11.61 16.61 13.48 14.73 3.12 

 Mid-rad 28.80 1.55 2.22 1018 11.21 17.59 14.36 14.44 3.23 

 Outside 27.02 1.44 2.08 1018 10.81 16.21 12.70 14.32 3.51 

High Press. Inside 28.59 1.56 2.14 1018 12.91 15.67 13.09 15.49 2.58 

 Mid-rad 29.15 1.52 2.10 1018 11.76 17.39 14.22 14.93 3.16 

 Outside 27.42 1.55 2.06 1018 11.97 15.45 12.40 15.02 3.05 

Fusion  B1 14.53 1.33 2.08 1018 2.42 12.11 6.58 7.95 5.53 

 B2 15.11 1.28 2.06 1018 4.16 10.94 8.69 6.79 2.26 

 C1 14.24 1.29 2.06 1018 3.19 11.05 5.72 9.28 5.33 

 D1 14.81 1.37 1.96 1018 3.15 11.66 8.26 6.55 3.40 

 D2 14.88 1.39 2.16 1018 3.53 11.35 6.66 9.19 4.69 

*Off-ctr = fracture was near the center, but not in the exact center. 
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Table 4.7 Tensile test ductility and strength summary for the dissimilar alloy welds 
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  (%)  (%) (%) (%) (MPa) (MPa) 

304L Base Inside 62% 0.97 64% na na 328 669 

 Mid-rad 70% 1.21 53% na na 355 658 

 Outside 78% 1.50 30% na na 465 693 

1018 Base Inside 49% 0.68 8% na na 535 579 

 Mid-rad 46% 0.61 8% na na 545 591 

 Outside 53% 0.76 7% na na 520 561 

IF 304L Inside 25% 0.29 49% na na 310 663 

 Mid-rad 33% 0.41 36% na na 435 671 

 Outside 37% 0.46 26% na na 350 674 

IF 1018 Inside 40% 0.52 7% na na 438 559 

 Mid-rad 46% 0.61 7% na na 490 573 

 Outside 51% 0.70 8% na na 502 559 

Nominal Inside 48% 0.65 10% 12% 9% 360 582 

 Mid-rad 46% 0.62 11% 15% 9% 375 574 

 Outside 54% 0.77 12% 14% 10% 450 559 

Low Speed Inside 55% 0.81 14% 13% 14% 350 579 

 Mid-rad 53% 0.76 13% 13% 13% 392 596 

 Outside 20% 0.22 4% 7% 1% 425 572 

High Speed Inside 51% 0.72 12% 11% 12% 350 550 

 Mid-rad 54% 0.78 13% 14% 13% 378 576 

 Outside 57% 0.85 8% 3% 12% 388 548 

Low Press. Inside 49% 0.66 11% 10% 12% 342 560 

 Mid-rad 47% 0.63 13% 13% 14% 372 569 

 Outside 56% 0.81 6% 4% 8% 425 549 

High Press. Inside 48% 0.65 13% 10% 15% 329 562 

 Mid-rad 50% 0.70 15% 12% 18% 400 587 

 Outside 51% 0.72 8% 2% 13% 432 557 

Fusion B1 53% 0.75 27% 15% 37% 334 559 

 B2 55% 0.80 32% 23% 54% 342 566 

 C1 55% 0.81 25% 29% 27% 348 550 

 D1 55% 0.80 30% 17% 50% 353 549 

 D2 50% 0.70 30% 22% 34% 353 556 
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4.6.1 Base Metal 304L and Similar 304L IF Joints 

Figure 4.36 shows the stress versus strain curves for a) the 304L base metal and b) the similar 

304L IF joint. In Figure 4.36a for the base 304L, the outer bar had the highest YS and lowest ductility. 

This higher yield strength and lower ductility for the outer location could have been due to a final warm-

working, cold-working or bar straightening step for the 304L bar stock. The microhardness mapping in 

Figure 4.32 for the IF butt weld also showed that hardness increased from the center to the periphery of 

the base 304L stainless steel. The mid-radius and inner locations were similar except slightly more 

ductility at the inner location. In Figure 4.36b for the similar 304L IF joint, the yield point for the mid-

radius bar was elevated relative to the yield point for the base metal mid-radius location. Strain hardening 

rates were like those of the base metal 304L. The major difference was that the tensile bars for the IF joint 

broke almost directly at UTS and there was almost no post-uniform strain due to fracture at the bond line 

with no necking. 

 

Figure 4.36 Engineering stress-strain plots for a) base metal 304L bar and b) similar IF 304L joint at 
outer, mid-radius, and inner locations. 

4.6.2 Base metal 1018 and Similar 1018 IF Joints 

Figure 4.37 shows the stress versus strain curves for a) the 1018 base metal and b) the similar 

1018 IF joint. In Figure 4.37a for the base 1018, the outer bar had the lowest YS and UTS. Also shown is 

the plot of the stress-strain curve for a shorter DIC selected gage length of ~12 mm (most other DIC gage 

lengths were ~24 mm). The shorter gage length created the appearance of more post-uniform ductility 

because the necked down region occupied a greater proportion of the gage length. The inside tensile bar 

had the greatest uniform elongation, and the outside tensile bar had the lowest uniform elongation. 

Typically, as-cold-drawn 1018 steel bar of 25 mm diameter has a yield strength of ~380 MPa, a tensile 
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strength of ~450 MPa, and an elongation of ~16% [181](p423). The elevated yield strengths and small 

elongation values for the bar stock in this study indicate that 10-30% cold work had been applied to the 

original 25 mm bar stock [181](p422).  

Figure 4.37b shows the similar 1018 IF joint stress-strain curves. The YS was lower than that of 

the base 1018, which was likely due to heating and heating effects during IF welding. Two possible 

effects of IF welding were 1) softening in the HAZ, resulting in reduction in yield stress, and 2) diffusion 

of C [182], resulting in slight yield point elongation (discontinuous yielding). The uniform plastic strain 

was similar for the mid-radius and inside locations between the base 1018 bar stock and IF welded 1018. 

The strain hardening rate was higher for the IF welded 1018, resulting in similar UTS. The outer location 

of the joint demonstrated higher uniform plastic strain than the base 1018, which may have been due to 

HAZ softening. Also, the tensile bar could have been machined from a location further from the outer 

surface. Post-uniform ductility was smaller for the similar 1018 IF joint tensile bars at the inside and mid-

radius locations, resulting in lower total elongation.  

 

Figure 4.37 Engineering stress-strain plots for a) base metal 1018 bar and b) similar IF 1018 joint at outer, 
mid-radius, and inner locations. 

4.6.3 Dissimilar IF and Fusion Clad Joints of Stainless Steel to 1018 Steel 

Figure 4.38 shows the engineering stress-strain plots for dissimilar IF joints of 304L stainless 

steel to 1018 steel with two different IF rotation speeds. The “low speed” joint was made with a rotation 

speed of 2810 rpm and the “high speed” joint was made with a rotation speed of 3640 rpm. The YS and 

strain hardening portions of the curves are like those of the similar IF joints of 304L stainless steel. Note 

that the strain scale is smaller (0-0.2 mm/mm) for the dissimilar IF joints than for the similar 304L 

stainless steel IF joints (0-0.7 mm/mm). The UTS and post-UTS portion of the curve are like those of the 
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1018 stainless steel similar IF joints. Note that there are some small, brief dips in the smooth curves. 

These dips are likely due to the grips or measurement equipment, not to sample behavior.  

The outside tensile bar for the low speed weld had low ductility and almost no post-UTS 

elongation. This tensile bar fractured at the interface, and the fracture surface was observed in the SEM, 

the results of which will be presented later. In fact, in comparison with the mid-radius and inside 

locations, the elongation was lowest at the outside location for all of the tensile tests involving the 304L 

stainless steel. Again, this low ductility at the outer location for the stainless steel was likely due to 

additional cold work around the periphery from the final manufacturing processes.  

The UTS values of the high speed welds were slightly lower than those of the low speed welds 

from their respective locations. This difference is thought to be due to the longer IF weld process time, 

which led to higher heat input and more softening in the HAZ. 

Figure 4.39 shows the engineering stress-strain curves for dissimilar IF joints of 304L stainless 

steel to 1018 steel with two different IF welding pressures. The “low pressure” joint was made with an 

applied axial pressure of 118 MPa, and the “high pressure” joint was made with an applied axial pressure 

of 180 MPa. Again, the YS and strain hardening portions of the curves are like those of the similar IF 

joints of 304L stainless steel, and the UTS and post-UTS behavior are like those of the similar IF joints of 

1018 steel. One note is that the outside location UTS is slightly higher than the UTS for other stress-strain 

plots for the high pressure dissimilar IF joint. 

 

Figure 4.38 Engineering stress-strain plots for dissimilar IF joints of 304L stainless steel to 1018 steel 
using the parameters a) low rotation speed (2810 rpm), and b) high rotation speed (3640 rpm). 
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Figure 4.39 Engineering stress-strain plots for dissimilar IF joints of 304L stainless steel to 1018 steel 
using the parameters a) low pressure (118 MPa), and b) high pressure (180 MPa). 

Figure 4.40 shows the engineering stress-strain curves for a) the dissimilar IF joint of 304L 

stainless steel to 1018 steel made using the nominal parameters, and b) five replicate tensile bars from the 

dissimilar fusion weld of E309L consumable deposited onto 1018 steel. Note that the strain axes have 

different scales: 0.20 mm/mm maximum for the IF weld and 0.35 mm/mm maximum for the fusion weld. 

For the mid-radius location of the Nominal IF weld, the results for a ~11 mm gage length and ~25 mm 

gage length are both shown. The main difference between the curves is the post-UTS elongation behavior, 

with the shorter extensometer length providing greater apparent ductility because neck formation in the 

1018 occupied a greater proportion of the extensometer length. The shorter gage length increases the 

apparent elongation by ~0.04 strain, bringing the total elongation up to ~0.17 mm/mm. However, the 

fusion weld tensile bars in Figure 4.40b had much greater elongation yet, with uniform elongation ranging 

from ~0.17-0.24 mm/mm and total DIC elongations (with the ~11 mm gage length) ranging from 0.28-

0.34 mm/mm. 

4.6.4 SEM Fractography 

Figure 4.41(a-b) schematically indicate the locations of the tensile bars from the dissimilar 304L 

to 1018 IF joint made with the low speed parameter for which SEM fractography was performed. The 

fracture locations are also shown schematically in Figure 4.41b. The mid-radius tensile bar location was 

taken as an example of a tensile bar wherein failure occurred in the 1018 steel away from the bond line. 

The outer tensile bar for the low speed IF parameter was the only case for which fracture occurred at the 

bond line.  
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Figure 4.40 Engineering stress-strain plots for dissimilar joints of stainless steel to 1018 steel: a) nominal 
IF joint of 304L stainless steel to 1018 steel bar using parameters 3225 rpm rotation speed and 148 MPa. 
b) Fusion cladding of E309L stainless steel deposited onto 1018 steel bar. Solid lines represent curves for 
a ~25 mm gage length and dashed lines represent curves for a ~11 mm gage length. (Note the different 
scales for the horizontal axes) 

 

Figure 4.41 Locations of the tensile bars in the dissimilar IF butt joint made with the low speed 
parameter. Fracture locations are shown schematically for the mid-radius and outer tensile bars for which 
SEM fractography was performed. 

Figure 4.42 shows two SEM images at different magnifications for the fractured tensile bar from 

the mid-radius location of the dissimilar IF butt weld of 304L stainless steel to 1018 steel made with low 

speed parameter. Necking and final fracture occurred in the 1018 steel. In Figure 4.42a the entire fracture 

surface is shown, revealing the necked-down outer surface. In the center, typical cup-in-cone type of 

fracture surface is observed indicating failure initiation due to triaxial stresses in the center with final 
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~45° ductile shear lips around the periphery. In Figure 4.42b a higher magnification image taken near the 

center of the fracture shows the dimples due to microvoid coalescence, which initiated the fracture in this 

ductile 1018 steel. 

Figure 4.43 shows two SEM images at different magnifications for the fractured tensile bar from 

the outer location of the dissimilar IF butt weld of 304L stainless steel to 1018 steel made with low speed 

parameter. Necking and final fracture occurred in near the bond line. In Figure 4.43a the entire fracture 

surface is shown, and the straight edges reveal there was almost no necking behavior. The portion of the 

fracture surface closer to the periphery (upper left in Figure 4.43a) had a rough, patchy fracture 

appearance with an orientation normal to the applied force during tensile testing. There was a narrow 

transition region to the fracture surface, and then the inner portion (side toward IF center) was an angled 

region of fracture resembling a shear lip. A total of 20 compositional EDS analyses on this sample 

revealed the following:  

1) The outer portion of the fracture was primarily 304L stainless steel (~19% Cr, ~8% Ni, balance 

Fe) with abundant ferrites (~22% Cr, ~4% Ni, ~2% Mn, balance Fe) and one sulfide identified 

(~20% S, 30% Mn, 15% Cr, 3% Ni, balance Fe).  

2) The transition region ranged in composition from 304L stainless steel to 1018 steel (0.34-19% Cr, 

0.67-8% Ni, 1-2% Mn, ~0.5% Si, balance Fe). 

3) The inner portion (side toward IF center) met the general composition of 1018 steel (0.34% Cr, 

0.37% Ni, 1% Mn, balance Fe). 

 

Figure 4.42 SEM images of a fractured tensile bar from the mid-radius location of the dissimilar IF butt 
weld of 304L stainless steel to 1018 steel made with low speed parameter. The fracture was in the 1018 
steel. Observe a) the reduction of area due to necking and b) dimples indicating microvoid coalescence 
and ductile fracture behavior. 
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Figure 4.43b shows a higher magnification image taken in the 304L stainless steel outer portion 

of the fracture surface (side near IF joint periphery). Voids are visible, which were likely the voids 

produced in the stainless steel during the IF butt welding process. These voids apparently lowered the 

stress-bearing capability of the center section the tensile bar (near the joint line), became fracture 

initiation sites, and due to tri-axial stresses, coalesced along with additional microvoids to result in a low-

ductility fracture with no necking behavior. 

 

Figure 4.43 SEM images of a fractured tensile bar from the outer location of the dissimilar IF butt weld of 
304L stainless steel to 1018 steel made with low speed parameter. The fracture was at the bond line. 
Observe a) nil reduction of area i.e. no necking behavior and b) voids near the bond line that were present 
due to the IF processing. 

4.7 IF Cone-in-Cup Weld Processing 

Four “cone-in-cup” inertia friction welds were fabricated to demonstrate the ability to bond 

corrosion resistant stainless steel internally to a steel bar: two for a 65° cone angle, and two for a 75° cone 

angle. The IF weld equipment setup with the 304L stainless steel cone in the chuck for the rotating side is 

shown in Figure 4.44a. Figure 4.44b and Figure 4.44c show the resulting welds for the 65° and 75° cone 

angles, respectively. Some extruded flash is visible between the stainless steel and steel workpieces.  
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Figure 4.44 IF cone-in-cup friction welds: a) 304L stainless steel cone with 65° angle in rotating spindle 
before IF welding cycle. b) Resulting weld joint for 65° angle stainless steel cone into 1018 steel with 
matching angle cup. c) Resulting weld joint for 75° angle stainless steel cone into 1018 steel with 
matching angle cup. 

4.7.1 Processing Data 

Figure 4.45 shows the process data for the cone-in-cup IF welds. The initial speed was ~3000 rpm 

for the 65° cone angle welds and ~4000 rpm for the 75° cone angle welds. The weld cycle was ~1.8 s 

long from first contact to final rotation for the 65° cone angle welds (Figure 4.45a-b) and ~2.6 s for the 

75° cone angle welds (Figure 4.45c-d). By comparison, the initial rotation speed for the nominal IF butt 

welds was 3100 rpm and the axial applied pressure was 148 MPa resulting in a cycle duration of ~1.8 s. 

Like the IF butt welds, there were two torque peaks: initial and final. Steady-state torque was 95-

110 N×m for all four welds. By comparison, steady-state torque for the nominal IF butt weld was also 95-

110 N×m. The initial torque peak began at about the same time as the rapid pressure increase and ended 

at about the same time as the speed became zero and the displacement slope changed from rapid increase 

to slow increase. Interestingly, the displacement curves shown in Figure 4.45a-d rose rapidly as the parts 

came together, then decreased from 0-1.5 s.  
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Figure 4.45 Time-dependent data for IF welding using the cone-in-cup geometry. (a-b) 65° cone angle 
welds (replicates); (c-d) 75° cone angle welds (replicates). 

4.7.2 Cone-in-Cup HAZ 

The 65° cone-in-cup weld was cross-sectioned, mounted, polished, and etched to reveal the HAZ 

in the 1018 steel as shown in the stitched image in Figure 4.46. Some back-extruded flash is also visible 

in this view on both sides of the 304L stainless steel cone. Although the cone angles matched, the HAZ 

was biased toward the outer diameter and did not extend to the final point of contact between the nose of 

the 304L cone and the 1018 inner diameter. Figure 4.47 is a stitched micrograph to magnify the flash 

region. The flash contained both etched material, which was likely extruded 1018 steel, and unetched 

material, which was likely mixed material and stainless steel. The flash was not as well consolidated as 

that of the IF butt welds but splintered into several directions. Figure 4.48 is a stitched micrograph to 
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magnify the nose region. Between the final contact and the beginning of the HAZ in the 1018 steel there 

was a ~3 mm line of lack of bonding between the 304L stainless steel and the 1018 steel. 

 

Figure 4.46 Stitched image of 65° cone angle IF weld (2% nital etch). Flash regions and nose region 
outlined in white shown in Figure 4.47 and Figure 4.48, respectively. 
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Figure 4.47 Stitched micrographs of the flash region for 65° cone angle IF weld (2% nital etch). 

 

Figure 4.48 Stitched micrographs of nose (ID contact) region for 65° cone angle IF weld (2% nital etch). 
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CHAPTER 5: CORROSION TEST RESULTS 

Results for acid chloride corrosion testing of austenitic stainless steels will begin with the 

description of the pretest microstructures. Secondly, the quantitative and visual results for electrochemical 

testing in the relatively strong acid (1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl) will be presented. Thirdly the quantitative 

results for electrochemical testing in the relatively weak acid (0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl) will be presented. 

Finally, the quantitative and visual results for mass loss corrosion testing in the weak acid will be 

presented. 

5.1 Pre-test Microstructures 

The pre-test microstructures for the austenitic stainless steels will be presented in the following 

order: as-welded, as-received, welded plus hot-rolled and annealed, and wrought plus hot-rolled and 

annealed. 

5.1.1 As-Welded 

As-welded microstructures for samples of the FCAW 309L weld and SMAW 309L weld are 

presented in Figure 5.1. Figure 5.1a-b are as polished images of the FCAW weld, revealing that the welds 

contained many exogenous inclusions. The SMAW welds also contained inclusions, and, although the 

number of inclusions was not quantified, the FCAW 309L weld appeared to contain the largest number of 

inclusions from metallographic images.  

Figure 5.1c-d shows etched micrographs of the FCAW 309L weld. The metallographic etching 

process for all corrosion samples was submersion in 70% nitric acid, 30% water, with 1.1 V applied for 1-

4 min. Figure 5.1c utilized Nomarsky image contrast (NIC) to assist visualization of surface features. The 

etching caused surface relief in the areas of austenite, which aided in observation of the weld 

solidification structure. Since this was a multi-pass weld, some degeneration of the structure likely 

occurred due to heating and cooling cycles for subsequent welding passes. The higher magnification 

micrograph in Figure 5.1d shows that there were abundant ferrites. This weld ferrite structure for the 

FCAW 309L weld would be identified as “lacy” morphology per the classification system of David et al. 

[183].  

Figure 5.1e-f shows the as-welded microstructure for the SMAW 309L weld. Though fewer than 

for the FCAW 309L weld, many ferrites were still observed in Figure 5.1e. This weld ferrite structure 

would be identified as “vermicular” morphology (or “degenerated vermicular” due to the multiple passes) 

per the classification system of David et al. [183].  In the NIC image at higher magnification, Figure 5.1f, 

the relief of the austenite phase is observed, and the ferrites were raised as well as some of the austenite 

phase adjacent to the ferrites. 
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Figure 5.2a provides an SEM image of the FCAW 309L as-welded microstructure. Quantitative 

EDS analysis was performed on an exogenous inclusion to reveal that it was an oxide with Mn, Ti, Si, Cr, 

and Zr components. The austenite and ferrite differed in chromium and nickel content, with the austenite 

being 23+2% Cr and 15+2% Ni and the ferrite being 27+2% Cr and 10+2% Ni.  

Figure 5.3a-b shows the as-welded microstructure of the SMAW 316L. In Figure 5.3a, the 

microstructure appears cellular in the lower portion of the image and degenerated cellular in the upper 

portion of the image due to the multi-pass welding. Figure 5.3b shows a higher magnification image of 

one portion of the microstructure that appears to contain degenerated ferrite. A migrated grain boundary is 

also visible. 

5.1.2 Wrought (As-received) 

Figure 5.3c-d shows the microstructure of the wrought 303 alloy as-received. Abundant sulfide 

inclusions were observed along with relatively fine grains. Figure 5.3e-f shows the microstructure of the 

304L material that was hot-roll-bonded to mild steel plate. The grain size was relatively large, and 

deformed twin boundaries were observed, signifying that the final deformation was conducted below the 

recrystallization temperature range. Figure 5.4a-b shows the microstructure of the wrought 304L as-

received. Few ferrites were observed in the microstructure. The cause for the incomplete grain boundaries 

is not known, and there also appear to be scattered etch pits in the micrograph. Figure 5.4c-d shows the 

microstructure of the wrought 309S as-received. More ferrites stringers were observed than for the 

wrought 304L, as highlighted in Figure 5.4d. Figure 5.4e-f shows wrought 316L as-received from two 

different suppliers. Although the materials were bought using the same specification and the ferrite 

fraction was similar, the microstructure was different regarding grain size, with wrought 316L_2 

(Figure 5.4f) having finer grains. 

5.1.3 Welded Plus Hot-rolled and Annealed 

Figure 5.5 shows microstructures of the welded stainless steel samples that were heated to 

1150 °C for ~30 minutes, hot rolled (the rolls were not heated), air cooled, annealed for ~15 minutes at 

965 °C and water quenched. Figure 5.5a shows the FCAW 309L hot-rolled/annealed sample as-polished 

to show the inclusions. The quantity and size of inclusions were quite like that in the as-welded condition 

shown in Figure 5.1a. As expected, the exogenous oxide inclusions were unaffected by hot-rolling and 

heat treatment. These inclusions are stable to temperatures beyond the melting temperature of the 

stainless steel. Figure 5.5b shows the FCAW 309L hot-rolled/annealed sample after etching, and the 

austenite grain size appeared quite small. There was some difficulty etching this alloy, possibly due to the 

high chromium content. Instead of adequate grain boundary contrast using the nitric acid electrolytic etch, 

some pitting occurred.  
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Figure 5.1 Microstructures of austenitic stainless steels: a-b) as-welded FCAW 309L, polished to show 
inclusions: c-d) same alloy, etched; e-f) as-welded SMAW 309L, etched. 
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Figure 5.2 SEM micrographs of austenitic stainless steels: a) as-welded FCAW 309L (with EDS analyses 
of light gray austenite matrix, darker gray ferrite, and black inclusion using K intensity peaks and the L 
peak for Zr), b) hot-rolled/annealed FCAW 309L (with EDS analyses of light gray austenite matrix and 
darker gray ferrite stringer using K peaks). 

Figure 5.2b provides an SEM image of the FCAW 309L microstructure after hot rolling and 

annealing, showing the elongated ferrites. The hot processing of the sample resulted in Cr enrichment of 

the ferrite from 27+2% Cr for the as-welded condition to 32.5+2% Cr for the hot-rolled/annealed 

condition. Figure 5.5c-d shows the SMAW 309L hot-rolled/annealed sample and reveals well-defined, 

equiaxed austenite grains and elongated ferrite stringers as compared with Figure 5.1e-f. Figure 5.5e-f 

shows the SMAW 316L hot-rolled/annealed sample and reveals fine, equiaxed austenite grains due to 

annealing, and almost complete elimination of ferrites as compared with Figure 5.3a-b. 

5.1.4 Wrought Plus Hot-rolled and Annealed  

Figure 5.6 shows microstructures of the stainless-steel samples that were purchased as wrought 

material, heated to 1150 °C for ~30 minutes, hot rolled (the rolls were not heated), air cooled, annealed 

for ~15 minutes at 965 °C and water quenched. The microstructure in Figure 5.6a for wrought hot-

rolled/annealed type 303 stainless steel reveals equiaxed austenite grains with sulfide inclusions. Upon 

closer examination in Figure 5.6a are the sulfide inclusions appear mostly rounded or equiaxed in shape, 

in contrast to their elongated appearance in the as-received material in Figure 5.3c-d. Figure 5.7 is an 

SEM micrograph with EDS analysis to confirm that the small inclusions are sulfides, with 10+2% S and 

18+2% Mn in the signal intensity quantification (using K peaks). The inclusions were small enough that 

the EDS interaction volume included some of the surrounding base metal and therefore Fe/Cr/Ni also 

appeared in the quantification.  
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Figure 5.3 Microstructures of austenitic stainless steels: a-b) as-welded SMAW 316L, c-d) as-received 
wrought type 303, e-f) as-received roll-bonded type 304L. 
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Figure 5.4 Microstructures of as-received wrought austenitic stainless steels: a-b) type 304L, c-d) type 
309S, e) type 316L from supplier A, f) type 316L from supplier B. 
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Figure 5.5 Microstructures of austenitic stainless steels: a) welded, hot-rolled, and annealed FCAW 309L, 
as polished to observe inclusions; b) same sample, etched; c-d) welded, hot-rolled, and annealed SMAW 
309L; e-f) welded, hot-rolled, and annealed SMAW 316L. 

The microstructure in Figure 5.6c-d for wrought hot-rolled/annealed type 304L stainless steel 

consisted of equiaxed austenite grains, similar—but slightly smaller than—the grains in Figure 5.4a-b. 

The microstructure in Figure 5.6e-f for wrought hot-rolled/annealed type 309S stainless steel contained 
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equiaxed austenite grains and a few ferrites. The grains were fine and there were slightly fewer ferrites as 

compared to the microstructure of the as-received type 309S in Figure 5.4c-d. 

5.1.5 Microstructural Quantification  

Table 5.1 provides a summary of the quantification for the starting compositions and 

microstructures. The FPREN values for the welded alloys were 22.2-26.2 and for the wrought alloys were 

18.8-24.2. Ferrite was highest for the FCAW 309 sample, at 19.9%. After hot-rolling, the FCAW 

309(HR) retained 7.9% ferrite. The as-welded samples SMAW 309 and 316 had 4.8% and 3.2% ferrite, 

respectively, yet after hot-rolling, they had very low ferrite, similar to the wrought alloys. As-received 

wrought 309S exhibited 1.0% ferrite, and all the other wrought alloys contained less. Grain size 

measurement was not attempted for the as-welded samples due to the construing presence of the ferrite 

structure. Other than the as-welded samples, the samples with relatively large grain sizes included the as-

received wrought type 304L, 316L_1, and 309S alloys and the roll-bonded type 304L cladding. The 

wrought 303 samples contained >6% sulfide inclusions, and the cold-worked 304L sample had ~41% 

martensite per FeritScope readings. 

Table 5.1 Quantification summary for relevant compositional and microstructural parameters 

Label1 Test Condition2 FPREN
3 Ferrite4 Grain Size5 Other 

RB304L AR 20.4 0.7% 40  

W304L AR 20.4 0.4 40  

“ HR “ 0.3 20  

“ CR “ - - ~41% martensite per FeritScope 

W303 AR 18.8 0 16 µm ~6.3% sulfide inclusions 

“ HR “ 0 13 ~6.9% sulfide inclusions 

F309 AW 22.6 19.9 -  

“ HR “ 7.8 22  

S309 AW 25.9 4.8 -  

“ HR “ 0.2 25  

W309S AR 24.4 1.0 52  

“ HR “ 0.4 22  

S316 AW 26.8 3.2 -  

“ HR “ 0 23  

W316L_1 AR 23.8 0.5 55  

W316L_2 AR 24.2 0.4 22  
1F=FCAW, S=SMAW, W=wrought, RB=roll-bonded; 2AW=as-welded, HR=hot-rolled, AR=as-received, 
CR=cold-rolled; 3FPREN=wCr+3.3*(wMo+0.5wW)+16wN; 4Ferrite per FeritScope; 5Mean linear intercept 
grain size. 
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Figure 5.6 Microstructures of austenitic stainless steels: a-b) wrought, hot rolled and annealed type 303; 
c-d) wrought, hot rolled and annealed type 304L; e-f) wrought, hot rolled and annealed type 309S. 
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Figure 5.7 SEM micrographs of wrought, hot rolled and annealed austenitic stainless steels: a) type 303 
(with EDS analyses of base austenite and MnS inclusion using K peaks), b) type 309L. 

5.2 Electrochemical Tests in 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl 

The results for the electrochemical corrosion tests in 1.0 N HCl with 3.5% NaCl will be presented 

in the following order:  

 Test data: OCP, EIS, LPR, and PD scans 

 Interrupted test microstructures 

 Post-test macrostructure photographs, microstructures, and solution analysis 

5.2.1 OCP 

Table 5.2 provides a summary of the OCP data for all samples. Explanation of the OCP data will 

be presented by alloy groups. Firstly, the OCP versus time for the hot-roll-bonded, welded, wrought and 

hot-rolled/annealed type 304 and 303 stainless steels will be described. Secondly, the OCP versus time for 

the welded, wrought and hot-rolled/annealed type 309 stainless steels will be described. Finally, the OCP 

versus time for the welded and wrought type 316 stainless steels will be described (there were no hot-

rolled/annealed samples for the type 316 stainless steel).  

Figure 5.8 shows the open circuit potential (OCP) data for the wrought type 304 and 303 stainless 

steels. The OCP signal typically ran for 3600 s followed by an interruption for the first EIS cycle to run, 

then ran another 3600 s, followed by a second interruption for the second EIS cycle, and finally ran for 

3600 s for the third time, followed by the third and final EIS and PD scan. As observed in Figure 5.8 

some samples (RB304, RB304_R, and W304AR_R) only tracked OCP for 3200 s, followed by EIS and 

LPR, performing this sequence only twice instead three times. Finally, the RB304_N2 sample (same 

preparation as the sample for RB304 except with bubbling nitrogen added) ran for only one 3200 s cycle 
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followed by an EIS scan. Sample RB304_R was interrupted early in the second 3600 s cycle to observe 

the microstructure metallographically, and the sample recovered its original OCP value after ~1800 s. 

Also, sample W304HR was interrupted in the middle of the third 3600 s cycle to observe the 

microstructure metallographically. However, the W304HR sample required ~5400 s to recover its original 

OCP value (not shown within timeline on the graph).   

Table 5.2 OCP data for austenitic stainless steels tested in 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl 

Sample Stable OCP* 
(V vs. SCE) 

Sample Stable OCP* 
(V vs. SCE) 

Sample Stable OCP* 
(V vs. SCE) 

RB304_N2 -0.360 F309HR -0.415*** S316AW -0.331 
RB304 -0.361 F309AW -0.417*** S316HR -0.333 

RB304_R -0.362 S309HR -0.378 S316HR_R -0.330 
W304HR -0.371 S309AW -0.405*** W316_2AR -0.335 
W304AR -0.383 W309HR -0.358 W316_2AR_R -0.335 

W304AR_R -0.385 W309AR -0.360 W316_2AR_N2 -0.352*** 
W304CR -0.399   W316_1AR -0.340 
W303AR -0.414**   W316_1AR_R -0.339 
W303HR -0.419**     

*Stable OCP defined as <5 mV/hr.of change **OCP not stable. ***OCP rising at 4-8 mV/hr. 

The OCP ranged from -0.43 V to -0.36 V for this alloy group.  In general, for all the curves there 

was an early rise in OCP. The OCP curve for roll-bonded 304L that was tested while nitrogen was 

bubbling in the solution (RB304_N2) exhibited more noise than the other curves. This noise was likely 

due to the stirring to ensure even distribution of the nitrogen. Note also that this curve exhibited rapid 

assumption of a relatively stable OCP of approx. -0.36 V as compared to the other curves that took 0.5-

1.0 hr to assume a stable OCP. The smoothness for the curves of other samples was partially due to the 

lack of stirring.  

As the vertical axis is labeled, the higher OCP values represent more noble behavior, whereas the 

lower OCP values represent more active (corrosion) behavior. The W303AR alloys exhibited the most 

active, and the least stable, of the OCP curves. The W303AR activity could represent more active 

corrosion or environmental interaction with the microstructure. The OCP readings for the W303AR alloys 

did not show as much increase in value for the first 3600 s as the other curves, and specifically, the 

W303AR curve began to decline in value after <1000 s.  
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Figure 5.8 OCP of type 304 and type 303 stainless steels in 1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl. (R indicates a replicate 
test; RB=roll-bonded; W=wrought; HR=hot-rolled and annealed; AR=as-received; CR=cold-rolled; 
N2=nitrogen-bubbled) 

Figure 5.9 shows the open circuit potential (OCP) data for the wrought and welded type 309 

stainless steels. The OCP ranged from -0.44 V to -0.36 V for this alloy group.  No data was recorded for 

the first 3600 s for W309HR. Thus the dotted line curve is a post-test estimation of the behavior. For 

W309AR and S309HR there was an early rise in OCP. For S309AW, F309HR, and F309AW there was a 

gradual rise in OCP lasting the duration of the test. Interestingly, these three samples exhibited the highest 

amount of ferrite, in the same order, implying an inverse relationship between ferrite and short-term OCP. 

Wrought, hot rolled and annealed sample, W309HR, and welded sample, S309AW, were interrupted early 

in the third 3600 s cycle to enable metallographic observation of the microstructure. Both samples 

required >3600 s to recover their original OCP value (not shown within timeline on the graph).   

Figure 5.10 shows the open circuit potential (OCP) data for the wrought and welded type 316 

stainless steels. The stable OCP range was narrow, from -0.36 V to -0.33 V for this alloy group.  For most 

alloys, there was an early rise in OCP. The early rise was quite brief for W316_2AR_R (wrought 316L 

from supplier 2, replicate test) and for W316_2AR_N2 (same material except with nitrogen bubbling).  

As observed in Figure 5.10 four samples only tracked OCP for 3200 s (W316_2AR, W316_2AR_R, 

W316_1AR, W316_1AR_R) followed by EIS and LPR, performing this sequence three times. Finally, 

the W316_2AR_N2 sample (same sample preparation as W316_2AR except with nitrogen bubbling) ran 

for only one 3200 s cycle followed by an EIS scan. Welded, hot rolled and annealed sample, S316HR, 
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was interrupted early in the third 3600 s cycle to enable metallographic observation of the microstructure. 

This sample required >1800 s to recover its original OCP value (not shown within timeline on the graph).   

 

Figure 5.9 OCP of wrought and welded type 309 stainless steels in 1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl. (W=wrought; 
S=shielded metal arc welded; F=flux cored arc welded; AR=as-received; AW=as-welded; HR=hot-rolled 
and annealed) 

 

Figure 5.10 OCP of wrought and welded type 316 stainless steels in 1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl. (S=shielded 
metal arc welded; W=wrought; AW=as-welded; HR=hot-rolled and annealed: AR=as-received; R 
indicates a replicate test; N2 indicates nitrogen was bubbled during the test) 
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5.2.2 LPR 

Linear polarization resistance (LPR) was conducted only for selected samples in the 

1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl solution, and the LPR calculated uniform corrosion rate (CR) results are shown in 

Table 5.3. In general, the trends are like the EIS calculated uniform corrosion rates. The values for LPR 

calculated corrosion rates are an average of 22% lower than those for EIS calculated corrosion rates.   

Table 5.3 Calculated uniform corrosion rate, CR, from LPR tests in 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl 

Sample 1 hr CR 
(mm/yr) 

2 hr CR 
(mm/yr) 

3 hr CR 
(mm/yr) 

Change from 1-2 hr 
(%) 

Change from 2-3 hr 
(%) 

RB304AR 0.15 0.14 0.15 -5.5 10.2 

RB304AR_R 0.14 0.15  5.7  

RB304AR_N2 0.08     

W304AR_R 0.17 0.19  11.5  

W316_1AR 0.41 0.39 0.50 -5.1 27.3 

W316_1AR_R 0.40 0.41 0.41 1.0 1.5 

W316_2AR 0.36 0.41 0.41 13.1 0.5 

W316_2AR_R 0.36 0.40 0.36 9.6 -9.5 

W316_2AR_N2 0.54     

 

5.2.3 EIS 

There was a great deal of data from EIS spectra. Thus a few graphical examples will be presented 

to show the characterization method, and then the quantitative data from parameterization using an 

equivalent circuit will be provided. Figure 3.13 provides the circuit model used to characterize the 

stainless steel EIS signal response for all the tests in both the strong and weak HCl/NaCl solutions. 

Figure 5.11 shows overlaid Bode plots for wrought 309S stainless steel as-received (W309AR-1 hr) and 

flux-cored arc welded 309 stainless steel as-welded (F309AW-1 hr). The horizontal axis for a Bode plot is 

scan frequency. The left vertical axis for this Bode plot is the measured impedance. Concerning 

impedance, the Bode plot shows the modulus and does not differentiate between real (resistance) and 

imaginary components of impedance, however, the impedance equals ~Rs (solution resistance) at very 

high frequencies (toward the right). For this equivalent circuit, total impedance equals Rp+Rs (polarization 

resistance plus solution resistance) at low frequencies (toward the left, specifically at the maximum). The 

right vertical axis for this Bode plot is phase angle, which denotes the degree of hysteresis between 

excitation signal and response. At high frequencies (right) and low frequencies (left), the phase angle is 

~0, indicating a solely resistive behavior, but at intermediate frequencies, the phase angle varies due to 

the capacitive behavior of the surface. 

Figure 5.12 shows overlaid Nyquist plots for wrought 309S stainless steel as-received (W309AR-

1 hr) and flux-cored arc welded 309 stainless steel as-welded (F309AW-1 hr). The horizontal axis for a 

Nyquist plot is real impedance, and the vertical axis is imaginary impedance. The right intersection of 
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impedance plot with the horizontal axis equals Rp+Rs (polarization resistance plus solution resistance) for 

the chosen equivalent circuit (single CPE). The left intersection of impedance plot with the horizontal axis 

equals Rs (solution resistance), which was low enough to be considered negligible for most of the tests in 

this study. These data will be discussed in terms of composition and phase constituents in the Discussion 

section. 

 

Figure 5.11 Bode plot for comparison of wrought 309S stainless steel as-received (W309AR) and flux-
cored arc welded 309 stainless steel as-welded (F309AW). 

Figure 5.13 shows overlaid Bode plots the 1st and 2nd hour for the roll-bonded 304L stainless steel 

(RB304, replicate) and for the 1st and 2nd hour for the wrought 316L stainless steel sample from supplier 2 

(W316_2). The solution resistance, Rs, was negligible (in this plot) for all four tests. The polarization 

resistance, Rp, for the roll-bonded 304L sample was high for the 1st hour EIS, but low for the 2nd hour EIS, 

indicating a low initial corrosion current, but rapid increase in corrosion rate. For the wrought 316L 

sample the Rp was low for the 1st hour EIS, and showed little change for the 2nd hour EIS, indicating a 

stable corrosion reaction.  
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Figure 5.12 Nyquist plot for comparison of wrought 309S stainless steel as-received (W309AR) and flux-
cored arc welded 309 stainless steel as-welded (F309AW). 

 

Figure 5.13 Bode plots for comparison of 1 hr and 2 hr EIS for the roll-bonded 304L stainless steel 
(RB304, replicate) and for the wrought 316L stainless steel sample from supplier 2 (W316_2). 
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Figure 5.14 shows overlaid Nyquist plots for wrought 304L stainless steel as-received (W304AR) 

and shielded metal arc welded (SMAW) 316L stainless steel as-welded (S316AW) for multiple times. 

The changes for the 1-3 hr plots provide a sense of trends on the sample surface. Concerning polarization 

resistance, Rp, for the wrought 304L sample Rp was decreasing with time, indicating an increase in 

reaction rate and therefore corrosion rate with time. But for the SMAW 316L sample, Rp was not 

changing significantly with time, indicating a stable reaction rate with time. Concerning the inverse of the 

capacitance, 1/C, for the wrought 304L sample, 1/C was decreasing with time (i.e. the semicircle was 

shrinking), indicating that the polarizing surface thickness was decreasing with time. For the SMAW 

316L sample, 1/C was not changing with time, indicating a stable polarizing surface. Concerning the CPE 

fitting exponent, α, for the wrought 304L sample, α was decreasing with time (i.e. the semicircle was 

becoming flatter), indicating that the polarizing surface was becoming less uniform with time. For the 

SMAW 316L sample, α was increasing with time, indicating that the polarizing surface was becoming 

more uniform with time. 

 

Figure 5.14 Nyquist plots for comparison of wrought 304L stainless steel as-received (W304AR) and 
shielded metal arc welded 316 stainless steel as-welded (S316AW). 
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Table 5.4 summarizes the normalized polarization resistance (Rp) data, estimated using the 

equivalent circuit for EIS tests in 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl. The data is nuanced because many of the 

samples were two-phased, and the selective attack of a single phase affected the overall behavior. Most of 

the samples decreased in polarization resistance during the test, indicating an increase in corrosion rate. It 

is not known why the hot-rolled wrought type 303 sample appeared to increase in polarization resistance, 

since this sample, with second phase MnS inclusions would be expected to corrode rapidly. 

Table 5.4 Estimated polarization resistance, Rp, for EIS tests in 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl 

Sample 1 hr Rp 

(Ω×cm2) 
2 hr Rp 

(Ω×cm2) 
3 hr Rp 

(Ω×cm2) 
Change from 1-2 hr 

(%) 
Change from 2-3 hr 

(%) 

RB304AR 906 837 818 -8 -2 

RB304AR_R 984 818 - -17 - 

RB304AR_N2 708 - - - - 

W304AR 751 650 579 -13 -11 

W304AR_R 845 743 - -12 - 

W304HR*** 892 832 774*** -7 -7*** 

W304CR* 531 470 426 -12 -9 

W303AR* 493 460 455 -7 -1 

W303HR* 331 349 369 5 6 

F309AW** 50 41 37 -19 -8 

F309HR** 172 205 243 19 19 

S309AW**, *** 165 158 134*** -4 -15*** 

S309HR 745 716 685 -4 -4 

W309AR 774 669 612 -14 -9 

W309HR*** 719 645 720*** -10 12*** 

S316AW** 425 419 427 -1 2 

S316HR*** 405 368 424*** -9 15*** 

S316HR_R 444 419 394 -6 -6 

W316_1AR 392 341 306 -13 -10 

W316_1AR_R 383 361 350 -6 -3 

W316_2AR 384 382 365 -1 -4 

W316_2AR_R 446 425 389 -5 -8 

W316_2AR_N2 321 - - - - 

*Increase in surface area due to austenite or sulfide dissolution would artificially decrease this normalized 
Rp value. **Increase in surface area due to ferrite dissolution would artificially decrease this normalized 
Rp value. ***Test interruption after 2 hr EIS likely interrupted trends for surface developments. 
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Table 5.5 summarizes the corrosion rate calculated from Rp data for EIS tests in 

1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl. Throughout the tests, the corrosion rates for the type 304 alloys was ~0.18 to 

0.31 mm/yr with a gradual upward trend. The corrosion rates for type 303 alloys were rapid, but highly 

variable and not likely accurate due to the short time and unstable processes affecting Rp occurring on the 

surface due to the sulfide inclusions. The apparent corrosion rate F309AW was very high due to the 

ferrite dissolution. The initial corrosion rate for F309HR was very high as well, due to ferrite dissolution, 

but decreased rapidly, presumably as available surface ferrites decreased. The apparent corrosion rate of 

the type 316 alloys was initially 0.41-0.57 mm/yr for the 1 hr EIS and increased slightly to 

0.46-0.59 mm/yr for the 3 hr EIS. 

Table 5.5 Calculated uniform corrosion rate, CR, for EIS tests in 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl 

Sample 1 hr CR 
(mm/yr) 

2 hr CR 
(mm/yr) 

3 hr CR 
(mm/yr) 

Change from 1-2 hr 
(%) 

Change from 2-3 hr 
(%) 

RB304AR 0.20 0.21 0.22 8.2 2.3 

RB304AR_R 0.18 0.22  20.3   

RB304AR_N2 0.25      

W304AR 0.24 0.28 0.31 15.4 12.3 

W304AR_R 0.21 0.24  13.8   

W304HR*** 0.20 0.22 0.23*** 7.2 7.6*** 

W304CR* 0.34 0.38 0.42 13.1 10.4 

W303AR* 0.36 0.39 0.39 7.2 1.2 

W303HR* 0.54 0.51 0.49 -5.2 -5.4 

F309AW** 3.48 4.32 4.69 24.1 8.7 

F309HR** 1.02 0.85 0.72 -16.0 -15.7 

S309AW**, *** 1.06 1.11 1.31*** 4.5 17.7*** 

S309HR 0.24 0.24 0.26 4.1 4.5 

W309AR 0.23 0.26 0.29 15.7 9.4 

W309HR*** 0.24 0.27 0.24*** 11.5 -10.3*** 

S316AW** 0.43 0.43 0.42 1.4 -1.9 

S316HR*** 0.45 0.49 0.43*** 9.9 -13.2*** 

S316HR_R 0.41 0.43 0.46 6.1 6.2 

W316_1AR 0.46 0.53 0.59 15.0 11.4 

W316_1AR_R 0.47 0.50 0.52 6.0 3.4 

W316_2AR 0.47 0.48 0.50 0.6 4.5 

W316_2AR_R 0.41 0.43 0.47 5.1 9.1 

W316_2AR_N2 0.57      

*Increase in surface area due to austenite or sulfide dissolution would artificially increase the calculated 
corrosion rate. **Increase in surface area due to ferrite dissolution would artificially increase the 
calculated corrosion rate. ***Test interruption after 2 hr EIS likely. 
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Table 5.6 summarizes the inverse capacitance, 1/C, (normalized for 1 cm2), data for EIS tests in 

1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl. A decrease in the 1/C value gave an indication of shrinkage of any adsorbed 

(Helmholtz double layer) or diffuse layer. For most alloys, the 1/C value decreased for the first hour. For 

samples W309HR and S316HR, which were removed from the test solution after 2 hr for metallography, 

the 1/C value increased due to the removal indicating a restoration of a stronger dielectric layer while out 

of the solution. 

Table 5.6 Inverse capacitance, 1/C, for EIS tests in 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl 

Sample 1 hr 1/C 
(cm2/mF) 

2 hr 1/C 
(cm2/mF) 

3 hr 1/C 

(cm2/mF) 
Change from 1-2 hr 

(%) 
Change from 2-3 hr 

(%) 

RB304AR 11.0 9.1 7.9 -17 -13 

RB304AR_R 9.5 8.4  -11  

RB304AR_N2 6.0     

W304AR 9.9 6.4 4.4 -36 -30 

W304AR_R 10.6 7.7  -27  

W304HR*** 11.3 9.2 8.8*** -18 -5*** 

W304CR* 9.1 6.9 5.5 -24 -20 

W303AR* 6.6 4.0 2.9 -39 -28 

W303HR* 4.1 2.5 1.9 -39 -24 

F309AW** 1.7 0.8 0.6 -50 -33 

F309HR** 5.0 3.2 2.4 -37 -26 

S309AW**, *** 4.7 2.7 2.5*** -43 -5*** 

S309HR 11.8 9.7 8.0 -18 -18 

W309AR 7.2 5.9 4.9 -19 -16 

W309HR*** 8.8 7.4 9.4*** -16 27*** 

S316AW** 4.8 3.3 2.5 -31 -23 

S316HR*** 5.3 3.3 6.3*** -37 89*** 

S316HR_R 5.7 3.5 2.6 -38 -26 

W316_1AR 5.7 3.5 2.5 -38 -28 

W316_1AR_R 5.4 3.6 2.7 -33 -25 

W316_2AR 5.9 4.0 3.1 -33 -23 

W316_2AR_R 5.6 4.0 3.1 -29 -22 

W316_2AR_N2 4.2     

*Increase in surface area due to austenite or sulfide dissolution would artificially decrease this normalized 
1/C value. **Increase in surface area due to ferrite dissolution would artificially decrease this normalized 
1/C value. ***Test interruption after 2 hr EIS likely interrupted trends for surface developments. 
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Table 5.7 summarizes the CPE shape factor exponent, α, data for EIS tests in 

1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl. The closer the α value was to unity, the more the CPE was behaving like a true 

capacitor with a single time constant, which may have provided some insight into the uniformity of the 

surface. Other than the sample that had bubbling nitrogen, the type 304 alloys began with a relatively low 

α value (<0.910), which subsequently decreased. The type 309 alloys began with a higher α value (0.904-

0.929) that made relatively small increases or decreases. The type 316 alloys started with a high α value 

of 0.914-0.938, which increased further to 0.931-0.955, indicating a trend toward uniformity for the 

surface capacitance. 

Table 5.7 CPE shape factor exponent, α, for EIS tests in 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl 

Sample 1 hr α 2 hr α 3 hr α  Change from 1-2 hr 
(%) 

Change from 2-3 hr 
(%) 

RB304AR 0.906 0.905 0.906 -0.1 0.1 

RB304AR_R 0.874 0.875  0.1   

RB304AR_N2 0.913      

W304AR 0.908 0.897 0.876 -1.2 -2.3 

W304AR_R 0.909 0.905  -0.5  

W304HR* 0.908 0.904 0.891* -0.5 -1.4* 

W304CR 0.908 0.908 0.907 0.0 -0.1 

W303AR 0.909 0.924 0.930 1.6 0.7 

W303HR 0.927 0.918 0.915 -1.0 -0.3 

F309AW 0.929 0.930 0.930 0.1 0.1 

F309HR 0.929 0.928 0.924 -0.1 -0.5 

S309AW* 0.922 0.923 0.911* 0.2 -1.3* 

S309HR 0.925 0.932 0.934 0.7 0.2 

W309AR 0.904 0.907 0.909 0.3 0.2 

W309HR* 0.916 0.926 0.906* 1.0 -2.1* 

S316AW 0.914 0.931 0.940 1.8 1.0 

S316HR* 0.938 0.951 0.921* 1.4 -3.2* 

S316HR_R 0.933 0.947 0.954 1.5 0.7 

W316_1AR 0.927 0.930 0.931 0.3 0.1 

W316_1AR_R 0.935 0.947 0.953 1.3 0.6 

W316_2AR 0.930 0.946 0.955 1.7 1.0 

W316_2AR_R 0.933 0.945 0.953 1.3 0.8 

W316_2AR_N2 0.937      

*Test interruption after 2 hr EIS likely interrupted trends for surface developments. 
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5.2.4 Interrupted Test Optical Microstructures  

The SEM image in Figure 5.15a shows what appeared to be a preferential attack on three sides of 

a twin in W304AR. The SEM image in Figure 5.15b shows the depression around a six-sided pit-

initiation site in W304AR. There appear to be four cracks in the pit cover. The reasons for possible 

cracking of a pit cover are not known.Figure 5.16 shows optical microstructures of wrought type 304 and 

303 alloys from interrupted tests in 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl. Figure 5.16a reveals many pits in the 

W304AR, with topography enhanced by the use of NIC. To identify the sub-surface structure of the pits, 

samples were polished using 1 µm diamond paste for 20 minutes, then etched with 70/30 electrolytic 

nitric acid etch at 1.1 V for 125 s as shown in Figure 5.16b. One relatively large pit appears to be 

tangential to a grain boundary, but for several other pits, there is no recognizable association with the 

grain structure. Figure 5.16c shows a pit in the W304HR sample, and the pit appears to be located at the 

intersection of two scratches. Figure 5.16d-e shows several additional pits in the W304HR sample that 

appear to be located near twins. Figure 5.16f shows the W303AR sample, with an extremely rough 

surface finish due to surface penetrating corrosion attack.  

 

Figure 5.15 SEM microstructures from interrupted test of W304AR (replicate) after 3.5 hr immersion in 
1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl: a) attack of twin boundaries; b) depression from pit formation. 

Figure 5.17 shows optical microstructures of the higher alloy welded and wrought austenitic 

stainless steels. Figure 5.17a-b for the S309AW sample reveals that the 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl solution 

preferentially dissolved the ferrites. Figure 5.17c for the W309HR sample shows a single ferrite location 

that was preferentially dissolved. There were many fine grains surrounding the ferrite. Figure 5.17d 

shows the same ferrite in NIC mode to highlight the fine grain structure and several scratches near the 
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dissolved ferrite. Figure 5.17e shows the microstructure of S316HR to reveal local attack, not necessarily 

of a second phase, but possible following compositional banding. Figure 5.17f is a NIC micrograph from 

the same location revealing the topography that developed (ridges) due to the preferential attack of the 

compositional bands. 

 

Figure 5.16 Optical microstructures from interrupted tests after immersion in 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl: 
a) W304AR after 5-hr immersion; b) same sample, but polished and etched to show the sub-surface 
structure of pits; c-e) W304HR after 3-hr immersion; f) W303AR after 5-hr immersion. 
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Figure 5.17 Optical microstructures from interrupted tests after immersion in 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl: 
a) W304AR after 5-hr immersion; b) same sample, but polished and etched to show the sub-surface 
structure of pits; c-e) W304HR after 3-hr immersion; f) W303AR after 5-hr immersion. 
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5.2.5 PD Scans 

Potentiodynamic (PD) scans were performed on twenty stainless steel samples in 1.0 N HCl/3.5% 

NaCl. The PD scans began at approx. -0.7 V, traversed upward in potential to ~0.8 V, then returned to 

approx. -0.65 V in one continuous sweep. The example PD scan with parameterization points is shown in 

Figure 5.18. The scans were parameterized using 7 to 11 data points such that the important data could be 

compared between the various austenitic stainless steel samples as follows: 

1) Forward corrosion potential/current (EcorrF/icorrF) was obtained with the Gamry software using 

Tafel linearization at EcorrF. Table 5.8 provides the cathodic and anodic slopes from the 

linearization for each curve as-well-as the resulting EcorrF, icorrF and calculated corrosion rate. 

2) Forward lower passivation potential/current (EppLoF/ippLoF) was identified using the first maximum 

for current in the anodic portion of the rising potential curve. 

3) Forward lower passive minimum potential/current (EminLoF/iminLoF) was identified using the first 

local minimum for current in the anodic portion of the rising potential curve. 

4) *Forward upper passivation potential/current (EppHiF/ippHiF) was identified using the second 

maximum for current in the anodic portion of the rising potential curve. (*This upper passivation 

feature did not exist for all PD scans.) 

5) *Forward upper passive minimum potential/current (EminHiF/iminHiF) was identified using the 

second local minimum for current in the anodic portion of the rising potential curve. (*This upper 

passivation feature did not exist for all PD scans.) 

6) Maximum potential/current (Emax/imax) was the point of PD scan return where the scan began to 

descend in potential. 

7) *Reverse upper passive minimum potential/current (EminHiR/iminHiR) was identified using the upper 

local minimum for current in the anodic portion of the descending potential curve. (*This upper 

passivation feature did not exist for all PD scans.) 

8) *Reverse upper activation potential/current (EactHiR/iactHiR) was identified using the upper 

maximum for current in the anodic portion of the descending potential curve. (*This upper 

activation feature did not exist for all PD scans.) 

9) Reverse lower passive minimum potential/current (EminLoR/iminLoR) was identified using the lower 

local minimum for current in the anodic portion of the descending potential curve.  

10) Reverse lower activation potential/current (EactLoR/iactLoR) was identified using the lower maximum 

for current in the anodic portion of the descending potential curve. 

11) Reverse corrosion potential/current (EcorrR/icorrR) was obtained with the Gamry software using 

Tafel linearization at EcorrR. Table 5.12 provides the cathodic and anodic slopes from the 

linearization for each curve as-well-as the resulting EcorrR, icorrR and calculated corrosion rate. 
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Figure 5.18 Cyclic potentiodynamic polarization scan for as-welded FCAW 309L stainless steel in 
1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl, showing the parameterization points in sequential order: 1-11. 
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The remainder of the graphical PD scans are in located in Appendix B. The EcorrF values from 

Table 5.8 indicate minor differences between the alloy systems, with the ferrite-containing alloys 

(F309AW, S309AW, F309HR) exhibiting a lower (more active) corrosion potential and the type 316 

alloys exhibiting a higher (nobler) corrosion potential, similar to the OCP values. However, there are 

some large differences between the austenitic alloys regarding corrosion current, icorrF, in Table 5.8. 

Corrosion current, icorrF, for the ferrite containing alloys, specifically F309AW, was ~20 times larger 

(470 µA) than that of the most other alloys (22.3 µA for S316AW, for example). 

Table 5.8 EcorrF/icorrF and corrosion rate from forward PD scan (point 1 from Figure 5.18) 

 

Cathodic Tafel 
Slope 

(V/decade) 

Anodic Tafel 
Slope 

(V/decade) 

(1)  
EcorrF  
(V*) 

 IcorrF  
(µA) 

Forward Scan 
Corrosion Rate 

(mmpy) 

RB304 0.10 0.04 -0.362 16.3 0.17 

RB304_N2 0.09 0.04 -0.372 6.2 0.07 

W304AR 0.10 0.05 -0.381 33.9 0.32 

W304HR 0.11 0.04 -0.363 13.3 0.17 

W304CR 0.09 0.04 -0.386 26.6 0.35 

W303AR 0.09 0.05 -0.376 21.8 0.23 

W303HR 0.08 0.06 -0.392 34.3 0.38 

F309AW 0.09 0.09 -0.405 470.0 4.48 

F309HR 0.09 0.09 -0.390 75.3 0.70 

S309AW 0.10 0.10 -0.401 199.0 1.55 

S309HR 0.10 0.03 -0.353 11.1 0.13 

W309AR 0.10 0.05 -0.352 28.8 0.30 

W309HR 0.11 0.05 -0.351 27.1 0.24 

S316AW 0.10 0.04 -0.324 22.3 0.23 

S316HR 0.12 0.04 -0.323 25.8 0.25 

S316HR_R 0.10 0.04 -0.318 25.6 0.28 

W316_1 0.11 0.04 -0.334 35.4 0.37 

W316_1_R 0.10 0.04 -0.337 29.4 0.28 

W316_2 0.11 0.04 -0.335 25.8 0.27 

W316_2_N2 0.11 0.06 -0.351 36.0 0.38 

*V vs. SCE 
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Data from Table 5.9 point out that the passivation potentials, EppLoF, were all in the negative range 

(V vs. SCE), and the passivation current, ippLoF, was lowest for the hot-rolled SMAW 316. The post-

passivation potential, EminLoF, at which the current was a minimum was 0.050+70 V vs. SCE, and the 

current, iminLoF, was 7-34% of the current at the passivation potential for most alloys. Hot-rolled SMAW 

309 (S309HR) passivated most effectively with 93% reduction in corrosion current, but passivation was 

least effective for cold-rolled W304 (W304CR) with a 66% decrease in corrosion current. Several 

samples exhibited a secondary passivation potential/current, EppHiF/ ippHiF, after which the minimum 

current was reduced further at the upper post-passivation potential/current (EminHiF/ iminHiF) for both the as-

welded and hot-rolled FCAW 309 samples and the hot-rolled S316 samples.  

Table 5.9 Values from forward PD scans (points 2-5 from Figure 5.18) 

 (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  

 
EppLoF 
(V*) 

ippLoF 
(mA) 

EminLoF 
(V*) 

iminLoF 
(mA) 

EppHiF 
(V*) 

ippHiF 
(mA) 

EminHiF 
(V*) 

iminHiF 
(mA) 

RB304 -0.035 37.0 0.085 5.7     

RB304_N2 -0.004 67.2 0.096 7.4     

W304AR -0.104 48.4 0.071 6.6     

W304HR -0.084 26.4 0.075 4.6     

W304CR -0.123 20.5 0.062 6.9     

W303AR -0.073 71.0 0.117 6.9     

W303HR -0.052 68.3 0.118 4.4     

F309AW -0.076 59.3 -0.001 10.7 0.139 20.5 0.404 1.7 

F309HR -0.139 16.2 -0.019 2.0 0.131 5.6 0.411 0.7 

S309AW -0.114 23.1 0.011 4.1 0.206 8.1 0.471 2.3 

S309HR -0.205 8.6 -0.020 0.6 0.100 1.1 0.305 0.2 

W309AR -0.177 6.7 -0.012 1.2 0.188 2.7 0.458 1.2 

W309HR -0.182 8.3 -0.012 1.1 0.148 2.7 0.388 1.0 

S316AW -0.185 4.9 0.015 0.8 0.340 1.6 0.345 1.6 

S316HR -0.209 3.0 -0.023 0.6 0.162 1.2 0.326 0.3 

S316HR_R -0.209 2.4 -0.014 0.5 0.171 0.9 0.350 0.4 

W316_1 -0.139 9.9 0.076 1.9     

W316_1_R -0.133 10.8 0.052 2.5     

W316_2 -0.124 8.8 0.031 2.4     

W316_2_N2 -0.124 8.8 0.044 2.9     

*V vs. SCE 
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Data from Table 5.10 expose large differences between the alloys systems regarding the peak 

current (imax) at the maximum potential (Emax) passivation potentials. For the type 304 alloys, imax was 

311-655 mA, for the type 309 alloys 0.9-3.7 mA, and for the type 316, there was a large discrepancy 

between welded and wrought alloys. For both welded and hot-rolled/annealed SMAW 316, the imax was 

1-3.4 mA, but for the wrought alloys 110-623 mA. 

Table 5.10 Maximum values (Emax/imax) from PD scans (point 6 from Figure 5.18) 

 (6)  

 Emax (V*) imax (mA) 

RB304 0.840 409.1 

RB304_N2 0.810 655.4 

W304AR 0.815 607.5 

W304HR 0.830 311.0 

W304CR 0.801 417.3 

W303AR 0.786 602.4 

W303HR 0.782 434.5 

F309AW 0.783 2.9 

F309HR 0.796 1.4 

S309AW 0.786 3.7 

S309HR 0.824 0.9 

W309AR 0.842 2.7 

W309HR 0.842 2.9 

S316AW 0.869 3.4 

S316HR 0.866 1.7 

S316HR_R 0.870 1.0 

W316_1 0.860 580.2 

W316_1_R 0.861 623.4 

W316_2 0.865 110.0 

W316_2_N2 0.849 165.9 

*V vs. SCE 

Data from Table 5.11 provide the first indications that several samples were irreversibly changed 

during the PD scan. The samples that exhibited an upper passivation potential during forward scan 

exhibited an upper activation potential peak (EactHiR/iactHiR) (point 8) during the reverse scan, although in 

all cases the activation peak upon reverse was lower (0.080-0.155 V lower) than the forward passivation 

peak. The reverse minimum passivation current, iminLoR (point 9), was generally about the same or lower 

than the forward minimum passivation current, iminLoF (point 3), except in the case of the wrought 303 

alloys for which the reverse minimum current (iminLoR) was 2-5 times the forward minimum current 

(iminLoF).  
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Similar to the double loop electrochemical potentiokinetic reactivation (EPR) test [184], the ratio 

of the forward passivation current, ippLoF (point 2), to reverse activation current, iactLoR (point 10), provides 

an indication of the effectiveness of the scan time at elevated potentials on passivation. The ratio, 

iactLoR/iactLoR, was 30-72% for the wrought type 304 alloys, indicating some passivation had occurred; 

1-5% for both wrought and welded type 309 alloys, indicating excellent passivation; 2-3% for the SMAW 

316 alloys (both welded and welded plus hot-rolled/annealed), indicating excellent passivation, and 5-

27% for the wrought type 316 alloys, indicating some passivation.  

Table 5.11 Values from reverse PD scans (points 7-10 from Figure 5.18) 

 (7)  (8)  (9)  (10)  

 
EminHiR 
(V*) 

iminHiR 
(mA) 

EactHiR 
(V*) 

iactHiR 
(mA) 

EminLoR 
(V*) 

iminLoR 
(mA) 

EactLoR 
(V*) 

iactLoR 
(mA) 

RB304     -0.015 9.76 -0.077 14.53 

RB304_N2     -0.009 6.65 -0.177 20.44 

W304AR     -0.046 6.01 -0.239 16.05 

W304HR     -0.037 4.79 -0.229 12.09 

W304CR     -0.043 5.56 -0.198 14.73 

W303AR     0.034 31.96 -0.031 64.33 

W303HR     0.028 9.61 -0.072 90.02 

F309AW 0.326 1.33 0.059 3.96 -0.199 0.32 -0.256 0.40 

F309HR 0.356 0.41 0.026 1.13 -0.149 0.17 -0.176 0.18 

S309AW 0.329 1.49 0.051 2.14 -0.156 0.70 -0.216 0.79 

S309HR 0.190 0.03 0.002 0.16 -0.143 0.09 -0.203 0.12 

W309AR 0.325 1.34 0.060 3.53 -0.187 0.31 -0.190 0.31 

W309HR 0.305 1.24 0.033 3.94 -0.190 0.33 -0.192 0.33 

S316AW 0.404 3.70 0.202 4.24 -0.195 0.14 -0.198 0.13 

S316HR 0.284 0.48 0.061 1.42 -0.199 0.07 -0.201 0.06 

S316HR_R 0.328 0.45 0.086 1.67 -0.194 0.08 -0.197 0.08 

W316_1     -0.102 0.78 -0.234 2.62 

W316_1_R     -0.027 1.46 -0.155 4.37 

W316_2     -0.137 0.46 -0.139 0.46 

W316_2_N2     -0.046 0.27 -0.218 1.36 

*V vs. SCE 

As a result of the high potential excursion during the PD scan, EcorrR and icorrR (point 11) values 

from Table 5.12 changed dramatically from the EcorrF and icorrF (point 1) values. All samples were 

irreversibly changed during the PD scan. The type 304 alloys exhibited the least change, with icorrF values 

from 6-27 µA and icorrR values from 16-78 µA. The 303 alloys, however, developed high corrosion 

increasing from 22-34 µA for icorrF to 150-202 µA for icorrR. On the other hand, F309AW and F309HR 

decreased from 470 µA and 75 µA, respectively for icorrF to 14 µA and 3 µA for icorrR. The remaining type 
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309 and type 316 alloys also decreased in corrosion current as a result of the test except for the W316_1 

sample and replicate, which experienced a 32% and 21% increase in corrosion current to 47 and 36 µA, 

respectively. 

Table 5.12 EcorrR/icorrR and corrosion rate from reverse PD scan (point 11 from Figure 5.18) 

 

Cathodic Tafel 
Slope 

(V/decade) 

Anodic Tafel 
Slope 

(V/decade) 
(11)  

EcorrR (V*) 
(11)  

icorrR (µA) 

Reverse Scan 
Corrosion Rate 

(mmpy) 

RB304 0.07 0.02 -0.315 16 0.17 

RB304_N2 0.08 0.02 -0.342 8 0.08 

W304AR 0.10 0.03 -0.351 20 0.20 

W304HR 0.11 0.03 -0.344 16 0.21 

W304CR 0.08 0.06 -0.420 78 1.02 

W303AR 0.09 0.07 -0.440 202 2.09 

W303HR 0.07 0.05 -0.432 150 1.67 

F309AW 0.13 0.04 -0.350 14 0.13 

F309HR 0.12 0.04 -0.338 3 0.02 

S309AW 0.10 0.05 -0.376 12 0.09 

S309HR 0.11 0.05 -0.358 2 0.02 

W309AR 0.10 0.05 -0.338 2 0.02 

W309HR 0.12 0.03 -0.303 2 0.02 

S316AW 0.19 0.09 -0.300 7 0.07 

S316HR 0.11 0.07 -0.309 2 0.02 

S316HR_R 0.13 0.04 -0.269 1 0.01 

W316_1 0.13 0.05 -0.354 47 0.48 

W316_1_R 0.13 0.04 -0.340 36 0.34 

W316_2 0.13 0.04 -0.311 9 0.10 

W316_2_N2 0.11 0.05 -0.362 21 0.22 

*V vs. SCE 

The pitting power of the cyclic PD scans was calculated as the area under the curve with respect 

to potential between Point 6 (Emax, imax) and point 9 (EminLoR, iminLoR); i.e. the blue shaded region shown in 

Figure 5.19.  Since the units of this calculation were potential (V) multiplied by current (A), the outcome 

was power (W). Thus, this quantity was labeled pitting power, which relates to the effect of this specific 

environment on each of the austenitic stainless steels. The pitting power for each alloy is provided in 

Table 5.13. The differences in calculated pitting are large. The low Cr alloys (type 304, 303, and 316 

alloys) resulted in much higher pitting power than the high Cr alloys (welded, wrought, and hot-rolled 

type 309 alloys and welded and hot rolled S316 alloy). 
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Table 5.13 Pitting power of 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl on several austenitic stainless steel alloys 

 (6) Emax (V*) imax (mA) (9) EminLoR (V*) iminLoR (mA) Pitting power (mW) 

RB304 0.840 409.1 -0.015 9.76 179 

RB304_N2 0.810 655.4 -0.009 6.65 271 

W304AR 0.815 607.5 -0.046 6.01 264 

W304HR 0.830 311.0 -0.037 4.79 137 

W304CR 0.801 417.3 -0.043 5.56 178 

W303AR 0.786 602.4 0.034 31.96 239 

W303HR 0.782 434.5 0.028 9.61 167 

F309AW 0.783 2.9 -0.199 0.32 2 

F309HR 0.796 1.4 -0.149 0.17 1 

S309AW 0.786 3.7 -0.156 0.70 2 

S309HR 0.824 0.9 -0.143 0.09 0.5 

W309AR 0.842 2.7 -0.187 0.31 2 

W309HR 0.842 2.9 -0.190 0.33 2 

S316AW 0.869 3.4 -0.195 0.14 2 

S316HR 0.866 1.7 -0.199 0.07 1 

S316HR_R 0.870 1.0 -0.194 0.08 1 

W316_1 0.860 580.2 -0.102 0.78 279 

W316_1_R 0.861 623.4 -0.027 1.46 277 

W316_2 0.865 110.0 -0.137 0.46 55 

W316_2_N2 0.849 165.9 -0.046 0.27 74 

*V vs. SCE 

 

Figure 5.19 Cyclic PD scan for wrought, hot-rolled 303 alloy (W303HR) to demonstrate the calculation 
of pitting power. Note that the horizontal axis is linear, not logarithmic. 
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5.2.6 Post-Test Macrostructures/Pitting Quantification 

Two example photographs for post-test samples surfaces are provided in Figure 5.20. In 

Figure 5.20a, the surface of the FCAW 309L welded sample appears grainy due to acid attack of specific 

features of the as-welded microstructure. In Figure 5.20b, the surface is heavily pitted with large pits, 

many of which grew together. Macro-photographs for the remainder of the samples are provided in 

Appendix C. The fraction of surface area covered by pits was quantified by point counting using a grid 

with 100 points and a grid spacing of ~0.8 mm (on the sample) placed near the center of the macro-

photograph. The resulting pit fractions are provided in Table 5.14, with the relationship between pitting 

power and surface coverage by pitting, graphically shown in Figure 5.21. 

 

Figure 5.20 Example photographs of sample surfaces after testing in 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl including a 
PD scan: a) as-welded FCAW 309L; b) wrought, hot-rolled/annealed 303 showing pitting. 

Table 5.14 Quantification of surface coverage by pitting. 

 FPREN Pitting Power (mW) Pit Surface Coverage (%) 

RB304 20.4 179 40 

RB304_N2 “ 271 58 

W304AR 20.4 264 49 

W304HR “ 137 26 

W304CR “ 178 40 

W303AR 18.8 239 42 

W303HR “ 167 40 

W316_1 23.8 279 42 

W316_2 24.2 55 2 

W316_2_N2 “ 74 1 
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Figure 5.21 Relationship between pitting power calculated from PD scans and surface coverage by pits 
from quantitative evaluation of macro-photographs. 

5.2.7 Post-Test Microstructures 

Light optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy were used to evaluate the 

microstructural damage for the samples that underwent corrosion testing in 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl 

solution. All images are oriented such that the downward direction in the image was also the downward 

direction of the sample during testing. For the roll-bonded 304L samples, gross pitting occurred. 

Figure 5.22a is a light optical micrograph showing one large pit. A lacy pit cover is labeled, with an 

appearance similar to that described in literature [185]. Figure 5.22b magnifies the image of a small pit 

from the lower right of Figure 5.22a. The pit appears to be located at a scratch in the center of a large 

grain, and has a faceted hexagonal shape, indicating it is in the early stages of pit growth, with a faceted 

relationship with the crystal structure (polygonal) [117](p342) Figure 5.22c is an SEM image of the same 

sample, revealing the extensive pitting that occurred, and Figure 5.22d shows several conjoined pits. The 

lacy cover is labeled, and the interior of the pit is visible. Grain boundaries are visible due to preferential 

attack of the grain interiors. 

Figure 5.23 provides SEM views of wrought type 304L stainless steels in three different 

conditions. Figure 5.23a shows the as-received sample revealing gross pitting where, in Figure 5.23b, the 

lacy pit cover is observed at the upper rim of the pit and there is a layered morphology within the pits, 

possibly indicating a layered microstructure parallel to the surface due to a rolling process. Figure 5.23c 

shows the hot-rolled and annealed sample again revealing gross pitting with the lacy covers and this time, 
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as shown in Figure 5.23d, an attack that revealed the grain structure. Figure 5.23e shows the heavily cold 

worked sample (cold-rolled), and as revealed in Figure 5.23f, the pits that did not coalesce had a more 

tenacious lacy cover (that did not dissolve as easily) and no grain boundaries visible within the pit. 

Figure 5.24 shows the welded FCAW type 309L alloy in two conditions. Figure 5.24a shows the 

as-welded condition, and various regions differ slightly in shading due to the ferrite/austenite 

solidification structure and orientation. Figure 5.24b shows that the ferrite was preferentially attacked and 

dissolved away. A relatively small pit initiation site was observed associated with a location of prior 

ferrite attack. An inclusion is pointed out with its compositional makeup listed from EDS analysis (letters 

“K” and “L” identify the electron shell for the EDS intensity peak). Figure 5.24c-d are images from the 

hot-rolled and annealed FCAW sample, showing in (c) the directionality of the ferrites due to hot-rolling, 

which were subsequently dissolved during testing, and in (d) a magnified view of the structure where the 

underlying austenite grain structure was exposed after ferrite dissolution. 

Figure 5.25 provides views of the welded SMAW type 309 alloy in two conditions. Figure 5.25a 

shows the as-welded condition with a patchy appearance due to the solidification structure and darker 

rounded perforated regions. Figure 5.25b is a magnified image, again showing empty dark spots previous 

occupied by ferrites, and also several rounded regions of perforations indicating pit initiation sites. 

Figure 5.25c shows the hot-rolled SMAW 309 sample, where a few prior ferrites were identified, but very 

little attack occurred. EDS for an exogenous inclusion is provided in Figure 5.25d, and there is evidence 

of slight preferential corrosion at the top and bottom interfaces of the inclusion, indicating an attack like 

crevice corrosion. 

Figure 5.26 gives microstructural evidence for the wrought type 309S alloy in two conditions. 

Figure 5.26a shows some surface attack occurred, and Figure 5.26b reveals that the attack was due to the 

preferential dissolution of the ferrites. The underlying austenite grain structure is visible due to ferrite 

dissolution, and some possible pit initiation locations are highlighted in the micrograph. Figure 5.26c 

shows the almost pristine surface from the hot-rolled and annealed wrought type 309s alloys. 

Figure 5.26d reveals uniform corrosion attack with no apparent localization or pitting, but a very fine 

grain structure was observed with small white particles on many grain boundaries. EDS analysis of these 

dots indicated high Cr content with an approximate one-to-one ratio of Cr to Fe. This ratio indicates that 

the particles could have been sigma phase. (Due to the small size of the particles it was difficult to 

perform EDS without also obtaining signal from the base stainless steel). 

Figure 5.27 provides microstructural images for type 316 stainless steels in several conditions. 

Figure 5.27a shows a pristine surface with three rounded regions of perforations. Interestingly, 

Figure 5.27b reveals that the around the perimeter of the rounded region, the perforations appear to occur 

between prior ferrite locations and then coalesce toward the center. Figure 5.27c is a micrograph of an 
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almost pristine surface for the hot-rolled and annealed SMAW sample. Figure 5.27d magnifies one 

feature on the surface, showing preferential attack at the grain boundaries. This location could have been 

sensitized. The sensitization could have occurred because fusion cladding was performed upon a 1018 

steel substrate. Some carbon could have diffused into the stainless steel grain boundaries and caused 

chromium carbide formation. Depending on the resulting carbon content, hot-rolling, annealing, and 

water quenching may not have completely dissolved all of the grain boundary carbides during the 

~15 min anneal. Figure 5.27e shows that for the as-received, wrought 316L the surface was mostly 

pristine, but a few deep pits appeared. Figure 5.27f reveals that the attack was deep, but there was no 

multi-perforated lacy cover, evidence of low pit nucleation but rapid growth.  

 

Figure 5.22 Microstructure of roll-bonded 304L after test with PD scan in 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl solution: 
a) light optical micrograph of pit with lacy cover, b) light optical micrograph of possible pit nucleation 
site, c) SEM overview of extensive pitting, d) SEM image with view of lacy cover and pit interior. 
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Figure 5.23 Microstructures of wrought type 304L samples after testing with PD scan in 1.0 N HCl/3.5% 
NaCl solution; with various starting conditions: a-b) as-received; c-d) hot-rolled and annealed; e-f) cold 
worked. 
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Figure 5.24 Microstructures of FCAW type 309L samples after testing with PD scan in 1.0 N HCl/3.5% 
NaCl solution; with two conditions: a-b) as-welded; c-d) hot-rolled and annealed. 
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Figure 5.25 Microstructures of SMAW type 309L samples after testing with PD scan in 1.0 N HCl/3.5% 
NaCl solution; with two conditions: a-b) as-welded; c-d) hot-rolled and annealed. 
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Figure 5.26 Microstructures of wrought type 309L samples after testing with PD scan in 1.0 N HCl/3.5% 
NaCl solution; with two conditions: a-b) as-received; c-d) hot-rolled and annealed. 
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Figure 5.27 Microstructures of type 316L samples after testing with PD scan in 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl 
solution; with three conditions: a-b) SMAW 316 as-welded; c-d) SMAW 316 hot-rolled and annealed; e-
f) wrought 316_2 as-received. 
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5.2.8 Post-Test Solution Analyses 

Precise analysis of the pregnant solution after the corrosion tests in 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl 

provided not only a quantification for metal lost to corrosion, but also a breakdown of percentage of Fe, 

Cr, and Ni dissolved. Table 5.15 gives solution analysis data for the tests and reveals some interesting 

differences due to the responses of each alloy system. Firstly, consistent with the high corrosion current 

and pitting response, the type 304 and 303 alloys had high dissolved mass totals. Secondly, the type 309 

alloys had low total dissolved mass, consistent with their low corrosion current, however, the dissolved 

percent Cr (31-55%) relatively high. Welded type 316 alloys had low dissolved mass totals, but the 

wrought 316 alloys had relatively high dissolved mass totals, consistent with their pitting behavior. This 

higher dissolved mass for the wrought 316 alloys was likely due to their lower Cr content.  

Table 5.15 Solution analysis after electrochemical test sequences in 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl* 

 
Surface 

area (cm2) 
Total** 

(mg/cm2) 
Fe 

(mg) 
Fe  

(%) 
Cr  

(mg) 
Cr  

(%) 
Ni  

(mg) 
Ni  

(%) 

RB304 0.97 26.83 18.67 70% 5.18 19% 2.80 10% 

RB304_N2 0.97 43.46 30.25 70% 8.36 19% 4.48 10% 

W304AR 1.21 5.20 3.81 73% 0.92 18% 0.45 9% 

W304HR 0.81 23.54 16.90 72% 4.56 19% 1.98 8% 

W304CR 0.89 26.77 19.24 72% 5.18 19% 2.26 8% 

W303AR 1.00 23.52 16.90 72% 4.31 18% 2.12 9% 

W303HR 0.93 39.18 28.40 72% 7.14 18% 3.39 9% 

F309AW 1.06 1.28 0.72 56% 0.47 37% 0.09 7% 

F309HR 1.08 0.37 0.17 47% 0.18 48% 0.02 5% 

S309AW 0.89 0.14 0.03 20% 0.08 55% 0.04 25% 

S309HR 1.29 0.61 0.34 55% 0.23 37% 0.05 7% 

W309AR 0.96 0.53 0.30 56% 0.16 31% 0.06 12% 

W309HR 1.13 0.53 0.28 53% 0.17 32% 0.08 15% 

S316AW 1.04 0.70 0.43 61% 0.16 23% 0.09 13% 

S316HR 1.07 0.47 0.31 66% 0.10 20% 0.06 12% 

S316HR_R 0.94 0.25 0.13 50% 0.09 36% 0.03 13% 

W316_1 1.01 27.87 19.77 71% 4.97 18% 2.94 11% 

W316_1_R 1.09 27.09 19.27 71% 4.79 18% 2.85 11% 

W316_2 1.00 10.98 7.77 71% 1.98 18% 1.16 11% 

W316_2_N2 0.98 6.69 4.76 71% 1.23 18% 0.68 10% 

*Most dissolution occurred due to cyclic PD scans. **Total of elements dissolved over solution 
background per area (mg/cm2). 
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5.3 Electrochemical Tests in 0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl 

The electrochemical corrosion tests in 0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl were considered non-destructive 

because they did not include PD scanning. Firstly, the OCP data will be presented, secondly the EIS 

results, and finally the LPR prediction for corrosion current. No photographs or micrographs were 

recorded because mass loss testing was performed in the same solution for a longer duration whereby 

effects of the solution on the sample surface and microstructure could be recognized. 

5.3.1 OCP 

Table 5.16 provides a summary of the OCP data for all samples tested in 0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl. 

Most of the samples did not achieve a stable OCP (<5 mV of change in 10 min). 

Table 5.16 OCP data for austenitic stainless steels samples tested in 0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl 

Sample Final OCP  
(V vs SCE) 

Sample Final OCP  
(V vs SCE) 

Sample Final OCP  
(V vs SCE) 

RB304 -0.333*- F309AW -0.342*+ S316AW -0.331 
W304AR -0.342* F309HR -0.333*- W316_1AR -0.330 
W304HR -0.350 S309AW -0.354 W316_2AR -0.285*- 

W304CR -0.372 S309HR -0.345   
W303HR -0.403 W309AR -0.155*+   

  W309HR -0.224   

*OCP was not stable, i.e. was changing >5 mV in 10 min: - decreasing; + rising. 

Figure 5.28 shows the open circuit potential (OCP) data for the wrought type 304 and 303 

stainless steels. The OCP signal typically ran for 1800 s followed by an interruption for the first EIS and 

LPR cycles to run, then ran another 1800 s, followed by the second and final EIS and LPR cycles. The 

OCP ranged from -0.45 V to -0.33 V for this alloy group.  All the curves were relatively smooth curves 

with sporadic increases and decreases. There were few commonalities. Figure 5.29 shows the open circuit 

potential (OCP) data for the wrought and welded type 309 stainless steels. The OCP ranged from -0.39 V 

to -0.15 V for this alloy group. The wrought 309 alloy and its hot-rolled wrought 309 counterpart 

exhibited the noblest OCP values. Figure 5.30 shows the open circuit potential (OCP) data for the 

wrought and welded type 316 stainless steels. The OCP ranged from -0.35 V to -0.26 V for this alloy 

group.  The OCP for wrought type 316_2 (from supplier 2) started the noblest at approx. -0.26 V, and 

steadily descended to approx. -0.28 V during the test.  
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Figure 5.28 OCP of type 304 and type 303 stainless steels in 0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl. (RB=roll-bonded; 
W=wrought; HR=hot-rolled and annealed; AR=as-received; CR=cold-rolled) 

 

Figure 5.29 OCP of wrought and welded type 309 stainless steels in 0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl. (W=wrought; 
F=flux cored arc welded; S=shielded metal arc welded; AR=as-received; HR=hot-rolled and annealed; 
AW=as-welded) 
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Figure 5.30 OCP of wrought and welded type 316 stainless steels in 0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl. (W=wrought; 
S=shielded metal arc welded; AW=as-welded; AR=as-received) 

5.3.2 LPR 

The uniform corrosion rate (CR) calculated from linear polarization resistance (LPR) data from 

testing in 0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl solution is provided in Table 5.17.  As for the tests in the stronger acid, 

the corrosion rates calculated by LPR were lower than those calculated by resistance from EIS. In this 

case, for the weaker acid, the calculated corrosion rates by LPR were an average of 42% lower than the 

EIS (R) calculated corrosion rates. For the as-received wrought type 309 alloy, in fact, LPR estimates an 

instantaneous corrosion rate of only 200 nm/yr in this solution, under these conditions. 

Table 5.17 Calculated uniform corrosion rate, CR (mm/yr), from LPR tests. 

Sample 1 hr CR 
(mm/yr) 

2 hr CR 
(mm/yr) 

Change from 1-2 hr 
(%) 

RB304AR 0.07 0.10 51 

W304AR 0.08 0.10 26 

W304HR 0.08 0.08 4 

W303HR 0.11 0.07 -31 

F309AW 0.09 0.08 -6 

F309HR 0.07 0.08 16 

S309AW 0.11 0.10 -6 

S309HR 0.10 0.09 -8 

W309AR 0.0005 0.0002 -56 

W309HR 0.0007 0.0007 -4 

S316AW 0.06 0.07 22 

W316_01AR 0.08 0.09 11 

W316_02AR 0.0042 0.0059 43 
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5.3.3 EIS 

The same equivalent circuit that was used to model and characterize the stainless steel EIS 

responses in 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl (as shown in Figure 3.13) was used to characterize the EIS tests in 

0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl, although the behavior for three samples was quite different. Figure 5.31 shows the 

Bode plot for total impedance versus frequency. Most of the samples behaved quite similarly with low 

solution resistance, Rs (high frequencies, i.e. toward the right), and a steady increase in total impedance 

with a decrease in frequency at mid-range frequencies. The mid-frequency slopes for all samples were 

quite similar, indicating a similar time constant. The mid-frequency time constant was for capacitive 

behavior due to polarization resistance such that total impedance at low frequencies (toward the left) was 

equal to Rp+Rs for most samples (polarization resistance plus solution resistance). However, wrought type 

309S in both the as-received and hot-rolled conditions and wrought 316L (from supplier 2) broke away 

from the typical low-frequency response with a continued increase in total impedance as frequency 

decreased to 0.01. The low-frequency slopes for these three breakaway samples was different from their 

mid-frequency slope. The Bode plot for phase angle vs. frequency in Figure 5.32 demonstrates that the 

low-frequency behavior for the three breakaway samples involves a time-constant unique from the rest of 

the samples. The association of the additional impedance with the low frequencies indicates that the 

additional impedance is due to electronic response very close to the working electrode (sample) surface. 

The Nyquist plot in Figure 5.33 reiterates that the behavior for the three breakaway samples is different in 

terms of a continued rise in the negative of imaginary impedance with an increase in real impedance. 

Again, the right intersection of impedance plot with the horizontal axis equals Rp+Rs (polarization 

resistance plus solution resistance) for the chosen equivalent circuit (modified Randles with a single 

CPE). Thus, fitting the three breakaway samples using the same circuit resulted in a high total resistance 

prediction. 

Table 5.18 summarizes the area-normalized surface resistance (R) and R derived uniform 

corrosion rate data for tests in 0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl. Resistance, R, was calculated using the CPE circuit 

model. As expected, other than the three breakaway samples, the data are relatively consistent regarding 

R (865-1731 Ω×cm2) and estimated corrosion rate (0.10-0.21 mm/yr). However, W316_2, W309HR, and 

W309AR exhibited much higher resistance and therefore a much lower corrosion rate. The calculated 

instantaneous corrosion rate for W309AR for the “60 min.” EIS was only 400 nm/yr in this solution under 

these conditions. 
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Figure 5.31 Bode plot (total impedance vs. frequency) for all alloys tested in 0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl. Three 
samples with special behavior are labeled. 

 

Figure 5.32 Bode plot (phase angle vs. frequency) for all alloys tested in 0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl. Three 
samples with special behavior are labeled. 
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Figure 5.33 Nyquist plot for all alloys tested in 0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl. Three samples with special 
behavior are labeled. 

Table 5.18 Polarization resistance, Rp (Ω×cm2), for EIS tests in 0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl 

Sample R (30 min) 
(Ω×cm2) 

R (60 min) 

(Ω×cm2) 
Change from 

30-60 (%) 
CR (30 min) 

(mm/yr) 
CR (60 min) 

(mm/yr) 
Change from 

30-60 (%) 

RB304 1280 1200 -0.07 0.14 0.15 0.06 

W304AR 1187 1093 -0.09 0.15 0.16 0.08 

W304HR 1298 1196 -0.09 0.14 0.15 0.08 

W303HR 1701 1731 0.02 0.11 0.10 -0.02 

F309AW 1392 1282 -0.09 0.13 0.14 0.08 

F309HR 1388 1413 0.02 0.13 0.12 -0.02 

S309AW 994 1061 0.06 0.18 0.17 -0.07 

S309HR 1144 1301 0.12 0.15 0.13 -0.14 

W309AR 238500 458000 0.48 0.0007 0.0004 -0.92 

W309HR 65220 80900 0.19 0.0027 0.0022 -0.24 

S316AW 1302 1322 0.02 0.14 0.14 -0.02 

W316_1AR 1146 1225 0.06 0.16 0.15 -0.07 

W316_2AR 18840 14170 -0.33 0.0096 0.0128 0.25 
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Table 5.19 summarizes the inverse capacitance, 1/C, (in cm2/mF), data for EIS tests in 

0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl. Again, inverse capacitance has been related to dielectric layer thickness. For the 

hot-rolled wrought 303 alloy and the as-welded FCAW 309L alloy, the 1/C value increased from the first 

EIS scan (30-min) to the second scan (60-min). For the wrought 309 as-received alloy, the 1/C value was 

remarkably similar to the other alloys but increased by 16% during the test, congruent with the increase 

for OCP for this alloy. The CPE shape factor exponent, α, for EIS tests in 0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl ranged 

from 0.76-0.91. Due to noise in the data, though, and EIS scanning at only two times during the test, no 

recognizable trends existed for α. 

Table 5.19 Inverse capacitance, 1/C (cm2/mF), for EIS tests in 0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl 

Sample 1/C (30 min) 
(cm2/mF) 

1/C (60 min) 
(cm2/mF) 

Change from 30-60 
(%) 

RB304 11.8 11.8 0 

W304AR 12.5 11.8 -6 

W304HR 12.0 12.0 0 

W303HR 8.5 6.6 -30 

F309AW 26.7 13.6 -96 

F309HR 13.5 13.7 1 

S309AW 7.2 7.3 1 

S309HR 10.6 10.4 -2 

W309AR 10.6 12.7 16 

W309HR 12.4 12.8 3 

S316AW 10.3 9.8 -5 

W316_1AR 9.3 10.0 7 

W316_2AR 10.3 11.0 6 

5.4 Mass Loss Tests in 0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl 

Mass loss corrosion testing was performed in the weaker of the two acid chloride solutions used 

in this study: 0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl. Three exposure times were used for each sample: the “short-term” 

test was 11 days (264 hr), the “mid-term” test was 25 or 49 days (624 or 1176 hr), and the “long-term” 

test was 147 or 160 days (3528 or 3840 hr). The quantitative results will be presented first, followed by 

the photographed macrostructures and SEM images of microstructures. 

5.4.1 Mass Loss 

Initial mass (mass1) and final mass (mass2) reported mass was the average of three measurements. 

Error estimates were based on the accumulated error from an estimated mass balance error of 0.0001 g, 

caliper measurement error of 0.025 mm, and additional error of 0.0006-0.0024 g for the hot-rolled 

samples that were in the solution for 160 days due to mill scale that was pickled and removed by the 

hydrochloric acid. The measurements and calculation results for mass loss and corrosion rate (CR) for the 

short-, mid-, and long- term samples are provided in Table 5.20, Table 5.21, and Table 5.22, respectively. 
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The corrosion rate (CR) data are presented graphically in Figure 5.34 on a) a linear scale and b) a 

logarithmic scale. Only three samples had a low corrosion rate (<1 mpy) in the short-term (11-day) test: 

hot-rolled wrought 309S, hot-rolled SMAW 316L, and wrought 316L (from supplier 2). For the mid-term 

test, four additional samples exhibited a low corrosion rate: hot-rolled FCAW 309L, hot-rolled SMAW 

309L, as-received wrought 309S, and as-welded SMAW 316L. Finally, for the long-term samples, as-

welded FCAW and SMAW 309L also exhibited a low corrosion rate. 

Table 5.20 Corrosion rate (CR) estimate from 11-day mass loss tests 

 

Area 
(cm2) 

Mass1 
(g) 

Exposure 
time (hr) 

Mass2 
(g) 

Mass Loss 
(g) 

CR (11-day) 
(mm/yr) 

+Error  
(mm/yr) 

W304HR 1.097 0.6813 264 0.6766 0.0047 0.180 0.008 

W304CR 0.814 0.3454 264 0.3347 0.0107 0.549 0.012 

W303AR 0.992 2.4060 264 2.4012 0.0048 0.202 0.009 

F309AW 1.015 1.0905 264 1.0895 0.0010 0.042 0.008 

F309HR 1.016 0.6946 264 0.6938 0.0008 0.033 0.008 

S309AW 1.087 0.8409 264 0.8373 0.0035 0.135 0.008 

S309HR 1.074 0.7407 264 0.7370 0.0037 0.142 0.008 

W309AR 1.064 5.1059 264 5.1040 0.0019 0.074 0.008 

W309HR 0.964 0.4934 264 0.4931 0.0003 0.012 0.009 

S316AW 0.533 2.0730 264 2.0705 0.0025 0.198 0.016 

S316HR 1.117 0.7180 264 0.7179 0.0001 0.005 0.005 

W316_2AR 1.001 2.2691 264 2.2690 0.0001 0.004 0.004 

Table 5.21 Corrosion rate (CR) estimate from 25/49-day mass loss tests 

 

Area 
(cm2) 

Mass1 
(g) 

Exposure 
time (hr) 

Mass2 
(g) 

Mass Loss 
(g) 

CR (11-day) 
(mm/yr) 

+Error  
(mm/yr) 

W304HR 1.070 0.6700 624 0.6596 0.0104 0.172 0.004 

W304CR 0.921 0.3630 624 0.3441 0.0189 0.363 0.005 

W303AR 0.875 2.3190 624 2.3001 0.0189 0.382 0.005 

F309AW 0.948 1.0210 624 1.0193 0.0017 0.032 0.004 

F309HR 1.049 0.7290 1176 0.7287 0.0003 0.003 0.002 

S309AW 1.047 0.8770 624 0.8686 0.0084 0.141 0.004 

S309HR 1.017 0.7160 1176 0.7148 0.0012 0.011 0.002 

W309AR 1.071 5.1670 1176 5.1653 0.0017 0.015 0.002 

W309HR 0.929 0.4740 1176 0.4734 0.0006 0.006 0.002 

S316AW 0.571 2.3101 1176 2.3087 0.0014 0.023 0.003 

S316HR 0.999 0.6110 1176 0.6094 0.0016 0.015 0.002 

W316_2AR 0.986 2.2060 1176 2.2052 0.0008 0.008 0.002 
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Table 5.22 Corrosion rate (CR) estimate from 147/160-day mass loss tests 

 

Area 
(cm2) 

Mass1 
(g) 

Exposure 
time (hr) 

Mass2 
(g) 

Mass 
Loss (g) 

CR (11-day) 
(mm/yr) 

-Error  
(mm/yr) 

+Error  
(mm/yr) 

W304HR 1.110 0.6607 3840 0.6318 0.0289 0.043 0.00383* 0.00023 

W304CR 0.887 0.2820 3840 0.2350 0.0470 0.088 0.00057 0.00057 

W303AR 0.999 2.2337 3840 2.1478 0.0859 0.143 0.00062 0.00062 

F309AW 0.931 0.8060 3840 0.8049 0.0011 0.002 0.00036 0.00036 

F309HR 1.058 0.7323 3840 0.7317 0.0006 0.001 0.00063* 0.00016 

S309AW 0.932 0.8877 3840 0.8829 0.0048 0.008 0.00037 0.00037 

S309HR 1.031 0.6720 3840 0.6684 0.0036 0.006 0.00113* 0.00017 

W309AR 1.157 3.9130 3840 3.9101 0.0029 0.004 0.00029 0.00029 

W309HR 1.002 0.5937 3840 0.5904 0.0033 0.005 0.00117* 0.00018 

S316AW 0.760 1.9580 3528 1.9530 0.0050 0.011 0.00046 0.00046 

S316HR 1.139 0.7420 3840 0.7381 0.0039 0.006 0.00103* 0.00016 

W316_2AR 0.997 2.1600 3840 2.1580 0.0020 0.003 0.00034 0.00034 

*Additional error: mass loss over-estimate due to mill-scale loss from the non-tested surface. 

5.4.2 Solution Analysis 

Along with mass loss, 200 µL samples of each final solution were drawn, diluted 50:1, and 

analyzed using ICP-OES. The analysis data were converted to a corrosion rate taking the dilution, 

solution volume (used for sample immersion), sample surface area, and testing duration into account. 

Figure 5.34b shows the solution analysis data plotted adjacent to the mass loss data, where both have been 

converted to a calculated corrosion rate (mm/yr). There is good agreement between the corrosion rate 

calculated by mass loss, and the corrosion rate calculated by solution analysis. The advantage of solution 

analysis is that the dissolved material may be analyzed by elemental component to determine the 

dissolved component breakdown. Each solution analysis was broken down by analyte percentage, and the 

results are given in Table 5.23 and shown in Figure 5.35. The elemental breakdown of dissolved mass 

will be addressed in the Discussion. 

5.4.3 Photographic Evidence 

Photographs of the surfaces of the short-term (11-day) mass-loss corrosion test samples are 

shown in Figure 5.36. The samples had been prepared with a 1 µm surface finish and therefore had a 

mirror finish when placed in the corrosive environment. Hot-rolled wrought 304L, cold-rolled 304L, and 

wrought 303 had a roughened, corroded surface. Several samples were still relatively reflective: hot-

rolled FCAW 309L, hot-rolled wrought 309S, hot-rolled SMAW 316L, and as-received wrought 316L_2 

(from supplier 2). The as-welded samples (FCAW 309AW, SMAW 309AW, and SMAW316AW) 

appeared etched, revealing the weld structure.  
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Figure 5.34 Corrosion rate (CR) on a) linear scale and b) logarithmic scale along with corrosion rates 
measured using dissolved mass for comparison. For austenitic stainless steel samples for testing durations 
of 11 days, 25 or 49 days, and 147 or 160 days. (W=wrought, F=FCAW, S=SMAW, HR=hot-rolled and 
annealed, CR=cold-rolled, AR=as-received, AW=as-welded, “_2”=from supplier 2) 
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Figure 5.35 Elemental component breakdown for solutions from mass loss testing of austenitic stainless steel samples for testing durations of 
11 days, 25 or 49 days, and 147 or 160 days. (W=wrought, F=FCAW, S=SMAW, HR=hot-rolled and annealed, CR=cold-rolled, AR=as-received, 
AW=as-welded, “_2”=from supplier 2) 
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Table 5.23 Solution analysis component breakdown for mass loss corrosion tests 

 

Short-term 
(pct. of dissolved metal) 

Mid-term 
(pct. of dissolved metal) 

Long-term 
(pct. of dissolved metal) 

 Fe Cr Ni Mo Fe Cr Ni Mo Fe Cr Ni Mo 

W304HR 74.1 17.2 8.5 0.1 74.8 16.6 8.5 0.1 72.4 17.5 9.9 0.3 

W304CR 72.6 19.1 8.1 0.2 72.5 19.1 8.4 0.1 72.4 19.0 8.6 0.0 

W303AR 73.4 18.2 8.4 0.0 73.2 18.3 8.5 0.0 73.5 16.9 9.6 0.1 

F309AW 63.1 23.6 13.0 0.2 64.0 21.6 14.0 0.4 61.9 24.1 13.9 0.2 

F309HR 63.7 23.2 13.1 0.0 68.7 18.4 12.9 0.0 67.2 19.0 13.5 0.2 

S309AW 65.8 21.9 12.1 0.2 64.6 22.4 12.8 0.1 64.4 22.4 13.0 0.2 

S309HR 66.9 20.2 12.7 0.2 70.3 16.0 13.7 0.0 69.2 16.7 14.0 0.0 

W309AR 64.0 22.0 13.3 0.7 71.3 17.0 11.8 0.0 73.0 16.7 10.3 0.0 

W309HR 82.8 11.6 5.6 0.0 70.2 16.0 13.8 0.0 67.0 18.6 14.4 0.0 

S316AW 69.9 16.4 12.4 1.3 68.7 14.4 15.8 1.2 70.9 16.6 11.3 1.2 

S316HR 77.4 10.5 12.1 0.0 73.2 13.0 12.9 0.9 65.1 4.0 29.2 1.7 

W316_2AR 82.7 10.3 7.0 0.0 78.6 13.9 7.5 0.0 71.4 17.4 10.1 1.0 

 

Photographs of the surfaces of the 25-day mid-term mass-loss corrosion test samples are shown in 

Figure 5.37. The hot-rolled and cold-rolled wrought 304L samples both appeared to have a loose film 

covering parts of the surface. The wrought 303 alloy had a dark gray appearance, and the as-welded 

FCAW and SMAW 309L samples revealed a mottled appearance due to the weld structure. Photographs 

of the surfaces of the 49-day mid-term mass-loss corrosion test samples are shown in Figure 5.38. Hot-

rolled FCAW 309L and hot-rolled SMAW 316L lost their reflectiveness due to corrosion attack. With the 

photos taken with a special orientation, reflections from the scratches related to polishing for sample 

preparation could be observed for as-received and hot-rolled wrought 309S, for hot-rolled SMAW 316L, 

and wrought 316L from supplier 2. The mottled appearance due to the weld structure was recognizable 

for the SMAW 316L sample. 

Photographs of the surfaces of the long-term (147/160-day) are shown in Figure 5.39. The surface 

of the hot-rolled wrought 304L sample was shiny, but not reflective, and the cold-rolled 304L sample 

surface had a fibrous appearance. The wrought 303 alloy surface had a spongy, porous appearance with 

black streaks. The as-welded samples for FCAW and SMAW 309L and SMAW 316L again had a mottled 

appearance from the weld structure. Hot-rolled FCAW and SMAW 309L appeared smooth, but not 

reflective. As-received and hot-rolled wrought 309L, hot-rolled SMAW 316L and wrought 316L had 

relatively shiny, reflective surfaces. 
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Figure 5.36 Photographs of sample surfaces from short-term (11-day) mass loss corrosion test. 
(W=wrought, F=FCAW, S=SMAW, HR=hot-rolled and annealed, CR=cold-rolled, AR=as-received, 
AW=as-welded, “_2”=from supplier 2) 

 

Figure 5.37 Photographs of sample surfaces from mid-term (25-day) mass loss corrosion test. 
(W=wrought, F=FCAW, S=SMAW, HR=hot-rolled and annealed, CR=cold-rolled, AR=as-received, 
AW=as-welded) 
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Figure 5.38 Photographs of sample surfaces from short-term (49-day) mass loss corrosion test. 
(W=wrought, F=FCAW, S=SMAW, HR=hot-rolled and annealed, AR=as-received, AW=as-welded, 
“_2”=from supplier 2) 

 

Figure 5.39 Photographs of sample surfaces from short-term (160-day) mass loss corrosion test. 
(W=wrought, F=FCAW, S=SMAW, HR=hot-rolled and annealed, CR=cold-rolled, AR=as-received, 
AW=as-welded, “_2”=from supplier 2) 
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5.4.4 SEM Evidence 

Table 5.24 summarizes the long-term (160-day) corrosion effects of the 0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl 

environment on each of the austenitic stainless steel samples in this study. The comments in Table 5.24 

refer to the features of corrosion attack from SEM images, which are contained in figures as listed in the 

table. 

Table 5.24 Long-term corrosion effects of 0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl on microstructure. 

Sample Figure Description of attack 

W304HR Figure 5.40 Deep crystallographic attack. Faceted grains and wide-opening pits remain. 

W304CR “ 
Deep attack leaving loosely attached fibers and films oriented in rolling 

direction. 

W303AR “ 
Deep directional and end grain attack by dissolution of MnS and 

surrounding base metal. Some additional pitting. 

F309AW Figure 5.41 
Preferential attack of austenite, leaving ferrites prominent. Some crevice 

corrosion at inclusions and slight pitting in austenite between ferrites. 

F309HR “ 

Preferential attack of austenite leaving ferrites slightly prominent. Pit 
initiation appears to occur in austenite, but growth appears to be arrested 

when directionally obstructed by ferrite (elevated Cr). 

S309AW “ 
Preferential attack of ferrites and some pitting associated with grain 

boundaries and sub-surface ferrites. 

S309HR Figure 5.42 
Slight crystallographic attack and some crevice corrosion around 

inclusions. 

W309AR “ 
Very little attack. Scratches from 1 µm polish for sample preparation still 

visible. Silicide inclusion partially dissolved. 

W309HR “ Very little attack. Location of oxide pitted. 

S316AW Figure 5.43 
Highly preferential attack of austenite leaving ferrite prominent. Low Cr 

interdendritic spaces leave an “x” pattern of attack. 

S316HR “ 
Very little attack. A few areas of grain boundary attack apparently due to 

sensitization. 

W316_2AR “ Very little attack. 
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Figure 5.40 SEM images from long-term (160-day) mass loss corrosion test: a-b) hot-rolled wrought 
304L; c-d) cold-rolled wrought 304L; e-f) as-received wrought 303. 
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Figure 5.41 SEM images from long-term (160-day) mass loss corrosion test: a-b) as-welded FCAW 309L; 
c-d) hot-rolled FCAW 309L; e-f) as-welded SMAW 309L. 
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Figure 5.42 SEM images from long-term (160-day) mass loss corrosion test: a-b) hot-rolled SMAW 
309L; c-d) as-received wrought 309S; e-f) hot-rolled wrought 309S. 
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Figure 5.43 SEM images from long-term (160-day) mass loss corrosion test: a-b) as-welded SMAW 
316L; c-d) hot-rolled SMAW 316L; e) as-received 316L from supplier 2. 
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CHAPTER 6: IF WELDING: DISCUSSION OF STAGES 

Past researchers have divided the IF welding process into three or four stages based on 

fluctuations in the torque response [76].  The typical three-stage division is shown at the top of 

Figure 6.1: (1) first torque peak, (2) steady state, and (3) second torque peak. Rao and Hazlett measured 

torque during the IF welding process and identified that the first stage of IF welding was an increase in 

torque due to interlocking asperities and increase in the frictional area [72].  In the second half of the first 

stage (or second stage in some descriptions), after the entire faying surfaces are in contact, the torque 

begins to decrease as a thin “shearing layer” of heated material begins to flow [72]. Almost constant 

torque characterizes the second stage as the shearing layer width does not change with time. Hasui 

showed in IF welding of acrylics that the center of the specimen exhibited a “junction” region and the 

periphery of the specimen a “separated” region [76]. Similarly, for metals, the effect of friction varies 

with radial location due to pressure [81], velocity, and temperature [186]. In the following sections, heat 

flux will be discussed with respect to radial location. Finally, in the third stage, the quasi-steady state is 

disrupted by a rapid increase in torque due to the decrease in rotation speed until motion stops [76]. 

 

 

Figure 6.1 Schematic of IF welding stages. Torque stages: 1) First peak, 2) Steady state, 3) Second peak. 
Displacement stages: 1) Heat up, 2) First forging stage, 3) Second forging stage. 

In this discussion, we will approach the weld stages in terms of the displacement curve as shown 

at the bottom of Figure 6.1. The calculated torque curves were used to identify the weld start time (initial 

rise in torque) and finish time (torque drop to zero). This period was identified as total torque time or 

weld time and encompassed 1) the heat up stage and 2) the first forging stage. Although torque equals 
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zero and cooling after rotational motion ceases, 3) a second forging stage occurs due to extrusion of 

remaining heat-softened material.  

6.1 Comments on Non-uniform Partitioning of Heat 

An important consideration in understanding the evolution of weld features for dissimilar alloy IF 

welding in the heat-up phase involves the partitioning of heat between the two workpieces. When heat is 

generated at the interface between dissimilar materials, the flow of material is typically asymmetric [187]. 

It is constructive to consider the results of a simple, one-dimensional heat-transfer analysis [188] to 

determine how the heat flux is partitioned at a dissimilar material interface for the case of dry friction (i.e. 

in the earliest stages of the heat up phase). Consider a heat flux incident on an infinite, flat interface 

between two dissimilar materials. According to this analysis, the ratio of the heat flux into each part is 

given by the ratio of the square root of the product of a grouping of thermo-physical properties:   

Certainly, the dissimilar thermo-physical properties have an effect on heat generation and 

deformation for the dissimilar friction welds. A literature review was conducted to gather thermo-physical 

properties for the two materials of interest in this study, type 304L stainless steel and steel. Figure 6.2 

shows the trends with temperature for thermal conductivity, , density, , and heat capacity, , for 304 

stainless steel (SS) [189] and pure Fe [190]. Note that values of thermal properties for the 1018 steel alloy 

were not available in literature for the entire temperature range of interest, therefore values for pure iron 

(Fe) were used. In the absence of 1018 steel data, density data for 0.1% carbon steel [191] and heat 

capacity and thermal conductivity data for 0.23% carbon steel [192] were included for comparison with 

the pure iron thermo-physical properties. The thermal conductivity of 0.23% carbon steel is notably lower 

than that of pure iron, especially at the lower temperatures. This indicates that the use of pure iron data 

results in a slight overestimation of the ratio of thermal flux to the 1018 steel workpiece, especially at 

temperatures under 500 °C. Figure 6.2a indicates that the densities of 304 stainless steel and pure iron are 

similar with a small jog in the pure Fe plot due to the ferrite-austenite phase change. The change in phase 

is reflected strongly, however, in Figure 6.2b by the spike in heat capacity for pure iron between ~500-

900 °C. As shown in Figure 6.2c, the thermal conductivity of the ferrite phase in pure iron at low 

temperature is high and decreases with rising temperature until ~900 °C. Above 900 °C the thermal 

conductivity of pure iron, 0.23% C steel, and 304 stainless steel are relatively similar and increasing with 

temperature up to their respective melting points. 
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Figure 6.2 Thermo-physical properties of 304 stainless steel, pure iron (Fe and selected steels versus 
temperature; a) density, b) heat capacity (0.23% C steel data from, c) thermal conductivity, and d) 
subsequent partitioning of heat flux between two workpieces. References: 304 data from [189], pure iron 
data from [190], 0.1% C steel data for density from [191], and 0.23% C steel data from [192]. 

Heat flow between dissimilar materials is asymmetric [187]. For example, in a one-dimensional 

heat-transfer analysis on an infinite, flat interface [188], when heat flux, ,  originates at the interface, the 

ratio of the heat flux into dissimilar materials “A” and “B”, ⁄ , is given by the ratio of the square root 

of the product of a grouping of thermo-physical properties:   

=  √√      (6.1)[193]–[195] 

and = +    (6.2) 
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Accordingly, the trends in heat partitioning between the pure Fe and 304 stainless steel are shown 

in Figure 6.2d. From room temperature up to ~900 °C, the majority of heat flux partitions to the pure Fe, 

which may be relatively similar to the behavior for 1018. However, above 1000 °C, the heat flux is 

partitioned more uniformly between the two workpieces. These results suggest that for dissimilar IF 

welding between 304L stainless steel and 1018 steel, more heat partitions initially into the 1018 steel side 

of the joint during the heating phase. Later in the heating stage, the heat would partition from the interface 

more uniformly to the two workpieces. However, the thermal diffusivity of 1018 steel may be much 

higher than that of stainless steel at temperatures less than 700 °C, as shown in Figure 6.3. Thus, a short 

distance from the interface, where the temperature is lower than the interface temperature and lower than 

~700 °C, heat dissipation would be much slower in the stainless steel. This analysis provides at least a 

partial rationale for the greater volume of flash found on the 1018 sides of the weld joints. Additional 

considerations to explain this observation involving flow stress differences are discussed subsequently.  

 

Figure 6.3 Thermal diffusivity versus temperature for pure iron (Fe) [190] and 304 stainless steel (SS) 
[189]. 

6.2 Updated Analytical Temperature Model for Dissimilar IF Butt Welding 

A thermal model similar to the approach of Yang was constructed to aid interpretation of the 

1018 microstructural developments [80]. Two modifications were made. Firstly, a modification was made 

to allow for dissimilar heat flow between the two alloys since stainless steel and steel have differing 

thermal diffusivity. A second modification was to adjust for metal loss by flash extrusion at the interface. 

These two features were not in the model developed by Yang but were necessary for accurate thermal 

modeling of IF butt welding of stainless steel and steel. Other assumptions were the same as those made 

by Yang and many others: 
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 The analysis was one-dimensional, implying radially uniform heat flux and temperature. 

 1018 steel and 304L stainless steel rods were semi-infinite in length. 

 Effects of radiation and convection were ignored. 

 Thermal conductivity and product of density and heat capacity were constant with temperature. 

The inertia friction welding process was divided into three stages—heat up, steady state, and cool 

down—for this transient temperature model with unique boundary conditions depending on the thermal 

process at the interface. 1) During heat up a constant heat flux, q, was applied at the interface, 2) during 

steady state the interface temperature was constant, and 3) during cooling, all heat flux was eliminated, 

and heat was allowed to dissipate into the rods by conduction. The Matlab code is provided in 

Appendix D.  

6.2.1 Heat Up 

For the heat up stage, the analytical expression for the temperature profile, �{ , } as a function of 

distance from the weld interface and time (for “workpiece A”) was: 

�{ , } = � + √ {− } − {√ }        (6.3)[80] 

Such that k was thermal conductivity (assumed 0.038 and 0.021 W/mm/K for 1018 steel and 

304L stainless steel, respectively),  was thermal diffusivity, wherein = ⁄ ,  was density 

(assumed 7870 and 7800 kg/m3 for 1018 steel and 304L stainless steel, respectively), and  was heat 

capacity (assumed an average of 761 and 543 J/kg/K for 1018 steel and 304L stainless steel, respectively). 

For workpiece “A” heat flux, , at the interface was assumed constant during this heat up stage. Yang’s 

model was modified such that the total heat flux, , was partitioned to each base metal per the flux ratio, 

which ensured that the interface temperature was the same for both alloys [194]. The flux partitioning 

between the two materials was governed by Equations 6.1 and 6.2.  

6.2.2 Steady State 

The steady state stage was characterized by a constant interface temperature, � , which was the 

result of the selected  value and time in the heat up stage. Seed values for these parameters were chosen 

based on the experimental data then adjusted slightly to ensure that the interface temperature remained 

below the melting temperature of the stainless steel: �{ , } = √ ∫ �∞ {− −� } − {− +� } � + √ ∫ �−� ⁄ { − −� } �     

 (6.4)[80] 
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�  was the temperature profile at the start of the second stage as a function of distance from the 

weld interface, �  was the constant interface temperature, and � was the time constant for the second 

stage. The steady state stage transient temperature calculations were modified such that axial shortening 

occurred by the loss of material at the interface at a constant rate during this stage: ∆̇ = ∆ / − �   (6.5) 

Wherein ∆̇  was the axial shortening rate, ∆  was the axial shortening, and − � was the time in 

the steady state stage. 

6.2.3 Cool Down 

The cool down stage was characterized by conduction of heat and null heat input. �{ , } = √ ∫ �∞ {− −� } + {− +� } �      (6.6)[80] �  was the temperature profile at the start of the third stage as a function of distance from the 

weld interface.  Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 show the transient temperature results from the thermal model 

for the 1018 and 304 stainless steel bars, respectively. To create these surface plots, the low rotation speed 

IF weld parameters were used as seed values then adjusted slightly such that the final input parameters 

were a heat flux of 50 W/mm2 with 75% efficiency [80], [196], 0.6 s of heat-up time, 1.0 s of steady state 

with 1.5 mm of axial loss (shortening) on the 1018 side and 0.5 mm of axial loss (shortening) on the 304 

side. 

6.3 Stage 1: Frictional Heating 

The heat up phase of IF welding begins when the workpieces first come into contact. Clearly, the 

plane of relative motion at this time is the frictional (faying) surfaces of the samples. Increases in torque 

values for the first torque peak have been ascribed to dry friction and wear [61], interlocking asperities, 

increasing adhesion area and increase in frictional contact area [72]. The sharp oscillations during the rise 

of the torque curve are thought to be due to uneven surfaces and disruptive contact [72]. During the heat 

up stage, heat is initially generated by frictional rubbing as shown previously by several researchers [68], 

[69], [71], [197]. Heat flux density,  (W/m2) evolves from frictional shear stress �  (N/m2) and 

velocity, v, according to the following expressions: =  �   (6.7) � = �    (6.8)[73] 
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Figure 6.4 Transient temperature model output for the 1018 steel side of the low rotation speed IF weld. 

 

Figure 6.5 Transient temperature model output for the type 304 stainless steel side of the low rotation 
speed IF weld. 
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Because shear stress in Equation 6.7 increases with axial pressure per Equation 6.8, it follows that 

the highest pressure (180 MPa) weld fabricated in this study produced the greatest heat flux and led to the 

shortest heat-up phase (0.25 s). Similarly, Kimura et al. found that for direct drive friction welding of 

12 mm diameter steel rods, with 150 MPa of friction pressure, the first torque peak occurred within 

~0.15 s, but with 30 MPa of friction pressure, the first torque peak occurred in ~1.4 s [78]. They also 

showed that with the high pressure, the heat flux density was highest near the periphery during the heating 

stage, but with the low pressure, the heat flux density was highest near the center during the heating stage 

[78]. In general, the results showed that increased axial pressure reduced heat up time as was observed in 

Figure 4.3d.  

Wang and Nagappan, and also Sluzalec pointed out that there is a temperature gradient across the 

interface [71], [73]. Wang and Nagappan assumed that pressure was uniform across the IF welding 

interface and from that basis, generated the model shown in Figure 6.6 for thermal flux with respect to 

radial location  [73]. Inherent to a uniform pressure assumption is the additional assumption that there is 

no friction at the interface, because frictional forces would drive non-uniform pressure [81].  

 

Figure 6.6 Schematic for heat flux, q, with respect to radial location, r for an IF weld of diameter, R. 
From Wang and Nagappan [73]. 

Several other researchers have shown that pressure is not uniform at the interface [76], [77] and 

has a strong effect on heat distribution in the IF welding heat-up phase [72], [78], [79]. Some researchers 

have related axial components of the pressure distribution during IF welding to that produced by the 

friction hill during the forging of a billet between rigid platens [77], [81]. There are two basic types of 

friction, sliding friction and sticking friction, as shown in Figure 6.7.  
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Figure 6.7 Three schematic models for the pressure distribution during forging: a) uniform pressure 
(frictionless); b) sliding friction; c) sticking friction. 

Sliding friction is based on Coulomb’s law with � as the frictional shear stress:  � ≡ �
  (6.9) 

An expression for pressure, , versus radial location, r, due to sliding friction was derived 

assuming a constant friction coefficient, �, a homogeneous temperature throughout a workpiece of 

thickness, t, a flow stress at temperature of � , and a radius of R. The full derivation is provided by Dieter 

[81], and the result as shown in Figure 6.7b is: = � [ � − ]  (6.10) 

The physical explanation for the second condition, called sticking friction, is that a thin film 

within the workpiece attaches and does not move about the die. The film is assumed to have a shear stress 

of defined by the Von Mises yield criterion where the flow stress in shear, � = � √⁄ , such that: � ≡  �� =  � √⁄� = √    (6.11) 

Subsequently as shown in Figure 6.7c, for sticking friction the pressure, p(r), versus radial 

location, r, becomes: = � [ + √ − ]      (6.12) 

The expressions for sliding and sticking friction are based on fundamentally different first 

principle derivations, and strictly speaking are not even perfectly applicable for the scenario from which 

they were derived. For example, Dieter recognized that � is not constant in reality, but actually varies 

with radial location, r. However, the shear stress at an interface cannot exceed the yield strength of the 
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material in shear, thus sticking friction can be thought of as a maximum frictional condition [81]. For this 

study, the applied force, , is known, therefore the following equivalence may be assumed: = ∫ ∫ , = ∫       (6.13) 

Wherein  is the angle of revolution (in radians). Substituting Equation 6.6 for the sliding friction 

case into Equation 6.9: = � ∫ [ � − ] = − � � +� exp [ � −� ]      (6.14) 

Substituting Equation 6.8 for the sticking friction case into Equation 6.9: 

= � ∫ [ + √ − ] =  − � ( − − ⁄ )⁄       (6.15) 

Now, for both the sliding friction and sticking friction cases above we have one expression with 

two unknowns, flow stress, � , and thickness, t. The flow stress is unknown because there is a 

temperature gradient and therefore there is a flow stress gradient. Similarly, the thickness of the layer of 

deforming material is not exactly known because there is a gradient in the amount of deformation taking 

place in the material with more rapid deformation flow occurring near the interface. We need not make 

any assumptions yet for flow stress and thickness, as these variables will become useful in the next step. 

The next step is to consider how pressure, which varies with radial location could relate to heat 

flux variation with radial location. When Wang and Nagappan performed finite element analysis to 

determine transient temperature distribution in inertia welding, they made the simple assumption that the 

product of pressure and friction coefficient was constant across the interface such that they could easily 

use the following expression to calculate heat flux, q(r), as a function of radial location: = �       (6.16)[73] 

Wang and Nagappan [73] assumed that µ ×  was constant with respect to radial location, and 

thus their analysis essentially became equivalent to the frictionless case with respect to radial location. 

Their resulting heat flux increases linearly with a maximum at the periphery. Logically, however, this 

cannot be the case because if heat flux is greatest at the periphery, then the highest temperature would be 

at the periphery, resulting in the lowest flow stress at the periphery and rapid flash ejection. Intuitively, 

this cannot occur because as soon as flash is ejected, the pressure at the periphery decreases and the 

pressure near the center increases. Thus the pressure should be much greater closer to the center, and 

since heat flux is a function of pressure, then the heat flux would no longer be greatest at the periphery. It 

is also mathematically clear that heat flux will be zero at the axial centerline, because relative velocity is 

zero at the axial centerline and maximum at the periphery. Thus it is logical that the maximum heat flux 
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will be located somewhere between the center and periphery for the IF welding process. Indeed, several 

researchers have noted a lenticular volume near the mid-radius that appears to achieve the highest 

temperature due to maximum heat flux near the mid-radius [72], [76]–[79]. Thus the friction hill may be 

one method of explaining the maximum heat flux near the mid-radius position. 

The rate of change of inertial energy with time, 
�

 
, due to the flywheel can be related to the heat 

input rate per unit volume, or power, ̇ , (J/s). This relationship can be approximated based on the inertia, 

I, and angular velocity, ω: ̇ = �
 
 ≅ ∆�∆  = ∆ ∆     (6.17)[81] (p571) 

Wherein  is the fraction of mechanical energy converted to heat. The average heat flux density, ̅, is proportional to the heat rate divided by the cross-sectional area: ̅ = ̇ /   (6.18) 

And ̇ =  ∫ ∫ = ∫   (6.19) 

Substituting Equation 6.12 for q(r): ̇ = π ∫ �  (6.20) 

For sliding friction, substituting Equation 6.6 for , and defining = � , the energy input 

rate becomes (also, assuming � is constant with radial location): ̇ = π� ∫ � [ � − ] � = [− πμ� � + � +� [ � − / ] ]       (6.21) 

And for sticking friction, substituting Equation 6.8 for , the energy input rate becomes: 

̇ = π� ∫ � [ + √ − ] � = [− π�� − √ −⁄ ]      (6.22) 

Since  and ̇  are known for each IF butt welding parameter set, we now have a system of two 

equations, Equation 6.18 and 6.10, and two unknowns, �  and , for the sliding friction case and two 

equations, Equation 6.19 and 6.11 and two unknowns, �  and , for the sticking friction case. The 

unknowns cannot be solved for algebraically, but solutions were calculated using an iterative technique in 

Microsoft Excel using the final parameters shown in Table 6.1.  

The value for axial force, , was chosen from the nominal weld parameters: 75 kN. The rotation 

speed was chosen from the nominal weld parameters, early in the weld cycle (at the first torque peak): 
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3100 rpm. Energy input rate, ̇ , was chosen based on the nominal weld parameters near the first torque 

peak to be 50 kJ/s with  75% efficiency [80], [196], i.e. 37.5 kJ/s. For the uniform pressure case, the 

coefficient of friction was solved for: 0.18, which was similar to the value of 0.20 for Coulombic friction 

selected by Maalekian et al. [75]. For the sliding friction case and sticking friction case, convergence 

toward a solution was not possible for any chosen coefficient of friction, which led to the choice 0.25 for 

the sliding friction case and 0.22 for the sticking friction case. The reference stress, � , does not 

necessarily have a physical meaning, but was taken to be 43 MPa and 46 MPa for the sliding and sticking 

friction cases, respectively. These values for flow stress are similar to the flow stresses for both 304L 

stainless steel [165] and 1018 steel [198] at 1300 °C at a flow stress of ~1/s. The reference thickness, t, 

also does not necessarily have physical meaning, but may bear resemblance to the width of material heat 

softened zone. The reference thickness for the sliding friction model and the sticking friction model were 

~2.2 mm, respectively. 

Figure 6.8a shows the graphical results of the three different heat generation models based on 

1) uniform pressure distribution, 2) pressure distribution arising from sliding friction, and 3) pressure 

distribution arising from sticking friction. Figure 6.8b shows the estimated heat flux versus radial location 

for each model.  

Table 6.1 Parameters for IF butt welding frictional heating models 

 
Axial 
force, 

 

Rotation 
speed, 

ω 

Energy 
input rate, ̇  Coefficient 

of friction, 
μ 

Reference 
flow stress, �  

Reference 
thickness, 

t 

 (kN) (rad/s) (kJ/s)  (MPa) (mm) 

Uniform 
pressure 

75 325 37.5 0.18 na na 

Sliding 
friction 

75 325 37.5 0.25 43 2.2 

Sticking 
friction 

75 325 37.5 0.22 46 2.2 

 

Dieter commented that sticking friction often occurs near the center of a forged disc, whereas 

sliding friction occurs near the periphery [81]. Several other researchers have introduced an additional 

variable in their models because neither sticking nor sliding friction wholly fits reality. For forging 

process modeling, some researchers have added a variable that determines the fraction of friction that is 

either sticking or sliding and has been used for friction weld [90] and friction stir weld modeling [199], 

[200]. Thus it is possible that sticking friction occurs near the center of the IF welding workpiece and 

sliding friction occurs near the periphery similar to hot working [81]. Also, this analysis was performed 

assuming that all of the heat is generated at the interface, which may not be true in actual IF welding.  
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Figure 6.8 Models for understanding the relationship between heat flux, q, and radial location: a) pressure 
versus radial location, r, for the sliding friction, sticking friction, and uniform pressure models; and b) 
resulting heat flux versus radial location for each model. 

At some point during the heat up stage, seizure occurs between the two workpieces at a position 

near the mid-radius where the product of the radially dependent pressure, velocity, and coefficient of 

friction is greatest [74]. Seizure results in the formation of a thin “shearing layer” of deformed material 

that grows both radially inward and outward until the entire original interface between the two 

components has been consumed by the layer [72]. The growth of the shear layer has been associated with 

a decrease in the slope of the first torque peak, and the maximum of the first torque peak has been 

interpreted as the point in time when the shear layer has developed across the entire interface [72]. The 

shear layer region as defined by other researchers may be the first step toward the formation of a mixed 

region for dissimilar metal IF welding [201]. The heat-up stage might conclude with some combination of 

sticking friction and sliding friction, and accordingly, we can conceptualize the variation of pressure, 

relative velocity and heat flux density with radial location, as shown schematically in Figure 6.9. 

6.4 Stage 2: First Forging Stage 

After the shear layer (i.e. the plastic zone) forms, axial shortening will begin not too long 

thereafter, and the IF welding process has entered the first forging stage. The maximum temperature in 

the interfacial region will occur during this phase [71]. Once the material at the weld interface begins to 

deform, there is no longer a distinct interface, but rather a volume of deformed material that typically 

varies in width with the radial position. This volume may also consist of some mixed material, i.e. the 
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earlier mentioned mixed zone [77]. Moreover, the rapidly deforming material is heated by near-adiabatic 

shearing at high strain rates [61], thereby providing a volumetric heat source within the workpiece. Also, 

the volumetric heat source is likely asymmetrically disposed about the original material interface for the 

case of dissimilar IF welding. 

The metal loss (axial shortening) from each workpiece for a dissimilar weld has not been before 

reported to the knowledge of the author. The results in Figure 4.3c-d for the IF butt weld study showed 

that an increase in either initial rotation speed or axial pressure resulted in an increase in forging time. 

The relationship between forging time and partitioning of axial shortening are summarized in Figure 6.10. 

As forging time increased, a higher percentage of the axial shortening came from the stainless steel work 

piece. The non-uniform metal loss between the two workpieces will be discussed regarding the thermo-

physical properties leading to non-uniform thermal flux and varying high-temperature flow stresses 

leading to non-uniform plastic flow between the two workpieces. 

 

 

Figure 6.9 Schematic result for radial thermal flux as a result of the friction hill ascribed to sticking 
friction: a) pressure and relative velocity variation due to friction; b) heat flux density variation as a result 
of the product of pressure and relative velocity; c) resulting heating profile. 
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Figure 6.10 Trend for displacement partitioning versus time in the first forging stage for dissimilar IF 
welding of 304L to 1018.   

6.4.1 Dissimilar Flow Stress vs Temperature 

At the interfacial region during the first forging phase, the temperature would be very high [71], 

[73], lowering the flow stress for both 1018 steel and 304 stainless steel . Figure 6.11 shows the flow 

stress versus temperature for type 304 stainless steel (at a strain of 0.5)[165](p304) and mild steel (0.15% 

C)(at a strain of 0.5)[198](p4.15) for two different strain rates (ε̇). Flow stress generally increases with 

strain rate [71], therefore multiple strain rates are included for each material so that the effect of increased 

strain rate may be inferred. The flow stress for 304 stainless steel can be seen to decrease more rapidly 

than that of low carbon steel in Figure 6.11 as temperature increases. A dashed line was drawn to the 

solidus temperature of 304 stainless steel of ~1400 °C [181]. Similarly for low-carbon steel, a dotted line 

was drawn to the solidus temperature of ~1490 °C [181]. The dashed and dotted lines intersect to show 

that at some temperature between the highest temperature with known flow stress and the solidus 

temperature, the flow stress for 304 stainless steel falls below that for the 1018 steel. At temperatures up 

to at least 1200 °C, the stainless steel has a higher flow stress than the mild steel, however, there is a 

crossover temperature as the stainless steel approaches its solidus temperature. The crossover temperature 

is defined here as the elevated temperature at which the mild steel flow stress exceeds the stainless steel 

flow stress, and thus the stainless steel would be expected to flow preferentially. Assuming that the flow 

strain rate was ~1/s, the predicted crossover temperature would be ~1300 °C. Also, assuming that the 

strain rate in both of the alloys was quite high, ~100/s, the predicted crossover temperature would be 

~1300 °C. But, both strain and strain rate decrease toward the workpiece center and also decrease rapidly 

in the axial (longitudinal) direction away from the interface [84]. Some researchers have reported a 

possible strain rate for IF welding of 1000/s or higher at the periphery, near the interface [202]. Thus, far 

away from the interface in the axial direction (where flash may be just beginning to form) we might 

expect flow stress similar to the lower strain rate curve for each material in Figure 6.11. But closer to the 

interface and closer to the periphery, we might expect flow stress similar to or above the higher strain rate 
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curve from Figure 6.11. The cross-over temperature may be near the melting temperature of 304 stainless 

steel. Hazlett argued that when welding dissimilar alloys the interfacial transition region temperature did 

not reach melting of either alloy [74]. However Midling and Grong claimed that partial melting occurred 

in friction welding along a narrow <50 µm layer at the interface [202]. Additionally, although initial 

frictional heating must occur at the dissimilar metal interface, after high temperature sticking friction and 

seizure occur, it is not necessary that the highest strain rate occur at the bi-material interface. It is 

conceivable that the volume of maximum rotational strain would be mostly contained in one of the two 

materials. Energy dissipation rate would be minimized if most—if not all—of the strain were 

appropriated to the lower strength region, which would be within the lower melting temperature 

material—in this case the stainless steel. 

 

Figure 6.11 Flow stress versus temperature for 304 stainless steel [165] and mild steel [198] for two 
different strain rates (ε̇). The solidus temperatures were obtained from the ASM Handbook [181]. 

Data in Figure 6.11 span the temperature range 900-1500 °C, which is of interest for the IF 

welding HAZ and interfacial transition region. Dashed lines are plotted for reference for 118 MPa, 

148 MPa, and 180 MPa, which were the low, nominal, and high pressure parameters, respectively, in this 

study. Depending on the local strain rate, any material within the weld region with temperature below the 

pertinent dashed line would be expected to deform during the IF welding process plastically. Thus, the 

1018 steel might be expected to deform at temperatures above ~950 °C for an applied pressure of 

148 MPa. Similarly, the 304L might be expected to deform at temperatures above ~1075 °C for the same 

148 MPa pressure. As was shown in Table 4.3, the majority of axial shortening (72% to 80%) occurred in 
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the 1018 steel for all parameter sets in this study, likely due to its lower average flow stress in the plastic 

deformed zone. Thus, the increasing proportion of axial shortening that occurred in the 304L with 

increasing time in the first forging phase as shown in Figure 6.10 was thus likely due to the longer time 

with an elevated thermal profile such that the ratio of 304L to 1018 flash formation was maximized.  

Concerning thermal excursion away from the interface, the highest offset surface temperature 

measured in this study (for any of the five parameters sets) using a thermocouple at the outer surface the 

1018 steel was 917 °C (for the high rotation speed weld). This peak peripheral surface temperature was 

consistent with the data shown in Figure 6.11 because due to flash formation the highest surface 

temperature would likely approximate the temperature at the onset of plastic deformation. The applied 

axial pressure in this high rotation speed weld was 148 MPa, which by interpolation for 1018 steel 

approximates the flow stress at ~910 °C for 1/s strain rate, evidently consistent with the measured 

temperature of 917 °C. Note that the instantaneous temperature in the interfacial region would have been 

much higher than this measured offset surface temperature [71], [73]. 

For the first forging stage for IF welding of dissimilar alloys it is clear that the flow stress 

difference between the two metals is important at all temperatures, especially near the interfacial 

transition region. The metal with higher flow stress along most of the lower temperature range may flow 

preferentially if its high-temperature flow stress is lower or if it has a low melting temperature. Two 

additional likely examples of this distinction emerge from the literature. Firstly Koo, Sampath, and 

Baeslack IF welded 2024 Al to rapidly solidified (RS) Al-9Fe-3Mo-1V [203]. The 2024 Al had higher 

strength at low temperatures, but the RS alloy had higher strength at high temperature. The 2024 Al, with 

the steeper strength versus temperature gradient had more curled flash. Thus although the 2024 Al had 

higher strength at low temperature its lower strength at high temperature resulted in more gross flow from 

the interface during IF welding. Secondly, Li et al. used resistance heat aided friction welding to join 

22Cr9Mn4Ni stainless steel to 9Cr2Si steel [204]. The high alloy 22Cr9Mn4Ni was higher in strength but 

lower in melting temperature and showed a large region similar to the mechanically mixed and plastic 

deformed region produced in this work. Flash formed in the 22Cr alloy above the swirl. For the lower 

alloy, 9Cr, side of the joint there was no swirl and flash formed directly at the dissimilar alloy interfacial 

transition region. The lower alloy 9Cr2Si had a great deal of flash further away from the interfacial 

transition region, indicating a lower flow stress at lower temperatures.  

Both the partitioning of heat and the disparity of flow stress between the dissimilar alloys have an 

effect on the generation and relative quantity of flash. Firstly, as was shown by the non-uniform heat 

partitioning calculation, heat likely flows more rapidly into the 1018 steel during the heating stage. 

Secondly, a higher temperature was required to initiate flow for 304L stainless steel. These were the 

fundamental reasons that there was less 304L flash than 1018 flash for all of the welded joints. The 
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fundamental reason for the increasing amount of 304L stainless steel flash with increasing time in the 

forging stage was the additional time with increasing amount of material deforming above the crossover 

temperature, above which 304L stainless steel deformed more easily. 

6.4.2 Effect of Dissimilar Thermo-mechanical Properties on Flow 

Regarding plastic flow in the interfacial volume for similar IF welding, deformation should occur 

in a spiral pattern in both workpieces as has been shown by past research [77], [91]. This may not be the 

case for dissimilar alloy IF welding where the two workpieces may have different temperature-dependent 

flow stresses near the interfacial transition region. Several pieces of metallographic evidence indicate that 

much of the rotational strain during the IF welding forging phases in this work occurred within the 304L 

stainless steel (above the crossover temperature) or at least in the mechanically mixed interfacial region, 

and not the 1018 steel. Firstly, near the periphery Figure 4.12 revealed a swirl with etching response 

similar to martensite within the material with etching response similar to that stainless steel, indicating 

that the 304L flowed more readily, (i.e. had a lower flow stress) than the 1018 steel at the interfacial 

transition region. Secondly in Figure 4.12, at the periphery, the 304L flash was offset up to 500 µm from 

the 1018 interface. Thirdly in Figure 4.10, there was a layer, or coating, of non-etching, mechanically 

mixed material all of the way to the extremity of the 1018 flash. The lack of etching response indicates 

that this coating likely contained martensite or a transitional composition similar to that of the stainless 

steel. The presence of the coating over the entire 1018 flash collar indicates that before 1018 flash could 

begin to form, the interfacial volume of concentrated rotational strain may have migrated away from the 

1018 interface. Then a mechanically mixed layer may have formed— primarily made up of the lower 

melting point stainless steel—by ablation and diffusion of the 1018 steel interface. 

6.4.3 Effect of Non-uniform Heat Flux Density at the Interface 

Just as pressure is not uniformly distributed across the friction welding interface, heat flux density 

will also be non-uniformly distributed across the interface. Variation in heat flux density with respect to 

radial location was previously described for the heat up stage and shown schematically in Figure 6.6. In 

Figure 4.9, annular peaks were identified at the dissimilar IF welding interfaces. For any given IF butt 

weld, the annular peak is thought to arise from the varying ratio of 1018 to 304 flow stress across the 

interface. Specifically, this annular peak location is where the 1018 protrudes the most into the 304L or 

conversely where the 304L stainless steel protrudes the least into the 1018 steel. By contrast, at the center 

and at the periphery the stainless steel advanced further into the 1018 steel than at this annular peak 

location. Also, changes in axial pressure affected the location of the annular peak as made clear by 

Figure 6.12. Increasing the applied axial pressure from 118 MPa to 180 MPa shifted the radial location of 

the annular peak from 2.4 mm to 5.7 mm. Assuming that the location of the annular peak was due to the 
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non-uniform heat flux, the outward migration of the annular peak due to higher pressure may have been 

caused by either more of the “sticking friction” type of behavior, or an outward migration of heated 

material resulting in outward migration of the focal point of pressure or thermal expansion. This annular 

peak may indicate a transition from sliding to sticking friction as-well-as the location of maximum heat 

flux. Thus the annular peak location provides experimental reinforcement that there was a non-uniform 

temperature at the interface and therefore non-uniform heat flux.  

 

Figure 6.12 Effects of non-uniform heat flux on the annular peak location in dissimilar IF welds. 

6.5 Stage 3: Second Forging/Cooling Stage 

Some displacement occurs even after rotational motion and torque have ceased because pressure 

is still present and weld zone is still warm enough to deform under the pressure. Any metal flow that 

occurs in this second forging stage will exhibit only radial motion since rotation has stopped. This flow 

occurs last and affects any flow observations made after the weld has cooled to room temperature.  

The patterns marked by arrows in Figure 4.13e-f indicated almost exclusively outward radial flow 

where the plane of the cross-section intersected the interfacial transition region. This is in contrast to a 

similar IF welding of SiC-reinforced 8009 aluminum (8009/SiC/11p) where flow near the centerline 

(interfacial region) had a strong tangential component [205]. By way of contrast, for this work the flow 

pattern in the 304L stainless steel near the periphery in Figure 4.13d revealed flow with primarily a 

tangential component, whereas in the previously mentioned work on 8009/SiC/11p flow at the weld 

interfacial region near the periphery was primarily radial for the high applied force weld and tangential 

for the low applied force weld.  
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Some of the radial flow in Figure 4.13e-f from the Results is possibly due to deformation during 

the second forging stage, but radial flow could also have occurred during the first forging stage. At a 

minimum, the fact that multiple materials and flow patterns were identified in one transverse cross-

sectional plane for this work reveals that flow was complex and asymmetric with respect to the dissimilar 

alloys and did not occur on a single plane. 

Conceptual schematics summarizing the important instantaneous thermo-mechanical 

relationships between processing and microstructure are provided in Figure 6.13. Every relationship 

shown is transient and theoretically proposed to identify the possible thermomechanical processes 

occurring at some arbitrary point in time while rotational motion is occurring. In Figure 6.13a, the axial 

thermal profile is narrower for the 304L stainless steel than in the 1018 steel due to heat partitioning 

related to the differences in thermo-physical properties that have been shown. The transient thermal 

profile determines the longitudinal width of the HAZ and its microstructural constituents. The 

temperature-driven flow stress profile in combination with the applied stress determines the longitudinal 

size of the strain-hardened HAZ in the stainless steel and deformed zone size in the 1018 steel. In 

Figure 6.13b, the radial pressure distribution profile and the relative speed determine the radial thermal 

flux, which controls the location of the annular peak that arises from the location of the crossover 

temperature above which 1018 has a higher flow stress. 

 

Figure 6.13 Schematics summarizing the thermo-mechanical relationship between processing and 
microstructure: a) axial thermal profile and flow stress profile related to microstructural HAZ in the 1018 
steel and deformed zones in the 1018 steel and 304L stainless steel; b) radial thermal flux related to the 
product of pressure and relative motion. 
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CHAPTER 7: IF WELDING: DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

7.1 Dissimilar IF Weld Processing 

The processing data for the welds produced in this study were similar to those in the literature. 

Firstly, the similar 1018 steel welds and were made with parameters relatively similar to those in 

“Fundamentals of Friction Welding” in the ASM Handbook [64] as quantified in Table 7.1. 

Table 7.1 Comparison of IF Butt Weld Parameters with Handbook Recommendations 

Material/s Spindle 
speed (rpm) 

Force 
(kN) 

Inertia 
(kg×m2) 

Axial loss 
(mm) 

Weld 
time (s) 

Similar 1018 steel (this study) 4550 75 0.38 3.8 1.3 

Similar 1018 steel (handbook)* 4600 53 0.28 2.5 2.0 

Similar 304 stainless steel (this study) 3100 75 0.81 4.8 2.8 

Similar 302 stainless steel (handbook) 3500 80 0.59 2.5 2.5 

304 stainless to 1018 steel (this study**) 3100 75 0.81 3.4 1.8 

302 stainless to 1020 steel (handbook) 3000 80 0.84 2.5 2.5 

*[64]; **From the nominal parameters. 

The processing data curves versus time were similar to those from the literature (for a single 

forging stage weld – i.e. constant axial pressure with no increase) [62], complete with a firsttorque peak 

due to initial frictional contact, and a second, higher torque peak as junction area increased and rotational 

motion came to a stop [76]. The flash extruded from the joint interface for the similar 1018 steel weld, the 

similar 304L stainless steel welds, and the dissimilar 1018 steel to 304L stainless steel weld made with 

the nominal parameters had a geometry like that in the AWS Welding Handbook for a weld of 

satisfactory appearance [67]. Typical weld times were shorter for this work than that of the handbook 

(possibly due to differences in processing equipment) [64]. The parameters that were varied in this study 

included rotation speed and axial pressure. An increase in rotation speed resulted in: 

 Increased friction time and increased axial shortening 

 Increased heat affected and plastic deformed zone width in the 1018 steel 

 Increased outer radial softened zone size in the 1018 steel 

 Reduced hardness at the outer radial location for the 1018 steel 

 Reduced strength and increased tensile elongation in the 1018 steel at the outer radial location 

due to increased softened zone size  

An increase in axial pressure resulted in: 

 Reduced friction time and increased axial shortening 

 Reduced heat affected zone size and plastic deformed zone size in the 1018 steel 

 Increased outer radial softened zone size; reduced inner radial softened zone size in the 1018 steel 

 No significant effect on interface hardness or minimum hardness in the 1018 steel 
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 No significant effect on strength, but increase in elongation in the 1018 steel at the outer radial 

location due to the increased softened zone size 

7.2 1018 Steel Microstructural Effects 

Figure 4.8 provided plots for the 1018 steel intercritical (IC) heated HAZ and the plastically 

deformed zone at the inner and outer radial locations. With an increase in rotation speed both the heat 

affected and deformed regions expanded for the outer location, but only the HAZ expanded for the inner 

location, not plastic deformation. With an increase in applied axial pressure both the heat affected and 

deformed regions decreased for both the inner and outer locations. Interestingly, however, the increase in 

applied axial pressure reduced the HAZ size more than the plastically deformed size. This was consistent 

with the notion that elevated axial pressure would cause flow in a larger portion of the HAZ. 

The transient temperature model presented in Figure 6.4 was used as an aid to microstructural 

interpretation for the 1018 steel. To understand phase transformations upon heating using the thermal 

model in Figure 7.1, the ferrite and pearlite dissolution start temperature, Ac1 (726 °C), and the austenite 

completion temperature, Ac3 (839 °C), for heating were calculated based on the Andrews equations 

[206]. These calculated values of 726 °C and 839 °C, respectively were overlaid onto the heating segment 

of the IF welding transient temperature model curves. According to the calculated Ac3, all the 1018 steel 

within at least 1.5 mm of the interface should have been fully austenitized and then transformed upon 

cooling. However, the Andrews equations were developed for a slower heating rate. In contrast, the 

heating rates in this study were quite rapid. The actual austenite transformation upon heating might have 

been incomplete or completed only at a higher temperature. Indeed, Oliveira et al. demonstrated that at 

higher heating rates, the Ac1 and Ac3 both shifted to higher values [207], but his study only involved 

heating rates of 0.1-16 °C/s. In this study, the heating rate was ~2000 °C/s at the interface, comparable to 

the heating rate for 1020 steel shown by Wang and Nagappan for inertia friction welding [73]. Within 

2 mm of the interface, the heating rate was likely on the order of ~1000 °C/s. 

Figure 7.2 shows the analytical thermal model results for the low rotation speed IF welding joint 

for the interface, 2 mm from the interface, and 5 mm from the interface. The peripheral surface 

temperature measurement originally at 6.4 mm from the interface and finally at 4.9 mm from the interface 

(after 1.5 mm of axial shortening in the 1018 steel) is also shown in Figure 7.2. During the heat up stage, 

the modeled temperature at 5 mm appears to match the thermocouple reading relatively closely. After two 

seconds, the model diverges and shows more rapid cooling occurring than that of the measurement. One 

likely reason for the difference between the model and the measurement at ~5 mm is that the 

thermocouple, which was attached to the surface, was exposed to radiative and conductive heating from 

the extruding flash. In the model, the thermal energy from the flash vanishes, but in IF welding, the flash 

remained attached and causes conductive and radiative heat transfer to the periphery that does not occur at 
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the centerline. The variation in HAZ widths from the centerline to the periphery shown in Figure 4.9 

demonstrates that more heat is being conducted to the periphery than centerline. Thus, the thermal model 

represented in Figure 7.2 is likely a more accurate representation of the transient temperature near the 

mid-radius, where production of heat at the interface and conduction of heat away from the interface are 

the two primary factors for consideration of transient temperature. 

Next, the phase transformations upon cooling were considered. If the region within ~1.0 mm of 

the interface was fully austenitized and the region ~2-2.5 mm from the interface was partially 

austenitized, then phase transformations occurred upon cooling. Using data from the Atlas of Time-

Temperature Transformation Diagrams for an alloy quite similar to the 1018 used in this study, 

Figure 7.2 provides the continuous cooling transformation (CCT) temperatures for ferrite start, ferrite plus 

carbide (pearlite) start, 50% austenite dissolution (“F+C 50%”), and martensite start (Ms) [208]. 

 

Figure 7.1 Peak temperature output for the analytical thermal model versus distance from the IF weld 
interface for the low rotation speed parameter. 
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Figure 7.2 Temperature versus time for the 1018 steel side for the dissimilar IF welding. Red dashed 
lines: results of the analytical model for the transient temperature at the interface and 1, 2, 3, and 5 mm 
away from the interface. Blue dotted line: temperature measurement for low rotation speed weld at 
4.9 mm away from the interface. Black and gray lines: predicted heating and cooling transformation 
temperatures. Ac1 and Ac3 are the ferrite and pearlite dissolution start and finish, respectively, for heating 
from the Andrews equation [206]. The cooling transformations shown come from a similar alloy 
represented in the Atlas of Time-Temperature Transformation Diagrams [208]. 

Noting that the modeled cooling curves intersect the CCT curves for ferrite start, ferrite plus 

carbide, 50% austenite dissolution, and the martensite start temperature, one would predict that the fully 

austenitized 1018 steel would have a variety of ferrite morphologies, which was indeed the result as 

observed in Figure 4.6. Additionally, the actual 1018 composition used in this study was input into the 

EWI Weld Microstructure Prediction software [209] using a cooling rate of ~100 °C/s through the critical 

temperature range for transformation [210]. The resulting prediction for the material within 1-2 mm of the 

joint was ~50% ferrite, ~45% ferrite plus carbide, and <5% martensite, which was qualitatively consistent 

with the experimental results. (Quantitative microstructural analysis and comparison with the model 

predictions was not performed.) One caveat about cooling transformations is that the cooling rate and 

transformation rate also depend on the peak temperature from which the specimen cools. Again using the 

EWI TTT/CCT Prediction software [209], the nose of the ferrite transformation occured at ~1 s when 

cooled from the minimum austenitizing temperature of 839 °C, but occured at ~5 s when cooled from a 

high austenitizing temperature of 1377 °C. Thus austenite decomposition likely began a few millimeters 

from the interface and progressed rapidly toward the weld interface, terminating the phase transformation 

reactions within a few seconds. 

7.3 304L Stainless Steel Microstructural Effects 

Regarding the 304L stainless steel, it is convenient to discuss the IF welding process in terms of a 

hot working process that promotes bond formation at the interface. Ignoring the immediate interface and 
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mechanically mixed region, the microstructures simply represent a rapidly heating and cooling hot-

working process. Near the IF weld interface, the grains were small and equiaxed (see Figure 4.7a), which 

indicated that recrystallization occurred. In this way, it was convenient to compare with microstructures 

from the literature produced during hot working processes. The microstructure away from the interface 

(see Figure 4.7b) was comparable to a 304L hot forging microstructure with 30-45% reduction at 900 °C 

[211], which was the calculated peak temperature at ~1.5 mm from the interface (see Figure 6.5). 

Similarities included the deformation and elongation of grains and bent annealing twins. One difference 

was the grain size of 10-20 µm for this study versus ~50 µm for 304L forgings in work by Mataya.  The 

larger grain sizes in Mataya’s work were due to the longer processing times (1-2 hr. hold at 900 °C) 

before deformation. The microstructure near the interface (Figure 4.7) was comparable to the hot forging 

microstructure with 30-45% reduction at 1200 °C [211]. Similarities included the equiaxed, recrystallized 

grain structure. The fine grain size, 2-10 µm, for the IF welds was likely due to the high strain rate 

(1000/s or higher [202]) and rapid cooling for IF welding [197]. The larger grain size, 30-50 µm, for the 

forgings in Mataya’s study was likely due to their larger thermal mass. Thus the forgings remained at high 

temperature and underwent static recrystallization and grain growth during the ~2 s transfer time to the 

water quench [211]. Alternatively, fine microstructures have been produced in 304L stainless steel 

forgings using multiple deformation steps at lower temperatures of ~800 °C [212]–[215]. In conclusion 

although the peak temperature in this study was likely >1300 °C the fine grains (2-10 µm) near the 

interface are thought to be a result of the high strain rate and rapid cooling near the interface. 

The hardness map shown in Figure 4.32 revealed that the within 1-2 mm of the interface there 

was an elevated temperature work hardening effect like that which has been noted in the literature for 

warm forgings [216], [217]. Thus the HAZ effect for 304L stainless steel was HAZ hardening rather than 

HAZ softening, as observed in the on the 1018 steel side. HAZ hardening has been previously noted for 

IF welding of 304L stainless steel [107]. The stainless steel microstructure was comparable to a 

dynamically recrystallized microstructure, which has been shown to be accompanied by strengthening 

due to strain hardening and grain refinement [212]. 

7.4 Mechanical Mixing and Martensite 

Mechanical mixing was evident at the dissimilar alloy interface in the longitudinally oriented 

micrographs (e.g. Figure 4.9-Figure 4.12, Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.18-Figure 4.20). Resulting interfacial 

phenomena included a layer  of non-etching material (or “coating”) on the 1018 flash, a swirled zone, 

voids, and martensite formation. The formation of a mechanically mixed layer is due to the relative 

rotational motion and subsequent heating. Recently, the concept of a “third body” has become important 

in the literature [218]. Although not uniform in composition, as evidenced by the varying etching 
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response, the mixed zone constitutes a third body [219], [220] that has different composition and, 

possibly, different thermophysical and thermo-mechanical properties than the base materials. A swirled 

zone might occur when thin layers of relatively hard and soft materials are subjected to relative rotational 

motion. A prime example in the literature is the “flower-shaped” flash produced in Ti-6V-4-Al friction 

welds with low applied force [221]. The rolling action may be initiated phenomenologically by a pressure 

perturbation in the rotational motion that initiates a fold. This pressure perturbation may be due to a small 

amount of misalignment that is resident in any friction welding machinery. Subsequently, the harder layer 

rolls around the softer layer. Another example of a third body development due to rotary friction welding 

of dissimilar materials occurred in aluminum to alumina welding [222]. With sustained rotational motion, 

a stationary layer of aluminum formed on the alumina, and the planar volume of concentrated rotational 

strain migrated a small distance into the aluminum.  Voids were also identified in longitudinally-oriented 

metallography, for example in Figure 4.12 for the low pressure sample. These voids formed between the 

mechanically mixed region and the 304L flash region. In service, voids could be problematic, resulting in 

an initiation site for fatigue, fracture, or corrosion attack. 

Martensite is also considered to be a potential issue for high temperature or corrosive service 

[18]. The formation of martensite at the interface of the friction welds was revealed by 1) the non-etching 

region in Figure 4.20, 2) elevated hardness readings, and 3) EBSD analysis. Martensite is commonly 

found in dissimilar joints between austenitic stainless steels and ferritic steels made by fusion welding 

[50] and has been suspected previously in dissimilar friction welding of steel to stainless steel [65]. In this 

study, martensite was identified in fusion welds and friction welds as will be discussed below. No 

martensite could be positively identified at the 1018 steel to stainless steel interface for the commercially-

produced hot-roll-bonded plate.  

7.4.1 Friction Weld vs. Fusion Weld Martensite 

One difference between Figure 4.19 for the friction weld and Figure 4.25 for the fusion weld is 

that Figure 4.19 does not cover the entire transition zone, but Figure 4.25 does cover the entire transition 

zone of the fusion weld. The scale of Figure 4.25 is larger because in general, the features of the fusion 

weld are larger than those of the friction weld. Again martensite can be visualized by combining the bcc 

indexed phase map with the dark regions on the IQ map (low image quality). A ragged 

martensite/austenite interface was present for the fusion weld, as has been identified by other researchers 

[223]. The bcc orientation image processing (OIP) map also shows that the martensite has a wide variety 

of orientations which may be due to multiple orientation relationships with the parent austenite and 

possible twinning phenomena. Within the weld metal itself, the vermicular ferrite is shown in the bcc OIP 

map. The fcc OIP map demonstrates that a small amount of untransformed austenite is present within the 
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martensite region, making this transition region a two-phase region. Within the 309L weld clad metal 

itself, the austenite grains are quite large, as is typical for fusion welding. 

7.4.2 Martensite Compositional Driving Force and the Gooch Equation 

Gittos and Gooch studied the cladding interface for stainless steel on alloy steel. Due to partial 

mixing in “swirls,” martensite with hardness up to 440 HV formed at the interface [50]. Earlier, Gooch 

had published an empirical expression to predict the martensite start (Ms) temperature (in °C) in weld 

metal based on cooling rate (originally for martensitic stainless steels) [224]: 

Ms = 540 – (497wC + 6.3wMn + 36.3wNi + 10.8wCr + 46.6wMo)  (7.1) 

Wherein wC, wMn, wNi, wCr and wMo are the compositional weight percent for carbon, manganese, 

nickel, chromium, and molybdenum, respectively. Nelson et al. showed that austenitic epitaxial growth 

occurred when cladding ferritic steel with austenitic stainless steel. Then upon cooling, a portion of the 

austenite transformed to martensite [53],[32]. DuPont and Kusko found that the compositional gradient in 

the “swirl” region or partially mixed zone of the claddings could be used to predict martensite thickness 

using the previously mentioned Gooch equation for martensite start temperature [52]. DuPont and Kusko 

used an average of the Fe, Cr, and Ni dilution to estimate the C dilution, and the same estimation was 

performed here. This use of substitutional atom (Fe, Cr, and Ni) dilution to estimate interstitial (C) 

dilution is not perfect. As shown by Rao et al. using EPMA, the carbon transition region (~150 µm) was 

about three times the width of the chromium transition region (~50 µm) [20]. 

Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4 reveal the utility of applying the Gooch equation to identify the cause 

for martensite transformation along dissimilar interfaces. The fusion weld cladding represented by 

Figure 7.3a/b/c resulted in a relatively wide band of transformed martensite at the interface because 

partial mixing of the low alloy base metal into the high alloy cladding left behind a wide band of 

transitional composition. The Gooch equation correctly predicts that some of this band of transitional 

composition should transform to martensite upon cooling to room temperature, as was observed. The 

friction weld resulted in a band of transitional composition that was narrow near the center of the weld 

(Figure 7.4 a/b/c) and wider near the periphery (Figure 7.4 d/e/f). The narrower band of martensite near 

the center of the friction weld is thought to be an advantage to avoid the issues concerning interfacial 

martensite for cladding applications [32], [54]. Although the martensite band is wider near the periphery, 

the morphology of the martensite with narrow interlayers and a fine grain size is thought to provide an 

advantage over the larger semi-continuous martensite formed in fusion weld cladding.  
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Figure 7.3 Martensite transformation at the dissimilar interface of 1018 steel and austenitic stainless steel: fusion weld cladding (a) SEM image 
(not etched), (b) EDS compositional line scan, (c) Gooch calculation for martensite start temperature along the trace. 
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Figure 7.4 Martensite transformation at the dissimilar interface of 1018 steel and austenitic stainless steel: friction weld near the center (a) 
micrograph (2% nital/Kallings 2 etch), (b) EDS compositional line scan, (c) Gooch calculation for martensite start temperature along the trace; 
friction weld near the periphery (d) micrograph (2% nital/Kallings 2 etch), (e) EDS compositional line scan, (f) Gooch calculation for martensite 
start temperature along the trace. 
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7.5 Friction vs Fusion Welding Microstructure 

We will briefly consider the differences between fusion welds and friction welds for cladding 

applications. The first potential advantage of friction welding for cladding applications is the 

minimization of segregation. Friction welding begins with a wrought material within which some 

compositional banding may exist, but wrought metals are compositionally more homogeneous than fusion 

weld solidification structures. In fusion welding, primary ferrite solidification is thought to be necessary 

to avoid solidification cracking. Thus ferrite is present in most austenitic stainless steel welds [225]. This 

ferrite favors the formation of brittle sigma phase during service life at elevated temperature [44]. 

Wrought metals with no ferrite (e.g. type 310 stainless steel) could be used for friction weld cladding, 

thus reducing the risk of failure due to segregation. 

A second potential advantage of the friction weld interface is grain size. The grain size of 

wrought alloys can be much smaller than weld metal. Figure 4.5 shows that the wrought 304L grain size 

was ~15 µm whereas the fcc OIP map in Figure 4.25 shows that the 309L weld metal grains were 

elongated such that they are ~20 µm in width, but >70 µm in length (in the growth direction). 

Additionally, the friction weld fcc grains near the interface as observed in the bcc & fcc orientation map 

in Figure 4.19 are 2-10 µm in size. Since hydrogen cracking has been associated with coarse austenite 

grain boundaries [46] the small grain size near the interface for friction welds might reduce the risk of 

hydrogen disbonding. Similarly, in friction welding, there is no “Type II” austenite grain boundary that is 

susceptible to hydrogen disbonding [18]. 

Thirdly, the relatively thick, continuous martensite transition region in fusion cladding causes a 

continuous hard zone. It is possible that the finer martensite interlayers in friction weld cladding, which 

are somewhat discontinuous could enhance fracture toughness. Friction welding, as a lower energy input 

process can be used to minimize the HAZ and thus provide a possible enhancement to the fatigue life of 

clad metal. 

7.6 Tensile Testing Comparisons 

Figure 7.5 shows representative stress-strain curves from tensile tests of the base metals, IF welds 

(from the mid-radius location), and fusion welds. The base 304L stainless steel tensile bar resulted in the 

highest uniform ductility (>50%), with the high strength as well, that is characteristic of stainless steels 

[216]. The base 1018 steel had a higher yield stress than the 304L stainless steel, but more rapid work 

hardening and a lower ultimate tensile stress than the stainless steel, resulting in a much lower uniform 

ductility (~5%). The similar IF weld of 304L stainless steel had a higher ultimate tensile strength (on 

average) than the 304L bar stock, but failure occurred at the bond line with no post-uniform elongation. 

This bond-line failure was possibly due to the aforementioned HAZ hardening on both sides of the bond 
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line and possible alignment of stringers at the interface normal to the applied tensile stress [91]. The 

similar IF weld of 1018 stainless steel bars had a slightly lower yield strength and ultimate tensile strength 

than its base metal counterpart. But unlike the 304L stainless steel IF weld, the 1018 steel IF weld had 

post-uniform strain like that of the base metal because the necking and strain occurred away from the 

interface due to HAZ softening. The dissimilar IF weld behaved as a composite material, as the DIC 

screenshots in Figure 7.6 show, with yielding occurring firstly in the base 304L stainless steel and 

secondly near the 1018 HAZ. After yield both above and below the interface, work hardening behavior 

was approximately the average of the two materials as shown in Figure 7.5, and finally, the ultimate 

tensile strength and post-uniform elongation matched those of the weaker material, the 1018 steel. The 

dissimilar fusion weld also likely behaved as a composite, but tests were not performed for each of the 

individual materials making up the composite. (i.e. no tensile tests were performed for 309L all weld 

metal, similar 309L/304L weld, mild steel weld metal, or similar mild steel weld). The lower yield stress 

was an indication that the 309L weld metal had a lower yield stress than the 304L bar stock, and also the 

composite 309L weld/1018 HAZ resulted in lower work hardening and more uniform elongation. The 

ultimate tensile strength of the dissimilar 309L/1018 fusion weld was lower than that of the dissimilar 

304L/1018 IF weld. Necking occurred in the 1018 HAZ for the dissimilar fusion weld, and the post 

elongation strain was higher than that of the dissimilar IF weld. 

 

Figure 7.5 Comparison of tensile properties for base metals and joints. (Solid lines: 25 mm extensometer 
length; dashed lines: 12 mm extensometer length) 
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Figure 7.6 DIC screenshots of tensile test for IF weld of 304L stainless steel and 1018 steel (nominal 
parameters, mid-radius location). 

As shown in the Results, all dissimilar IF weld strength values were at least 92% of the 1018 base 

metal strength of 591 MPa. We can conclude that 304L stainless to 1018 steel welds are quite strong 

when the welding parameters are down-selected (i.e. for the nominal IF weld parameters). Except for the 

low rotation speed sample at the outer radial location, all dissimilar welds exceeded 8% elongation in the 

1018 steel (which is comparable to the elongation of 1018 steel base metal). The tensile fracture occurred 

near the bond line for the low rotation speed weld, and voids were observed near the fracture origin as 

shown in Figure 4.43.  

Figure 7.7 provides two visual aids for comparison of tensile test results for the dissimilar IF 

welds of 304L stainless steel to 1018 steel made using the nominal parameters with tensile test results for 

the fusion weld clad of 309L stainless steel to 1018 steel. For all of the dissimilar welds made by both 

friction and fusion welding, initial yielding occurred in the stainless steel. Strain in the stainless steel was 

uniform throughout each test of dissimilar combinations. In Figure 7.7a, observe that the nominal friction 

weld had a slightly higher average yield strength than the fusion welds. The fusion clad 309L, on the 

other hand, had been multi-pass welded, and therefore had a lower yield strength and higher plastic strain 

in the stainless steel. The higher yield strength and lower plastic strain for the friction welds was possibly 

due to the work hardening in the 304L during IF welding. In Figure 7.7b, observe that the nominal 

friction weld had slightly higher ultimate tensile strength, and slightly lower failure strain in the 1018 

steel (all failures in dissimilar IF and fusion welds occurred in the 1018 steel). Both the higher strength 
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and the lower ductility for the nominal IF vs the fusion weld is likely a result of the narrower HAZ for 

friction welds 

 

Figure 7.7 Tensile test result comparison for dissimilar 304L stainless steel to 1018 steel IF weld made by 
nominal parameters and 309L stainless steel fusion weld clad onto 1018 steel: a) yield strength vs total 
true plastic strain in the stainless steel, b) ultimate tensile strength vs failure strain in the 1018 steel. 

Figure 7.8 gives fracture location (i.e., distance away from the interface) and mechanical property 

trends for the dissimilar inertia friction Welds. Increasing rotation speed (Figure 7.8a) increased tensile 

fracture distance from the bond line for the outer radial location but had little effect at the inner radial 

location. Zero distance in Figure 7.8a indicates fracture occurred at the bond line (weld interface) for the 

outer radial location at low rotation speed. Axial pressure (Figure 7.8b) had little effect on fracture 

location. Figure 7.8c indicates that increased rotation speed increased elongation at the outer location, but 

had an indiscernible effect on elongation at the inner location. Increasing rotation speed also decreased 

strength, especially at the outer radial location, most likely due to the extended time at elevated 

temperature. Figure 7.8d indicates that increased axial pressure may have increased elongation, especially 

at the outer location due to extended time at elevated temperature. However, there is no clear trend for 

strength versus axial pressure. Although the IF parameters had strong effects on HAZ size as determined 

metallographically, their effects on tensile properties are not strong. There may be another reason for the 

lack of strong relationship between HAZ size and tensile bar failure strength and fracture location as will 

be discussed subsequently.  
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Figure 7.8 IF parameter effects on tensile strength and fracture location (distance from the interface): a) 
fracture location versus rotation speed, b) fracture location versus axially applied pressure; c) tensile 
strength versus rotation speed; d) tensile strength versus axial pressure. 

7.7 Tensile Testing Interface Effect 

Typically one would expect tensile failure to occur either at a defect or the weakest, i.e. softest 

location. The low rotation speed outer tensile bar that failed at the bond line follows this line of logic 

because a defect was identified at the location of the failure, resulting in a flat, plane-strain fracture 

surface. However, comparison of the fracture locations of Figure 7.8a-b with the softest locations of 

Figure 4.30e-h reveal that none of the fractures occurred at the softest location. Also in other reports of 

dissimilar IF of stainless steel to steel, fractures were either at the bond line or else several mm from the 

bond line [92], [102], [104], [106], [226], most of the fractures in this study were 2.4 to 3.5 mm from the 

weld interface. Tensile testing literature reveals that a diffuse necked down region must develop for 

ductile fracture to occur [227]. It follows that if fracture occurs in the middle of this diffuse necked down 

region, then the distance between a rigid interface and the fracture must be half of the length of the diffuse 

necked down region. 

The Bridgman correction enables the instantaneous profile radius, , of this necked region to be 

represented in terms of instantaneous neck thickness, t , true plastic strain, �, and true plastic strain at 

onset of plastic instability, � , [228] as shown in Figure 7.9: 
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≅ −  (7.2)[227] 

This formulation was developed for round tensile specimens [227], but was adapted to the rectangular 

tensile specimens used in this study by using the thickness and width. The instantaneous true strain, �, 

was calculated per the following formula: � = ln = ln  (7.3) 

Where , , and  are the original area, thickness, and width of the tensile bar, respectively, and , , 

and  are the instantaneous area, thickness, and width of the tensile bar, respectively 

 

Figure 7.9 Schematic for the geometry of neck formation due to softened zone adjacent to an interface. 

The half chord length, , = √ℎ − ℎ  (7.4) [229] 

wherein ℎ = −  (7.5)  

The average starting thickness, , and width, , in this study were 3.01 mm and 2.10 mm, 

respectively. The average uniform elongation � , was ~0.10 for the 1018 steel, and thickness , and 

width, , for the onset of necking were ~2.87 mm and 2.00 mm, respectively. Based on the changing 

instantaneous thickness, , and width, , the instantaneous post-uniform elongation, � − � , also changes. 

Therefore the neck profile radius, , and longitudinal distance to the center of the neck, , varies. Using 

photographs from one example tensile test (IF #11, midradius location), Figure 7.10 shows how the 

estimated distance to the center of the neck, , varies with post-uniform elongation, � − � . The distance 
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to the center of the neck at � − � =  ultimately determines the minimum distance from the necked 

region to the interface because once necking begins the location of the neck will not move.  

The estimated distance to the center of the neck from Figure 7.10 at the onset of necking is 

2.4 mm. Thus even though the softest location was typically within 1-2.5 mm of the weld interface, the 

fracture typically occurred 2.5-3.5 mm from the weld interface. In reality the IF welding interface was 

observed to deform by a small amount, therefore it cannot be considered entirely non-deformable. 

Nonetheless, Figure 7.11 shows the softest location, the result of the estimated neck center distance from 

Figure 7.10, the actual fracture location, and the extent of HAZ softening. Fracture would typically occur 

at the softest location, however, due to the presence of the interface, the fracture was not at the softest 

location.  

The next consideration was the extent of HAZ softening. If the fracture does not occur at the 

softest location, it should still at least occur within the softened HAZ (before the hardness is equivalent to 

base metal hardness). Indeed, fracture occurred within the softened HAZ in all cases except one (IF low 

speed at the mid-radius location). Thus, in almost every case, the typical fracture location fulfilled the 

geometrically required distance from the interface for necking to occur while still occurring within the 

HAZ. The fusion welds had a wide HAZ of ~5.9 mm and thus did not significantly restrict the location 

for formation of a neck within the HAZ. This consideration of the geometrically required length for neck 

formation adjacent to a rigid interface should apply to other studies with tensile bars that include hard and 

soft zones. 

7.8 Cone-in-Cup IF welds 

Several comments from the experience with the processing of the cone-in-cup IF welds are 

relevant here. As shown in the process data from Figure 4.45, there was an apparent decrease in axial 

displacement early in the process. For the 65° cone angle welds, the axial decrease was ~0.3 mm, and for 

the 75° cone angle welds the decrease was ~0.6 mm. The cause of the decrease may be multi-fold. Firstly, 

the measurement equipment could have slipped as pressure was quickly applied. On this note, a rapid 

<0.2 mm decrease has been noted for IF butt welds with the same equipment. However, the apparent 

decrease in axial displacement is more likely an effect of thermal expansion. Thermal expansion was not 

previously considered for IF butt welds because a great deal of linear length would necessarily be heated 

for any measurable growth. For the cone-in-cup welds, the HAZ evidence along the ~14 mm bond line 

showed that there was likely heating for ~12 mm length of heated bar length for the 65° cone angle welds 

(excluding the 3 mm non-bonded region near the nose). Assuming a mean linear thermal expansion 

coefficient of 1.87×10-5 mm/mm/K [230] for 12 mm of heated length, the average temperature increase 

would have been ~1350 °C.  
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Figure 7.10 Calculated variation of diffuse neck length (2d) with post uniform strain, � − � . 
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Figure 7.11 Distances from the IF weld interface for 1) softest location; 2) estimated minimum distance 

from interface to fracture (2.4 mm) based on neck geometry: � − � ; 3) actual fracture location, and 4) 
extent of softened HAZ. 

The lack of bonding near the tip, or nose, of the 304L stainless steel also necessitates comment. 

This apparent lack of bonding occurred for two reasons: firstly, as was discussed for IF butt welds, heat 

flux density, per the formula in Equation 6.12, is the product of pressure and radial location. Thus, 

regarding radial location, even if the pressure was constant (which is not likely), there would still be more 

heat generated toward the outer diameter. Secondly, the thermal expansion further outside could have 

caused this nose section of the 304L stainless steel to have slight separation from the 1018 steel during IF 

processing, inhibiting joint formation. Both of these issues could likely be resolved by adjusting the cone 

angle such that the nose of the 304L stainless steel came into contact first. This angle adjustment would 

be small, accounting to a few micrometers to 1) increase the pressure at the nose location for better 

heating and 2) to make up for any separation due to thermal expansion. 
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CHAPTER 8: AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEEL CORROSION DISCUSSION 

This discussion will address the effects of the acid chloride environment on the austenitic 

stainless steels in consideration. The effects of different compositions, microstructures, and testing 

techniques will be addressed. 

8.1 FPREN, and Compositional Effects 

As expected, the higher FPREN alloys performed better regarding weight loss and pitting than the 

lower FPREN alloys in the acid chloride environment. Regardless of the production method or processing 

technique, alloys with an FPREN >24.3 did not pit in the harsh 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl environment (pH ~0) 

including a PD scan. Similarly, alloys with an FPREN >22.6 had a low corrosion rate (<0.025 mm/yr) in the 

long term (>147-day) testing the 0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl environment. In 1 N HCl, the OCP of pure Cr, Fe, 

Ni, and Mo have been shown to be approx. -0.75 V, -0.52 V, -0.40 V, and -0.10 V, respectively, with only 

Cr in its pure state, and 20Cr-25Ni-5Mo passivating in a PD scan [231]. 

8.1.1 Chromium 

The element, chromium played an important role in corrosion protection of the austenitic stainless 

steels. It was evident from the single time constant (arising from double layer capacitance only) EIS 

Nyquist plots in 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl that there was no passivation layer development during the OCP 

hold. But no apparent pitting occurred. Interestingly, for the samples containing ferrite, during the OCP 

hold, the ferrite, even with its higher chromium content than the austenite, dissolved preferentially to the 

austenite. The cause of the preferential dissolution of the ferrite will be explained assuming there was no 

passivation layer in the harsh acid chloride environment. The oxide layer is the basis for passivation and 

protection of stainless steels. Good corrosion resistance is expected for stainless steels (with >12% Cr) in 

typical atmospheric conditions [138] (p2), but in harsher environments, the chromium oxide passivation 

layer may not be able to form either due to low dissolved oxygen or reducing acid conditions. Thus, in the 

dual-phase steels in the environment where the passivation layer could not form, the Ni content and the 

crystal structure may have played a more important role than the Cr. The austenite was higher in Ni 

content as shown in Figure 5.2. Pure Ni is 0.35 V nobler than unpassivated pure Cr and 0.12 V nobler 

than unpassivated pure Fe in 1 N HCl [231]. Thus it is conceivable that the phase with the higher Ni 

content would be the nobler of the two in the un-passivated state in 1 N HCl.  

Cr content was a better predictor than FPREN for the ability to for the alloy to passivate in the 1.0 N 

HCl/3.5% NaCl. Figure 8.1 shows schematically the points of the PD scan used to calculate the 

passivation ability for each alloy for this environment based on the PD scan. The passivation ratio, PR, 

calculation used the ratio of the current at point 10 (reverse) to the current at point 2 (forward), as 
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described in Figure 5.18, i.e. the ratio of current at the reverse activation potential to current at the 

forward passivation potential: P = � � _� _ �  (8.1) 

 

Figure 8.1 Schematic for calculation of ability for the alloy to passivate based on the PD scan. 

As observed in Figure 8.2a, alloys with a Cr content of >19% had an excellent passivation ratio 

with a PR<5%. FPREN, on the other hand, was not as good a predictor as Cr content, as there were both 

poorly-passivating (PR>10%) and well-passivating alloys above FPREN >22. The P  is conceptually similar 

to the ASTM double loop electrochemical reactivation test for detecting sensitization in 304/304L 

stainless steels [232] and duplex stainless steels [233]. Passive films have been shown to consist mainly 

of chromium oxy-hydroxide [234]. Figure 8.2b clarifies additional effects on the passivation ratio due to a 

second phase (e.g. MnS for type 303), processing (e.g. cold rolled), and composition (e.g. Mo and N for 

type 316L).  
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Figure 8.2 Passivation ratio for each PD scan: a) versus alloy Cr content and FPREN; b) versus Cr content 
only, with more complete description of causes for variation. 

8.1.2 Molybdenum 

Molybdenum is added to AISI type 316 stainless steels to deter pitting in chloride environments, 

and the benefit of Mo has been attested using the “critical pitting temperature” [138] (p112). The first 

stage of pitting is passive film breakdown [235]. For the 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl, there is no indication of 

passive film growth at OCP. Thus there is little barrier to pit initiation. Mo has been noted to have a 

synergistic effect with Cr in pit initiation deterrence by thickening the passive film [231]. However it may 

not offer much additional protection against propagation [139]. Thus, the lack of passivation layer may be 

the reason why the early corrosion properties (other than OCP) of the wrought 316L stainless steel do not 

greatly differ from those of wrought 304L in the harsh acid chloride environment. After the PD scan in 

1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl, the wrought 316L alloy that had less pitting (from supplier 2) also had a different 

pit morphology in comparison with the pits in the 304L (low Mo). The 316_2 alloy at least partially 

passivated, with a PR of 36% from the PD scan. Comparing 316_2 pit morphology from Figure 5.27 with 

304L pit morphology from Figure 5.23, there were far fewer pits, and there was no multi-perforated, 

“lacy” cover for the 316L pit. Instead, the pit in the 316L had a ragged edge and appeared quite deep. 

These observations are consistent with the concept that Mo deters pit initiation, but offers less protection 

against pit growth. 

In the mass loss tests in 0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl, the wrought alloy with Mo (W316_2AR) had a 

low corrosion rate for all test durations, as did the hot-rolled SMAW 316 alloy. Interestingly, the solution 

analysis after testing of both of those alloys showed no Mo for the short duration test. Then, increasing 

Mo for the mid-term and long-term tests. Even after 160 days of 0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl attack in the mass 
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loss study, the dissolved Mo represented only 1.7 wt. pct. of the dissolved mass from the sample—a 

sample for which the Mo content was ~2.2 wt. pct. It is possible that Fe, Cr, and Ni, dissolve 

preferentially to Mo until the fraction of Mo near the surface reaches an elevated concentration. Indeed, a 

study of the passive film for a 30Cr-2Mo steel alloy showed that the passive film surface was deficient in 

Mo [234]. There may be a critical required concentration of Mo beneath the passive layer to help 

safeguard against corrosive attack of Cl anions. The reason Mo provides less resistance to pit propagation 

than to pit initiation may be that a pit becomes supersaturated with Cl, overwhelming any beneficial effect 

due to Mo. Interestingly, in this work, films with high Mo content were left behind after gross corrosion 

dissolution of the cold-rolled 304L alloy. This agglomeration of Mo in oxide film attests to its insolubility 

in an acid chloride environment.  

8.1.3 Nitrogen 

Nitrogen content plays in important role in corrosion resistance and has a coefficient ranging 

from 13-30 in several variants of the FPREN [138] (p111). Nitrogen may improve corrosion resistance 

[235] by repelling chloride anions [236], impeding active dissolution by hydrogen ions, as was observed 

in the range of 3-4 N HCl [237]. In this study, N was generally higher for the welded alloys (0.064-0.127 

wt. pct.) than for the wrought alloys (0.029-0.071 wt. pct.). The highest N value was for the SMAW 309 

alloy, and this alloy in hot-rolled form did indeed exhibit the lowest corrosion currents of any of the 

alloys at potentials above the passivation potential (See  

Table 5.9-Table 5.11). Additionally, the as-welded SMAW 309 alloy and its hot-rolled 

counterpart exhibited the lowest and second lowest dissolution due to the entire testing sequence in 1.0 N 

HCl/3.5% NaCl as shown in Table 5.15. Thus nitrogen likely played a major role in corrosion protection 

in the strong acid. 

Additionally, along with a grain size difference, the major difference in pitting behavior for the 

two W316L alloys from the two suppliers may have been due to the difference in nitrogen content. After 

the corrosion testing sequence in the 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl solution (including PD scanning), the as-

received W316L_1 (from supplier 1), which contained 0.029% N, exhibited 42% surface area coverage 

with pits and ~20 mg/cm2 of mass loss. By contrast, as-received W316L_2 (from supplier 2) contained 

0.053% N and resulted in only 2% surface area coverage with pits and ~11 mg/cm2 of mass loss. So the 

80% increase in N may have been the primary cause for ~95% reduction in pit coverage and 45% 

reduction in mass loss due to the sequence. Testing in 0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl solution also highlighted the 

difference between the two alloys in that the calculated corrosion rate for W316L_1 was ~0.16 mm/yr, 

whereas the for W316L_2 was ~0.01 mm/yr, a 94% reduction in corrosion rate. Note that the grain size of 

W316L_1 was 55 µm, and that of W316L_2 was 22 µm. Grain size may have played a role, but one study 
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has indicated that for type 316 stainless steel, as grain size decreases, corrosion susceptibility increases 

[238].  

8.2 Microstructural Constituents 

There was a great deal of microstructural diversity in the alloys this study, and after each 

corrosion test, electron microscopy was used extensively to determine the possible effects of individual 

microstructural features. 

8.2.1 Sulfides 

Pits in stainless steel have often been associated with MnS inclusions [235]. In this study, due to 

the use of very low pH (0-1), the attack of the sulfides in the high sulfur alloy (wrought type 303) was so 

extensive that no evidence of the original sulfides remained (c.f. Figure 5.16f and Figure 5.20b). 

Extensive pitting occurred during the PD scan, and the PR value ranged from 91-132%, indicating 

completely ineffective passivation. Also, the mass loss samples were subject to both surface attack and 

extensive sub-surface pitting/corrosion attack that followed the rolling direction, clearly due to the sulfide 

stringers. Initiation was especially numerous at the sample edges, where “end grain” effects existed for 

abundant corrosion attack initiation.  

8.2.2 Oxide Inclusions 

The stainless steel weld deposits in this study contained exogenous inclusions as emphasized by 

un-etched metallography. Oxide inclusions have not been suspect locations for pit nucleation [239]. 

Unlike the sulfides, the oxides are chemically stable and inert in the chloride solution and do not dissolve. 

Also, unlike the ferrites, the oxides are not good electron conductors. Therefore they do not make good 

candidates for galvanic corrosion. With that being stated, the oxides do represent a disruption to the 

uniformity of any passivation effects on the surface, and therefore can serve as an initiation site for a type 

of micro-crevice corrosion [239], as was observed in Figure 5.25d and Figure 5.41b. 

8.2.3 Sigma Phase  

Sigma phase represents a concern from a loss-of-toughness standpoint for elevated temperature 

service [240] and has not been noted to cause chloride-corrosion related issues [241]. In this study, in the 

hot-rolled and annealed wrought 309S alloy, there were numerous micron size particles for which an EDS 

scan quantitatively reported 41% Cr and 48% Fe (also 10% Ni, 1% Mo, and 1% Mn), which approaches 

the composition of sigma phase [242]. The particles showed no preferential corrosion or pitting, and 

appear to have caused only a slight reduction in passivation layer growth rate as compared to the as-

received wrought 309S sample (from EIS shown in Figure 5.33 and Table 5.18). An increase in corrosion 
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rate (from LPR shown in Table 5.17) may have been attributable to the addition of sigma phase in the hot-

rolled (with suspected sigma phase) versus as-received version of the W309S alloy.  

8.2.4 Delta Ferrite 

In small amounts, as in the wrought alloys, delta ferrite is regarded as detrimental to pitting 

resistance, however, in large amounts, as in welds or duplex alloys, delta ferrite is regarded as beneficial 

[138](p131). In the current study, the phase of preferential corrosive attack was different for the two 

different solutions. For the 0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl solution, the austenite was preferentially attacked at 

Ecorr. However, for the 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl solution, the ferrite was preferentially corroded at Ecorr. As 

shown in Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12, the polarization resistance was lower for the as-welded FCAW 309 

that contained 19.9% ferrite than for the as-received wrought 309S that contained 1.0% ferrite (see 

Table 5.1). This difference is interesting because in austenitic stainless steels the ferrite phase contains 

more chromium than the austenite phase. One possible cause for this discrepancy is possibly that neither 

phase was able to build a passivation layer, therefore in this reducing environment the austenite phase was 

nobler due to its higher Ni content. A second possible cause for the preferential dissolution of ferrite in 

the 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl might be the difference of exchange current densities. Roberge identified the 

exchange current densities for bcc-Fe and fcc-Ni to be 10-6 and 10-7 A/cm2, respectively [119] (p87). This 

difference indicates that bcc-Fe would be a preferred site for the cathodic HRR due to the higher 

exchange current density.  

Tsai and Chen found for a duplex stainless steel that austenite was anodic in an oxidizing 1.5 M 

HNO3 solution, whereas ferrite was anodic in 2 M H2SO4 + 0.5 M HCl solution. In the 

2 M H2SO4 + 0.5 M HCl solution, the OCP of a single-phase ferrite sample was approx. -360 mV, and the 

OCP of a single-phase austenite sample was -340 mV. Thus ferrite preferentially corroded. However, in 

the highly oxidizing 1.5 M HNO3 solution, OCP continued to increase with time due to passivation layer 

growth for single phase sample when tested alone. But the OCP of the single-phase ferrite sample was 

consistently ~150 mV higher than that of the single-phase austenite sample. Thus, the austenite was 

preferentially corroded [243]. If this result could be broadly applied it would mean that in an oxidizing 

acid environment the austenite might tend to corrode preferentially, and in a reducing acid environment, 

the ferrite might tend to corrode preferentially.  

HCl is a reducing acid, and therefore might be expected to preferentially corrode the ferrite as 

was observed in the present study in the 1.0 N HCl solution. However, the atmosphere was not de-

aerated, and thus the presence of dissolved oxygen in the 0.1 N HCl solution may have been adequate to 

allow preferential passivation of the ferrite and thus preferential corrosion of the austenite. In related 

literature, a study using a duplex ferritic/austenitic stainless steel found that at one side of a crevice, the 
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ferrite was preferentially attacked, whereas at the opposite side of the crevice the austenite was 

preferentially attacked. The preferential attack in that study was attributed to variations in the solution in 

the crevice [139]. ASM Handbook 13A presents another example, wherein ferrite, with its elevated 

chromium, passivates preferentially in the presence of oxygen but corrodes preferentially in the absence 

of oxygen in 10% FeCl3. But austenite, with its higher nickel content, is nobler in the absence of oxygen 

but dissolves more rapidly than ferrite in the oxidizing acid, 50% HNO3 [244] (p789 & 954). 

Additionally, the preferentially corroded phase could be reversed using minor changes in the 

applied potential [243]. In the present study, all of the alloys with over 20% Cr and over 1% ferrite 

exhibited two passivation potentials (lower and upper). Tsai and Chen attributed the lower peak to ferrite 

passivation, and the upper peak to austenite passivation in their reducing acid environment [243], and the 

same is likely true in this study. On the reverse scan in this study, the lower peak did not appear. This 

elimination of the ferrite activation peak during the reverse scan could have been due to 

elimination/dissolution of the ferrite but was more likely due to passivation of the ferrite due to its 

elevated Cr content in comparison to the lower Cr austenite. For reference, ferritic stainless steels with 

~12% Cr in the active (unpassivated) state are nearly equivalent to austenitic stainless steels with 

~18% Cr on the galvanic series for flowing seawater. However, in the passivated state, the austenitic 

stainless steels are ~0.2 V noble to the ferritic stainless steels [138] (p348). 

8.3 Additional Microstructural Observations 

Pit nucleation has been associated with aggressive chloride anion adsorption and migration 

through the passive film, resulting in a passive film defect [235]. These defects can either be repaired by 

re-formation of the passive oxide or grow by dissolution of the underlying metal at a rate too rapid for 

oxidation and repair. Thus, there is a constant competition between passive film growth by oxidation and 

passive film breakdown due to anion adsorption. 

In the metallographic and SEM images in this study, several possible pit initiation and 

preferential corrosion sites were noted: 

 Sulfides (rapid dissolution) (Figure 5.16f; Figure 5.40e) [235] 

 Cold worked microstructure (rapid dissolution) (Figure 5.40c-d) 

 Sensitized locations (Figure 5.27d; Figure 5.43d) 

 Scratches (Figure 5.16c; Figure 5.22b) [245] 

 Twins and preferred grain orientation (Figure 5.16d-e; Figure 5.15a; Figure 5.40b; Figure 5.42b) 

 Grain boundaries (Figure 5.41f) 

 Ferrites (Figure 5.17c-f; Figure 5.24b; Figure 5.26b) 

 Inclusions (Figure 5.24b; Figure 5.25d; Figure 5.41b; Figure 5.42d&f) 

 Interdendritic austenite (Figure 5.25b; Figure 5.27b; Figure 5.43b) 
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The interdendritic regions in as-welded SMAW 309L and 316L may have had lower Cr content 

due to solidification segregation, which led to preferential corrosion and apparently initiation of a pit 

network. For these same alloys, it appears that the pit grew until it encountered a ferrite. Due to the higher 

Cr content in the ferrite, the pit growth ceased. These observations are consistent with reports in the 

literature for duplex stainless steel; wherein metastable pits were generated in the lower FPREN phase, the 

austenite [246]. 

Pit growth is gravity dependent because as the electrolyte becomes enriched in metal ions and 

chloride anions its density increases, and thus stable pit growth is typically downward [247] (p352). For 

the sideways mounted samples for PD scanning in 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl, many pits coalesced with the 

pits below them. The visual appearance of gross pitting of vertically oriented type 304 stainless steel plate 

is different from that of horizontally oriented type 304 stainless steel. In the vertical orientation, the 

occluded solution drains downward and causes a river pattern of attack below the site of the initial pit 

[248]. 

Specifically for the wrought type 304L alloy shown in Figure 5.2b grain orientation appeared to 

have an effect on corrosion attack rates. The corroded surface had a highly faceted appearance. This 

difference may be due to the higher exchange current density for the hydrogen evolution reaction (HRR) 

on the (111) crystal plane than on the (100) and (110) planes as pointed out by Srinivasan [130](p78). 

8.4 Considerations in Ranking Alloys for Acid Chloride Service 

There are many ways to rank alloys for corrosive service. FPREN represents a composition-based 

ranking method that is convenient for suppliers of stainless steels. Here we will discuss the tests that were 

performed on the austenitic stainless steels in this study, and several different approaches to ranking the 

alloys. 

8.4.1 OCP 

The early rise in OCP for all curves is possibly due to the development of the adsorbed species 

that develop the Helmholtz double layer [249]. The gradual rise in OCP for the ferrite-containing alloys 

represents dissolution of the ferrite as was identified using the interrupted tests. Unstable OCP for many 

of the 0.1 N samples was likely indicative of the competition between passive layer development and 

passive film breakdown by the acid chloride environment [235]. The nobility as measured using OCP 

would be a possible way to estimate relative corrosion resistance, with the alloys exhibiting greater 

mobility assumed to be more corrosion resistant. By this method, the wrought and welded type 316L 

alloys would be ranked as the most corrosion resistant in the 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl and the wrought type 

309S alloys would be ranked as the most corrosion resistant in the 0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl. However, the 
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other tests that produce an estimate of corrosion rate using the resistance or corrosion current are probably 

better for alloy ranking. 

8.4.2 EIS 

The three most useful parameters obtained from EIS tests were the polarization resistance, Rp 

(Ω×cm2), the inverse of the estimated double layer capacitance, 1/Cdl (cm2/mF), and the CPE shape factor, 

α. However, due to the highly polished surfaces and the relatively short duration of the tests (five hours is 

considered a brief period over which to observe changes in EIS for stainless steel) [145], they EIS results 

could be misleading. For example, the lowest Rp was recorded for the as-welded FCAW 309L alloy, 

which upon calculation of corrosion rate would rank this alloy as the least corrosion resistant. 

Additionally, knowledge of the processes occurring at the surface is essential. For all of the alloys tested 

in the 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl in this study, the Rp values (37-906 Ω×cm2) obtained from EIS likely 

represent polarization resistance for the Helmholtz double layer, not for a passivation layer. For duplex 

stainless steels tested in strong acid (2 M H2S04/0.5 M NaCl/0.01 M KSCN), the Rp value from Nyquist 

plots ranged from 20-100 Ω×cm2 [250]. Similarly, the Cdl values obtained in this study represent the 

capacitance for the Helmholtz double layer, not for a passivation layer. The CPE shape factor, α, was 

likely the most useful parameter for the more concentrated HCl solution because α was expected to 

decrease (i.e. a more depressed semicircle in the Nyquist plot) with a less uniform double layer. So it was 

logical that the as-received wrought 304L alloy, with its poorer corrosion resistance, had an α value of 

0.876 in the 3-hr EIS, whereas hot-rolled welded SMAW 316, with its better corrosion resistance had an α 

value of 0.954 in the 3-hr EIS. Even so, the polished surface tended to give even low corrosion resistance 

alloys “good” values of α (>0.9). Therefore a longer test would have provided a better idea of the long-

term effects of the environment on each alloy. 

For the 0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl solution, however, the Rp obtained from EIS was more useful. 

When submerged in corrosive medium, the dissolution of the stainless steel depends greatly on the 

integrity of the oxide. With a thick enough oxide, electron exchange occurs predominantly with the oxide 

film and the semi-conductive properties of the oxide (passivation layer) determine the current/potential 

behavior of the metal/oxide system. If the oxide is thin, however (0.4-3 nm), electron exchange occurs 

between the redox electrolyte and the underlying metal by tunneling. Direct tunneling is one type of 

tunneling wherein electron exchange is kinetically controlled like the base metal. The oxide functions as a 

barrier to potential energy and current decreases with increasing oxide thickness (i.e. Rp increases). This 

increased oxide thickness would manifest itself as a decrease in anodic transfer coefficient and increased 

cathodic transfer coefficient [135](p863). Several alloys apparently developed this passive film, as noted 

by multiple time constant behavior and a large increase in Rp. Three alloys assumed new EIS behavior 
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that indicated passivation processes: as-received wrought 309S (Rp: 239 kΩ×cm2 and 458 kΩ×cm2 after 

30 min. and 60 min., respectively), the hot-rolled wrought 309S alloy (Rp: 65 kΩ×cm2 and 81 kΩ×cm2) 

and the as-received wrought 316L from supplier 2 (Rp: 19 kΩ×cm2 and 14 kΩ×cm2). These Rp values 

combarable with those reported by Sugimoto and Sawada for a passive film for 20Cr-25Ni steel at +0.5 V 

in 1 N HCl (380 kΩ×cm2) and 1 N H2SO4. (240 kΩ×cm2).  Without HCl (only NaCl), Ameer et al. 

obtained values of 50-300 kΩ for the passivation layer on Mo-containing austenitic stainless steels. 

Theoretically, the higher the Rp value of the passivation layer, the more corrosion resistance could be 

expected for the alloy in the specific environment. Also, with a passivation layer present, pitting in 304L 

stainless steel has been associated with a decrease in Rp and 1/Cdl [251], [252]. 

8.4.3 LPR 

Many of the considerations that apply to EIS also apply to LPR. The similarity between the CR 

from EIS and the CR from LPR is because LPR, like EIS, is a method of determining the polarization 

resistance, Rp. Thus it is important to know whether the test is inducing polarization of the Helmholtz 

double layer (as for the stainless steels in the stronger acid in this study) or polarization of a passive film 

(as or the wrought 309 alloy and wrought 316 alloy from supplier 2 in the weaker acid in this study). The 

corrosion rate calculated using LPR was ~22% lower than that calculated using Rp from EIS for the 

stainless steel samples in the 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl and ~42% lower for the stainless steel samples in the 

0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl. The cause for this discrepancy is not known. 

8.4.4 PD Scans 

PD scans probably offer the most information concerning reaction kinetics of any test used in this 

study. The first useful data are the Tafel slopes, Ecorr, and icorr. For an acid electrolyte, a check for the 

validity of the assumption that the hydrogen reduction (evolution) reaction (HRR) is the primary cathodic 

reaction is to recall = . �
 (8.2) 

The Tafel slope, , for the HRR as a cathode reaction, knowing that one electron is exchanged for 

the reaction (n=1) assuming a symmetric = .  [118](p116): = .  × .  × .  ×  × ≅ .  /  (8.3) 

The cathodic Tafel slopes recorded in this study ranged from 0.09-0.12 V/decade for the forward 

PD scan, which serves as somewhat of a confirmation that the interpretation of the cathodic process may 

be correct. Another positive aspect of these low pH tests was that concentration polarization was not 

observed for the cathodic curve (for the HRR) because due to the low pH, hydrogen ions were almost 
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always readily available in the electrolyte near the electrode surface [124](p459). Secondly, recall the iron 

oxidation reaction: → + + −  (8.4) 

Since the number of electrons exchanged in the oxidation of iron is 2 (n=2), then it would be 

reasonable to assume ≅ .  V/decade. The anodic Tafel slopes recorded in this study averaged to 

~0.05 V/decade and ranged from 0.03-0.10 V/decade. So the assumption that Fe oxidation was the 

general anodic reaction was likely accurate, but other reactions such as second phase oxidation with a 

different Ecorr or multi-phase corrosion likely caused variation in the anodic Tafel slopes.  

For several of the alloys in this study, the current increased greatly (up to 655 mA) at the elevated 

potentials (~8.5 V vs. SCE). A new parameter was introduced, called pitting power, which essentially 

calculates the area under the PD scan curve between the Emax, imax and Emin, imin (repassivation). There was 

a linear relationship between the pitting power and the metallographically determined surface coverage by 

pits. 

Repassivation potential is often reported in the literature for cyclic PD scans of austenitic 

stainless steels [235]. The minimum reverse passivation potential, EminLoR (point 9) from this study may be 

thought of as the repassivation potential. However, true repassivation of active pits may not occur due to 

the strength of the 1.0 N HCl environment. Instead, after the cyclic PD scan, if the pitted samples had 

remained in the solution, pitting might have continued, just at a slower rate, at the corrosion potential, 

Ecorr.  

For some of the samples that did not pit, negative hysteresis was observed (Ecorr_Reverse higher than 

Ecorr_Forward and icorr_Reverse to the left of icorr_Forward). The cause of this of negative hysteresis was the 

thickening of the passive film. The cathodic curve does not change, but the thickening of the passive film 

reduces the current for the anodic portion of the curve, and thus causes the intersection of the anodic and 

cathodic curves to shift left and upward [123] (p90). 

The polarization that occurred during the cyclic PD scan accelerated the corrosion kinetics during 

the test, and thus it was possible to induce damage to the surface of the alloys, especially the less 

corrosion resistant alloys. Note that in comparing the calculated forward corrosion rate from  

Table 5.8 to the calculated reverse corrosion rate from Table 5.12 there were extensive 

differences in how the alloys would be ranked. In actual service, damage is often imminent. Thus, PD 

scanning might be considered a good option for accelerated testing to determine alloy corrosion kinetics 

in the electrolyte of interest. Additionally, the ability to adjust the potential range of the PD scan would 

allow simulation of service scenarios involving either intentionally- or unintentionally-induced potentials 

due to galvanic contact, dissimilar welds, or stray currents. 
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For the type 304L stainless steel alloys, the results of the dissolved mass measurements 

(Table 5.15) from the 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl electrochemical corrosion sequences were high, consistent 

with their high corrosion current and pitting response, and the Fe/Cr/Ni proportions were consistent with 

their original alloy compositions. Also, the type 309S alloys had a low total dissolved mass, consistent 

with their low corrosion current. However, the dissolved percent Cr (31-55%) was higher than the percent 

Cr for the bulk alloys (20.7-22.4%), likely due to the selective dissolution of ferrites. Also, for the 

S309AW, which had the lowest dissolved mass, the dissolved Ni was 25% of the total dissolved mass. 

For this alloy, there were pit initiation regions that perforated the austenite between dissolved primary 

ferrite (Figure 5.25). It is possible that due to coring during solidification the Ni content was enriched in 

the regions that were last to solidify, with a corresponding local minimum in Cr content. This low Cr 

content may have provided a location for preferred pit initiation. 

8.4.5 Mass Loss Testing 

Mass loss was measured for austenitic stainless steel samples with diverse microstructures and 

phase constituents subject to immersion in the aqueous acid chloride environment, 0.1 N HCl and 3.5% 

NaCl, for 11 to 160 days. Samples with an FPREN of greater than 22 exhibited a low corrosion rate. Alloys 

with an FPREN of 20 or lower exhibited a high corrosion rate and should not be recommended for use in 

this environment. Above FPREN 22, there was a counter-intuitive increase in corrosion rate with increase in 

FPREN, the cause of which is not known. The three most consistent performers regarding corrosion 

resistance for all of the test durations were the as-received wrought 316L, hot-rolled wrought 309S, and 

hot-rolled SMAW 316L, which also maintained a shiny surface at all test durations. All of the as-welded 

samples had high corrosion rates for the brief duration, due to the preferential dissolution of austenite.  

8.4.6 Alloy Ranking 

One proposed method of ranking the alloys for each solution is to combine two techniques that 

best highlighted the variation in corrosion protection. Figure 8.3 shows two ranking methods plotted 

together for the 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl solution. On the horizontal axis is the reverse corrosion rate as 

calculated from icorr-Reverse from the PD scans. A corrosion rate of <0.025 mm/yr is considered good. Thus 

five alloys meet the criteria per the reverse corrosion rate: wrought and hot-rolled and annealed type 309S 

and the hot-rolled form of each of the weld alloys, all of which had an FPREN>22.5. On the vertical axis is 

the mass loss calculation from solution analysis after the electrochemical corrosion testing sequence 

including the PD scan, for which there is no set criteria for consideration of a good alloy. Figure 8.4 

shows two ranking methods plotted together for the 0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl solution. On the horizontal 

axis is the long term (147/160-day) mass loss corrosion ranking, and on the vertical axis is the LPR 

calculated corrosion rate. <0.025 mm/yr would be considered a good corrosion rate, and only two alloys 
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meet the criteria for both ranking methods: type 309S in both wrought and hot-rolled/annealed forms and 

as-received wrought 316 (from supplier 2). Since LPR is a very brief test and was performed on polished 

samples, the microstructural homogeneity of the wrought alloys may have been the reason they 

apparently outperformed the welded and welded/hot-rolled/annealed alloys. 

 

Figure 8.3 Austenitic stainless steel alloys ranked in 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl solution by 1) PD scan reverse 
corrosion rate (horizontal axis) and 2) mass loss from solution analysis (vertical axis). (Note for the 
horizontal axis that a corrosion rate of <0.025 mm/yr is considered good.) 
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Figure 8.4 Austenitic stainless steel alloys ranked in 0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl solution by 1) long term 
(147/160-day) mass loss corrosion rate (horizontal axis) and 2) LPR calculated corrosion rate (vertical 
axis). (Note for the horizontal axis that a corrosion rate of <0.025 mm/yr is considered good.) 

8.5 Sources of Variation 

There are many possible sources of error for electrochemical corrosion testing and mass loss 

corrosion testing. Some possible sources of error will be mentioned here with comments about their 

relevance or mitigation in these tests. Uniformity of the electrolyte was a possible source of error, but 

stirring of the large volume of solution was performed at all times to ensure complete mixing with no 

solute stratification. In the solution analyses after the tests, the Na content varied by up to +/-7%, so this 

can be assumed to be the maximum variation in electrolyte concentration. Surface finish has an effect on 

pitting potentials for stainless steels. In one study, the pitting potential of type 302 stainless steel 120 grit 

finish was 150 mV lower than the pitting potential for a 1200 grit finish over a range of chloride 

concentrations [253]. In this study, all of the samples were polished with a final step using 1 µm diamond 

paste. There were a few minor scratches that apparently became nucleation sites for pitting, however, 

minor scratches only have a strong effect if incurred while immersed in the chloride solution [254]. 
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Instead, bulk pitting was attributable to alloy composition. Since the passive film formation involves a 

competition between adsorption of chloride ions and oxygen [235], the quantity and consistency of 

dissolved oxygen in the solution is important. Dissolved oxygen was ~6 ppm in the solution, and samples 

were immersed in the same amount of solution ~2-8 mm from the surface such that dissolved oxygen was 

likely in equilibrium with the air. Also, no variation in pitting response was macroscopically recognizable 

from the top to the bottom of the samples. Polarization resistance, capacitance, and corrosion rate 

calculations are sensitive to surface area. The preferential dissolution of ferrites and sulfides artificially 

increased the surface area in contact with the electrolyte and could have artificially depressed both the 

polarization resistance and the 1/C values and increased the apparent corrosion current. 

There was a thin layer of mill scale due to the hot-rolling process on the unpolished backside of 

the hot-rolled samples (both wrought and welded). Although the surface with this mill scale was coated 

with the paint to prevent environmental attack, the breakdown of the paint for the long duration samples 

allowed interaction between the mill scale and the acid chloride solution. Accordingly, loss of mill scale 

during the 146/160-day mass loss test was determined to have the potential to affect the mass 

measurement by up to 0.0024 g for the hot-rolled samples. However, the only sample with significant loss 

of mill scale was the wrought type 304L stainless steel sample, for which the environment induced 

complete detachment of the mill scale. For the type 309 and 316 (both welded and wrought) stainless steel 

alloys that were hot-rolled, at least 75% of the mill scale on the back of the sample remained intact. Thus 

the effect on the calculated corrosion was limited, and the final ranking of alloys was not affected. This 

error was incorporated into the error bars for the mass loss tests. 

Sensitization (formation of chromium carbides at the grain boundaries) has been studied 

extensively in the past and was not the desired variable in this study. The effort to minimize sensitization 

as a factor for the hot-rolled alloys in this study consisted of two approaches [255]. 1) Low carbon alloys 

of austenitic stainless steel were used, which greatly extend the holding time or cooling rate necessary to 

form grain boundary carbides [256]. 2) Heat treatment at 965 °C for 10-15 minutes was performed after 

hot-rolling to bring any existing carbides into solution. Then the workpieces were water quenched to 

rapidly cool through the sensitization temperature range of ~550-850 °C [255]. Slight sensitization of the 

microstructure was only detected for the hot-rolled and annealed SMAW 316 alloy. 

ASTM G48 recommends 24 hours of passivation time between sample preparation and chloride 

corrosion testing [257]. The 24 hour waiting period was not consistently upheld, but several replicate 

samples were run with varied air passivation times, and the results were self-consistent (for example, the 

results for sample S316AW are very much like those of S316AW_R (replicate) from the electrochemical 

tests in 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl solution. 
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Although the LPR and EIS methods utilize only very small polarization potentials, they still cause 

some changes on the surface. Performing LPR immediately before EIS may have affected the results and 

vice versa. It would be recommended for the future to allow a brief period of OCP (10-20 minutes) 

between any LPR and EIS scans so that the surface has time to re-stabilize steady-state reactions after any 

disturbances due to the small potential scans from multi-frequency EIS or the single-frequency LPR scan. 

8.6 Advantages of Friction Weld Cladding for Acid-Chloride Service 

Here we will briefly discuss possible advantages for using friction welding—in place of fusion 

welding—for the internal cladding step prior to extrusion or forging of the final pipe or component. 

From Figure 8.3, it was observed that wrought 309L resulted in lower dissolved mass loss and a 

lower reverse corrosion rate than the as-welded 309 alloys. Referring to the microstructural analyses for 

Figure 5.24, Figure 5.25, and Figure 5.26, the preferential dissolution of the ferrite phase in the strong 

acid-chloride environment was a disadvantage for the as-welded 309. The advantage of using a wrought 

alloy is the ability to reduce or eliminate ferrite, which is considered detrimental to corrosion resistance in 

small amounts [138](p131). Ferrite content could be reduced or eliminated from the wrought alloy prior 

to the internal cladding step. In fusion welds, however, a small amount of delta ferrite is considered 

essential to obtaining a weld free of hot cracks [258]. On the contrary, for friction welding, single phase 

austenite compositions with no ferrite (such as 310 stainless) are weldable. Elimination of the second 

phase would eliminate the risk of galvanic attack. 

On the other hand, if it is desirable to perform the internal cladding using a duplex stainless steel 

with equal microstructural fractions of austenite and ferrite, friction welding has at least two advantages 

over fusion welding. Firstly, there is no mixing of the liquid weld pool in friction welding, and upon 

cooling, friction welding minimizes loss of either phase due to mixing, solidification segregation, and 

non-uniform phase transformation due to non-uniform composition and cooling rates [259].  Secondly, 

nitrogen is important to the phase stability and corrosion resistance of duplex stainless steels [260], and is 

added to the shielding gas to compensate for potential losses during welding. The advantage of friction 

welding, however, is reduction of nitrogen loss because no weld pool is formed. Also, nitrogen is a strong 

factor in the pitting resistance equivalence number [163], and could be increased in wrought metals to 

provide the maximum pitting and corrosion resistance without the subsequent concerns of hot-cracking 

due to austenite. Decrease in grain size is thought to be an advantage for duplex stainless steels [139]. 

Friction welding provides the advantage of finer grains near the interface with mechanical mixing in the 

form of discontinuous layers in comparison with the coarse grains from fusion welding with a thick, 

continuous interfacial mixed layer. 
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Sensitization was identified in the type 316 fusion welds that were hot rolled and annealed as 

observed in the microstructures in Figure 5.27d and Figure 5.43d. Sensitization is more of a concern with 

the welded alloys because of the partial mixing that occurs. The 1018 steel had a higher carbon content 

than the stainless steel, and thus diffusion of the carbon into the steel led to chromium carbide formation 

at the grain boundaries in selected locations. The preferential attack of the acid-chloride solution at these 

sensitized grain boundaries resulted in grain dropping [135](p523). With no partial mixing of the liquid 

phase (including that of carbon from the base steel alloy), friction welding may greatly reduce the concern 

of grain boundary sensitization and preferential attack. 

Preferential corrosion adjacent to inclusions in fusion weld claddings was noted in Figure 5.24b, 

Figure 5.25d, Figure 5.41b, and Figure 5.42d and f. Preferential corrosion adjacent to inclusions was not 

identified for any of the wrought stainless steels. Thus friction welding, with its use of wrought stainless 

steels for application of the internal corrosion resistant liner offers the advantage of improved corrosion 

resistance due to lower inclusion content.  

To obtain acceptable flow and penetration in fusion welding of stainless steels, the lower limit for 

sulfur is considered to be 50 ppm in the base and filler metals [108]. In this study, sulfide inclusions were 

shown be very detrimental to corrosion resistance as revealed by Figure 5.16f and Figure 5.40e. Similarly, 

in other acid chloride corrosion studies, a reduction of sulfur to 10 ppm was shown to help reduce pit 

initiation [261]. There are no concerns about weld pool flow in friction welding. So the sulfur levels in the 

work pieces could be reduced to low levels. Thus, corrosion resistant liners friction welded using low-

sulfur stainless steels could provide better corrosion resistance for extruded and forged pipe components 

in acid-chloride environments.  
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CHAPTER 9: COMMERCIALIZATION CONSIDERATIONS 

This chapter briefly discusses a few of the considerations that would be involved in commercial 

scale-up for the rotational insertion friction welding process.  

9.1 Scale-up for Rotational Insertion Friction Welding for Extrusion Billets 

This section will focus on the processing considerations for scale-up of the rotational insertion 

friction welding process for commercial use for internal lining of billets in preparation for extrusion to 

make internally CR-clad pipe.  

9.1.1 Friction Welding Equipment and Processing 

Currently, the largest known rotary friction welding machine is a direct drive (not inertia) friction 

welder can apply ~4,000 kN of axial force [262]. The maximum available torque is not known. For 

reference, 60-90 kN of axial force was applied to the 25 mm diameter samples in this study. Direct drive 

might be preferred to inertia friction welding because of the increased control over pressure and torque 

during processing. Processing times are longer for direct drive friction welding (10-30 s) as compared to 

inertia friction welding (1-3 s). It might be advantageous to apply a lower pressure and thus reduce the 

amount of torque during frictional heating. Because of the large surface area of the cone, excessive torque 

may cause twist in the workpiece instead of heating at the bi-metal interface. Twist and deformation of 

the workpiece itself should be avoided. The rotation speed for scale-up would necessarily be decreased 

with an increase in outer diameter since, relative to the angular velocity, the speed at the outer diameter 

between the two workpieces increases linearly with an increase in diameter. 

9.1.2 Cone-and-Cup Design Modifications 

Due to the observed lack of bonding at the nose (inner diameter) portion of the cone-in-cup IF 

weld, a modification would be recommended for scale-up, such that the nose made first contact and the 

contact was prolonged enough to generate heat. Pressure versus radial location controls heating, and the 

pressure could be controlled using precise machining; i.e. in locations that do not generate enough heat 

during friction welding could be precision machined to protrude slightly such that the pressure is slightly 

greater and thus generate more heat. Precision machining will be useful in improving cone-in-cup friction 

welding. In cone-in-cup friction welding the surface area in contact is greater than that of IF butt welding, 

therefore there is more constraint, and flash cannot escape as easily. In general, computer simulation of 

the process should be performed to design the cone shape in such a way to obtain more uniform heating 

(not uniform pressure). Also, simulation could be used to determine the transient temperature profile and 

adjust this cycle such that the desired amount of mechanical bonding and diffusion bonding could be 

achieved. 100% bonding may not be necessary for a pre-extrusion billet because more bonding will 
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undoubtedly occur during the elevated temperature preheat and the extrusion process. Indeed, it might be 

best to minimize compositional mixing of the stainless steel and steel during the friction welding process 

to avoid obtaining martensite in the interfacial region. The minimum amount of bonding required by 

friction welding would be determined by the amount of shear strength the bi-metal billet would require to 

tolerate the extrusion process. 

9.1.3 Tooling 

With scale-up of the rotational insertion friction welding process the size of the inserted CR billet 

would also increase. If solid bar stock was used as a preform, there could be a great deal of material loss 

to machining to prepare the billet with a center bore for the extrusion press. Thus it might be 

advantageous to begin with CR pipe, form the CR pipe to the desired geometry for insertion as a liner into 

the steel pipe, and then use specially designed tooling for the friction welding machine to insert and rotate 

the CR liner. A good attachment between the tooling and the CR liner would be necessary during the 

process, and also the application of a parting compound or other measures would need to be taken to 

ensure that the tooling would not become welded to the CR liner during the process.  

9.1.4 Post-Processing/Inspection 

It is yet to be determined whether the billet lined with CR metal using friction welding would 

need to be machined before extrusion and whether joint inspection would be necessary as it is in the 

fusion welding process for CR lining of extrusion billets [15]. Ideally, it would be more important to 

ensure cleanliness between the two workpieces before friction welding, similar to the careful process of 

cleaning and evacuation to hot-roll-bonding of 304L stainless steel and steel to make clad plate [263]. 

Then, perhaps, inspection of the friction welded billet could be foregone, and inspection of the finished 

CR clad pipe would suffice. 

9.1.5 Raw Material Cost, Processing Time and Energy Comparison 

A full economic analysis is beyond the scope of this dissertation, however a brief consideration of 

raw material, processing costs will be discussed. Firstly, the current raw material cost for ER 308L 

welding consumable for performing fusion cladding is ~$7.8/kg [264], whereas for wrought 304L pipe for 

performing rotational insertion friction welding is ~$3.3/kg [265]. Therefore, cost savings in raw material 

would be possible by replacing fusion welding with friction welding. For example, to clad a 100 mm 

diameter pipe with 2 mm of internal CR cladding would require 4,820 kg of stainless steel per km of pipe 

(assuming a stainless steel density of 7.8 g/cm3). The raw material cost difference would lead to savings 

of $19,900 per km of clad pipe. 
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The second consideration is the processing time. For fusion cladding, assuming a deposition rate 

of 8 kg/hr [266] to deposit the 22 kg of CR metal internally to a billet as necessary for 2 mm of cladding 

layer for an extruded length of 5 m of 100 mm diameter pipe would require ~2.75 hrs. Compare this 

~2.75 hr welding duration with 30-60 s duration that might be necessary for rotational insertion friction 

welding. Thus, friction welding could reduce the processing time for the CR lining step by ~99%. 

Thirdly, the energy requirement to produce the fusion cladding would be ~500 A at 14 V for 

~2.75 hr, which results in ~70 MJ require to prepare the fusion clad billet. By contrast, the energy to 

produce a friction weld (with the same energy density as the friction butt welds and cone-in-cup welds in 

this study: i.e. ~8.4 kJ/cm2) with a 30 cm inner diameter, a 75° cone angle, and a 47 cm outer diameter 

(length: 31 cm; surface area: ~4,000 cm2) would be ~32 MJ. Thus, friction welding could reduce energy 

usage for CR lining step by ~50%.  

Finally, there is some concern about the amount of torque needed to produce this large of a 

friction weld. As stated, to produce the ~4,000 cm2 weld in 30 s would require ~32 MJ of energy. An 

energy input rate of roughly 1 MJ/s with a direct drive friction welder at 500 rpm (52 rad/s), would 

require ~18 kN×m of torque. For reference, friction welding machines that are capable of producing up to 

100 kN×m of torque have been built to weld 500 mm diameter pipe [267]. 

9.2 Pre-forging Billet Applications for Rotational Insertion Friction Welding 

Note that CR-clad pipe is not the only end-use product that could be aided by the rotational 

insertion friction welding process. Friction welding could also be used on a smaller scale to prepare pre-

forging billets with internal CR cladding to make many other components such as those shown in 

Figure 9.1. These types of components are often used to tap into pipelines such as clad pipelines. After 

installment, they must be weld clad in the field, resulting in costly downtime to the production facility, 

refinery, or petrochemical plant. Using a well-designed forging process, a friction welded billet could be 

forged into many types of components such as elbolets, weldolets, flanges, or reducers to eliminate the 

need for fusion weld cladding by hand in the field. 
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Figure 9.1 Forged components for which the pre-forging billets may be internally clad with a sound 
metallurgical bond using friction welding. [*[268]; **[269]; ***[270]] 
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CHAPTER 10: CONCLUSIONS 

This dissertation addressed in-depth a variety of considerations that would be fundamental to 

establishing friction welding as a viable process for internally cladding pre-extrusion and pre-forging 

billets of mild steel with corrosion resistant stainless steel. The materials of analysis were austenitic 

stainless steel for the corrosion resistant liner and AISI 1018 steel for the structural component. The 

breadth of considerations included processing parameters and workpiece geometries for friction welding, 

thermo-mechanical effects, and resulting microstructural, mechanical, and corrosion resistance properties 

for friction clad steel. 

Assessment of the microstructure and mechanical properties by location for inertia friction butt 

welds revealed trade-offs in processing parameter considerations. Increasing the rotation speed assured 

adequate heating to form a defect-free joint across the entire faying surface, but also tended to increase 

HAZ size and thus decrease strength for the joint. Increasing the axial pressure reduced the size of the 

HAZ, but increased the softened zone size near the periphery, thus leading to non-uniform properties with 

respect to radial locations. An existing transient temperature model for inertia friction welding was 

adapted to the dissimilar metals case by adding a heat partitioning ratio based on thermo-physical 

properties to the heat flux density assumption and by compensating for heat lost to axial shortening. A 

friction-based model for the heat up stage was introduced, which, together with the concept of a crossover 

temperature where the 1018 steel flow stress exceeds the 304L stainless steel flow stress, formed the basis 

for an attempt to explain the annular peak observed in the macrostructure. Tensile tests revealed a concern 

about voids that may exist with poor processing parameters for this dissimilar weld combination. Also, an 

assertion based on the geometric requirement for neck formation near a rigid interface was made to 

explain why tensile bar fractures did not occur at the expected location, i.e., the softest location of the 

HAZ. 

Comparison of the HAZ of the nominal dissimilar 304L stainless steel to 1018 steel friction welds 

and 1018 steel fusion clad using a type 309L consumable showed that the HAZ of the friction weld was 

about half the size (~2.5 mm) of the HAZ of the fusion weld (~5-6 mm). Comparison of martensite 

produced at the interface of the friction weld, the fusion cladding, and a commercially produced hot-roll-

bonded plate showed that 1) the friction weld had ~10 µm thick martensite region near the center and 2) 

~80 µm thick martensite region near the periphery, 3) the fusion weld had ~200 µm thick martensite 

region, and 4) the roll-bonded plate had no positively identifiable martensite region. The Gooch formula 

was used to show why the solid-state compositional mixing led to martensite formation in thin interlayers 

through the fine austenite grains that had formed at elevated temperatures. 

Corrosion tests were conducted to identify advantages and disadvantages of using wrought CR 

alloy for the CR lining instead of weld-clad or even weld-clad and extruded CR alloy. Thus, austenitic 
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stainless steels with a variety of compositions and microstructures were tested in two acid chloride 

environments of 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl and 0.1 N HCl/3.5% NaCl. Several tests were used and the “non-

destructive” electrochemical tests (open circuit potential, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, and 

linear polarization resistance) were shown to provide useful results only for the polished, unpassivated 

surface. The destructive test, cyclic potentiodynamic scanning, was shown to provide much useful 

information within a rapid time frame and a strong differentiation between the alloys based on 

composition and microstructure. Mass loss testing also provided useful differentiation between the alloys, 

but took much longer and did not reveal the effect of ferrite as strongly nor provide the pitting potential. 

A simple figure of merit for the cyclic potentiodynamic scan, called “pitting power” was introduced. Also 

a calculation based on the ratio of the reverse (lower) activation potential to the forward passivation 

potential was introduced to quantitatively distinguish between alloys that passivated well during the 

elevated potential excursion and those that passivated poorly or pitted during the scan. 

In general, regarding composition, chromium provided the greatest benefit with regard to 

preventing uniform corrosion and pitting in these acid chloride environments. Molybdenum appeared to 

increase general corrosion resistance in the mass loss studies, but had little effect on corrosion resistance 

at elevated potentials. Nitrogen appeared to have a strongly beneficial effect on pitting resistance with an 

approx. doubling of nitrogen to 0.053 wt. pct. providing a 95% reduction in pitting area coverage. With 

respect to microstructure, the diverse as-welded microstructures apparently corroded rapidly in a non-

uniform manner in the short term, but corroded very slowly in the long term, as the mass loss testing 

study showed. Evidently the preferential corrosion of a specific phase (either austenite or ferrite 

depending on the pH and chloride concentration) ensues rapidly until that phase dissolves away to expose 

an underlying composition or phase with more corrosion resistance. Also, the compositional diversity 

appears to inhibit stable pit development, possibly for the same reason. 

Finally, regarding friction welding for cladding applications, the conclusion is that with proper 

choice of CR alloy and careful process design for microstructural control, the rotational insertion friction 

welding process for internal CR lining of pre-extrusion or pre-forging billets could be successfully 

adapted to the acid chloride environment existent in petrochemical processing facilities and systems. 
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APPENDIX A: IF BUTT WELD PROCESSING PLOTS 

 

Figure A.1 Plots for setup welds (a-d) and high rotation speed welds (e-f). 
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Figure A.2 Plots for low rotation speed (a-b), low pressure (c-d), and high pressure (e-f) welds. 
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Figure A.3 Plots for nominal speed and pressure welds (a-f). 
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Figure A.4 Plots for nominal speed and pressure welds (a-f). 
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Figure A.5 Plots for nominal speed and pressure (a-d) and similar 304L stainless steel (e-f) welds. 
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Figure A.6 Plots for similar 1018 steel welds (a-b) and welds with a thermocouple attached (c-d). 

Note for Figure A.6 and Figure A.7 that the thermocouples were attached to the stationary, which 

was the 1018 steel bar for all dissimilar welds and a 304L bar for weld #24, a similar 304L stainless steel 

weld. The original distance of the thermocouple from the interface is labeled for each plot. 
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Figure A.7 Plots for welds with a thermocouple attached (a-d). 
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APPENDIX B: CYCLIC PD SCANS 

 

Figure B.1 Cyclic PD scans for wrought type 304 and 303 stainless steels (a-g). 
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Figure B.2 Cyclic PD scans for all type 309 stainless steels (a-f). 
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Figure B.3 Cyclic PD scans for all type 316 stainless steels (a-g). 

 

Note for Figure B.3 that the W316MS is also referred to as W316_1 and W316Mc is also referred 

to as W316_2 in this thesis document. 
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APPENDIX C: POST ELECTROCHEM. TEST PHOTOS (1.0 N HCL/3.5% NACL) 

 

Figure C.1 Photographs after electrochemical test sequence in 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl. 
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Figure C.2 Photographs after electrochemical test sequence in 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl. 
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Figure C.3 Photographs after electrochemical test sequence in 1.0 N HCl/3.5% NaCl. 
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APPENDIX D: MATLAB TEMPEATURE MODEL: DISSIMILAR IF BUTT WELD 

The code below can be used in MATLAB for creating a 1-D model of the temperature versus 

distance and time for the inertia friction welding process. This code was modified from that graciously 

provided in the dissertation by L. Yang [80]. For friction welds of dissimilar materials you will need to 

model one side at a time. Here is a list of the inputs (and units) you will need to use the model for your 

friction welding case: 

 AxialShorteningR - axial shortening (burn off) for the R (right) work piece (mm) 

 t_1 – time to the first torque peak (s) 

 t_2 – time to the second torque peak (s) 

 HeatFlux_1 – heat flux (assumed constant) at the interface during the heating stage (W/mm2) 

 Efficiency – what fraction of the heat flux actually generates heat (enter a number 0-1) 

 material_R – name the material on the right 

 material_L – name the material on the left 

 density_R – density of the right material (kg/mm^3) 

 density_L – density of the left material (kg/mm^3) 

 heatCapacity_R – heat capacity of the right material (J/kg/K) 

 heatCapacity_L – heat capacity of the left material (J/kg/K) 

 CR – thermal conductivity of the right material (W/mm/K) 

 CL  – thermal conductivity of the left material (W/mm/K) 

On line 53 there is a “return”. This will stop the program after the heat up stage and return a 

T_Peak. The target T_Peak should be within ~50 °C of the melting temperature of your lowest melting 

temperature alloy. Within reason, adjust the following variables to achieve your target T_Peak: 

 AxialShorteningR - axial shortening (burn off) for the R (right) work piece (mm) 

 t_1 – time to the first torque peak (s) 

 t_2 – time to the second torque peak (s) 

 HeatFlux_1 – heat flux (assumed constant) at the interface during the heating stage (W/mm2) 

 Efficiency – what fraction of the heat flux actually generates heat (enter a number 0-1) 

Below is example code for the 1018 steel side of a dissimilar joint of 304L stainless steel to 1018 

steel. Plug it into Matlab and enjoy! 

 clc; clearvars; clear; 
    %t is for a time boundary condition,  
    %d is for a distance boundary condition, 
    %T is for a temperature boundary condition, 
    %R is for the right workpiece 
    %L is for the left workpiece 
    %Suffix 1 is for stage 1 (heat up) 
    %Suffix 2 is for stage 2 (steady state) 
    %Suffix 3 is for stage 3 
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    %This example is for Weld #12 the low speed weld from this study 
    AxialShorteningR = 1.5 ; %mm, 
    t_1 = 0.6; %s, ~time to the first torque peak 
    t_2 = 1.0; %s, ~time to the end of rotation 
    Efficiency = 0.75; %Efficiency = .60 based on Michael Eff; % 90% based on %Yang 2010 pg 87 
    HeatFlux_1 = 50 ; %Q-dot from this study W/mm^2 
    material_R = 'Steel'; 
    material_L = 'Stainless Steel'; 
    density_R = .00000787; %kg/mm^3 
    density_L = .00000780; %kg/mm^3 
    heatCapacity_R = 761; %J/kg/K on average from Rituraj, 2008 
    heatCapacity_L = 543; %J/kg/K on average from Rituraj, 2008 
    CR = 0.038  ;   %Thermal conductivity of 1018 steel (W/mm/K) 
    CL = 0.021  ;   %Thermal conductivity of 304L stainless steel (W/mm/K) 
    DR = CR/density_R/heatCapacity_R;   %Thermal diffusivity of steel %(mm^2/s), where K = 
k/density/heatCapacity 
    DL = CL/density_L/heatCapacity_L;   %Thermal diffusivity of stainless %steel(mm^2/s) 
    RootR = (CR*density_R*heatCapacity_R)^.5 
    RootL = (CL*density_L*heatCapacity_L)^.5 
    NetFlux = HeatFlux_1*Efficiency ; %W/mm^2 
    FluxIntoLeft = NetFlux*(RootL/(RootL+RootR)); %Heat flux density into %steel from Grujicic 2014 
flux ratio equation(W/mm/s) 
    FluxIntoRight = NetFlux*(RootR/(RootL+RootR));%Heat flux density into %stainless steel 
(W/mm^2/s) 
    numberOf_d_Intervals = 8;  
    d_Interval_1 = 1; %mm 
    d_Max_1 = d_Interval_1*numberOf_d_Intervals+AxialShorteningR+.0001; %mm, must be a multiple 
of distanceInterval. Then add .0001 so that the Max %is greater than the integer to ensure that the 
calculation is performed. 
    d_Array_1 = [.0001 AxialShorteningR/4 AxialShorteningR/2 3*AxialShorteningR/4 
linspace(AxialShorteningR+.0001, d_Max_1, numberOf_d_Intervals+1)]; 
syms x x1 t     
t_Interval = t_1/4; %s 
t_Array_1 = linspace(.0001, t_1, t_1 / t_Interval + 1 ); 
 
    T_Int1=x1/CR/sqrt(pi)*int(exp(-x^2)/x^2*FluxIntoRight,x,x1/2/sqrt(DR*t),inf); % Explicit integral to 
find T %as a function of x (distance) and t (time) 
    T_Array_1 = zeros( [ length(t_Array_1), length( d_Array_1 ) ] ); 
 
    for t1=1:1:length(t_Array_1); 
         for d1=1:1:length(d_Array_1); 
            T_1=subs(T_Int1,{t,x1},{t_Array_1(t1),d_Array_1(d1)})+25; 
            T_Array_1( t1, d1 ) = T_1 
        end 
    end 
        T_ArrayFinalTimeStep_1 = T_Array_1(t1,:); 
        OrderOfPolynom_1 = d1-1; 
        PolynomFit_1 = polyfit(d_Array_1,T_ArrayFinalTimeStep_1,OrderOfPolynom_1); 
        T_Peak = polyval(PolynomFit_1,.0001)   
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return %place a %before this return when the printed T_Peak is the desired    %temperature, i.e. the 
temperature for loss of shear strength in degrees C 
 
           for PolynomOrderIndex_1 =1:1:d1; 
   Polynom_1(PolynomOrderIndex_1) =          PolynomFit_1(PolynomOrderIndex_1)*x.^(d1-
PolynomOrderIndex_1); 
        end 
 
PolyEq1 = sum(Polynom_1); 
  
    t_Array_2 = linspace( .2, t_2, t_2/t_Interval + 1 ); 
    d_Array_2 = linspace( AxialShorteningR+.0001, d_Max_1, numberOf_d_Intervals+1); 
    T_Array_2 = zeros( [ length( t_Array_2 ), length( d_Array_2 ) ] ); 
    T_Int2_d = exp(-x1^2/4/DR/t)/sqrt(pi*DR*t)*int(((PolyEq1)*exp(-
x^2/4/DR/t)*sinh(x1*x/2/DR/t)),x,0,d_Max_1+1); 
    T_Int2_t = T_Peak*2/sqrt(pi)*int(exp(-x^2),x,x1/2/sqrt(DR*t),inf); 
 
    for t2 =1:1:length(t_Array_2); 
    AxialShortenPerIteration = AxialShorteningR/(length(t_Array_2)) ;  
    d_Array_2 = d_Array_2-AxialShortenPerIteration; 
        for d2=1:1:length(d_Array_2);  
            T_d_2_R=subs(T_Int2_d,{t,x1},{ t_Array_2(t2), d_Array_2(d2)}); 
            T_t_2_R=subs(T_Int2_t,{t,x1},{ t_Array_2(t2), d_Array_2(d2)}); 
            T_composite_2_R =T_d_2_R+T_t_2_R; 
            T_Array_2(t2,d2)=T_composite_2_R 
        end 
    end 
  
       T_ArrayFinalTimeStep_2 = T_Array_2(t2,:); 
        OrderOfPolynom_2 = d2-1; 
        PolynomFit_2 = polyfit(d_Array_2,T_ArrayFinalTimeStep_2,OrderOfPolynom_2); 
 
        for PolynomOrderIndex_2 =1:1:OrderOfPolynom_2+1; 
            PolynomStage2(PolynomOrderIndex_2) = 
PolynomFit_2(PolynomOrderIndex_2)*x.^(1+OrderOfPolynom_2-PolynomOrderIndex_2); 
        end 
  
PolyEq2 = sum(PolynomStage2); 
d_Max_2 = d_Array_2(d2); 
d_Array_3 = d_Array_2; 
t_Array_3 = [.05 .1 .2 .4 1 2.1 3.8 7 9]; 
    T_Array_3 = zeros( [ length(t_Array_3), length(d_Array_3) ] ); 
    T_Int3=exp(-x1^2/4/DR/t)/sqrt(pi*DR*t)*int(((PolyEq2)*exp(-
x^2/4/DR/t)*cosh(x1*x/2/DR/t)),x,.0001,d_Max_2+1); 
    for t3 =1:1:length(t_Array_3); 
        for d3 =1:1:length(d_Array_3)+.1; 
            T_Eval_3 = subs(T_Int3,{t,x1},{t_Array_3(t3),d_Array_3(d3)} ) ; 
            T_Array_3( t3, d3 ) = T_Eval_3 
        end 
    end 
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t_Array_2Plot = t_1 + t_Array_2; 
t_Array_3Plot = t_1 + t_2 + t_Array_3; 
t_ArrayAllStages = horzcat(t_Array_1, t_Array_2Plot, t_Array_3Plot); 
T_Array_1(:,1)=[]; 
T_Array_1(:,1)=[]; 
T_Array_1(:,1)=[]; 
T_Array_1(:,1)=[]; 
T_ArrayAllStages = vertcat(T_Array_1, T_Array_2, T_Array_3); 
  
figure(1); 
surf(d_Array_3,t_ArrayAllStages,T_ArrayAllStages(:,:)); hold on; 
xlabel('Distance (mm)'); ylabel('Time (s)'); zlabel('Temperature (°C)'); 
  
figure(2); %right side only  
plot(t_ArrayAllStages,T_ArrayAllStages(:,1),'k',t_ArrayAllStages,T_ArrayAllStages(:,d3-2),'m');hold 
on;% TempArrayIndexDistanceStage1-2 obtains the %temperature that is 1 inside the most distant, that 
way the polynomial fit %had an improved match between the previous stages 
%black line is the interface temperature 
%blue and red lines are one distance interval on each side of the interface 
legend('Interface Temperature', material_R ); hold on; 
xlabel('Time (s)'); ylabel('Temperature (°C)'); 
  
%For copying the data: 
T_ArrayTranspose = t_ArrayAllStages.' ; 
CopyData = horzcat(T_ArrayTranspose, T_ArrayAllStages); 


